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EXECUTIVE ORlDER NO. 83-33
Providing for Creation of a
Minnesota Tax St~dY Commission
I, RUDY PERPICH, GOVERNOR iF THE SIATE OF MINNESOTA,
by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and applicable
statutes, do hereby issue this Executive brder:
WHEREAS, the tax system of Minnesota is complex, many-layered, often
controversial and sometimes inequitablb; and
.
WHEREAS, there has been no thloroUgh review· of the tax system,
including both state and local taxes, fo~ more than twenty-five years; and
WHEREAS, tax changes have been made piecemeal, without regard to
the system as a whole and sometime· without knowledge of long-term
effects; and
I
WHEREAS, confidence in the Minnesota tax system has suffered; and

WHEREAS, the citizens of Minneso~a deserve a systematic and learned
review of tax and economic policies in drder to provide goals and directions
for Minnesota into the twenty-first century;
.
NOW, THEREFORE, I order:
I
1. There is hereby created a Minnesota 'Thx Study Commission, its
chairperson and members to be appoin~ed by the Governor.
2. It shall be the duty of this ComJission to obtain funds from private
and public sources in order to hireja staff and perform the research
necessary for an extensive study of state and local taxes and economic goals.
3. Funds received by the Commissio shall, upon their acceptance by the
State Treasurer and Commissioner of Finance pursuant to Minnesota
Statutes Chapter 7, become the property of the State of Minnesota. Such
Funds shall be subject to all stand~rd state accounting methods and
procedures and shall further be subject to all appropriate auditing
requirements and mechanisms.
.
4. The Commission is charged ith providing the citizens and
policymakers of Minnesota a descrip ive and analytical survey of the
Minnesota economy and of the tax structure as it now exists. The
Commission is expected to synthesiz. research already completed, but
perform new research when required.

t
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5. The Commission's goal will be, after extensive research and discussions
with citizens throughout the statd. to .recommend tax policies which will
remove inequities, promote econefmic growth, stabilize revenues for state
and local governments, meet the needs
of Minnesota's people, and provide
I
Minnesota with a competitive position among the states.
.
6. The Commission's study shJI include, but shall
not .
be' limited to the
..
.
interrelationships of state and local governments through taxes and state aid
payments, the relationship betweeb taxes and business expansion, the need
foran q. u.sag.e of property tax relieflprograms, the state. sales tax and its base,
simplification of the income taxsfstem, optional local taxes, the effect of
tax policy on development of jobt the use of tax· policy to foster growth
industries, tax policy relating to agricultural land, the problems of border
areas because of inters41te tax diffdrences, the relationship of state spending
levels to tax revenues, the appropri~te mix of taxes, and the effect of taxes on
Minnesota's position among state fankings.
.
7. The Commission may issue reports as it deems fit, but shall make a full
report and recommendation to thJOovemor and Legislature by December
15, 1984.
8. The Commission mayadopt Its own rules for the conduct of meetings,
hearings, and deliberations, but the goal will be to invite wide public
participation and enhancement of the public's knowledge about the
Minnesota tax system.
Pursuant to Minnesota Statute 1982, Section 4.035, this Order shall be
effective 15 days after pubIicatioJ in the State Register and filing with the
Secretary of State and shall remaib in effect until it is rescinded by proper
a~thority or it expires in accordarlce with Section 4.035, Subdivision 3.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand this 8th day of
August, 1983.
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Jecember 15, 1984

The Honorable Rudy Perpich
Governor
State of Minnesota
130 State Capitol
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155
Dear Governor Perpich:
. On behalf of the Minnesota Tax StlJdy Commission, we take pleasure in
transmitting this Report that fulfills your Executive Order NQ. 83-33
providing for a systematic and evenh~nded analysis of the Minnes~ta state
and local tax system. During the pkt fifteen months, the Commission
examined the economic, demographib and fiscal impacts of nearly every
type of state and local tax and its altJrnatives. The results of this work are
presented in this two-volume report. I
Volume I presents the findings and~ecommendations of the Commission,
. followed by a detailed set of information that provides the factual,
institutional, and analytical backgrobnd against which the Commission
considered the various tax issues and ~~ached its conclusions. In the process
of writing this Report, the Commission engaged the services of several
technical experts to prepare research Ipapers on a wide range of concerns
pertaining to Minnesota's tax and rtenue system. The quality of these
papers is such that they are of value b~yond our purpose here. Accordingly,
they are presented as Volume II of this report.
The tax policy goals and recomme~ations set forth herein represent a
coordinated program of tax reform fo Minnesota's future. They provide for
an equitable, simple, efficient and c mpetitive. state/local tax system, a
understand and control, and that
system that the people of Minnesota
will meet their needs into the twenty-firsi century. As such, the Report
merits earnest consideration by all cititens and their elected representatives.
The report is the product of man hours of private study and public
debate by a group of Minnesotans w o represent a broad cross section of
xiii

this state and who gave many, m y hours of their time to this effort. The
Commission addressed the imp~nt fiscaHssues and questions that all
Minnesotans must face in the yeah ahead~ The Commission served without
remuneration and with a commitment to layout directions for tax policy
that will continue Minnesota's lo~g tradition of structuring public policy in

I aJ~=:O:~~::.

a manner that is to the benefit ofI

Members of the Commission
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Part I

The

InStitution~ and Economic
Framlwork

------_._--_.

I

.

1
Summary of Findings and
I
Recommendations

.

INTRoJlCTION

.

Historically, Minnesotans have demon trated a commitment to excellence
and equity in the responsibilities they Jssign to their government.
They sought excellence in education, lin health and welfare, iIi the quality
of community life, and in individual opportunity and creativity. They
accepted taxes higher than the national kverage as the price they were willing
to pay.
I
They pursued equity not only in the services they asked of their
government but also in the method of~aying for them. Minnesota became
known for fiscal innovations undertaken to spread the. tax burden with .
fairness.···
.
.
Intricately.. (;onstru~!ed~y~1:.21~~:d. periodic eX~i?atioI} because,. over
the years, small actlo~en ·'trf'festJonse to weclflc needs become an
unwieldy collection of rules. Policies adbpted to address concerns within the
state have produced harmftll comparisdns to other states. A major concern
arising in recent years has been whethbr Minnesota's tax structure inhibits
economic growth and is achieving the ~quity goals once promised for it.
The Minnesota Tax Study CommissiJn was created by the.executive order
of Governor Rudy Perpich to condlct a systematic and evenhanded
examination· of the Minnesota system. The charge was to recommend tax
policies that will remove inequities, romote economic: growth, provide
Minnesota with a competitive position mong the states and meet the needs
of Minnesota'(peopleas they move into the twenty-first century.
The commission began with a thoro~gh review cif the demographic and
economic trends in the state. It then e1arnined nearly every recognized tax
device and the alternatives available to he ~tate. It carefully coos.idered the
historical reasons for our tax system, the views of the public regarding
Minnesota's present taxes, and the pre Ent intergovernmental relationships.
The result is this report to the people if Minnesota. It is a set of guiding
principles, goals, and recommendations that will provide a simple, rational,
and fair state/local tax system, a systetn that the people of Minnesota can
understand and control.

I'

I
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FINDINGS AND

RECOMMENlATIO~S

CRITERIA FOR JUDGINcl A STATE/LOCAL TAX SYSTEM
GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR JrX REFORM

_

The commission first establish~da set of principles that make explicit the
philosophical framework aslwell as the practical limits for the
recommendations that follow. Tl.Jese principles are:

• Public values embodied in the tax law should be explicit and
visible. TheMinne~ota tax ystem is an expression of community
relationships among individu~lsand between the people and their
government. Giving tax relief Ito classes of taxpayers is not inherently
wrong; however, preferential treatment should be clearly shown and
satisfy an agreed-upon .set of phlicy goals. Policy should be written in a
manner that does not obscur;~hichclass of individuals or institutions
actually bears the tax burden vJhen another class receives relief.
• Use of the state/local tax syst~m to achieve social and economic goals
should be minimized. Out-recommendation is practical, not
philosophical. A state operates in an "open economy" characterized by a
free flow of goods, services, an~ factors of production across its borders.
Openness requires a fIScal systdm-competitive with those in other states,
.1;lnd it restricts a state's ability tb secure major changes in the distribution
of income or in the levels of oJtput and prices through budget policy.
• Within limits dictated by econo#Zic reality, Minnesota's tax burden should
be distribut~d according to a~flitY to pay. Minnesota state and local
taxes paid as a percentage of im:ome should increase with higher income.
But the overall or net effect of the tax system is more important than the
effect of a specific tax such as hat on income.
• The standard for governmJnt's fiscal accountability should be
high. With respect to differdnt levels of government, this principle
requires open and clear commJnication between the level that- mandates
services and the unit that levie~ the taxes to pay for those services. The
principle also requires that taxi policy. be enacted visibly and explicitly
rather than through thoughtless expediency or neglect.
• Although reform of the tax system inevitably creates winners and losers,
that is no reason for inact~on. Devices to "hold harmless" or
"grandfather" existing arrangements will imbed inequities within the
system and thwart reform. If seme transition mechanisms are required,
they should be of short duratior'
GOALS FOR MINNESOTA'S TAIX SYSTEM

The commission adopted. six goals for Minnesota's tax system and
recommends their continuing use in examination of the system. They are:

• Equity. Tax burdens should b distributed according to the principles of
benefits received and ability to pay; they should also be consistent with

Summary
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the overall distributional objectives Iof the state. For those activities. to
which the benefits principle does n0t apply, ability to pay requires that
individuals with equal economic ca~acities pay the same amount of tax
('.'hOrizontal equity") and persons ~ti'th a greater capacity bear larger tax
burdens ("vertical equity").
Certainty/Predictability. Taxes s I ould be designed
to give fiscal
.
..
certainty to the taxpayer and government and lessen the need for ad hoc
legislative changes.
Simplicity. Tax law should be easil~ understood by taxpayers in order to
minimize administrative and compliance costs.
Neutrality. ,Taxes should
be designbd
to avoid unintended interference
,
I
with private (consumer, ~vmker, producer) economic decisions.
Competitiveness. Minnesota's tax lrates and tax burden 'distribution
should be: compared to those of othe~ states, and then evaluated for their
effects on the grow.th of thesta.t.e's ecpnomy and em.ployment, and o.n the
migration of residents as the state c~mpeteS for economic activity.
Political Acc.ountability. Changes ip. tax burden or distribution of the
tax burden should be the. result ?f explicit. and!or fully disclosed
legis~ati~ea~tions rathe~ than the ef~ect of hidden or complex economic
and mstItutlonal(e.g., mtergovernmental) arrangements.

I·

•
•
•

•

.~oals ~o

sta~d

~rad~offs

The.se
not
in isolati!on from each other.
are
essentIal m makmgtax poltcy because no perfect tax or tax mIX eXIsts. The
challenge, to poliCymakers is to deSignl a tax structure that achieves these
goals while, at the same time, it remains consistent with the guiding
principles stated above.

HIGHLIGHTS OF FINDINGS
A detailed discussion of the comntsion's findings, conclusions, and
recommendations is provided in SUbSeqr'ent chaplets. Hete ate the essential
elements:

• Powerful economic, demographic, and technological changes are
occurring in Minnesota, the nation and the world. Although these
changes are largely beyond control ot manipulation by Minnesota (or by
any state government), they cannot bb ignored in the design of the state's
tax structure. Indeed, quite the o~posite is true: in designing a tax
structure that will enable Minnesota!to compete for jobs in the coming
years, and thereby provide an envirorment that enhances the quality of
life for all its citiiens, the state must h!ave a fiscal structure that flows with
and captures the fiscal benefits of these powerful changes. Attempts to
use'astate!local tax system to reversd these economic, demographic, and
technological trends' will only result' a failed and costly policy.
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• The clear evidence is that Min esota'seconomy has been and continues to
be among the strongest and healthiest of the fifty states. Minnesota's
relative strength stems in part Ifrom the productivity and creativity of its
people. Unfortunately, it is also clear that Minnesota's overall tax burden
has become so high relativd to other states that its economic and
benefits that accompany growth, are
employment growth, and the Jocial
I
being slowed as a result. It follows that tax reform in Minnesota requires
overall tax reduction. In turn'l. tax reduction requires tha.t the growth in
public spending be slowed,
.
• Consistent with other tax policy goals and institutional (e.g., legal)
constraints, taxes should.be droadly ·based. Broad-l)ased taxation not
only enhan,ces accountability Iby spreading the burden of paying for
govern,ment among all its beneficiaries, it also decreases the possibility of
the combination of a narrow base and a high statutory rate-a situation
that makes intolerable the strdcturaldeficiencies inherent in all taxes.
• Minnesota's state and local
system is unnecess~rily complex and
cumbersome. This is particu!Iarly noticeable in its system of property
taxation and intergovernmentW aid. The complexity results from tax
changes that have been made Jithdut regard to the system as a whole and
sometimeswitho~t knOWledge! of their likely long-term effects. Because
Minnesotans have a .decrease9 understanding of their tax system,. they
have less confidence in it. Diminished confidence poses a serious concern
in a democracy, and particula1 in this state, which has historically had a
tradition of openness between the people and their government.
• The likelihood ofsweeping ch '. ges in the federal tax code strengthens the
case for reform of the state a~d local tax system. It will be easier to
determine the likely fiscal impdcts of proposed or actual federal 'changes,
if Minnesota policymakers and taxpayers are able to work from a clear
and explicit state/local tax sys~em. Without such a syStem, the debate on
the implications of federal chahge will be chaotic and the policy response
uncertain.

tax

/-

THE ECONOMIC AND I STITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

To make informed judgment regarding specific tax proposals, it is
important for policymakers to I understand the basic institutional and
economic forces that influencd the fiscal system. Accordingly, before
looking at the Minnesota statealnd local system on a tax-by-tax basis, the
commission made an in.·depth eJamination of the following five topics:
• The relationship of the MinII esota revenue system to the Minnesota
economy;
• The state's recent fiscal histo ,y, which provides the current setting for
policy decisions;

····1-·
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• An examination of how Minnesota s fiscal system compares to those of
the other states;
• The role that taxes play in the decision to create private sector
employment;
• The fiscal relationship between the State of Minnesota and its local units

I'

of government.
MINNESOTA'S ECONOMY

fU~d,

"

An understanding of the
mental forces that characterize
Minnesota's economy at present-and which are likely to do so in the
future-is essential to formulate tax ~olicies that will adjustto changing
economic circumstances. State and l~cal tax systems do affect people's
behavior and their welfare. To accotrlplish the objectives laid out in the
commissioIl's statement of goals, state land local tax systems must take into
account the policy boundaries impoJed by economic trends and forces
beyond any state's control. In terms of the economy, these forces are both
structural and cyclical.
~
Structural forces. With the excepti n of agriculture, which in terms of
overall employm~nt and earnings is twi e as important in Minnesota as it is
for the nation's economy, Minnesota's .conomic profile (the distribution of
state employment and earnings by majdr industry group) is similar to that of
the nation's. And, like the nation, Mihnesota is shifting from a "goods"
producing economy of agricultu~e, mining, construction, and
manufacturing, toward the "s~rvice" Pfoducing activities of wholesale and
retail trade, services, finance, transportation, communications, utilities,
and government. This is true even thou~h manufacturing is the largest state
I
industry in terms of real earnings.
In long-term growth (1969-79), Minnesota has demonstrated an aboveaverage capacity to employ its people knd generate new jobs. This record
was due to two factors: (a) national gtowth trends, and (b) the ability of
most local industries to outperform I their national counterparts. The
common perception that Minnesota's above-average growth was primarily
due to a specialization in fast growing tndustries was not supported by the
I
commission's analysis.
Cyclical forces. The Minnesota nonfarm economy tends to move with
the nation in recession and recovery. Ptior to the 1980-82 recession, it was
frequently advanced that the diversified nature of the Minnesota economy
insulated the state from the disruptive e fects of the national business cycle.
Actually, Minnesota's economy has 10 g exhibited a significant degree of
sensitivity to changing national econo 'c conditions. During the 1974-75
recession, Minnesota was quite sensitive to the national downturn, but it was
less affected in employment losses bec use of its disproportionately large
agricultural sector. In contrast, in 19 0-82, Minnesota found itself in a

._-------_._

.....--
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deeper and longer lasting recessibn than did the nation as a whole (5.8070
decline in employment versus 2.~OJo nationally). The severity of the last
recession can be attributed ·to thjb simultaneousdowntum of Minnesota's
'.
farm and nonfarm economies.
. Economic recovery, especially In the Thrin Cities metropolitan area, has
restored Minnesota's above~avedge rate of growth. However, the state's
f~ture ~o~h ma~ be r~s~rained ~y ~ingering w~~kn~ss in t~o of its .long~
tIme basIC md~stnes,. mm~ng and rgnculture.. Mi~ng.Is entenng a ~enod of
structural·declme ptimanly . due fO the declIne m the U.S. steel mdustry.
Growth in agriculture is beingslmred by bothstructural and cyclical factors;
however, the long-term outlook fdragriculture is much more favorable than
that for mining.
I
.Tax reform is needed to caPtur~ the fiscal benefits of the broad economic .
and demographic trends. When Minnesota's changing economy is examined .
for the long-run revenue gene~tidg potential of its various industry sectors,
it can be concluded that it will tk necessary to: (a) rely on all major tax
sources (no one source can captute economic growtll in all industries); and
(b) within the bounds of other tAx policy objectives, to use taxes that are
broadly based.
A RECORDOF FISCAL UNCERTAINTY

At present, the State of MinneJota is experiencing a large and permanent
or "structural" surplus (FY 1986)r in its general fund: quite a different story
from the years of 1981 and 1982. '['hen the state faced a general fund deficit
situation that led to six special sbssions of the legislature. In view of this
record, the commission recognizetl that in addition to designing tax policies
that would promote fiscal stabilit~, the tax system had to be reconciled with
state spending policies. Although an examination of the expenditure
structure was clearly beyond the ~urpose and scope of the commission, the
issue of ov.etall bUdget. p.OliC.y and~ax. level was a critical part of its concern.
For this reason, the commission examined three overall budget issues: the
level of the present surplus, the rocess by which spending decisions were
made, and the budget reserve account.
Regarding the surplus, the combission analyzed the budget numbers and
determined that as a result of a I eries of significant tax increases made in
response to the 1981-82 fiscal crisis, the Minnesota government would be
permanently "overtaxing" its cidzens by about 5070 in 1986. This finding,
when combined with further eVi bnce that the level of the personal income
tax was discouraging employment growth in certain key industries, led to the
recommendation that tax,reform equires overall tax reduction. As descrii:>ed
below, the change in the strudture of the general sales tax plus the
recommendation to return the "~tructural surplus"made possible a large
reduction in personal income tax s.

1
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To help the state get a handle on its ore fundamental and longer-term
problems of erratic spending and th changes made piecemeal, the
commission made the following recorh.mendations: after the governor's
bUdget.messag~ in odd-num~ere~ye~s,ltheJe~islatureshould pass.a budget
resolutIon settmg formal blenmal flsc~ poliey goals. These polley goals
should serve as "fiscal boundaries" for ~e legislature's debate on individual
budget items.
MEASURING TAX BURDEN AND TAiX EFFORT

Among the first questions raised in Jinnesota tax discussions is whether
tax burdens or efforts are higher in thiJ state than in others. And, indeed,
throughout the year, Minnesotans recei~e a series of reports from a variety
of governmental and public interest gtoups that show Minnesota's rank
among the states
I
Most often these comparisons are made by dividing tax and spending
aggregates by state population or persolnal income ("fiscal burden") or by
dividing a state's capacity to tax (a hyJothetical measure that assumes all
states havethe same average tax base av1lable to them) by actual collections
("tax effort").
I
The popular use of these comparisons of tax and spending aggregates for
the fifty states derives from their ability to provide a quick and easily
calculated comparison. They are also sibplistic and often misleading, and
thus, theymu,st be interpreted with cattion. These ratios, which rely on
standardized U.S. census definitions of "taxes" and "expenditures," make
no allowance for differences in the qual ty and scope of public services, the
ability to "export" taxes to nonresiden~s, the incidence of the tax burden,
the fundamental economic eXPlana~ionStWhY one state spends or taxes more
(or less) than another, and, of course, ow the tax system is achieving or
failing the policy goals set out for it.
These warnings notwithstanding, Minnesota is consistently shown to be a
high-tax and high-expenditure state. Tfuree measures used to compare the
state-plus-local-taXburden are totalfuxes per capita, total taxes as a
percentage of state personal income, anti the tax effort index. As illustrated
below by the most recent figures available from the United States Bureau of
the Census, Minnesota's tax load is weI above the U.S. average.
1983 Taxes as
1983 Tax

Minnesota
U.S. Average
Minnesota Rank

Collections
Per Capita

a Percentage
of State~ersonal Income

Effort Index

$1,473
1,216
5

13.22010
11.06
5

III
100
9

1982 Tax
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DATlONS

Since the commission recognized
the many weaknesses as well as the
I
strengths of these numbers, it did not 11?-ake any recommendations based
solely upon them.
JOBS AND TAXES

.

Two facts-that long-term' mployment growth in Minnesota has
generally been better than most
its neighboring states or the U.S. as a
whole, and that Minnesota is a hign-tax state relative to most other statesleave unanswered the question whether there is a relationship between taxes
and changes in the level of emplbyment in Minnesota. .
One way to answer this questiJn is to record actual employment growth
rates for Minnesota and other· states and then statistically relate them to
taxes and other business climatb factors in the states. Accordingly, the
commission tested the· extent to ~hich a set of factors could be shown to
explain (correlate in a statistically significant way) employment growth in
manufacturing; transportation artd public utilities; wholesale trade; retail
trade; finance, insurance, and ~eal estate (FIRE); and services. Total
employment growth for these sixl indusfries was also analyzed.
The set of business climate factprs tested as determinants ofemploynient
growth in this study was more ext'ensive than any examined in other studies
of this type. In addition to standdrd measures of the market (e.g., personal
income), labor force (-e.g., wages,lwork stoppages, education), climate, and
energy prices, m,any fiscal variabl~s were also examined. These included tax
burden, tax trend, and prOgreSsi!ity for total taxes as well as for. specific
levies.
These results, which should e interpreted as a test of Minnesota's
competitiveness relative to other Jtates, not as a test of factors that explain
Minnesota employment over time are summarized in Table 1. Factors with
an asterisk (*) indicate a positivd relationship between the factor and the
percentage change in employment (1973-80) for the industry group shown.
Factors without an asterisk are inversely related to employment ·change.
Look at the lists for each group ot industry sector in Table 1. In four of the
seven groups, tax burden trend is ~hown to be negatively associated with the
rate of job growth. One can concaude with a high degree of confidence (as
measured by statistical tests of si!bificance) that if the total state/local tax
burden tends to rise (fall) faster ih Minnesota than in other states, a lower
(higher) rate of job growth will ~e associated with that phenomenon, and,
that this relationship will be parf,icularly evident in three key industries:
manufacturing, services, and retatltrade. Just why tqis relationship occurs
is not revealed here. Several hYPbtheses are plausible, including the most
basic: rising taxes leave less andlless income for spending in the private
sector; this results in fewer privat9 sector jobs being created than it would if
Minnesota's taxes were more in I ne with other states.

F!

TABLE 1
The Factors that Mattered for Each of the Industries Examined
Total Employment

Manufacturing

Transportation

Services

Work Stoppage
Tax Burden Trend
Wages
Wages
*Temperature
Electricity
Costs
Electricity Costs
Thx Burden Trend
Percentage Manufacturing
*Temperature
Tax Burden Trend
Electricity Costs
\
*Temperature
Percent Manufacturing
*Education Expenditure
*Per Capita Income
*Temperature
Percentage Manufacturing
*Per Capita Income
_____________________~-___:_----------------------Einance,--lnsurancee-----:-~------'--------------Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
and Real Estate
Electricity Costs
Individual Income Tax
Sales Tax
*Temperature
Percentage Manufacturing

Wages
Electricity Costs
*Educational Expenditure
Tax Burden Trend
Individual Income Tax
Density of State
*Per Capita Income

Wages
Labor Force Availability
Electricity Costs
*Education Expenditure
Individual Income Tax
Density of State
*PerCapita Income'

~

~
~
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Which specific taxes appear
matter the most? Of the taxes examined,
the level of the individual inconie tax appears to present the greatest·danger
to job growth, particularly in Wholesale and Retail Trade and Finance,
Insurance and Real Estate. In these the case emerges for a reduction in
individual income taxes as part of any program of Minnesota tax reform.
This case is buttressed by the eVldeQce presented below-that the individual
tax effort~d.ex in Mi.'nnesota i.sl.nearlYtwic~ that o(the average U .~. stat~,
A few fmal comments are m order with respect to the relatIonship
between certai~ business cli~ate factors and the rate of growth of
Minnesota private sector jobs. Several factors that were tested did not turn
out to be significantly related~o the rate of change of employment. This
suggests that at presen~ these.lno~sig~fi~ant factors are .not causes for
concern. The fiscal vanables In this list mcluded the retail sales tax and
public welfare expenditureS'Df~e to data limitations, no measure of the
relationship b~tweenthe prope' y tax and job change could be estimated.
THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL SYSTEM

For most states, an examinltion of the state/local tax structure can
proceed with only a brief referehce to the interplay between state and local
~inance.s, In Minnesota, ~owev+, finances of the sta.t~ and its local~ties ~~e
mtertwmed. The result IS a complex maze of exphclt as well as Imphclt
financial relationships. An id~a of the magnitude of this interplay is
evidenced by the fact that in 1982 local governments accounted for more
than 70070 of state-plus-local sp~nding but collected only 26070 of all state/
local taxes. This relationship is primarily the result of a series of property
tax credit and local government aid programs enacted (and then expanded)
since 1967.
,
A major purpose for setting pp this system of credits and grants was to
minimi:ze the reliance on the prdlperty tax as a source of state/local revenues
and instead rely more heavil~ on the more economically responsive
("elastic") state taxes. Between i%7 and 1975, in a series of actions that has
been labeled the Minnesota Miracle, * greater reliance was placed on the
income tax, corporate net profi~s levy, and the general sales tax (adopted in
1967).

• The Minnesota Miracle refers to a et of innovative actions in the early 19705 in which the
governor and the legislature joined to restructure state-local fiscal relations. While the
legislature took over a more direct respbnsibillty for levying taxes elf all kinds from the state's
political subdivisions, including schooillistricts, it committed the state to return more revenues
than ever before to local governments.! In its 1972 Annual Report on Federalism of the U.S.
Advisory Commission on 1ntergoverhmental Relations, John Shannon coined the term
Minnesota Miracle and observed that Minnesota "[rewrote] the book on state fiscal policy
toward localgoveqlment."
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The Minnesota Miracle was a bold set of actions, and it will remain
basically intact even if all of this commi sion's recommendations are enacted
in the next few years. However, the marker in which recent legislatures have
attempted to make that philosophy opetational has frustrated the very goals
of tax relief and explicitness that were 1riginallY envisioned. To summarize:
• There are now nine tax credits and ~hree refund programs intended to
provide property tax relief. The resu'ing complexity, however~ frustrates
taxpayers and tax policymakers alike. At publichearings,several
taxpayers complained that the systerrl had become so complex they were
reluctant to participate in their local dity CQuncil hearings:on tax matters.
The result 1.S.asyste.m. cont.rolled by t.eChnicianS' not tax.. payefs.. For the
policymakers, the state-local linkages frustrate attempts to manage total
public spending" since outlays' for many state programs directly or
indirectly affect outlays for local servp.ces;
, ,
,
• Property owners of'like-valtled and types' of property may pay widely
different propertytaxbills;- and
• What is intended asproperty tax relief in the short run actually results in
higher net property tax burdens overtibe. Why? Because the effect of the
state financed property tax r~1ief de~~ces (on homesteads, prairie land,
wetlands, and taconite areas) is td stimulate local spending (and,
therefore, mill rates) to levels significlmtly higher than would otherwise
occur. This is an important finding, ~not only from the perspective of
political accountability but also from bat of tax equity,

1

·..•

~

I

THE "BIG THREE" TAXES: INCOME, SALES,
AND PRO~ERTY
An examination of the long-run reven1 producing potential of the state's
changing economic structure in combin~tion with its current institutional
and intergovernmental arrangements fordes the conclusions that in order to
finance.. state and local government in th~uture, Minnesota must (a) rely on
all major tax, sources because no one tax nequitably or efficiently capture
economic growth in all sectors, and (b) wi hin the bounds of other tax policy
objectives, use taxes that are broadly bed.
Faced with these conclusions, the comfuission examined nearly all of the
revenue sources currently available to Minnesota and then evaluated these
devices~is-a-vis ~ts se.t of gUiding,princip~I~Sand normative tax policy goals.
The tOPiCS exammed ranged from the" g Three" (general sales, personal
income,and property taxes), which together account for 17l1fo of
Minnesota's total state-plus-local revenue , to alternatives to the corporate
net income tax and the method for val~ing farmland for property tax
purposes. Because of their combined qualntitative importance, the findings

!
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and recommendations regarding Ithe personal income,
taxes are summarized first.

•.

sales,~ and property

THE PERSONAL INCOME TA

Three facts stand out about thelMinnesota state personal income tax. It is
among the nation's most prOgres~ive (tax burden rises as income rises); it is
so high that it is discouraging jo~ growth in several of Minnesota's growing
economic sectors; and it is overly complex from both the taxpayer's and tax
administrators'view.
Of the several goals in designing a revenue systerp., the most basic for a
state personal income tax, relates j~O the last of these characteristics...-viz, the
need for tax simplicity.
The reality is that the structu-F of the state's income tax is intertwined
with the federal individual income tax. Furthermore, because the federal
,income tax is so large relative to Minnesota's (or any state's) income tax, it is
the federal law that largely dicta!tes people's decisions regarding their tax
behavior. An apt analogy is that pf a small boat (the state tax) following a
large ship (the federal code). The smooth path is set by the ship; and the
boat is at peril if it gets too far Jut of line.
/
This is certainly not to say that the various economic incentives and
disincentives of the federal tax cdde are those that each state would wish to
emulate if it could design its owJ law in isolation from the federal. Rather,
as a practical matter, it is the fetIeral structure, not the state, that affects
people's tax behavior regarding cbnsumption and investment decisions, and
~here i.s very little (if any) action that a state can take to undo these federal
I
mcentives.
However, once a state recognizlts the power of the federal tax code, it can
then design its own tax structure *Iit,hin those constraints. Specifically, it can
determine the degree to which it can conform its tax base to federal code
(several alternatives are available in order to ease the burdens of taxpayer
comPlian,ce and administration. that is desi,rable, therefore, is, that a state
adopt some degree of federal tax conformity-whether it be at a gross level
(e.g., adoptingthe U.S. definitio , of adjusted gross income as the tax base),
or along narrower lines (e.g., fdderal taxable income). Adopting a mishmash of some tax base items and ~ot others as Minnesota has done has little
payoff, and it causes taxpayer tonfusion and increased problems of tax
auditing.
Does this mean that a confor ng state cannot control the distribution of
its income tax burden? No. dece it conforms to some tax base, the
distribution (e.g., the degree rf progressivity) c~n be achieved in a
straightforward manner by the sefting of its own tax rate schedule. Tax base
conformity.achieves the simplicit . ,The distribution of the state income tax
burden is another issue.

J
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Finally, a state can control the use f its personal income tax by the··
relative quantitative importance it assigns to it in the total tax structure.
Here the evidence is that in recent yeajs.Minnesota has gone too far. In an
attempt to achieve a great degree of pr gressivity in its overall tax system,
the legislature has pushed the income t to a height that many believe-and
empirical evidence supports their thou~ht-is inhibiting job growth. The
personal income tax is too high in Minn sota, and steps need to be taken to
correct this tax imbalance..
I

I

THE GENERAL SALES TAX

Minnesota was one of the last of fort ,[six states (including the District of
Columbia) to enact a general retail sales twe The Minnesota tax is levied at a
rate of 6070 to a narrow subset of consuJer purchases and at a 2% rate to a
broad set of capital purchases . Although sales taxes alone account for about.
17% of state and local tax collections ($1388 billion in FY 1985), Minnesota
is less reliant on this source than are Jll but eight of the other sales tax
states. The 6% rate on retail sales, onel of the highest in the nation, is· a
misleading indicator of actual tax eff6rt due to the narrowness of the
consumer portion of the base. Indeed, !the representative tax system (tax
effort)index places Minnesota at 751Yfo at the U.S. average. Thus, the sales
tax, a major revenue source; is utilized less extensively by Minnesota than it
is by the average (representative) u.s. st~te.
Thepu~pose of. utilizing so narrow\ a. tax . b~e (~ales, income, and
property) IS, ostenSIbly, to lessen the regreSSIve dIstnbutIOn (tax burden falls
- as income rises) of the sales tax burden.IThus, when faced with the choice
between generating added state tax revedues from sales vs. the income tax,
the general Minnesota policy has been tb go with the income tax. There is
merit to this choice. After all, if one has ~o raise a dollar from a progressive
(e.g., income) vs. a regressive (e.g., salJs) tax, the ability-to-pay criterion
~
dictates the former.
But the meritorious nature of the argu ent is limited. This is so because
Minnesota accomplishes the anti-regres ivity goal In an obtuse way. By
enacting specific "over-the-counter" exefuptions for various items such as
clothing and services sold tli persons <ranging from hairstY.lin g to auto
repair), several problems arise. These arj summarized below:

• Ineffectiveness. As a policy, the o~er-the-counter approach actually
accomplishes little in terms of enharking ability to pay taxation. As
discussed in the full commission reporf' the effect of adding to the sales
tax base some now tax-exempt items will have little effect on the
"gressivity" of the tax. Indeed, if Mi~nesota adds the purchase of new
clothing to the sales taX base, the effect lis to lessen slightly the regressivity.
Taxing services to persons slightly ind eases the regressivity. By adding
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these two tax base items together, one can pick up about 13010 in added
revenues (or alternatively,lowet the sales tax rate from 6% to 5.3070), while
leaving· the distribution of thd tax burden across income groups largefy
unaffected.
I
• Inefficiency. The over-the-counter approach is an inefficient way to
accomplish the goal of reduc~d regressivity because the benefits of tax
exemption accrue to high-irlcome and low-income taxpayers alike.
Consider foodpurch.ased for home consumption. At present it is exempt
from the tax base. If it were taked, the tax would be regressive-the lower
one's income, the greater the Ipercentage of the food tax. But the food
exemption also costs the state large amount of money-$259 million in
FY1985. By taxing food, one gets a 19010 larger tax base (or a lower equal
yield tax rate of 5%). One so~ution is to take part of the revenue from
taxing food and return it to 100rer-income personswhd are most burdened
by the additional regressivity of the tax. This can be achieved by
packaging it with lower personal income taxes for low~ and middle-income
families. This is, in fact, why the commission recol11mertded extending the
sales tax base to new clothing bd services to persons (see Table 2). * The
result: a broader tax base, wi~hout the regressivity sting.
• Inequity. There is more to th~ tax equity argument than the avoidance of
regressivity (vertical equity). Equity also requires that taxpayers in similar
economic circumstances (e.g.l equal incomes) be treated similarly. The
"equa.·l treatment of equals" (horizontal equity) goal is violated if some
families can avoid the sales dx by opting to buy tax exempt rather than
taxable items. Because the M~nnesota tax base is so narrow, examples of
this equity. problem abound. his is particularly evident in the fact that
Minnesota taxes many consumer purchases of goods (e.g., hairstyling
products) but then exempts ~he service side of the activity (hairstyling
salon services).
• Uncertainty and uncompetitlveness. By relying on a narrowly-based
retail sales tax, Minnesotans ~ear two other costs. First, for a given state
revenue yield, state tax collebtions are less stable than they otherwise
would be. Because retail conshmption (capital purchase) activity tends to
be less (more) volatile over thJ business cYcle, utilizing a broad retail base
adds to the certainty of the eJtire revenue system. A more certain revenue
flow reduces the need for c~nstant ad hoc legislative tinkering of the
revenue system. Second, whbn the revenue flow to the state is more
cert~in, ~t. is also more p+dictable for ~~payers. This ce.rtaintyl
predictability element adds 0 the competitIveness of the Mmnesota
economy. When a business fi makes a decision to locate or expand in a

a
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*An alternative to targeting sales tax reli f through an income-based personal income tax credit
was rejected.
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In November 1984 the space shuttle was Sefi{on mission to retrieve and repair a satellite that had become inoperative.
Saint Paul cartoonist Jerry Fearing saw in that mission a message' for Minnesotans.
© 1984 by SI, Paul Pioneer Press and Dispalch and Jerry Fearing. Reprinted with permission.
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given jurisdiction, it is makinJ a commitment to the future. If a state gets
a reputation for frequent ad Ihoc tax changes and/or having to resolve
periodic fiscal crises with spetiallegislative sessions (as Minnesota has),
this becomes a negative factot in the decision by a business to locate or
expand its operations here.
THE REAL PROPERTY TAX

In Minnesota, as in other sta es, the real property tax is the mainstay of
local revenue sources. AlthOughlthe tax is second to the individual income
tax as a source of state~plus-Io~al own-source revenues in the Minnesota
system ($2.7 billion in 1985), its importance in Minnesota is declining
relative to other Minnesota rev~nue sources. Between 1965 and 1980 the
relative importance of the proPFrty tax has decreased significantly-from
43070 to 210J0 of own-source statellocal revenues.
Again, however, aggregate statistics only tell part. of the story. The
y tax has been accomplished not only at a
declining share of the real propeh
I
great cost in terms of the sacri~ice of achieving (nearly all) the normative
goals of good tax policy, but in fact, in a manner that so thwarts criteria of
fiscal accountability that it adtually leads to higher spending by local
governments (and, therefore, hi~her mill rates) than would otherwise occur.
The commission put an enorhlOus amount oftime and other resources
into analyzing and discussing the Minnesota property tax system, and the
findings of fact are numerous. Here are the highlights:

comp~ex

property tax system in the nation. This
• Minnesota has the most
is best illustrated by noting tHat there is no agreement on the number of
classification categories-estifuates run from twenty to seventy different
classes. There are at least nline credits that can be applied against a
taxpayer's property tax bill abd three refund programs. The results are
increased administrative burdbns on the assessor (which negatively affect
assessment· quality), reduced taxpayer understanding, and a lack of
government accountability.
• Minnesota provides direct pr 'Perty tax relief to taxpayers through three
basic approaches.
Classification alters the tax ase by assessing different types of property
.
at different percentages of m rket value;
Credits make the net proPdlrty tax bills of certain p.roperty owners less
than their gross property tax bills; and
A refund program (a circult breaker) returns a varying portion of net
property taxes paid to taxpa~ers eligible to claim such a refund.
• Although designed to reduce tax burdens, Minnesota's system ofproperty
tax relief is encouraging higher, not lower, mill rates. Over time,
Minnesota's property tax cred ts (homestead, wetlands, native prairie, and

1
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taconite credits) which offset part 0 sometimes all of the increase in a
taxpayer's property tax bill, have a significant stimulative effect on local
government expenditure. Credits te~\:i to be more stimulative than the
'block grant local government aid (LOA) that is paid in a lump sum to
cities. Commission research shows ~at dollar-for-dollar, Minnesota's
system of property tax credits, which are ostensibly designed to. give tax
relief, stimulate localmill rates up to t ee times more than would occur if
the same dollars were distributed thr6ugh LOA.
• Overall, there is a basic inconsistenpy in the assumptions underlying
Minnesota's direct property tax ret'ef system., SOWe programs are
designed as though ta:ces are passed 0 to renters and others as thoug.h th.e
property tax burden IS borne by the wner of the property. The cIrcuIt
breaker and a few of the credits' provide relief to both' hQmeowners and
renters, recogniiiiIg the former circhmstance while the classification
system and most ,of the credits give pr~ferential treatment to homeowners
(homesteads), acknowledging the lattdr circumstance.
• Tax clas~ific~tion ~s a crodeand inefficient p,:operty t~ relief tool. If
such relIef IS desIrable, there are ialr supenor techmques. Moreover,
c1assificationcreates ,additional adrhinisttative problems that make
difficult the job of the assessor, which is to value property equitably. This
administratiye burden becomes particJlarly severe with respect to mixed,I
use property,
• For many of the credits, the program dksigns may not be compatible with
the stated goals of the programs. This criticism is most apt concerning
the wetlarids, native prairie, and the st~te school agricultural credits. One
overriding design problem is that, altHough credits would be justified if
they provided relief for those withlow~r no ability to pay taxes, proxies
for "need":such as age or disability are used rather than measures such as
income and the value of real estate we lth held.
• The classific(ltion system and the credit programs combine so thaI' the
burden ~f th.e net property tax is the s'Jrallest fo~ re~identiarhomesteads
andagncultural property. For exam~l~, the effectIve net property tax
rate in 1984 was 1.2070 for residerifial homesteads and 0.7070 for
agricultur~ll homesteads. By contrast, Ithe effective rate for' apartments
was 3.5% and for commercial-industrial property, 4.4%.
• The effeciive rate on agricultural pro~erty has declined significantly in
recent years. Between 1973 and 1984 the equalized market value of farm
property rose three times as fast as farm property taxes. Minnesota's
effective rate on agriculture is below tHe rates of neighboring states and
the national average.
.
I
'
• The present circuit breaker is designed tJ coincide with the existing system
of tax credits, and as such it is compl~x and poorly understood. The
circuit breaker provides a greater perce tage of relief (up to a maximum)
to a low-income/high-property-value tpayer than to a taxpayer with
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both low income and low pro lerty value. And at every included income
level, there is an abrupt cap on the amount of circuit breaker relief
available. Astaxes rise and taxpayers reach the cap, the share of extra tax
borne by the lowest-income twl:payer rises from 5070 to 100070 of new tax
levies. For moderate-income t~payers, the extra tax share jumps from
50070 to 100070. With credits temoved, some taxpayers with very~low-.
valued homes receive. no relidf from the state and pay all new taxes
themselves as taxes rise. Other tcrpayers with hoth incomes and homes of
moderate value get 100070· relie~ from additional taxes. This second group
of taxpayers has a strong incentive to vote for all property tax increases
knowing. that the state· will p~y their share of the cost of llew public
.
I
services.
• A desirable alternative to the circuit breaker is a taxpayer relief program
basedon income and property Wealth .that treats renters and homeowners
the same. The amount of ~ax rehef for any taxpayer would be a
percentage of the t?tal tax bil~;l For some taxpayers the percent~ge would
be .zeto; they receIve no asSIstance. No taxpayer would receIve 100070
property tax relief. For hOuse~QldS with the same property wealth, the
percentage of state-paid re1ie~ would fall smootWy as income rosehigher-income households get smaller percentage of property tax relief.
The percentage becomes zero above some income level. For households
with the same income, the p~rcentage of state-paid relief would fall
smoothly as the home valuf (real estate wealth) rises-wealthier
households would get a smaller percentage ofrellef. The relief percent
becomes zero above some proderty value.

4

A BALANCED PACKAGE

I

Early in its deliberations, the ommission recognized it could not carry
out its mission without addressin~ the interplay among taxes on individual
I
income, sales, and property.
These taxes are inextricably linked in their overall effects. For example, a
state's progressive individual inc9me tax is the most effective tool aVailab.Ie
for offsetting the inherently ~egressive effect of property and general
consumption (sales) taxes. The d~greeto which each of the taxes is usedthe tax mix-has important imPliLtiOnS for fiscal stability, competitiveness,
equity, and accountability.
.
. After debating several potent' . tax packages, the commission agreed
upon a set of policy directions and a plan of implementation for each of the
three taxes. Although this is no the only package that could correct the
distortions noted above, it do s illustrate a combination of changes
explicitly addressing the tradeoffs in the commission's stated tax policy goals
and principles. Thus, it shows that in an overall budget context, the
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recommendations can be made operati naI. A summary is provided in Table
2. More detailed recommendations
each of the areas of study are
presented at the end of each section 0 the full report.

TABLE 2

,

!

I

Personal Income Tax
Future Policy Directions
•
•

•

•
•
•

Reduce use of taxes shown to have
negative effects on employment growth,
Make Minnesota's tax system more
competitive by reducing taxes that
exhibit tax efforts well above the other
states.
Use the progressive personal income tax
as a tool for offsetting tax regressivity
inherent in otqer parts of the Minnesota
fiscal system.
Simplify the tax in order to facilitate
taxpayer compliance and government
administration.
Add to the certainty and predictability
of revenues.
Promote accountability.

General Sales
Future Policy Directions

•
•

Increase horizontal tax equity (equal
treatment of equals).
Add to the overall stability of the
Minnesota fiscal system.
Change the Minnesota tax mix by
relying more heavily on sources for
which there is an "excess capacity to
tax" relative to the other states.

Implementation·
($ CY 85) .
•

•

•

Reduce the level of the income tax and
lower effective tax rates on all income
classes (20DJo or $477 million); and target
the income tax for further reductions in
the future.
Concentrate tax cuts in low- and middleincome groups; fund a property tax
credit targeted to low-middle income
homeowners, farmers, and renters
designed to offset the additional tax
burden for those least able to pay.
Conform to federal taxable income
while maintaining a separate Minnesota
tax rate schedule.
Eliminate the "federal deductibility"
provisions and reduce effective tax rates
accordingly.
.
Adopt complete tax indexing whereby
the legislature must explicitly vote to
approve higher personal income taxes
that occur as the result of the interplay
of inflation and a progressive income
tax structure.

anjd Use Tax
I

i

Implementation
($ CY 85)

Broaden the sales tax (now among the
\ nation's most narrowly based) to
personal services and new clothing.
• Maintain the present 6DJo tax rate ($177
million in new revenues).

·The numbers are used solely to illustrate this reform package can be made operational.
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Th Property Tax
Future Policy Directions

Implementation

• Simplify and. make explicit. the tkx
structure and its impact.
I
• Give . preferential treatment
homeowners and farmers.
.
• Eliminate the "expenditure stimulatio "
effect of a tax credit system tblat
automatically encourages hightr
property tax levels.
• Improve the accountability of t e
intergovernmental system.
I
• Add to property tax equity by designing
a tax that more closely approximates a
tax on wealth as measured by real estAte
value.
• Directly and explicitly address the need
to reduce the property tax burden 6n
low- and middle-income households aild
small farm homesteads.
I
• Free local assessors from administrative
encumbrances that prevent them frdm
carrying out the task of fairly aild
accurateIy assessing property.

IO

I

($ FY 85)

•

Reduce the number of classifications
(estimates range from 20 to 70) to three
[residential, homestead and agriculture;
residential nonhomestead and
apartments; and all either property with
assessed to market value ratios of 1/3,
2/3, and 3/3, respectively.].
• Eliminate the. nine existing property tax
credits and three refund programs,
thereby cre;lting a windfall to the state
general fund of approximately 30070 of
gross property tax ·collections ($803
million).
• Relieve this fiscal windfall in the form of
tax relief through a combination of
reduced mill rates and grants to equalize
fiscal disparities among localities ($624
million) and an income/wealth property
Up{ credit ($180 million) targeted to lowincome homeowners and small farm
homesteads (520 acres and below).
• Classification reform plus retention of
the comparable sales approach to
agricultural ·land.

BRINGING II ALL TOGETHER:
A SUMMARY OF OTHER! MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS
As noted, the commission lxamined the Big Three taxes· used by
Minnesota as well as nearly eve~ other state/local revenue source and their
alternatives. The findings and rationale for each of the commission's
recommendations are laid out in detail in the full commission report. They
are summarized below:
• Maintain the top corporate net income tax rate of 12010 and the use of the
alternative apportionment fo ula for multistate income.
• Apply the same corporate incte tax to both financial and nonfinancial
corporations.
.
• Retain domestic unitary comb' nation in the apportionment of multistate
income and continue to reject Ithe worldwide unitary combination.
• Maintain the current general tlusiness tax structure but do not preclude
further consideration of a vaIJe-added tax.
• Maintain the current status df health premium taxes on insurers and
continue the exemption of fr~ternal, domestic, and township mutuals
from the tax premium base.

Summary
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• Maintain the corporate income tax
insurance companies as well as the
provision permitting taxable fIrms tdldeduct their premium tax payments
in computing their tax liability.
• Maintain the gross receipts tax on tel phone and telegraph companies for
one or two years to permit plannin~ for replacement of the tax with a
property tax that treats telecommunidation business as other commercial!
industrial activities are treated.
• Eliminate the labor credit on the taonite occupation and r~yalty taxes,
and lower the current statutory rate ot 15010 to the current effective rate of
6.75010.
• Allow the taconite amendment to th - Constitution to e~pirein 1989 and
thereafter base the occupation tax onl statute, adjusting it so its burden is
similar to that imposed onnet incoxrte from other business sources.
• Rewrite, simplifY,and clarify the tax levy limitation laws for
municipalities.
I
• Retain the comparable sales approach for valuation of farmland rather
than -~pplying the -concept of agricuI~ral use-value. .
• ClasSIfy all forested lands under the same rules as agnculturalland.
• Retain the present unit-value methtd of valuing railroad operating
property but examine whether greater use of an ad valorem approach can
be used.
• Continue the prohibition against new ocal general sales and local income
taxes.
I • Avoid the practice of earmarking reverlues for specific expenditures except
in clear user charge cases.
I
- • Continue the phased-in transfer of motor vehicle excise tax revenues to the
highway and transit funds.
• Implement a system of variable tax ra es under which motor vehicle fuel
and licenses t. axes would be increased.tutomatiCallY when highway costs
increase, as measured by the federa operation and maintenance cost
index.
• Replace the per-unit taxes on alcoho}i,c beverages and cigarettes with ad
valorem taxes so the taxes rise as the price of the product rises.

j
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2
The Minneso a Economy

In order to make informed tax policy decisions for the next decade, it is
imperative that policymakers understand the nature and direction of change
in the Minnesota economy. Accordingl~, the purpose of this chapter is to lay
out the demographic and economic forces that have been and are shaping
the tax policy environment in Minneso~a. Making these forces known to the
policymakers will help them design a tax (revenue) system that flows with
and "captures" the fiscal benefits of e~onomic change.
This chapter begins .with a brief overview of the demographic and
,'metural change of ,he Minnesota eonomy over the past twenty year'.
Then, by shift-share analysis, it identifibs the long-term employment growth
trends in Minnesota's economy vis-a.1is the national economy. Next, it
examines how the state economy has p~rformed during the cyclical ups and
and downs of the 1970s and early 1980s. Finally, it considers the revenue
implications of the long-term trends irl the state economy.

OVERJ]IEW

l

.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Population. At 4.1 million inhabit nts in 1980, Minnesota ranks twenty-'
first among the states in terms of pop1ation. Although it grew more slowly
than the nation during the 1970s (7.1 1170 compared to 11.5% nationally), it
was the fastest grow.ing state in the tW~lve-state north cent.ral region. 2 This
trend is expected to continue in the 1980s, with Minnesota's population
reaching 4.3 million by the end of the decade.
Minnesota's population is heavily c ncentrated within the MinneapolisSt. Paul metropolitan area. In 1980, ablaut one-half of all Minnesotans lived
within the seven-county metropolitan area. A less apparent feature of the
state's settlement pattern is that about one-third of its population resides in
rural areas, and that is significantly higher than the national average (26070).
During the 1970s, slightly more peonle moved into Minnesota than moved
out, thus reversing a thirty-year trend ~If net outmigration. About half of the
state's immigrants and outmigrants dame from and went to other north
central states. However, most mobile Minnesotans who changed residence
between 1975 and 1980 moved withirl the state. This propensity to move
25
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locally is higher than the nationa!l figure (75070). However, it is not a state
that relatively large numbers of people leave. In 1980 three of every four
residents were born in the state, ~ number which is also above the national
average (64%).'
I
Labor Force. During the 197pS, Minnesota's labor force increased by
30%; a rate of growth that was fueled by the entrance' of the baby-boom
generation into the labor force ana the increased participation of women in
the labor force. Although the sJ.te's labor force expanded as fast as the
nation's, its labor force participdtion rates stood well above the national
averages for both males and females, and its unemployment rate was lower
than the national average. Togdther, these characteristics indicate that
Minnesota demonstrated an abov~-a~erage capacity to employ its people.
The rate of.labor force growth is expected to lessen in the late 1980s and
early 1990s as fewer new, young wdrkers enter the labor force. The increasing
experience of those already in tlie labor force should permit gafns in
productivity that were not possi~leduring the 1970s when the state and
national ecaoories wereabsorbint Iar~e numbers of inexp6ienced workers.
EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS: STRUCTURE AND GROWTH

Structure. The Minnesota ec I nomy is generally characterized by its
industrial diversity and structural similarity to the national economy. In
1982, the distribution of state emJloyment by major industry groups varied
from the national pattern by les;] than 2% in nine of eleven total sectors.
However, the state is not a scaled-down replica of the national economy.
. Agriculture is,twice as important ko Minnesota, even though it is declining
as a share of both state emplojrment and earned income. Professional
services and certain durable manufactUring industries, such as nonelectrical
maChinery., fabricated metals, and sci.e.ntifiC instruments;. are also of greater
importance to the state economy han to the national economy.
Growth. Minnesota has gene ated jobs faster than most other north
I
central states and the nation as a whole. Between 1969 and 1982,
employment increased by 26070 inl Minnesota compared to 22% nationally.
The state also outpaced the na~ional economy in terms of real earned
income growth, with state earnings (adjusted for inflation) rising by 16.2%
compared to 14.8% nationally ovbr the thirteen-year period.
Shift to services. Like the nJtion, Minnesota is shifting to a servicebased economy. During the 1969-~2period, state growth in employment and
earnings was dominated by the se~vice-producing industries, Le., wholesale
and retail trade; services; finance, insurance, and real: estate (FIRE);
transportation, communicati6~s; and public utilities (TCPU); and
government. By 1982, nearly threF-fourths (72%) of the state's work force
was employed in these industries ~dmpared to 65% in 1969. Conversely, the
state's goods-producing industries~agriculture, mining, construction, and
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manufacturing-have declined as a percentage of total· employment.
However, unlike the service-producing industries, the goods-producing
industries' share of total state earninks is greater than their employment
share.
Relative strength in manufacturing. When exatnined apart from other
goods-producing industries, manufact ring has been a strong performer in
Minnesota. It was the state's largestihdustry in terms of real earnings in
1982, despite a long-term decline iliI its proportional share of state
employment. It was also the onl~ goods-producing industry that
experienced gains in employment and ~eal earnings throughout the 1969-82
period. Although such gains were modest, they stand in sharp contrast to
the experience of the natio'nal manJfacturing industry, which suffered
declines in both emplOyment and e1n,s over the period.

1.

SOURCES OF ECO~OMIC CHANGE:
SHIFT-SHARE ANALYSIS

econo~y

At first glance, the Minnesota
resembles the national economy
in terms of the relative size and diversification of its major industry sectors.
Yet, the state's employment growth in he 1970s far surpassed that of the
nation.
The incongruity between economic structure and growth raises two
questions: (1) On an industry-by-ind stry basis, how did Minnesota's
employment growth adhere· to or vary from that of the nation's? and (2)
Why did some industries expand mor(less) rapidly in Minnesota than
nationally? This chapter addresses the fIrst question by using a descriptive
device-shift-share analysis-to exakine systematically . Minnesota's
employment growth in relation to the n~tion's. Shift-share identifies which
state industry groups followed or depked from the national pattern of
employment growth. The second queshon, which examines the whys of
economic growth, is addressed in chaPt~r 4.
Before discussing the results of the Minnesota analysis, a brief
explanation of the shift-share teChniq~maY be helpful. The technique
begins by breaking Minnesota's e ployment growth into three
components-'-national growth, indus
mix, and. local performance.
National growth recognizes that the cou se of economic events in the nation
is a major influence on state employm nt growth. A state's industries are
linked in many ways with in.dustries ac~ss the country; therefore, a state
economy changes as a function of nati al economic change.
But state growth seldom reflects natio al changes precisely. One reason is
industry mix, I.e., a state specialization lin certain types of industries. If a
state specializes in rapidly (slowly) eXPlUlding industries, its economy should
grow more rapidly (slowly) than does th nation's. Another reason is loc~
I
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performance, Le., the competitIve advantage or disadvantage of state
industry groups with respect to their counterparts nationally. Umost state
industry groups gain an advantake over similar industries in other states
due, for eXample, to favorable ad:ess to inputs and markets, they are likely
to grow faster than do their compcltitors in other states (and vice versa if they
"
are at a competitive disadvantage~.
To suinmarize, national growtIlt sets the standard for state employment
growth (i,e., employment growth b each state industry group equivalent to
national employment growth in the aggregate), and industry mix and local
performance account for growth in excess or less than that standard.
Together, the sum of these three factors equals the absolute change in stat~
employlllent, by sector and in to~al, for a given period.
,

I

THE MINNESOTA EXPERIEN<i:E

The Minnesota analysis was Jerformed for the period 1969 - 79 using
employment as the measure of edonomic growth. It revealed that:

tLree~fourths

• Nationa/ Growth. About
of the jobs generated in
Minnesota from 1969-79 were J;tributable to national growth trends (Le.,
employment in most state indu~try groups increased at least as rapidly as
the national rate of growth fo~all industries combined).
• Industry Mix. A state specialiZation in the rapidly expanding sectors of
the national economy did npt fully explain Minnesota's above-thenational-average rate of employment growth. In 1969, Minnesota's
employment base was evenly sJ,lit between the rapidly and slowly growing
sectors of the national econo~y in the 1970s.
• Loco/Performance. The factbr that did account for Minnesota's aboveaverage employment growth las the ability of most of its industries to
outperform their national c unterparts.Nearly all of Minnesota's
industry groups-regardless 0 their fast- or slow-growth qualities-grew
faster in Minnesota than they did nationally. This allowed Minnesota to
increase its share of the nation' total employment (from 1.86070 in 1969 to
1.98% in 1979).
Shift-share analysis also dem<!>nstrated how interindustry differences in
the state and national employmeht bases contributed to Minnesota's above'
average employment growth. Fot example:
All subsectors of the service, l!ade, and FIRE industries, which were fastgrowth industries nationally, g ew even faster in Minnesota, with the
exception of banking. This gro ~h allowed th,e, state to accu,mulate a larger,
share of the nation's service, tra e, and financial activity.
Many subsectors of Minnesot 's manufacturing industry did not exhibit
the slow growth typical of tha~ industry as a whole. Lumber and wood
products, printing and publishink, scientific instruments, fabricated metals,
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and nonelectrical machinery (the 'latt. r three industries contain many of
Minnesota's high technology industries) grew significantly faster in
Minnesota than' they did nationally. Overall, manufacturing was able to
expand its employIiJ.ent base in MinJesota by gathering the fast-growth
segments of the industry.
\
.
.

CYCLICAL CHANGE IN THk MINNESOTA ECONOMY

Recession. Prior to the 1980-82 re1ession, it was frequently advanced
that the diversified nature of the Minhesota economy insulated the state
from the disruptive effects of peaks Jid troughs in the national business
cycle. Actually, Minnesota's economy hJs long exhibited a significant degree
of sensitivity to changing national leconomic conditions. Minnesota
(especially its nonfarm economy) tends to move with the nation in recession
- and recovery.
I
During the 1974-75 recession, Minhesota was quite sensitive to the
national downturn, even though it J..as not hit as hard in terms of
employment losses. TIle stronger perf~~ance of the state economy then
was largely attributable to the moderal~~ effect of its disproportionately
~arge agricuI~ural sector.. Farm exportsl were growin~, thus bringing new
Income to Mmnesota whIch bolstered the growth of Its nonfarm economy.
In contrast, Minnesota recently foundl itself in a deeper and longer lasting
recession than that occurring nationallY Between 1980 and 1982, the state
r of 5.8070 compared to 2.2%
lost more than· 100,000 jobs for a defline
nationally. Most economists attributed the greater severity of the recession
in Minnesota to the simultaneous dobturn· of its farm and nonfarm
economies, whichhad not been affecteaJoncurrently in previous recessions.
Recovery. . During the first half of 1 83, Minnesota's economic recovery
slightly lagged behind the nation's, bpt it has since gained additional
strength. By April 1984 the state r~ached its prerecession nonfarm
employment peak of 1.79 million and has since expanded. The most recent
employment data indicate that Minnerbta is among the fastest growing
states in the nation.
Outlook. Minnesota is expected to 0 tperform the national economy in
the 1980s,assuming continued national te~onomic recovery and expansion.
Moderate gains in consumer spending bd a strong comeback in capital
spending is expected to generate abdve-average growth in several of
Minnesota's key industries, such a~ services, trade, and durable
manufacturing. In total, nonagriculturallemployment is expected to reach a
new high of 1.95 million by the end of 1986.
The state's future growth, however, mdy be restrained by weakness in two
(chapter 14) and agriculture
. of its long-time basic industries-mining
,.
(chapter 19).

1
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Minnesota's taconite mining iJdustry is suffering from the decline of the
u.s. steel industry, which is currehtlyplagued by obsolete equipment, exc~ss
capacity, and increasingly stiff fbreign competition. In order to regain its
edge in domestic and world fuarkets, industry analysts expect steei
companies to become smaller arid more efficient, and increasingly to use
cheaper, imported sources of iro~ ore for domestic steel production. These
changes imply a reduced demand for Minnesota taconite, and thus, fewer
mining jobs. The taconite industty is unlikely to return to pre-1980 levels of
production and employment.
I"
Despite a slight improvement ih 1983, farm income is expected to decline
through 1987. The combinatio~ of rising production costs, large crop
supplies, and weak demand f~r farm exports is expected to depress
commodity prices and, thus, farJ incomes. As has been true since 1980, the
farm sector is caught in asignifibant cost/price squeeze.
Overall,. Minnesota'seconorn.iclgrowth is likely to be most affected by the
course of nationalecononiic everlts. At present,the external forces creating
the greatest uncertainty for Minnbsota arethe mounting federal deficit, high
real interest rates, and,especialll for the farm, a strong dollar and low/
declining commodity prices.

THE LONG-RUN REVENUE POTENTIAL
OF THE MINNESOTA ECONOMY
Given what is known about Minnesota's changing econorn.y, what can be
said about the long-run revenue ~otential of its state/local tax system? This
relationship can be explored in ~eneral terms by analyzing the potential of
each sector of the state economy'lto generate directly and indirectly the four
major types of tax base: individhal income, business income and receipts,
consumption, and property.3 R.evenue-generating potential depends on
several industry characteristics, ~uch as each sector's share of total state
employment and earnings; its rate of employment and earnings growth; its
property, labor or capital inten~ity; wage scale; and overall profitability.
From these indicators, general tonclusions can be drawn regarding each
sector's share of total state bmployment and earnings; its rate of
employment and earnings grow~h; its property, labor or capital intensity;
wage scale; and overall profitability. From these indicators, general
conclusions can be drawn regarding each sector's ability to contribute to the
four types of tax bases. For exarhple, a large, growing, high-wage industry
group is likely to have high inditidual income tax revenue potential, and a
growing industry group with ajwide profit margin is likely to be a key
contributor to business income evenue productivity.
The findings of this discussioh are summarized in Figure 1. Again, it is
important to emphasize that th~se findings relate to the long-run revenue
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FIGU RE 1
Summary of Tax Revenue Potential i-Economic Structure Relationships
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Source: Lisa Roden, "Long-Term and Cyclical thange in the Minnesota Economy," Staff
Papers, volume 2 of this final report.

potential of the Minnesota economy. hey should not be interpreted as
revenue projections or tax policy optio s. This analysis indicates, however,
that in order to finance Minnesota's public sector in the years ahead, it will
be necessary to rely on all maj'Or tax sburces (no one tax can capture the
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economic growth in all industri s),and, within the bounds of other tax
policy objectives, to use taxes thlt are broadly based. However, balancing_
these other objectives with the dictates of long-term changes in the state
economy will reqUire state policYIhakers to make some difficult choices. As
is discussed in subsequent chaptd~s of this report, this is particularly true
with respect to the need to chJnge Minnesota's tax mix towards more
consumption taxes and away frorb the personal income tax.

dj~d~::E:
l

..LThi, ",,"ptee i, b...don a
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Li..
Rod..,
Cyclical Change in the Minnesota Etonomy," in Staff Papers, vol. 2 of the Final
Report of the Minnesota Tax Study Commission, ed. Robert D. Ebel and Therese 1.
McGuire (St. Paul: Butterworth Legil Publishers, 1985), 000-00.
2. The Bureau of Economic An:dysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce
includes twelve states in the north ce~tra1region: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Minnesota.
3. Each of these tax baseuepresen s the potential or comprehensive tax base that
Minnesota starts with before any narrowing through exclusions, exemptions,
deductions, preferential assessments, I r credits, viz: "personal income" refers to the
.total income of individuals, of which earnings comprises the largest share; "business
income receipts" includes not only nb income or profit, but also rent; wages, and
interest; "consumption" refers to tha~ part of personal income not saved-a much
broader conCept than "sales" taxes Wthough both conventional general sales and
selected sale-s taxes are included he e; and, "property" includes both real and
personal property at its full market J ue.

Minnesota's Budget nd

Budge~

Process

T~ po~icy

is .not made in isolation. leveral ~actors set the framework for
dIScussIon of tax structure and tax levels, which are only parts of the total
budget equation. This chapter examinbs three aspects of the state budget.
The first section -reviews tl1e recent his~ory of the state's fiscal policies and
makes projections into the near fututF. The second section examines the
state's budget reserve, its purpose and structure. A third section explains
·and evaluates the current process by w~ich the budget is maqe. The chapter
then concludes with a recommend~tion for spending goals and full
disclosure of the overall level of the st~te budget in order to rationalize tax
I
policy more fully.
Clearly, the particular budgetary considerations facing Minnesota will
change in the future. However, the istorical and institutional settings
examined here provide an important fr mework for making tax policy in the
years ahead.

REVIEW OF MINNESOTA'S FI CAL POLICIES: 1957-87
.

State spending policies have a crucill influence on tax levels. In recent
years, there has been an important intet\play between spending and tax levels
in Minnesota. This relationship can be feen by comparing state fiscal policy
during the period spanning 1975 to 191 9 with the period between 1980 and
1987 (estimated).
.
The earlier period represented a timp1 of relatively good "fiscal health."
The tax base and rates established in 1975 changed little during the period.
Between 197.5 and 1979 ta.x. revenue incrtased' largely as a result of economiC.
factors, at approximately the same rat as spending.
Between 1980 and 1982, however, he state experienced major fiscal
problems with the general fund, expen ing over $900 million more than it
collected between FY 1980 and FY 19~2. The result was a fund deficit of
$624 million as of June 30, 1982.
The magnitude of that fiscal crisis required a complex, comprehensive
array of tax increases, revenue/exdenditure shifts, and expenditure
reductions to bring the state's budget '~ack into balance by the end of FY
1983. Although it appears on the surface that these fiscal policies were

I
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evenly divided between those lffecting revenues and those affecting
expenditures, the evidence is that innesota taxes in order to spend and not
vice versa.
MINNESOTA'S STATE AND LO
FISCAL INTERDEPENDENCY

AL FISCAL SYSTEM, ONE OF

Since 1957, Minnesota state and local finances have undergone significant
changes. The most profound change is that today the state is the primary
collector of tax revenue, while lodl governments continue to be the primary
spenders. In 1957,49010 of total stalte/local taxes in Minnesota were collected
by the state and 51 % by local govetnments. Local governments, on the other
hand, accounted for 73% of total state/local spending. By 1982 the local
share of taxes had declined to 260/0 while still accounting for over 70% of
total government spending.
This trend can be attributed to four distinct PO.. liCYdevelopments dUri.ng
the period:
.

t

• The 1967 Tax Reform and Relie Act, which enacted a state general sales
tax to finance a local governm.e~ aid progr~m,. and two property tax relief
programs, the homestead creditl and the CIrCUlt breaker refund.
• The Omnibus Tax Bill of 1971f (Minnesota Miracle), which enacted a
school foundation aid program!, reformed local government assistance,
established levy limitation orllocal governments, and enacted the
agricultural credit program. to finance these programs several tax
measures were also adopted that increased revenue from statewide
I
nonproperty sources.
• State assumption of a greate~' share of spending for public welfare
programs (the mid-1970s), whlich. have shielded the county-collected
proportion of the property tax from financing the surge in public welfare
benefit costs.
I
• Expansion of direct property tax relief payments in the form of credits
and refunds to individuals thro-ttghout the 1970s.
The institutionalization of these brograms has not only had a profound
impact on the state/local fiscal system, it has also altered the purpose of
state government, and, as a consequence, the accountability of Minnesota's
local governments.
In 1957, state operating expenditures accounted for one-half of all state
spending, while intergovernmentaa transfer payments accounted for only
38%. By 1975, 50% of state outla~s were distributed back to local units of
government and only 28% of tlle outlays were spent directly for state
operating purposes. If direct p,operty' tax relief payments-state-paid
property tax credits and refunds-are also considered as a type of aid to

I
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local governments.' then nearly 60070.. o~.
otal state outlays provided direct or
indirect fiscal assistance to local gove
ents in 1975.
. Since 1975; however, the relative growth in state intergovernmental
transfer payments declined slightly and by 1982 transfer payments
accounted for only 44% of total state dutlays. This decline was offset partly
by state payments for property tax relik which increased from 9% of totai
state outlays to over 12% during the ~eriod.
It is also reasonable to interpret the increase in state welfare benefit
expenditures as yet another form o~ indirect aid to local governments
(counties). Accordingly, in 1982 nea*y60% of total state outlays was
devoted to direct or indirect fiscal assistance to local governments. This
analysis is based upon expenditures matle from all state funds as opposed to
the general fund only. If only expenditures from the general fund were
examined, then nearly 70% of state sbending is for the purpose of either
directly or indirectly assisting local go~ernments.
As a result of these policies, state talx effort increased significantly from
5.7% of t~tal sta.tepersonal income inll.967 to 9% in 19~9, while local tax
effort dechned from 5.3% to 3.6% dunng the same penod. By 1982, the
state's tax effort was 8.4% and local tries represented only 3% of the state's
personal income. Correspondingly, todu state and local tax effort increased
only slightly during the entire period; from 11 % in 1967 to lL4% in 1979.
The .implication of these. state/loc:ll fiscal policies for evaluating tax
reform in Minnesota is straightforwar±. If state tax cuts are recommended,
any corresponding reductions made in state spending may merely shift the
financial responsibility to local gover ments. Depending on which state
program.§ are reduced, the net reduction on state and local taxes can be
something far less than what was orig'nally reduced at the state level.
GROWTH IN STATE TAX REVENUE: 1975-!l7 (ESTIMATED)

Table 1 shows the estimated r~venue i pact 01 inajor tax laws for FY 1982
through FY 1987. Much of the new tax evenue has been generated from the
general sales tax, where the state incr ased its rate from 4% to 6% and
expanded its base to include such items as the sale of candy and soft drinks.
As a result of this legislation, the stat in FY 1983 collected an estimated
$322 million in new tax revenue and m y collect as much as $597 million in
FY 1987.
I"
.
Laws affecting the state's personal ibcome tax were also responsible for
generating new tax dollars for the state.lThe most important legislation waS
the 711/0 and 10% surtax rates, which aU cted FY 1982 - FY 1984. Of the new
personal income tax dollars, it is estimated that the surtax provisions
generated $63 million in FY 1981j $170 million in FY 1983, and
approximately $100 million in FY 198 .

- - - - - ..._------
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~ABLE

1
.
.
Summary of Estimated-RevenJle Impact of Major Tax Law Changes:
FY 1982 - FY 1987 (estimated)
(~ Millions)
Fiscal Years
1984
1985

Major Tax Source

1982

1983

Personal Income
General Sales
Motor Vehicle
Corporate Income

$139
159
16
0

'$268
322
25
(27)

$188
473
63

13141

'588

$713

$641

$ 679

$ 742

$ 59
$373

$149
$737

$216
$929

$271
$912

$ 338
$1,017

$ 411
$1,153

Tow

S"'~ "'.,

Federal Tax Law
Changes
TOTAL IMPACT

I

(11)

$

87
515
55
(15)

1986
$

86
552
59
(17)

1987
$

99
597
63
(17)

Au;:ltaff~;uta~nd ~tes ~ed ;-;;:

Source: Office of Legislative
Departments of Revenue and Finance, tril1984.

In addition to state tax law changes, federal tax policies have also had a
significant impact on st.ate tax re~vnues. As shown in table. 1,..the departmen.t
of revenue estimated that in FY 1 83, the state revenues may have increased
as much as $149 million in ad 'tional revenue as a result of changes in
federal tax law. By FY 1987, tIle
state may benefit by as much as $411
I
million. Much of this revenue gain from federal tax policies was a result of
reductions in federal personal inc~me tax rates. Since the State of Minnesota
allows taxpayers to deduct federal tax liability, any reduction in federal taxes
results in an increase in MinneJota taxable income. However, under the
current tax law, the reverse'is als9 true~if federal taxes go up, Minnesotans
will pay less in state personal indome taxes.
GROWTH IN STATE SPENDIN

: 1975-87 (ESTIMATED)

Between 1975 and 1982, state general fund expenditures increased from
$1.9 billion to over $4.1 billion, a rate of growth approximating 12010 per
year. The Minnesota Departme t of Finance estimates that general fund
expenditures will increase at a .3010 average annual rate to nearly $5.8
billion by the end of FY 1987. If t~is rate of increase is realized for this latter
period, then it will represent a gr~wth rate approximately two-thirds of that
experienced between 1979 and 1982 when state general fund expenditures
I
"
grew at 9% per year.
Approximately 80% of state general fund expenditures can be associated
with seven major program categdries. 1 Among these categories in 1975, aid
to school districts accd,unted I for 34% of total state general fund
expenditures. The school district and relative proportion of general fund
expenditures declined to 29% in Y 1982and is estimated at only 22% in FY
1987.

.
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Between 1975 and 1982, combined .tate expenditures for property tax
relief, medical assistance and general as istance medical care (MA/GAMC),
and general support to local governm~ts increased at an average annual
rate excee~~g ~50J0. Tot.al expenditures orthese three p~ogramsamounted
to $512 million In 1975,27% of state ge 'ral fund expenditures. By FY 1982,
expendjtures for these programs inc~~ased to nearly $1.4 billion and
represented over 34% of general fund tjXpenditures.
As indicated earlier, the department of finance estimates that general fund
expenditures are anticipated to increasej at a relatively 'slower rate of 6.3010
per year between FY 1984 and FY 1987. This is largely a product of
anticipated slower growth in general suJ,port aids to local g0vernments and
expenditures for direct property tax relik This is significantly slower than
the rate of growth experienced in the. !ate 1970s when these expenditures
increased by more than 24070. per year.
State-paid direct property tax relief p ytnents are also anticipated to slow
significantly. Projections for the 1986-87 biennium show expenditures for
these programs increasing by only 4OJoder year. This can be compared toa
16% annual rate realized, between FY 1~)75 and FY 1982.
On the other hand, of the seven major program areas, the most significant
growth, by far, is expected to occur in MA/GAMC, increasing by a
projected 17% per year during this pe90d. If these estimates are realized,
MA/GAMC expenditures will amount to over $850 million by the end of FY
1987 representing, alone, nearly t5% of total state general fund
expenditures.
GROWTH IN TAXES AND SPENDIN@: A PERIOD OF FISCAL
STABILITY VS. A PERIOD OF FISCtL WOES

The period between 1975 and 1979 represented a time of relatively good
fiscal health. During this period, there were few major tax law changes and
what actions were taken resulted in tax s~vings to Minnesotans. Tax revenue
from major sources increased at a rate of 13.6% per year; tax revenue would
have increased slightly faster if no laJv, changes. were enacted. A strong
argument could be made that, between 1975 and 1979, the tax system, which
benefited grea.tl Y from the high ratelof inflation during that period,
generated revenues at such a fast rat that it actually stimulated, state
spending. The system produced the revdnues, so, the dollars were spent.
Between 1979 and 1982 the fiscal pattdrn changed. During this period, tax
revenu~ frorn. m.ajor sources increased 070 per year, while. general fund
expendItures Increased at 9070 per year. Much of the growth In tax revenue
realized during this period occurred in FlY 1982 when state legislative action
increased taxes by $314 million. If that legislation had not occurred,
revenues from major tax sources would have increased by only 3.llTJo for the
period. This gap between the growth in Jtate taxes and spending began with

r.1
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tax and spending policies ado ted during the 1979 legislative session.
Action, were talren to slow the "j0wth in tax revenue while at the same time
'
increasing spending for major p ograms.
I

;

-

-

.

THE 1979 LEGISLATIVE SES'ION: TAX AND SPENDING POLICIES
PROVIDED THE IMPETUS FqR FISCAL DIVERGENCY

In 1979, lawmakers decided tJat the revenue-generating capacity of the
tax system may have exceeded spdnding demands and was overburdening the
taxpayer. As a result, several poli~ies were ad6p,ted that either cut tax revenue
or were designed to diminish the system's revenue-elasticity during periods
of rapid inflation. Major legisla~ion included:
• Personal credits increased to $ 5 in 1979 and to $60 in 1980, and indexed
thereafter;
• Standard deduction increase to 10%, up to a maximum of $2,000,
indexed as of 1981;
• Low-income credit increased d indexed as of 1981; ,
• Income tax brackets indexed by 85 % of percentage change in the
(Minneapolis/St. Paul) consurrer price index;
• Top income tax rate reduced from 170/0 to 16%;
• Pension exclusions increased, honresident pensions not taxed.
Also, in 1979 the legislature tlOk action that either allowed or provided"
for major spending increases to ~ccur over the 1981 biennium. As a result of
legislation that occurred in 19 9, state tax revenue from major sources
increased by only 70/0 during th 1981 biennium, while spending for major
programs increased by over 23 o. Clearly, this policy mix was not very
r:onducive for fiscal stability.
'
The fiscal impact of this diver ency in tax and spending policy can be best
illustrated by examining two policy decisions-the indexation of the
personal income tax and increased homestead credit benefits. The state
began the 1980-81 biennium withl a $281 million fund balance. Indexation of
tax brackets, credits, and dedubtions reduced state tax revenue, by $302
million for the biennium, while ~egislative increases to the homestead credit
increased the state's liability fo~ property tax relief by $124 million.* The
combined fiscal-impact of thesd, two policies totaled nearly $426 million,
exceeding the fund balance by $1145 million. By the end of FY 1982, these
$713 million, representing over", 1150/0 of
two policies had a fiscal impact
the total general fund deficit of $624 million realized on June 30, 1982.

1
br

*As discussed in chapter 7, indexation cannot be said to be a true tax cut measure. Rather it is a
device that promotes honesty and legiS~ative accountability by preventing higher generated
revenues as a result of the interplay betwena progressive income tax and inflation. Indexation
'
merely requires that income tax increase be explicit.
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ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL FUND BUDGET BALANCING
ACTIONS IN THE 1982-83 BIENNWiM

.. After enjoying several years of relativbly stable finances, the general fund
began exhibiting fiscal problems in .August 1980. The sources of these
difficulties are complex, but most agreb that a national recession coupled
with certain modifications to the tak system-primarily indexing the
individual income tax~had stalled thelgeneral fund's revenue growth. In
addition, while various factors contribuked to slowing the rate of growth in
tax revenue, the state continued to purshe a relatively fast rate of growth in
spending. The combination of divetgent tax and spending policies,
compounded by an economic recession,!qUiCklyresulted in fiscal instability.
The problems experienced during thie 1980-81 biennium were certainly
painful, but ~hey were sO.lved' primaI:nY~hrOUgh restruct~r~ngth~cash flow
of a few major revenue andexpenditu programs. IndIVIdual mcome tax
collections were accelerated and an a, ditional $60 million was received
during the biennium. School aidpa~ments totaling $241 rillion were
deferred into the 1982-83 biennium. In all, $300 million of adjustments were
required, but relatively few programs wbre affected.
By contrast, revenue shortfalls plagubd the general fund throughout the
1982-83 biennium. Six special legislatite sessions were called so that the
finances could·be adjusted ,arid neafly
billion of financial modifiCations
became necessary during the biennium The time lag required to institute
many of the financial changes resulted in the $624 million general fund
deficit ~nJut;..e 30, 19.82' th.e. m.id-point d;~ the biennium. Accord.ingl~, fa~ing
up to fIscal recovery was necessary du mg FY 1983 so that the blenruum
would end without a fund deficit.
.
Table 2 illustrates the fiscal impact 0 the series of budget balancing acts
that were, implemented during the 198 -83 biennium. On the surface. it
appears the actions were evenly divide between those affecting revenues
and those.affectin~~xpe~ditures: Howe~er, a closer examination.reveals that
of the total $1.8 bIlhon fIscal adjustment, 37070 was generated WIth new and
now permanent taxes. The 19010 expdnditure reduction, which will be
discussed later, was basically a temporah decline, and offset somewhat by
local tax increases.
Nearly $900 million of state budget sa ings were achieved during the 198283 biennium through actions decreasing ~xpenditures. However, only a small
amount of these expenditure reductiojs were ultimately translated int9
service cuts trimming back programs. The largest share, $548 I!'jllion,
represents a restructuring of payment sc edules or shifts from one biennium
to the next. These actions resulted in a ~emporary remedy that afforded a
.
I
one-time budget savings.
Of the $331 million cut from expenditures during FY 1983, $262 million
may have increased local tax eff~rts because of the extensive

m
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ABLE 2
Stat General Fund
Fiscal Impact of Budget-Balancing Actions
1982-83 Biennium
($ Millions)
I

Biennium
'1982
1983

1982-83
Biennium
Totals,

Percent of
Total
Adjustment

$ 233
669

13.0010
37.2
50.2%

Revenue Enhancements:
Temporary Taxes (income surtax)
New Taxes
Subtotal: Revenues

$ 63
251
$314

$ 170

Expenditure Actions:
Cutsa
Shifts
Subtotal Expendituresa

$ 17
68
$ 85

$ 331
480
$ 8ll

S48
$ 896

49.8OJ~

TOTAL FISCAL IMPACT

$399

$1,399

$1,798

1()()0J0

418
$ 588

$ 902
$ 348

19.4%
30.5

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditot. staff computations.
.
aExpenditure cuts do not includeamourtts eliminated from state department appropriations
for salary,supplies, and equipment.

intergovernmental fiscal relati Inships between the state and its' local
government units. The remaining $69 million of expend~re reductions
could not have resulted in increaJed local taxes. They were either temporary
declines in state financing and/ot shifts in financial obligations to a nontax
revenue source.
In sum, the impact of the 1982-83 cuts were either translated into
increased local property taxes, f . ure increases in state spending, or at best,
a temporary reprieve in tax bur ens. This demonstrates the difficulties of
implementing long-term declinek in state expenditure commitments and,
consequently, the level of taxati n.

J

GENERAL FUND FINANCES: 1984-87 (ESTIMATED)

Through FY 1987, revenues ar~ expected to exceed spending, keeping thestate budget well in the black. However, as Exhibit 1 illustrates, the state's
projected level of spending throhgh 1987 is only affordable if some of the
new and temporary state taxes ebacted since 1980 remain in place (the oniy
exception being the personal in~ome surtax which, ~nder this projection,
was repealed January I, 1984). }he graph clearly shows that had these new
tax laws not been enacted, the level of revenues (line C) would not have been
able to sustain the level of gened.! fund expenditures as currently projected.
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EXHIB T 1
General Fund Revenue and Expenditures
Actual and ~rojeeted
Showing Impact of State ThxLaws Since FY 1981
Trendlong: 1978-1987 Est.
l
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Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor staff co putations (FY1978 - FY 1983). Projections
based on data provided by the Department of Fi ance, April 17, 1984.

Finally, it is important to emphasize -that· these projections of revenues
and expenditures assume moderate ecomomic growth for the state through
FY 1987. If another recession occurs in [985-86, the state will be faced with
another deficit situation by the end of FY 1987. This is likely to occur
despite the fiscal actions taken since 1~80, a current, relatively large fund
balance, and a projected rate of growttl in state general fund expenditures
slower than that experienced over the list ten years.
CONCLUSION: TAX REFORM-TAX REDUCTION

"

Based on the evidence, a strong argu ent could be made that since 1980
the state's tax policy has responded a spending demands rather than
expenditure policy responding to re enue constraints. The legislative
response to the recent budget crises has been to increase taxes, borrow, and
alter its 'cash flow in order to bring re enues back in line with spending.
Although it could be argued that such policies are necessary because it is
difficult to adjust expenditures in the short run, the state has chosen to
maintain all the new and "temporary" axes enacted since 1980 other than
the income tax surcharge, which was repealed retroactively to January
1984. 2
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This puts Minnesota in a fiscJ situation quite different from the 1980-82
period. There is now a stru~tural surplus in the general fund of
appr~ximately$250 millio~ to $3r0million: That is, when all state reve~u~s
(not Just taxes) are taken mto ac.count, Mmnesota has an annual, bUIlt-m
divergence (surplus) of revenues ~vet expenditures in the $250 million - $300
million range. 3 This indicates thail the Minnesota Legislature is ina position
in 1985 to enact a significant and permanent tax cut of an amount equal to
at least 5070 of its general fundre~ources in FY 1986.4 In short, although tax
reform call be accomplished on ktotal "equal yield" or "revenue neutral"
basis, Minnesota has the oppdrtunity to combine tax reform with tax
actions will not only eliminate the
reduction. This combination
permanent overtaxing of MinnerSbtans.. by their state government,. but it will
also minimize fiscal losses that inevitably accrue to some taxpayers as a
a tax system.
result of a major restructuring

bf

MINNESOTA'S BU I GET RESERVE ACCOUNT
BUDGET RESERVE FUNDS Ir-; OTHER STATES

In recent years several states hlave established budget reserves to be used
when general fund projections fall short because of unexpected recessions.
The reserve funds are not large bnough nor are they intended to enable a
state to weather severe recession~ without increasing taxes and/or cutting
spending. Rather, tlie purpose is Ito provide a contingency fund for general
fund deficits and to ease cas~ flow problems resulting from revenue
projection errors. ~hese fun~s ~nable pOlicyma~.ers to cove.r unexpected
revenue shortfalls WIthout haVlng to change tax rates or expendIture levels on
short notice. Thus, these con 'ngency funds lend stability to the tax
structure, and adhoc tinkering Jith rates to solve a short-term problem can
be avoided.
Nineteen states currently ha e some form of budget reserve. These
reserves differ in how they ar funded and also in the conditions for
withdrawal. For determining flo s into the f~nds, three methods are used:
appropriation, surpluses up to a ertain percentage of general fund revenue,
and formulas based on real persbnal income. Withdrawals from the funds
are either specified by appropria ion, automatically withdrawn for revenue
shortfalls, set by special legislat" e session, specified by per capita income
formula~, or determined as part of the budget plan.
THE BUDGET RESERVE ISSU IN MINNESOTA, CONCERNS
DURING THE 1970S: PROBL MS OF BUDGET SURPLUSES

The issue of a budget reserv first materialized in the mid-1970s. The
primary concern, however, was n! t from fear of revenue shortfalls but rather

.
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from substantial revenue surpluses; Fro this initial concern, no legislative
action was enacted nor proposed forlat least two reasons: .first, many
officials thought Minnesota's economy was "recession proof," due to the
mild impact of the 1974-75 recession i Minnesota; and second, the large
surpluses that were e?Cperienced duriJg thatpeliod created more of a
political concern than a budget managJme~t problem.
Between 1975 and 1979, Minnesota's fiscal condition was characterized by
a tax system that generated' revenuestlaster than the growth in persqnal
income. s This period was also charactetized by relatiyely accurate revenue
projectio.ns that slightly ~nderestimated
receipts. Total tax :eceipts were
underestImated by 0.70/0m 1975, 2.4% ~n 1977, and by 1.60/0 m 1979. The
dollar impact of these errors resulted inl!lnexpected gains of $14.1 million in
1975, $59.2 million in 1977, and $51.9 jillion in 1979.
.
Correspondingly, this underforecasti g of revenues contributed to the
substantial surpJuses realized ill the ge eral fund during this period. The
unrestricted balance in the state's genedl' fund exceeded $200 million in all
but one.ofthe fiveyearsbetween1975 a~.d 1979, and exceedeci$300 million
in 1975 and 1976. At the end ofFY 1~79; the unrestricted general fund
balanceexc~eded$234~llion and :epresbn~ed 7.20/0 of total state spending.
The contmuedexpenence of havmg relatIvely large general fund balances
prompte!:i the governor and the 1979 leJslature to pursue its policy of tax
cuts thaI, foc the ';me being, ""Olvedilli budget reserve issue. .

fax

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A BUDGEf RESERVE ACCOUNT

problem~

Because of the severe nscal
experienced during the 1982-83
biennium, the budget reserve issue was rclsurrected. This time, however, the
issue was not overtaxat.i~n and govermhent accountability, but rather a
concern for budget stabIlIty and sound fiscal management.
Governor Rudy P~rpich, in his 1983 buJtg~t message, recommended to the
legislature that the state be prepared to Imanage up to a 5% variance in
revenue forecasts. In order to do this, he ~roposed that the legislature either
establish a $500 million budget reserve fuhd or a $250 million reserve along
with a "shared risk" provision that would reduce local government aids, up
to an additional $250 million. A .compf.omise was reached between the
governor and the legislature and a $250 million account was established. In
~ddit~on, .the legis~a~ure also -adopted a froViSiO~ to suspend income t~
mdexmg If a defICIt larger than the afount m the budget reserve 11)
forecastea.
In 1984, the governor proposed and t e legislature approved increasing
the budget reserve from $250 million 0 $375 million. Currently, the
governor is proposing to increase the bud et reserve to $500 million for the
1986-87 biennium.
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The budget reserve is admi~istered as follows. In implementing the
budgetary reserve, requ,irement o~' July 1, 1~83, the department of finance
did not specifically segregate $' 50 million in cash or other assets in a
separate account in the state·tre sury. To do so would have been virtually
impossible as all ~ash on handob July 1, 1983, was needed for expenditures
during the first few months 9f FY 1984, The department interpreted
Minnesota Statute Section 16A.15, Subdivision 6as requiring a budgetary
reserve rather than an actual I. cash reserve account., The department,
implemented the statute by est~blishing a $250 million 'reserve of fund
balance in the accounting recordk foJ' the general fund. The intent of such a
reserve is to make this portidn of the fund balance unavailable for
appropriation or expenditure. Fhnd balance is the difference between total
assets and totalliab~itie~.Ona bUd, getarybas~s the projected fund ~alance
at the end of a blenmum 'redresents the difference between estImated
revenues and expendituresdurinkthe two-year period,added,to the balance
at the beginning of ,the. biennium. :By~mpiementing the' budgetary reserve,
the ~e~artmentis sayi.ng that by It:he:en~ of the biennium, reven~e~ (plus the
begInmn~ balance) will exceed expencjtitures by at leas! $375 mIllIOn.
In addition to provjding a dtishion, the budgetary reserve provides a
means ofalleviating th~ cash ,flbw problems of the general fund. In recent
~ea:s, the, fund ,has, en,ct>,u~t,e, re,'~'" 'ash, flOW'd~fficulti,es b~C, aU,se ~f the uneve,n
tImmgof revenues and.e~pen ,lues. DespIte recent changes 10 the state's
payment schedules for several ajor programs, these cash flow problems

Ineffe~t,

borrowin~

Will, p,'e.•r.,siS",t,.'.int,o,the..futu,re hie.n[I,.u"ms.
short-term
has,
been necessary dunng the first part of the fISCal year when expenditures
exceededtevenues.
'
Based on recent experience, iscal year revenue projections have been in
error by·approXimately plus/mi~us 8010 to 10070. Table 3 shows the impact of
a plus/minus 9010 error to FY 1*7 revenues as forecasted by the department
of finance in July 1984. As can be seen, the effect on the general fund
balance is very significant. Under the "control" forecast, revenues totaling
9% above projections wouldre~ult in an unrestricted balance of $1 billion.
However, if n~venues are 9070 les~ than projected, $60.2 million would have to
be transferred from the budget ~eserve account to balance the budget at the
end of FY 1987. The impact ~nder the pessimistic forecast is equally as
great. A plus/minus 9% error dmld result in an unrestricted fund balance as
high as $620 million or requite $422 mi~lion to be transferred from the
budget reserve, reducing the r1! erved amount to $78 million at the end of
fiscal year.
.
IMPLICATIONS FOR TAX R

FORM

A budget reserve provides a fiscal cushion that can help stabilize
budgetary problems resulting from either unexpected downturns in the

.
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TABL~3
Estimated Impact of a Plus/Minus Projection Error'"
on Current Forecasted Fiscal Yeak- 1987 General Fund Balance
- !
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however, it has a critical sho coming-a limited amount of debate is
devoted to the overalllevel of thdstate bridget and tax spending. The lack of
early and ongoing attention to th[s matter tends to encourage state tax policy
to respond to spending demandJ rather than expenditure policy responding
to revenue constraints. Becausf the budget process can influence state
spending and therefore state tax structure and levels, it is appropriate to
examine it as part of this tax pol~bstudy. Accordingly, this section describes
the process by which the goverpor· and legislature arrive at the overall taxing
and spending levels for the upcorhing biennium. It focuses on the interaction
between the executive ..and leg[slative branches as well as the internal
workingsofthe legislature with"lrespect to the state's biennial budget. The
budgeting relationship of the goJernor and.legislature with the state agencies
is not considered here.
OVERVIEW

During an eleven-month periold that occurs every other year, the governor
and legislature review thousands of individual revenue and expenditure
items, culminating in the adopti n of a two-year budget before the start of
the new biennium. Because the Minnesota Constitution prohibits borrowing
to finance operatioIl,S across bienniums, the adopted budget must be
balanced. In the event of revenhe shortfalls (such, as those experienced in
1981 and 1982), it may be nece~sary for the legislature to meet in special
session so that mid-biennium adjustments can be made to bring the budget
into balance.
The governor is Minnesota's hief budget officer. As such, he both starts
and ends the budget process. The governor, with the assistance of the
departm.ent. of finance, submit ~ a b.iennial. budget to .the legislature. Once
acted upon by the legislature, I"he governor can veto individ4.al items or
entire appropriation bills, thus riving him final say on the budget.
The legislature follows the gOre.rnor's lead. because its time. and resources
for budget work are limited. Fr~m the time it conve)1es to adjournment five
months later, the legislature must not only adopt a 'budget but also address
many other policy issues. If it h~d to build a budget from scratch, it would
be difficult for the legislatu~e to complete it.S other responsibilities.
Maintaining the budget pla1ning, development, and administrative
functions in the executive branch is also advantageous to sound fiscal
management.,
The state budget process an be divided into two stages: budget
preparation and budget adopti n. Budget preparation begins in the spring
of each even-numbered year an1ends in late January of each odd-number.ed
year with the governor's bud et address to the legislature. The budget
adoption stage starts in late Jan ary of each odd-numbered year and ends in
mid- to late-May with the pass ge of the biennial budget by the .legislature
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and its approval by the governor. Durin its session in even~numbered years,
the legislature may adjust budget decisIons made in the previous year..
During the course of the budget proc~ss, there are relatively few statutory
requirements tha.t the governor an.d legi.flature must abide by. Of these, the
most im,portant requirements are that: \
• the governor present a biennial budget to the legislature in January of
each odd-numbered year;
I
• a budget is adopted before the start Jr a new biennium; and,
• the state's budget is balanced at the time of adoption and at the close of
each biennium.
Generally, the governor and legisla re work with one hard-and-fast
deadline: that all budget actions of one iennium are completed before the
start of the next biennium.
THE MAKING OF THE BUDGET: TH

GOVERNOR'S ROLE

Through work with state agencies and the legislature, the governor sets
the tone of the biennial budget discuiion. For example, in May 1984,
Governor Perpich directed state agencie to keep their budget increases for
the next biennium at or below 14% and 0 include no increase in positions.
Based on guidelines such as these (whichfay change as budget preparation
advances), the gov.ernor puts together his. roposed budget for submission to
the legislature.
On the expenditure side, the executive budget is considerably more than
just an extrapolation of previous sPFnding practices. However, the
governor's ability to make major changd in state spending policy is limited
by past legisla.tive decisions and by the fa !t that most state/local spending is
at the local level. For example, the level 0 state aid to school districts for the
1986 school year was set by the 1984 leg" lature. Thus, 22070 of the budget
for the f~rst year of the 1985-87 bienniu was in place before the governor
even announced his budget guidelines f r that biennium. With respect to
medical assistance and general assi~tance medical care, the legislature must
change existing policies, service programs and/or eligibility requirements in
order to have a significant effect on spe ding in these areas. In addition,
since most welfare programs are carried oht by local units of government, it
is difficult for the state to control these tPenditUreS directly.

1

THE LEGISLATOR'S ROLE

\

Legislators and their staffs do not become formally involved in the budget
process until after the legislature conve bs and the governor presents his
proposed budget. Previous to that ti e, however, there are frequent,
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.informal consultations between ·ihe house and senate'leadership and the
executive, particularly as the legibative session approaches.
Immediately following the go~ernor's budget message in January, the
proposed budget is divided into t~ree parts and referred to three committees
in both the house and senate. In the house the appropriations, tax, and
education committees all producb major fiscal policy legislation. Similarly,
in the senate, the fmance, tax, and education committees, also write funding
legislation. Basically, their respobsibilities divide as follows:
• The appropriations and finanJe committees review the proposed budget
for income maintenance and, medical assistance, state agencies, and
institutions. These include ·nstitutions such as the University of
MinnesotaaIid state hospitals
• The house. and senate tax conbuttees review proposals for property tax
.
relief and local government aitls.
• The house and senate educatiJn committees review the aid proposals for
K-12 e~u~ation. Educationl aids are .also reviewed by the house
appropnatlonsandsenate finkce COIlnllittees.
In addition ,to these commit{ees, policy committees (e.g., agriculture, .
economic development, and ±mmerce> in both houses are regularly
involved in the review process. S ate law requires that the governor's budget
recommendation include fundi g for only "current law" programs. New
programs must be kept separatd and labeled "specific change items." The
legislature's policy committees n' ust act favorably oli these programs before
they can go through the budget review process. Because they can use their
authority to :bring legislative ini iatives into the budget and to delay or stop
the governor's initiatives, the pJlicy committees are important partiCipants
"
in the budget process.
. I
Once distributed to the corJmitt~es, the various parts of the biennial
budget are separately examined Ithrough a lengthy budget hearing process.
These hearings prov~de legislatclrs, interest groups, and the public with the
opportunity to express their +iews on the separate budget items. The
committees reviewing various segments of the governor's proposal' begin
their work without any formal ibstruetions or directions from the legislature
as a whole. As such, the goverJor's recommendation is their baseline. The
committees and their sUbCOfmittees may reallocate funds within a
particular category, rejecting tre governor's recommendation for one of
their own. Fiscal committees arFnot free to make significant changes in the
total size of major bUQget items or to shift dollars among themselves. Both
are clQsel~ controlled by the lekislative leadership. Ifa fiscal ~omn:ittee or
subcommittee seeks to exceeJ the governor's recommendatIon, It must
justify its claim to the leade ship and quite probably to the majority
caucuses in both the house an senate as well as the governor, should he
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choose to join the debate. This revie modification process is informal;
there are no rules or statutes that guid or require it.
RECONCILIATION OF EXECUTIV
D1FFERENCES

AND LEGISLATIVE
./

The governor's proposals as modi ,'ed by the legislature are enacted
through a minimum of six conference committee reports-one from each
division/subcommittee of the approprirtions/finance committees and one
each,on taxes and school aids. These conference committee reports originate
with' at least twelve bills-six from the ~Iouse and six from the senate. As a
result, there is no floor debate by the legislature as a whole on the total
budget and tax spending package. Prior 0 this time, some consideration has
been. given to the total package by the spending committees and through
informal discussions among legislators. nd recently, the initial meetings of
both the house appropriations and sedate finance committees have been
used to overview the budget as proposed by the governor. Similar overView
sessions are also held by both the tax an school aids committees. However,
. in no case do these committees take
y action (binding or otherwise)
regarding the overall size of the governo 's proposed budget. Rather, debate
and action is focused throughout the Ie .slative session on the various items
which make up the governor's proposal
Final review and spending decisions are made as· the session draws toa
close. During the closing days, coordihation of final subcommittee and
committee work is vital. Their bills mustl sum to a balanced budget. For this
work, legislative leaders depend on balarlce sheets and estimates prepared by
the department of finance. In effect, th¢y lyield to the executive branch for
the information necessary to reconcile r~enues and expenditures. Typically,
the budget and tax spending bills paJsed by the legislature exceed the
governor's initial reque.st (avera.ging. lO~O over the last seven bienniums).
The informal nature of Minnesota's budget process makes the state's
budget deliberations both open and priv teo The process is open to virtually
every member of the legislature. Big ty·four percent of the senate's
members are on a tax or spending com ittee. In the house, almost 60% of
the members are on one or more of thes committees. At the same time, the
state's budget process is not entirely public. Its informality leads to
numerous private negotiations and coor inating sessions.
EVALUATION OF MINNESOTA'S BU

GET PROCESS

There is one major shortcoming in Minnesota's budget process: the
extremely limited amount of attention th t is devoted to the overall level of
the state budget and tax spending. This characteristic may be accentuated by
the informal mechanisms that are useq to coordinate legislative review of the

"I
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governor's proposed budget. Su h mechanisms are not without virtue. The
informal approach to budget review has merit in that it opens the process to
all members of the legislature abd yet keeps the budget responsibilities of
individual legislators manageable by using a relatively large number of
committees. However, the resultl is a review process that is piecemeal and
does litt,le to encourage, legiSlativ~e de,b.at.e and action on the total,'. size of the
'
state budget.
There are at least three ways he legislature could structure debate and
action on overall tax and spendi g issues. For example, it could:

re~olution."

It would occur shortly after the
• debate and pass a "budget
governor makes his budget anti tax spending recommendations. It would
require no changes inlegislatiteprocedures prior to the governor's fiscal

me~sage.

'I

• establish an "affordability committee" similar to that used by the
Maryland legislature. This coJnmittee would be charged with the task of
developing spending gUideline~ to be recommended to the governor. The
process would probably result in two sets of fiscal guidelines for the
, pending legislative session: onb proposed by the legislature's affordability
committee and the other by the governor. However, it could conceivably
result in a single budget resolhtion, such as that described above. .
• restructure. its bUdge,t r~view ~roce"ss around a central budget co~~ittee
composed m whole or In part by members of the current appropnatIons,
finance, and tax committee . Such structure would promote closer
attention to the fisbal impactJ of individual budget actions.
These proposals differ with respect to leadership roles in the budget
process. The first proposal reco nizes and maintains executive leadership in
matters of fiscal policy. The other two proposals attempt to give more of
that responsibility to the legislature, actions that could potentially weaken
the budgeting power of thegov~rnor. Overall, however, the proposals have
the same goal: to bring greater 16gislative and public attention to Minnesota
fiscal policies.
RECOrrMENDATIONS
. NEED FORSPENDING GOAJS AND FULL DISCLOSURE OF THE
LEVEL OF THE STATE BUDdET

In order to insure that all ot Minnesota's fiscal policies (especially the
overall level of public spending) .s debated and the result of deliberate action
by the governor and legislature, the commission recommends the following
three-part process:
• In the late spring of every even-numbered year, the, governor should
announce spending goals f r the next biennium. These goals should
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describe the-governor's objectives wi h respect to the overall level of state
and local government spending. In presenting the goals, the governor
should disclose their likely consequ nces with respect to the quality or
quantity of public services and the ~fective tax rates for both s.tate an.d
local governments.
I
• Following the governor's announcement,public hearings sponsored by
the house and senate tax and/or kppropriationslfinance committees
regarding the governor's spending gJals should be held. The results of
these hearings should be published Jnd distributed to the legislature by
August of that year.
• After the governor's January budget . essage, the legislature should pass
a. bu~get resolution. setting formal I fiscal ~oIicy goals f~r the next
blenmum. These goals should se~:ve as fIscal boundanes for the
legislature's debate and action on the governor's budget proposal.

L

I.

The legislature should pass its budge resolution before consideration of
any in~ividu~l bUdget items. The legis.lktu~e may pas.s.subsequent budget
fiscal conditions or budgetary
resolutions m response to changes
preferences. However, no budget shoul be adopted which has spending
levels above those prescribed in the mos recent budget resolution.
I

THE BUDGET RESERVE

The commission recognizes that fis al· prudence requires the state to
maintain a budgetary reserve accouJt. Accordingly, the commission
recommends that Minnesota include a rJserve fund as a permanent part of
its fiscal structure.

1

ENDNO ES
1. The seven categories that will account ft an estimated 81.7010 of general fund
financing in FY 1987 are aid to schools (22.1 Fo of total general fund expenditures),
postsecondary education (16.6%), direct I1roperty tax relief (15.3%), medical
assistance and general assistance for medicallre (14.8. %), iocal government aid plus
general support (6.5%), debt service (2.9%), and income maintenance (3.5%).
2. The only temporary tax to be repealed w· s the income tax surcharge, which was
repealed retroactively to January 1, 1984, by the 1984 legislature. At the same time
the state's budget reserve was increased fro~ $250 million to $375 million for the
biennium.
I
3. This estimate includes an increased buqget reserve for the biennium of $500
million. Data based on October 1984 department of finance projections of a
constant services budget and existing (1984) rbvenue system.
4. Some policymakers argue that the tax teduction might be as much as $500
million if the present structural surplus is cdmbined with a budget process (e.g.•
budget resolution on overall expenditure levels) that will limit expenditure growth .
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Remarks by William Schreiber,
Committee of the House of
Representatives, Fiscal Chairman' Seminar, National Conference of State
Legislatures, January 5, 1985 (Denve ).
5. During this period, the state's to personal income increased at an average rate
of 11.7070 per year, while tax revenu s from major sources increased at an average
annual rate of 13.2%.

i-

Minnesota Fiscdl Comparisons

Among the IJrSt and most r",quently lSed iSSUes in state/local fiscal policy
discussions are those pertaining to the extent of the fiscal or budget
"pressure" (the government's viewpoirlt) or the "burden" of financing the
government (taxpaying public's viewJoint). The question usually posed
within this context is: ''Are fiscal pressJes or tax burdens higher in this state
than in others?" Although this questidn is certainly not new to state fiscal
discussions, it has taken on ~creasedIimportanc in Minnesota in. ~ecent
7
years as the result of a growmg· condern regardmg the state's abilIty to
~~:::~ete with other parts of the count~h in attracting new investments and

there are several measures that ave been devised to· address the
comparison question, and it is the pu pose of this chapter to present,and
evaluate the available data. As will bec me clear, the measures that are used
both here as well as in other taX' burdeh studies have advantages as well as
shortcomings. Therefore, it is import~nt that the attendant numbers be
I
_.
interpreted with care.
The chapter begins with a look at thd level and functional distribution of
Minnesota state and local spending, an~ then examines in detail the burden
and performance of the tax system that has been designed to pay for these
expenditures. In order to make interstkte comparisons, it is necessary to
focus on amounts spent and taxed by st~te plus local governments. Because
one state may perform functions that in another state are left to localities,
comparisons of state government finanrs (or of local government finances)
could be quite misleading.

,

EXPENDITURE LEVELS AND TRENDS

.

As discussed in chapter 1, the most JefUI approach to the analysis of the
Minnesota tax system is to take each t and, for a given required revenue
yield, ask what is the "best" design of hat tax or its alternatives. Then, a
search for the best system is a search for the best mix of those taxes. Thus, a
tax study such as this one can be acco Iished, while at the same time, an
in-depth examination of the expenditu es financed by those taxes can be
avoided.
53
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This is not to say, however, tha expenditures can be altogether ignored.
There are several cases in which the ta'( and expenditure decisions are not'
even mechanically separable, Thif is particularly true in Minnesota with
respect to the interrelationships ~Olig various tax relief devices and state
aid outlays and the use of earm rked tax levies-all topics that will be
carefully examined in later chapte s.
Equally important to recognize i~ that even if there is no direct accounting
relationship between taxes and sP9nding, there are certain fundamental and
practical relationships between expenditures and taxes that have special
relevance. Two key relationships cb be identified.
First, governme,nts tax to spendJ As will become clear below, when all the
warnings are given regarding thel weaknesses of various tax burden and
performance indicators, the concldsion is that Minnesota is a high-tax state.
And that, in turn, ren,e,c ts the faef that the state ,is a, ,high spender.
The special importance of thif finding is that the task of providing
Minnesotans with a set of rec0Ilf:mendations that will achieve a balance
among the fiscal goals ,laid out ~n chapter 1 becomes more difficult as
sP7nding pressu~es m,'c,re,,~se. ThiS~S tru~ even if voters feel that the level of
Mmnesota pubhc $pendmg IS a out nghL Why? Because every tax has
iriherent structural deficiencies an inequities. Thus, if a given tax or mix of
taxes is t06 heavily relied upon those deficiencies and inequities may
become intolerable. And, if th political system does not adequately
respond to' this situation, the oters may institute absolute, inflexible
solutions (such as writing Specifi tax law into the -Constitution) without
regard to agreed upon public nee s. In the long run, such a solution may
only worsen the fiscal problem it was designed to address. Accordingly, if
policymakers find that even the" est" of tax systems is either now or in the
future likely to be under too muc . stress, then it must come to grips with the
expenditure level issue. Whether this excessive stress is indeed the case is
something that should become eVif'dent as this study progresses.
Second, despite the tendency or policymakers and observers alike to
separate tax from expenditure d cisions (a process that many argue is at
present i~stitutionalized in the p jesent Minnesota legislative structure that
lacks budget planning committees), the tax structure is often a product of
the nature of changes in spendinl That is, if spending decisions become
erratic, so may the design of th tax system. For example, if government
expenditures are permitted to ,ris at a rate beyond the tax system's ability
automatically to generate new I revenues as the economy grows, the
legislature may need to meet on s~ort notice to solve fiscal crises. The result
can be a revenue system which meets none of the goals of a "good" tax
system since it is characterized by tinkering and patchworking. This sort of
environment OCCUlTed in 1980-8 and might occur again in the 1985-87
period, if a recession combines 'th present projected spending trends and
the existing revenue structure, C nversely, it is also possible (though less
I
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likely) that revenues could become so a I oniatically responsive to economic
growth as to lead to unusually large surpluses in growth years and deficits in
e~o~omic d~wnturns,. with the possi.bl' ~esultthat the tax sys~em ~o~d
agam be subject toadJustInents expedienit m the short run but which, buIld m
long-run, structural defects.
Minnesota may be particularly vuln: rable to this problem of erratic
budget determination due to the fact that many state spending programs are
effected through a most complex an1 many-layered intergovernmental
system. Indeed, that system is so comli'lex that some participants at the
commission's public hearings testified tl1at only a handful of experts really
understand how the total system works. Similarly, the executive order
creating this commission specifically cited the problem of "tax changes
(that) have been made piecemeal withOlh regard to the system as a whole
and so'metimeswithout knowledge of 106g-term effects." .
Accordingly, the purpose here is to rebOgnize explicitly that "good" tax
policy is i~certain ways inextricably tieJ to expenditure policy. Thus, it is
appropriate to begin the examination o~ the- Minnesota state and local tax
system by first. taking a look at the leJ~1 and composition of Minnesota
'.
. '
expenditures.
Two conventional approaches to id ntifying state/local expenditure
changes ate presented below-viz, expenditure levels as a percent of state
perso~al income and per capita spending by function. Each of these
measures is a ratio of a spending amo~I!t iIi the numerator divided by a
common deno~nator that is available for all states. By computing these
ratios, one can nill-ke statements about a ~veIi state's spending behavior over
time as well as the rank ofa given stat; Irelative to others. Although these
ratios give one a useful first glance at Mimresota's spending picture, these
measures also have serious defects, whichl jf notclearly recognized, can lead
to misleading policy conclusions. For !example, the measures not only
require one t6 assume that what is treatbd as a public expenditure in one
state is also a public function in anotherl (however, North Dakota does not
have publicly provided kindergartens, Minnesota does), but also that the
economies being compared have simi ar economic and' demographic
characteristics. These and similar defects are discussed below.

l"

LE VEL OF SPENDING

In order to make fiscal comparisons be ween Minnesota and other states,
it is necessary to use data compiled by thd Bureau of the Census of the U.S.
Department of Commerce. This is worth mentioning because the census
.defini~ions of what constitutes "direct .Jcpenditures," "intergovernmental
spendmg and revenues," and even speq4c taxes or nontax revenues (e.g.,
user fees and charges) are often not quite the same as those used by a specific
state or local government. Because stat~s themselves lack agreement on
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these terms, the census uses its
definitions in order to have a consistent
method for making interstate comparisons. The differences between how a
state/local area de.fines an. itemjr .categoryand the U.S.' census approach
are not so significant,however, to make the census data unreliable for
comparative purposes. Neverthel 5S, one should be aware that it is not an
easy task to look at the census mimbers presented in this chapter and then
find the exact same number in ~nnesota financial reports.!
Table 1 presents d;ita relatidg Minnesota's state and local general
expenditures (all expenditures, in~udillg capital outlay, but excluding utility
expenditures, liquor stores expenditures, and insurance-trust expenditures)
as a percent of state personal incotne for selected years over the period ·196683. To facilitate comparisons, thd numbers in parentheses show individual
state/local spending to income ritios as a percentage of the US. average
state/local spending to illcome ratto. The states shown in the table have been
chosen to include Minnesota's fout- neighbors as well as to reflect a variety of
economic and fiscal circtlU1stance~ .• Data for all fifty states·plus the District
of Colu1llbiaare available.elsewhfre.2
The data illustrate that Minnesota is a high~expenditure state relative to
both its neighbors and to the usJ average. This high standing has generally
held truethroughout the last decabe and a haIf (and, in fact, all of the postWWII period) relative to the rest bf the nation; but it is only in recent years
that it has become particularly boticeable when compared to its border
states. Interms of.• natio.nal rankiJ~s, M.,.innesota has m.oved from 13070 above
the national average and a ranking of the fourteenth highest state in 1980 to
19% above the nation's average dnd a ranking of tenth in 1983.
PER CAPITA AND FUNCTIOJAL COMPARISONS

informati~n

Per capita spending
is provided in the next two tables. In
examining the data, three fiscal years (FY) were chosen in order to reflect
periods of special interest to Mirtnesotans:
1967-68 P+-Minnesota Miracle
1975-76 Mld-Iate Miracle
1981-83 pdst-budget Crisis
The Table 2 data show that in ferms of the current dollar and percentage
distribution of state and local spbnding by function, with three exceptions,
the functional shares have been Jbout the same. But the exceptions are the
big three of spending activities,afd they account for nearly 60% total state/
local expenditures in FY 1982 educational (all levels), highways, and
r
public welfare. A review of the data shows that a smaller share of the
public's budget is going to educJtion and highways, and that an increasing
share is being spent on publid welfare. As for the remaining smaller
spending categories, per capita expenditures are rising most rapidly for
interest on general debt.

TABLE 1
,
Minnesota State and Local" Direct General Expenditure
in Relation to State Personal Income Compared with Selected States
Selected Years, 1983-66

1983

State

%
United States
MINNESOTA
New York
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Texas
Colorado
Wyoming
California
Alaska
Minnesota Rank

1980

•

%

1976

•

%

1966

•

%

•

18.07
(100.0)
19.03
(100.0)
20.32
(100.0)
IS.75
(100.0)
21.57
(119.4)
21.46
(112.8)
23.70
(116.6)
17.93
(115.2)
22.67
(125.5)
24.08
(126.5)
26.38
(129.8)
16.31
(104.8)
15.73
( 87.1)
16.47
( 86.5)
17045
( 85.9)
n.n
( 75.3)
20.34
(112.5)
20.10
(lOS.6)
21.06
(103.6)
14.96
( 96.1)
19.93
(110.3)
21.14
(111.1)
21.82
(107.4)
. 17.24
(110.7)
18.L6l1-(LOL4.>..----19.29---UO-l-.4)--1-8.89-----(-93.0}--16;-l-1-(-1&3:6)\----------20.84
(115.4)
22.21
(116.7)
20.76
(102.2)
20.84
(133.8)
~
18.76
(103.8)
21.31
(112.0)
23.11
(113.7)
19.59
(122.8)
~
15.59
( 86.3)
16.48
( 86.6)
17.39
( 85.6)
14.88
( 95.6)
~
16.97
( 93.9)
18.03
( 94.7)
21.53
(106.0)
19.24
(123.6)
~
29.55
(163.6)
26.64
(129.5)
27.56
(135.6)
27.18
(174.6)
[
17.97
( 99.4)
19.04
(100.1)
22.06
(108.6)
18.41
(118.2)
56.30
(342.4)
54.94
(288.7)
35.38
(174.1)
29.49
(189.4)
~
!:j
14
10
13
19

Source: U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, Washington, D.C., 1982-1983
Edition (Washington, D.C., 1984) and U.S. Burea of The Census, Government Fimmcesin 1982-83 (Washington D.C., (984).
*State percent related to U.S. average (U.S. = 10<),0)
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TABLE 2
Minnesota Per Capita State and Local, Direct General Expenditures
and Percent Distribution by Functional Category, Selected Years
Function
Education
Highways
Public Welfare
Health & Hospitals
PoItce-&-Fire
Sewage & Sanitation
Local Parks & Recreation·
Financial Administration
and General Control
Interest on General Debt
Other Expenditure
TOTAL

1967-1968
$255
97
49
39
17
19
7

(44.70/0)
(17.0)
( 8.6)
( 6.8)
(-3..J )

17
17

( 3.0)
( 3.0)
( 9.6)
(100.0%)

S5
$572

( 3.2)
( 1.2)

1975-1976
$549
1~4

183
93
4-7
49
29
47
49
162
$1362

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances, various years.
Note: Expenditures are in current dollars; percent details may not add to 100.0 due to rounding.
·For 1982-83, Local Parks and Recreation adds in spending for "natural resources."

(40.3%)
(11.3)
(13.4)
( 6.8)
~3...4)

( 3.6)
( 2.1)
( 3.5)
( 3.6)
(11.0)
(100.0%)

t:l

Z

1982-1983
$811
241
356
207
94
60
90

104
,
IS4
287
$2404

(33.7%)
(10.0)
(14.8)
( 8.6)
(-3..~9}

( 2.5)
( 3.7)
(4.3)
( 6.4)
(11.9)
(100.0%)
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These long-term, per capita change in budget share suggest several
possible areas for further inquiry:
J
• Are there technological changes and 0 her innovations (ways of delivering
the services) that explain why highwa~ and education shares have fallen?
If so, has productivity increased (e.g., improved road maintenance
techniques) and/or the workload dec~ed (e.g., fewer students)?
• Can the source of the welfare expenditure increases be traced to larger
numbers of poor people, changing fed~ral priorities, increased generosity
on the part of legislature, changes in the cost and standard of living that
generate automatic dollar outlays for 1. given scope of services, or some
combination of an these factors?
I
• Have there been alternative ways of delivering public services, such as
redesigne4 pUblic pricing techniques, ~oucher finance, privatization and
contracting~outthatare more cost eff~ctive than the standard pattern of
social intervention, which 'is largely characterized by centralized
regulatory bodies, ,governmental de1iv~ry of free services, and restricted
grants :to subordinate unj,ts of government? If so, to what extent have they
or,Diight they· be employed in Minnesqta?
• Is the~ reasqn for concern for the indreasing shares in the more recent
yeltrsgoing to some ofthe previously srhaner, more stable categories such
as interest on,debt and spcmding on hd.Ith and hospitals? That is, are we
beghming to see. new trends and growth pressures due to such factors as
the condition,ofthe nation's e¢qnomy ~e.g., permanently higher interest
rates; a deteriorl:i.ticinof'the municipal bond market) and increasing costs
of mediclu care and health care facilitibs?
.
.

Th~

t~e Tabl~,2

.th~e

purpos:?f presenting
data and ,then raising
questlons regardmg the trends m spendmg by functIonal categones IS
twofdld. The IIrstis to draw attention to the changes occurring on the
expenditure, side .of the budget that ma* warrant further attention. The
second is to remind that a decline or gr0'ith in a relative budget share may
be as much a, cause fOf jubi1iat~on ("we are doing things betterin terms of
the delivery oLpublic services") as of alE ("potholes are getting worse
and so are scholastic achievement test sco s"). However, in order to answer
these and similar questions, asystemati review of the determinants of
state/local spertdingis,needed,and that is enormous an undertaking as is
this tax study effort. His also a separate ask.
In this introduction to expenditures, we can, nevertheless, examine a few
possible eXplanations for the observed ex enditure changes. One can start,
by drawing some per capita mcome and spending comparisons between
Minnesota and the U.S., average (table 3) and four other states (Table 4).
Table 3 provides per capita expenditure functional data expressed as an
index of the ratio of Minnesota.spending 0 a u.s. average; the index is set
equal to 1O();Q. Thus, in the colurtm 'for
1982-83, the index number 115.8
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T~~LE 3
Per Capita State and Local
General Expenditure Indices
Minnesota and U.S. AVeragj' State and LOcal. Governments
Selected Fiscal Years
(State percent related to U.S. average, U.S. = 100.0)

qrect

Function

1967-68

1975-76

1982-83

Education
Local Schools
Higher Education
Other

123.8
122.8
136.7
60.6

121.2
118.3
133.1
104.3

115.8
119.3

Highways _

134.0

138.6 _

144.1

Public Welfare
Health and Hospitals
Police & Fire

lIO.S
93.3

99.2

124.8

141.8

103.2

96.4

109~9

67.4

72.5

8SA

Sewage & Sanitation

136.8

128.5

124.6

Local Parks & Recreation

330.2

160.4

138.6

Financial Administration
and General: Control

92.9

104.7

116.6

Interest on General Debt

104.1

102.1

149.4

Other Expenditure

82.2

94.6

113.9

TOTAL

lllA

114.4

121.1

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, GovenJmental Finances, various years.
Note: U.S. data excludes Washington, D'Cj in 1982-83.

per~tate

,

indicates that Minnesota spent 15. 070 more
resident on education
than did the average US. state and Iits local governments. Further categoryby-category comparisons can be made for a given year by moving down the
columns. Moving across the rows ~ves a perspective of how the Minnesotato-US. relationships have changedlover time.
The total expenditure row in [Table 3 indicates that in 1967-68 the
Minnesota state and loc..al sector [spent 11.4% more per capita than the
average. By 1975-76 this differencf had grown to 14.4%, and by 1982-83
Minnesota total state and local expenditures per capita were 21 % higher
than the US. average. Thus, the pbrcentage by which Minnesota per capita
expenditures exceed the US. has almost doubled since 1967.
One explanation for this relativ~ increase might come from comparing
Minnesota per capita income to the U.S. average. If Minnesota's income
grew faster over the period than did that of the U.S. as a whole, then the
relative increase in public expeneUture may simply be a reflection of the
preferences of a higher income podulation. Although, Minnesota per capita
income did increase somewhat fastler than the U.S. average over the period,
the differences were minor for all tree years eXamined Oess than 1.6% in all

I
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three years). Thus, differences in per capita income cannot explain the
differences in expenditure levels noted ove.
To illustrate further how Minnesota cpmpares to the U.S. in addition to
comparing the level of total expenditures, a comparison of the functional
distribution of the' largest two spen~1g categories-public welfare and
education-is helpful. In the discussion o.f Table 2 above, one fmding was
that the Minnesota budget had shifted away from education and' toward
public welfare in terms of the budget allF.ted to each category. This change
may simply reflect the national trep.d. In ther words, it may be the case that
the budget of the average state showed I. similar trend over the period. As
illustrated in Table 3 the shares of the U.S. average budget allocated to these
ion ~ these' shares changed in
categories changed in the same
Minnesota, but ,the Minnesota changes ere much more dramatic. In 196768, Minnesota spent 23.8OJomore on e ucation per capita than the U.S.
average. 1.f the ,shar.,e allocated to edu .ion in the U.S. budget fell at the
s~e rate as that share in the Minnesota budget, then this. difference would
remam at 23.8%. But by 1975-76 this di(ference was only 21.2%, and by
1982~83Minnesotaspent 15.8% more onleducation per capita than the U.S.
state ,and local governments taken as Whole. The data on expenditure
components in Table 3 reveal thaqrlmostlan ofthis relative decrease came in
higher education. nus, over the)ast ddcadeand a half, Minnesota came
, closer to the average i~ terms of ¢Xpendi~repercapita on higher education
but ~tayed at roughly 20% above the
,fpr expenditures for local schools.
What about -welfare? In 1967-68 Mmnesota spent almost the same
amount per capita o~ public welfare as~"'d the average state. By 1975-76
Minnesota spent 24;g%more per capita, d by 1982-83 that difference was
41.8%. Thus,ev:enthough the share oft e U.S. state/local budget allocated
to pUblic~eItare incre~ed over the Pdlipd as it did in Minnesota, the
incr¢ase in Minnesota \Vas again much +)redram~tic. That is, Minnesota
showed' a strong te~dency to vary from tEte average m terms of the share of
~ts bUdg~t allocatedt()~ublicwelfare.w~et?er this impli~s th~t Minnesota
IS spending "too much" on welfare relatIve to educatIon IS not clear,
however, since SO%oLthatwelfare ,spehdingis financed by federal aid,
whereas only 8% of the Minn¢sota edudation budget IS federally funded. 3
Finally, to keep a policy perspective here, it must be noted thatthe great bulk

dill
J

u.sJ

"pen.ding.,.~.s

of welfar.e s..
.f,O,r'h?Spi.ta.l.an.d !diCalcare. "Public welf.are" does
not translate to "pubhctasslStance."
Some further plll'il~iblereasons for these expenditure changes are
suggested (not shown or proven) by co aring Minnesota not only to the
u.s. average of expend~tureonedu~ation.andwelfare, but also to four o:her
states. The states'selected were chosen
order to suggest some pOSSIble
explanatioris, as t6 why exp'enditufes might differ among states and not to
address whether Minn~Sota is doing "bett~r" or "worse" than another state.

iP
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The answer to the better vs. worse uestion requires a much more thorough
analysis than is provided here.
~
The data in Table 4 reveal som of the major facets of the Minnesota
expenditure environment. For e ample, over the sixteen-year period
Minnesota went from spending a gr~ater share of its budget than Wisconsin
on education and a smaller share than Wisconsin on public welfare to just
the opposite arrangement. By1982-83 Wisconsin spent 38% of its budget on
education compared to 33.7% in Minnesota. On public welfare, Wisconsin
spent 12.2010 of its budget compardd to 14.8% in Minnesota. This reversal
occurred despite the fact that the t"'o states had almost identical values of
. income an,d total expenditure p~~, capita throughout the P,,eri,od. Thus,
Minnesota did not "keep up with the Joneses" but instead offered a
combin,'atio,',n, of P,UbliC, se,rvices to ,itlresidents that differed from, that offered
.
in a similar, neighboring state.'
Comparisons also aid indrawing orne conclusions about trends in overall
expenditures. ,That the expenditutes per capita in South Dakota have
declined relative ,to !vfinnesota can Jbe illustrated using figures displayed in
Thble 4. In all three years, South Dhkota income per capita was about 85%
of Minnes()tadncQp1ebuttotal expbnditure per capita in South Dakota fell
from 98% of MihneSota expendit~s per capita in 1967:-68 to 83% in 197576 to 74% in 1982-83. Thus it folloirs that total spending as a percentage of
total stateincoll1e w~greater in Srluth Dakota than in Minnesota in 1967-

~:8~j~t the, ',s,ame i,nthe two "",teJ1in 1975-16. and greater in Minneso'" in

Michigan, whose per capita inco e was higher than Minnesota's until the
most recent period, spent consisteJly less per capita than Minnesota. This
illustrates that it is possible for a state to spend less and inflict a lower tax
burden, but, the question of where! the cuts would be made is difficult to
answer. In 1982-83 Michigan spent a greater percentage of its budget on
both public welfare and educatidn than Minnesota. For Minnesota to
emulate Michigan in terms of its tOfal tax burden, difficult decisions would
have to be made about which programs to cut.
In all three years, New York hat a higher per capita income than did
Minnesota,and it spent more per apita. Also in all three years, New York
spent a much smaller share of its ~L dget on education than did Minnesota
(although the gap narrowed) and New York spent a larger share on public
welfare than Minnesota did. This higher-expenditure and higher-income
state chose to allocate its budget ifferently from Minnesota, spending a
smaller share on education and a reater share on welfare.
In summary, differences in per c pita income levels and trends across the
states cannot ex:p~ain differences in per capita expenditure1evels and trends
across the states ..,Minnesota, in a y one year and across the years, has
chosen expenditure, levels and fun. tional distributions different from the
average, and these differences are nbt solely the result of different per capita
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income levels. Whether or not these findings imply that Minnesota is better
than average or than a particular st te depends in part on the relative value
placed on the state's mix of expendithres. A relatively high level of spending,
and therefore total tax burden, mat be justified if the goods and services
financed by thatburden are desired I by the individuals· who must pay.
Finally, at the risk of becoming repetitive, it is important to reiterate the
warning that because of the natu~e of the census data used in making
interstate.comparisons, there is danger in a too hasty conclusion regarding
what the Minnesota expenditure strhcture ought to look like. The purpose
of Tables 3 and 4 isto suggest thel sort of questions one must ask when
attempting to understand why spending by function changes over time. For
example, the point of theWisconsin~Minnesotacomparison was to show
that· despite .geographical proximit~·and similarity in income and overall
spending characteristics. voters in the two states may differ in the
combination of public services the~ want to provide. In the economist's
jargon, the social prefer~nce functidn varies by jurisdiction. Nothing much
more can be said at this point.
COMPARING M NNESOTA TAXES
TAX BURDENS

Several tax and tax-related measures are available as indicators of
interstate (or· interregional and inte~national) variations of fiscal pressures.
In. general these aggregate indi9ators rely on four basic estimates:
population, personal income, size Of tax base, and tax collections. In this
section, the focus is on how variouJ arithmetic combinations of these four
variables are conventionally used to make tax comparisons between
Minnesota and selected other stat~/local jurisdictions. Each measure is
designed to highlight different aSfects of the Minnesota fiscal position.
These measures include a straightfo ard presentation of collections by type
of tax and a set of ratios that put col ections in a numerator and population,
income, and/or tax base in the (cabmon) denominator. These ratios then
permit interstate comparisons of r'tax burden" or taxpayer capacity, a
government's tax raising capacity, gbvernment "tax effort," and changes in
lfiscal pressure over time.
As with any aggregate fiscal mea~ure of interstate variation, such as the
expenditure data shown above, the Itax indicators that are presented below
have advantages and disadvantages; and, depending on the specific
indicator being used, the SignificatCe of these merits and shortcomings
varies. However, there are some po nts common to all.
The first is that the widespread u e of these conventional measures is due
largely to their ability to be quickly ~nd consistently compared. The element
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of ~onsistency here also explains why m .ch greater reliance is made on tax
and· revenue rather than on expenditure indicators for interstate
comparisons. In practice there is mudh more agreement (though it is
certainly not complete) among state abd local jurisdictions as to what
~~::~~es a given.tax or 'tax 'base than rhat is.included in an expenditure
A second and equally important merit bf aggregate indicators of interstate
fiscal variation is their ease of caIculatiJn. This is particularly true of the
simple ratios (which tend to be widely 9ted by various tax organizations)
that relate tax collection information to personal income and population.
There are also five weaknesses commo~ to these indicators. The first four
are functions of their structure; the fifth is a matter of. timing. To
summarize:
• Implicit in their use is the assumpti n that state/local economies are
"closed"-Le., void of movement of goods and services, factors of'
production, and even consumers actoss their jurisdictional borders.
Accordingly, the data fail to take into ~ccount that some states are better
able than oth~rs to export taxes to norutesidents. There are two basic ways
exporting occurs. The first is through the specific deductibility provisfons
of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code that allow real and personal property,
general sales, and income taxes to bd subtracted in computing federal
taxable income. The second form~OftaxeXPorting results when
nonresidents purchase goods and se ices that are both proquced and
taxedin·Minnesc;>taand then shipped ut-of-state to a nonresident buyer
or purchased within the state by a visi or. The out-of-state tourist to Ely
who p.ars s.ales taxe.son a restauran.t mdal.. or the out-of-state purchaser of
a manufacturing or mining product t at :embodies some portion of the
corporation franchise (income) tax are examples. .
• Aggregatdnterstatecomparisons give o evidence regarding the extent to
which the states deliver a differinglev~l or quality of public services to
their citizens, yet, there are differedces. Nevertheless the degree of
effectiveness of a government in usidg tax ;dollars to benefit resident
individ~als and institutions is a l atter not addressed in these
.
compansons.
• The numerators (e.g., tax collections) and common denominators (e.g.,
income, population) are assumed to be ~dependent of one another. Thus
the ratios ignore the possibility of the public budget-income creation
interplay. It is plausible, however, that Jome of the income being taken in
the' form of taxes may have been creat~d by the tax-expenditure process
itself. For example, if tax rates become too high, they may reduce the
state's tax base.
• Aggregate rileasures give no hint of the incidence of the tax collectionsLe., how the portion of taxes collec ed within a state are ultimately
distributed among the citi~ens of the s ate; and
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• For anyone year the ratio for any given state may reflect historical
accident. For example, a state' enactment of a temporary yet large
income tax ~urcharge (e.g., Mimfesota's s~ in 1981 and Wisconsin's
10070 surtax m 1983, now both refealed) desIgned to meet an unexpected
revenue shortfall could lead to am. overstatement in the personal income
tax ratio. Similarly, a major one-be tax reduction could bias the ration

downward.
~
.
As noted, it is important to kee these warnings in mind when making
interstate comparisons of the sort bout to be presented. Such tax burden
ratios do not tell the whole story ab ut such concerns as taxpayer equity and
business climate. However, because these weaknesses apply to the indicators
of each of,the states presented,At ~ be plausibly argued that, when viewed
over time,' the ratios give a useful picture of how a specific state compares
with others.
TAX MIX

. A first glance at how Minnesota's revenue system compares to other states
is provided in Thble 5, which shows he percentage distribution of state and
local general revenue by type of revenue source. The numbers in the
parentheses are index numbers'lhichare presented to facilitate quick
comparisons of the relationship of Minnesota both to specific states and a
U.S. state and local average.
As indicated, one cannot get m Ich from these numbers beyond a first
look at the sources of a statellocal system's revenues. What can be usefully
said.about the data in Table 5 is thJt they show the wide range of diversity
among state and local tax systems, ~hich in tum reflects the differing nature
of the economic base among the stat s. The clearest example of this diversity
revealed in the table is the ability of he fossil fuel rich states such as Alaska,
Wyoming, and North Dakota to erive the bulk of their revenues from
severance tax levies (included in 'lother taxes") on the production and
income of that oil. The data also highlight the fact that different states will
make different decisions regarding the appropriate mix of taxes they wish to
use in raising public funds. For e~ple, Washington, Texas, and South
Dakota are all non-income-tax statJs-as the zeros in the personal income
tax column dramatize. But, take a IloOk at the taxes on consumption and
property in relation to Minnesota. There are fradeoffs.
In contrast, Minnesota's total sdurces of revenue are, like most other
states, more evenly spread across the sources shown although Minnesota
makes a relatively heavier reliance ob the individual income tax and charges
and miscellaneous taxes. The data alko show that, as a percent of total state/
local revenues, Minnesota derives l~ss from levies on property, sales, and
federal aid than the average state.

J

TABLE 5
Percentage Distribution of Minnesota State/Local General Revenue, By Source
Compared to the U.S. Average and Other States

1983
Federal
Aid

Property
Taxes

General
Sales Tax

Individual
Corporate
Income Taxes Income Taxes

Other
Taxes

United States

18.5070 (100.0) 18.3070 (100.0) 13.3070 (100.0) 11.3010 (100.0) 2.9010 (100.0) 12.5010 (100.0)

MINNESOTA

16.6

( 89.7) 16.1

( 88.0)

9.3

( 69.9) 18.5

(163.7) 2.4

( 82.8) 10.9

New York

18.0

( 97.3) 20.8

(113.7) 12.4

( 93.2) 18.6

(164.6) 4.6

(158.6)

Illinois

19.2

(103.8) 23.8

(130.1) 14.5

(109.0)

(84.1) 2.6

( 89.7) 12.1

9.5

Interest
Earnings

Charges and
Miscellaneous

5.4070 (100.0) 17.7070 (100.0)

( 87.2)

6.8

(125.9) 19.4

(109.6)

8.2, (65.6)

4.5

( 83.3) 12.8

( 72.3)

(96.8)

5.1

( 94.4) 13.2

( 74.6)
(107.3)

Michigan

19.1

(103.2) 24.2

(132.2)

9.2

( 69.2) 13.3

(117.7) 4.7

(162.1)

6.7

( 53.6)

3.8

( 70.4) 19.0

Wisconsin

17.8

( 96.2) 23.2

(126.8) 11.0

( 82.7) 15.8

(139.8) 3.1

(106.9)

8.5

( 68.0)

3.7

(68.5) 17.0' ( 96.0)

Iowa

16.7

( 90.3) 23.8

(130.1) 10.0

(75.2) 12.6

(111.5) 2.4

( 82.8) 10.6

( 84.8)

2.8

( 51.9) 21.1

019.2)

North Dakota

19.7

(106.5) 13.7

( 74.9)

9.3

( 69.9)

2.2

( 19.5) 1.9

( 65.5) 20.3

(162.4)

6.7

(124.1) 26.2

(148.0)

South Dakota

24.7

(133.5) 20.8

(Ill 7) 15.3

(115.0)

0.0

( 0.0)

( 6.9) 12.5

(100.0) 10.7

(198.1) 15.8

( 89.3)

Texas

14.7

( 79.5) 21.4

(1Ib.Y) 14.5

(109.0)

d.o

(

(177.6)

6.3

(116.7) 20.0

(117.5)

Colorado

15.5

( 83;8) 19.7

(107.7) 17.3

(130.1) 10.1

( 89.4)

0.9

(31.0)

8.3

( 66.4)

6.7

(124.1) 21.6

(122.0)

Wyoming

17.0

( 91.9) 21.8

(119.1)

( 72.9)

( 0.0)

0.0

( 0.0) 21.4

(171.2)

9.2

(170.4) 21.0

(118.6)

California

18.9

(102.2) 15.3

( 83.6) 16.9

(155.2)

( 71.2)

5.4

(100.0) 16.6

( .93.8)

Washington

17.9

(96.8) 16.9

( 92.3) 27.6

(207.5)

0.0

( 0.0) 0.0

( 0.0) 13.6

(108.8)

6.2

(114.8) 17.8

(100.6)

( 43.2)

( 38.8)

(

5.3)

0.0

( 0.0) 4.7

(162.1) 28.8

(230.4) 22.4

(414.8) 28.2

(159.3)

Alaska

8.0

7.1

9.7

0.7

0.0

(127.1) 13.4

0.2

0.0) 0.0

(118.6) 4.5

(

0.0) 22.2

8.9

Source: Staff computations based on U.S. Census data, Government Finances In 1982-83. Washington, D.C., 1985.
Note: Index numbers set for U.S. percent equal to 100.0
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What is not shown here, and wha the several measures that are presented
in the following sections are design~d to correct, is how Minnesota's fiscal
system stacks up against the other ~tates once some economic base and/or
demographic variables are taken intb account.
TAXES PER CAPITA

'J

.

The ratio of taxes per capita (tax olleetions divided by population) is one
of the most widely used measures df interstate variation in "tax burdens."
Although this ratio is a much bette~ indicator of interstate differences than
tax collection data presented in isolation (since it provides a common
denominator among the states) it is nevertheless a weak measure of tax
burden and thus is subject to abuse and misinterpretation. Not only do per
capIta measures count each residen equally, regardless of their condition,
degree of dependence, and taxpa 'ng capacity, but the measure is also
vulnerable to the criticism that it do riot account for the role nonresidents
play in the. payI'nent of taxes.
The data on per capita· tax coIl ctions are presented in Table 6. The
collections number includes monies ~erived from what one usually considers
taxes (income, sales, property and excises) and excludes federal aid and
other nontax revenue (e.g., user cha ges and fees). As such the data tend to
reflect the ~nternal or own-source land compulsory aspect of state/local
revenue raising. And, according to ;ble 6, Minnesota has been consistently
above both the national per capita b rden and that of its. neighboring states since the mid-196:0s (the Wisconsin 965 comparison is the only exception).
TAXES AS A PERCENT OF INC

IME

State and local revenues as a peJent of personal income is a somewhat
better measure of interstate burden J:tJo riations than is the per capita data, but
it can nevertheless be nearly as s perficial due to its failure to address
practical concerns identified in the i+troduction to this section. Moreover, in
addition to this list of general shortcomings presented above, the personal
income measure is flawed since the income denominator significantly
understates the tax-wealth of energt-rich as well as tourist-rich states and
overstates the taxing power of stateJ confronted with diminished economic
bases of property and sales. lndee~, in some cases the tax collections to
personal income ratio can lead to a~surd results. For example, consider the
_data in Table 7 that show that in 1982 Alaska collected general revenues of
102 cents of each $1 of Alaska perJonal income. 4 Similarly, Wyoming was
taking 36 cents of each $1. That makes high-spending states like Minnesota
I
and New York quite a bargain.
But those Alaska and Wyoming numbers include taxes collected on oil,
which, because oil is sold natioriwide, are largely exported and thus

TABLE 6
Per Capita State/Local Tax Collections
Minnesota and Selected States
1965 - 1983

1983
United States
MINNESOTA
New York
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Texas
Colorado
Wyoming
California
Washington
Alaska

$1,216 (100.0)
1,473 (l21.1)
1,889 (155.3)
1,255 (103.2)
1,370 (112.7)
1,425 (1l7.l)
1,171 ( 96.3)
1,100 ( 90.5)
914 ( 75.1)
1,033 ( 84.9)
1,166 ( 95.9)
2,443 (200.9)
1,337 (109.9)
1,306 (107.4)
4,908 (403.5)

1980
$ 987
1,125
1,495
1,084
1,075
1,061
967
847
789
806
990
1,399
1,172
989
4,189

(100.0)
(1l4.0)
(151.5)
(109.8)
(108.9)
(107.5)
( 97.8)
( 85.8)
( 79.9)
( 81.7)
(100.3)
(135.7)
(118.7)
(100.2)
(424.4)

1975

$ 664
754
1,025
730
682
719
637
613
543
515
631
697
869
676
842

(100;0)
(113.6)
(154.4)
(109.9)
(102.7)
(108.3)
( 95.9)
( 92.3)
( 81.8)
( 77.6)
( 95.0)
(105.0)
(130.9)
(101.0)
(126.8)

1965

$264
299
372
266
290
318
276
248
241
207
292
278
361
294
250

(100.0)
(1l3.3)
(140.9)
(100.8)
(109.8)
(117.4)
(104.5)
( 93.9)
( 91 ~3)
( 78.4)
(1l0.6)
(105.3)
(136.7)
(111.4)
( 94.7)

0/0 change
1975-1982
83.10/0
95.4
84.3
71.9
100.9
98.2
83.8
79.4
68.3
100.6
84.8
250.5
53.9
93.2
482.9

Source: Derived from U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances, December 1984, and U.S. Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, Washington, D.C., 1982-83 Edition (Table 30), 1984.
Notes: U.S. average for 1983 excludes Washington, D.C.
U.S. average equals 100.0
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~BLE7

.

State and Local oenrral Revenue in Relation to
State Personal Income, Minnesota and Selected States
966-82
1982
'10

U.S.
MINNESOTA
New York
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Texas
Colorado
. Wyoming
California
Washington
Alaska

18.8
22.0
23.9
16.5
20.7
20.6
17.6
21.5
19.9
16.2
18.1
36.2
18.9
18.3
102.3

Index·

1976

1980

0J0

(100.0) 19.8
(117.0)
.3
(127.1)
5.4
(87.8) 17.6
(110.1)
0.2
(109.6) '1.3
(93.6)
8.6
(114.4)
3.1
(105.9) . 21.5
(86.2) 17.2
(96.3) 20.0
(192.6) 28.6
(100.5) 20.2
(97.3) ~9.8
(544.1) p8,.3

Index·
(100.0)
(112.6)
(135.1)
(88.9)
(102.0)
(107.6)
(93.9)
(116.1)
(108.6)
(86.9)
(101.0)
(144.4)
(102.0)
(100.0)
(395.5)

'10

20.4
23.7
26.3
17.2
20,5
22.3
19.0
22.8·
22.7
18.0
21.6
28.6·
22.8
20.5
38.5

1966

Index·

870

Index·

(100.0)
(116.2)
(128.9)
(84.:n
(100.5)
(109.3)
(93.1)
(111.8)
(111.3)
(88.2)
(105.9)
(140.2)
(111.8)
(100.5)
<,188.1)

15.6
18.8
16.3
12.3
14.9
16.7
16.8
20.8
19.7
15.1
19.5
26.2
18.0
18.1
26.9

(100.0)
(120.3)
(104.2)
(78.9)
(95.4)
(107.0)
(107.8)
(133.7)
(126.4)
(96.5)
(124.7)
(168.1)
(115.2)
(116.0)
(172.2)

Sources: ACIR, SignificantFeatures of FJcalFederalism 1982-83 Edition. pp. 139-190; U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the cbnsus Governmental Finances in 1975-76. Table 17,
pp. 47-49 and Table 26, p. 70; Bureau of tht Census, Governmental Finances in 1965-66. Table
24, p. 50.
·State percent related to U.S. Average (U. . = 100)

ultimately paid by nonresidents. Though Alaska and Wyoming provide
extreme examples, it is neverthel s true that this same sort of distortion
applies, albeit in a less spectacula manner, to all such state ratios.
FORMANCE
THE REPRESENTATIVE TAX S STEM

An additional kind of informalion that is used in establishing relative
fiscal balance among the states arJ "tax capacity" indices, which are most
commonly used for judging the dkstribution of intergovernmental grants.
The most traditional of these Japacity measures is personal income
(personal income per capita is alsobsed) by state, Le., a number that reflects'
the view that since all taxes are Ult~'1 ately paid out of one's income, total or
aggregate state personal income th n represents the citizenry's overall ability
or capacity to pay taxes in order. t finance a given set of public goods and
services. When aggregate income~is viewed in this capacity manner, the
ratios of taxes collected to incom s then provide a relative measure of a
.
degree of fiscal pressures within testate.
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A more sophisticated yardstick of
capacity among states is the
representative tax system (RTS) approac ,whichwas developed by. the staff
of the U.S. Advisory Commission on I~tergovernmentalRelations (ACIR)
in 1962 and which has been sUbseqbently refined (though the basic
methodology has remained the same).s
The representative tax system answers he following question: How would
each of the fifty states rank on a reven e productivity scale if every state
applied identical tax ratesto each of the enty-six commonly used tax bases
capacity" isdefmed as the amount
in the U.S. state/local system? Thus"
of revenue that each state would raise if it applied a nationally uniform set
of tax rates to its hypothetical tax base.
e rates used in the calculation are
representative since they are national ~~erage' rates, for each, base. Thus,
differences in estimated tax yields among the states reflect only the
I
difference in state/local tax bases.
It is important to understand that for the RTS to work, the set of
~eprese.~tative rates are applied in .ev,eV stat~ regardless of,w.hether or not
m practIce a ,gIven state actUally levIes t particular tax. If this across-theboard computation\yere not made for all fifty states, tax capacity would be
understat~d in states that' do not choose to employ a full spectrum of taxes.
For example, although neigh1:>oringSOU~ Dakota does not have a broadbased income tax, it is included in South Dakota's tax capacity because that
base is av~ilable to tax (with the intens ty of "use" presumed to equal a
natio~al averag.e) eventhough t~e'choicer.tthis time is not to utilize it. Thus,
the dIfferent ItllX.of reyenue devIces actUallv'used from one state to the next
does not affect -theRrS yardstick of cada~ity to raise taxes.

I'

':ax

TRENDS IN RTS TAX CAPACITY

With the representative tax system me hod, a given state's "tax capacity
index" is defined as its per capita tax catfcity divided by the average for all
states with the index for the aven~ge set at 100. The tax capacity indices
provide the measure for comparing the rJlative taxing potentials of anyone
state and local system .~ong th~ states.IThus, a state with an index, larger
than 1.00 has an abilIty to ralserevehue greater than the average or
representative state. For example, in Taile 8, which presents tax capacity
indices for the selected set of states for Ivarious years, the 1981 index for
North Dakota was 123. That means tha~ North Dakota state/local system
has a 23010 greater ability to raise taxes thJn the representative or statistically
average -u.S. state. The 1981 New York jndex, which is 89,shows an 11 010
below-averag•e abilit,Y ,to generate revenu~ then the representative state.
Further examination of Table 8 shows
• Minnesota has generally exhibited
near average capacity to raise
revenues since the mid-1970s. At presen the Minnesota tax capacity is well
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T BLE8
Representative Tax [System Capacity Indices
Minnesota lifld Selected States
1967-~2

United States
MINNESOTA
New York
Dlinois

Michigan
Wisconsin
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Texas
Colorado
Wyoming
California
Washington
Alaska

(1979-82)

1982

1980

1975

1967

100
99
91
99
93
87
96
115
87
130
121
201
116
102
313

100
102

100
97
98
112
101
98
106
101
94
'111
106
154
110
98
155

100
95
108
114
104
94
104
92
91
98
104
141
124
112
99

90

108
97
95
105
108
90
124
113
1%
117
103
260

Source: U.S. Advisory Commission on Interkovemmental Relations. 1982 Tax Capacity ofthe
Fifty Slates, Washington, D.C.• September 1983. and preliminary report for 1982 (March
1985).

above that of neighboring South Dakota and Wisconsin, but below North
Dakota and slightly less than thJt of Iowa.
• The trend in tax capacity dispari~ies among Minnesota and its neighbors
suggests that in the near futJre, at least, Minnesota's position is
improving vis-a-vis everyone but North Dakota; and
• It is nice to have oil and coal.
TOTAL TAX EFFORT

A complementary measure to th RTS tax capacity ind~ is "tax effort."
Whereas tax capacity refers to the rdlative size of a state's potential tax base,
tax effort indicates the degree to which the aggregate tax base is exploited.
Arithmetically, tax effort is the ratio of percentage of a state's actual tax
collections to its tax capacity. A taxi effort index is created by dividing each
state's tax effort by the average fo~all states, which is set at 100. Thus, by
exhibiting an overall tax effort in ex of 109 for the year 1981 (Table 9),
Minnesota is seen as choosing to ploit its total tax base at a rate of 9070
greater than the national average. lIn contrast, a stat.e. such as Colorado,
which has a tax effort index of 84 is making a less than average national
effort to utilize its potential tax base. It should be noted that a high tax
effort index does not necessarily trlnslate into a high burden on residents.
Recall that the tax effort numeratorLtotal state plus local collections-does

----.......-----.........
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not adjuSt for such factors as the mix 0 taxes employed or the ability to
export taxes. For example, the data in Ta1:be 8 showed that Texas had a high
1981 capacity tax (132), a fact that is largeiy explained by the ability to apply
a severance tax to oil. Yet, Table 9 ShO~ a l,ow tax effort for Texas. The
reason is, in part, that because taxes on oil and gas are exported (and,
interestingly, at a below than US. averagelseverance tax effort), Texas is able
to make low efforts for all their other taxbs. In addition, a reduced level of
expenditures is also reflected in that deci~ion and the numbers (Thble 1).
Given all these warnings, Table 9 providbs the same sort of evidence as did
the per capita tax bllrden data-viz, that MInnesota is about 9070 above the
national average taxburden,and that telative to the rest of the United
States, the burden has been falling slightly since the mid-1970s. In 1981,
Minnesota was the eleventh leading total ~ effort state. Alaska was first, a
result largely explainable by its non-Texas 'ke decision to tax oil heavily. Of
the nine other states ranked aboveMinnes ta, six were on the east coast and
two (Michigan and Wisconsin) were mid estern. Hawaii is the other high~
ranking state.
;
TAX EFFORT AND CAPACITY BY TY E OF TAX

capacit~

The next tables provide a look.at the:J.
and tax effort estimates
by type of tax. The fIrst (Thble 10) foc:tes on Mmnesota and the second
(Table 11) compares Minnesota with nei i boring states. The data in these

TABLE
Tax Effort Indices, Minnesota
and Selected State, 1967-82

United States
MINNESOTA
New York
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Texas
Colorado
Wyoming
California
Washington
Alaska

1982

1980

1979

1975

1967

100
III
170
107
120
128
105
83
91
66
81
105
99
93 .
180

100
III
167
102
116
116
96
79
88
65
90
74
102
94
166

100
115
171
99
113
118
93
78
84
65
96
83
95
96
129

100
117
160
99
106
115
93
92
87
68
90
70
119
101
101

100
119
138
84
100
124
104
97
107
75
106
79
108
106
106

Source: U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovern~entalRelations, 1981 Tax Capacity of the
Fifty States, Washington, D.C., September 1983, irable 6 and preliminary report for 1982
(March 1985).
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tables are particularly useful: they go beyond the aggregate or total indices
discussed above and show on a tax omponent basis where the status has an
above-(below) average capacity to ax, where it is making a higher Oower)
than average effort to tax, and give some idea of the relative .dollar
magnitudes of what the divergence etween capacity and effort means to the
state. To summarize from Table 1 :
.\ For 1982, the most recent year or which the tax capacity and)effort is
available for all state/local tax Jystems, Minnesota's tax effort exceeded
the national average for taxes ob selective sales, personal and corporate
income, and nonmineral severJnce taxes. It made a less than (U.S.)
average effo.rt for general sales: broperty, a~d. es~te lpld gift taxes. 6
• There was. an unused tax capacIt~of $280 millIon In the general sales tax,
an amount that is equal to abbut 30070 of what was then raised. The
comparable percent for unused 1982 property tax capacity is about 10%
of revenues collected, or about
Illillion.
• Alt~o~gh the state has. a belowjaverage es~ate and gift tax capacity, its
effottls even further below the representatIve U.S. state.

fl44

effO~atlci:capacityjndiCeS

bi type of tax with Minnesota compared to

the key seemS to be diversity, p

cularly with respect to tax effort. What

Tax

:~:;~.~b~:
. ge:'~.S.¥~~~.S~ed..t.1ll:01~':t~:=~~~
regarding the region's performanc indicators are difficult to draw. Again,
T BLE 10
Minnesota Per Capita Tax Capacity (RTS) and Tax Effort Indices
by TYP9 of Tax - 1982
.
Type of Tax
General Sales
Total Selective Sales
Total License Taxes
Personal Income
Corporate Income
Total Property
Estate and Gift
Non-fuel Mineral Severance
TOTAL TAXES

I

Tax
Effort Index

Tax Revenue
Less Capacity*

75.9
112.8
97.5
184.5
128.5
90.6
68.9
818.7

$-280,191
65,169
- 5,024
709,373
72,124
-143.,745
- 60,202
133,096

111.2

$ 510,742

Source: U.S. Advisory Commission on Inte~governmental Relations, Tax Capacity ofthe Fifty
States, WaShington, D.C., September 1983, and preliminary report for 1982 (March 1985).
Note: U.S. a~erage equals 100.0
*Thousands of dollars

------~._--~
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TABLE 11
Tax Effort and Capacity Comparisons (1982)
Tax Capacity. As a Percentage of the U.S. Average
Tax Source
TOTAL
General Sales
Selective Sales
License Tax
Personal Income
Corporate Income
Total Property
Estate and Gifl
Severance (all types)

Minnesota

Wisconsin

Iowa

North Dakota

South Dakota

99.1

86.8

96.0

107.9
94.9
124.3
92.9
98.4
105.3
84.5
9.4

88.2
92.4
105.4
88.1
90.3
90.4
58.2
0.8

99.8
98.2
120.8
88.2
85.5
105.8
110.9
2.9

115.1
109.6
107.3
154.0
88.3
93.0
102.0
79.6
459.3

87.4
104.0
99.4
142.9
65.9
67.1
89.6
64.1
18.2

Minnesota's
National Rank
22
13
36 .
12
28

J7
16
19
27

Tax Effort· As a Percentage of the U.S. Average
Tax Source
TOTAL
General Sales
Selective Sales
License Tax
Personal Income
Corporate Income
Total Property
Estate and Gifl
Severance (all types)

Minnesota"

Wiconsin

10\v8

North Dakota

South Dakota

1\1.2
75.9
112.8
97.5
184.5
128.5
90.6
68.9
817.7

127.8
88.2
104.9
82.5
183.8
121.0
136.6
211.3
57.1

105.3
69.2
89.9
137.7
128.5
95.0
117.3
242.8
0.0

82.6
76.6
7\.8
82.6
27.2
96.9
81.9
57.0
161.5

90.7
107.7
103.7
80.4
0.0
3.6
121.5
179.3
196.0

Source: ACIR, /982 Tllx Cllpocity of the Fifty Stlltes, Washington, D.C., March 1985 (preliminary)
Note: Rank is hom hiahesl 10 lowest

Minnesota's
National Rank
9
34
1\
19
5

8
23
25

I
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su~gested

emerges is a pattern that was
in the Thble 3 and 4 data on
expenditures-viz, that for a. Vari1y of reasons, including tradition, even
neighboring states vary in terms 0 the mix of ~es and expenditures that
they use to carry out the public se tor role.
_

POLICY IlpLICATIONS
It is important at this· point to leitemte a major point from above: the
burden, tax capacity, and effort ratios are provided only in order to give an
introductory overview as to how Minnesota compares with other states.
They are not replete with policy im~lications. It would be hasty to conclude,
for example, that because Minnesdta consistently is above (below) another
state in terms of burdenratios or doc effort index, that Minnesota taxes are
"too high" ("too low"). Thus, it is1an unhappy fact that each year so much
public attention is given. to vario S reports on state tax and expenditure
rankings.
Several other factors are yet to e explored, regarding the role that taxes
play in creating a total climate in !Minnesota that promotes fiscal fairness
and efficiency and enhances do/elopment of the economic base. A
systematic examination and discUssion of these and related topics thus
begins in the following chapter on the relationship between state/local taxes
and changes in private sector employment growth.

_

.

ENINOTES

~d

1. Census treats the Minnesota holestead' agricultural, taconite,
wetlands
credits as property tax reduction devi~S' However, the property tax refund (circuit
breaker) and targeted relief programs both property tax relief devices which are
granted in the fonn of credits against t e personal income tax, are COunted as income
tax reductions.
I
2. U.S. Advisory Commission en Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR),
Significant Features oj Fiscal Federali}m (1982-83 ed.), Washington, D.C., 1984.
3. Minnesota receives slightly less federal aid revenues for both education and
welfare than the O.S. per capita avera'e. The per capita percentage comparisons of
state local expenditures from federal aId are (U.S.lMinnesota) as follows: education
(9.40/0: 8.00/0) and public welfare (56.5J,0: 50.00J0).The percentage for federal aid as a
percent of total state/local revenues ate U.S. (20.1 0J0) and Minnesota (18.2010). U.S.
Bureau of the Census, Governme! Finances in 1982, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1984.
4. General revenue includes all gov nment revenue (including intergovernmental)
except utility revenues; liquor store re~enues, and insurance trust revenue,
5. The RTS methodology isdescritled by the ACIR in 1981 Tax Capacity oj the
Fifty States, Report A-93, ACIR, Was 'ngton, D.C. September 1983. For a summary
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g Fiscal Effort and Fiscal
of the controversy see Steven' D. Gold,
Capacity: Sorting Out Some of the Controv rsies,"' a paper presented at the Th.x
Roundtable of the Lincoln Institute of Lan Policy, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
April 27, 1984. Stephen Barro ()f 5MB Econo'c Research Inc., Washington, D.C.,
is preparing a detailed assessment of thecapa ity and fiscal disparities for the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Develop ent, Washington, D.C.
6. Advisory Commission on Intergov
ental Relations (ACIR), 1982 Tax
Capacity ofthe Fifty States (preliminary, Mar~h 1985). Thx-effort estimates are not
made for component categories of the pr~perty tax base (residential, farm,
commercial-industrial, and utility).

5

Jobs and Taxes: he Effect of
the Business· limate
on Minnesota E ployment

INTRODUC ION

Two facts appear to be clear. First, Minne ota is a high-tax state. Second,
recent, long-term employment growth in Minnesota has generally been
higher than employment growth in most of 11s neighboring states and higher
than the U.S. average. The purpose of the ~resent study is to determine the
relationship (if any) between these two fa~, between taxes and changes in
the level of employment in Minnesota. .~
Obviously, the Minnesota economy and thus its employment growth is
tied closely to the national economy. '0 state can realistically have
employment grow at a rate that differs wi ely from national trends. But
there are differences in employment growt~ates across the states. Even as
some sectors. of the national economy are growing and others declining,
more of the growth and less of the decline i occurring in some states rather
than in others. This study attempts to deter ine which factors explain these
differences in state employment growth ratds.
Many discussions of the business climate 6r tax climate center on various
rankirigs of the states. For example, the Alexander Grant report) recently
ranked Minnesota forty-three out of forty-eight states in its measure of the
business climate. This low ranking resultea in large part because of the
heavy emphasis placed on taxes in that s~udy. These rankings can help
document the first fact about Minnesota, th~t it is a high-tax state. But they
do not address questions risirig from the setond fact, whether taxes affect
employment. No attempt is made to bribg the two facts together, to
determine whether a poor tax climate rankibg is a matter for concern.
One. approa~h ~o. determining ~hether taxfs a~fect employment g:owth is
to ask those mdIvIduals responsIble for c~angmg employment, I.e., the
business persons who decide to relocate, to form new branches, to start a
new business, or to expand on Site.. Surveys a the individuals responsible for
location decisions can provide a guide as to hich factors may be important.
But surveys must be carefully designed to e cit the actual determinants of
79
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location decisions as respondents may have an incentive to exaggerate the
importance of those factors that thbv feel are amenable to policy changes.
A second approach, which overcd~es these problems, is to observe actual
. em~lo!ment growth rates for Mi~esota and the oth,er states.and then to
statistically relate these growth rate to taxes and other factors ,lD the states.
These are the factors that compo e business climate measures and that
surveys, rankings, economic theor~ and common sense would lead one to
believe are impo~t in exPlainingIChanges in employment. The questions
that are addressed include the foIl, wing: have the "bad" business climate
states been low employment gro~h states? do taxes help exl'lainthe
differences in growth rates or are dx differentials not large relative to other
cost differentials, and, thus, not Jignificant determinants of employment
growth? By comparing Minnesota t6 the other states on employment growth
and many cost factors, notju~st·s alone, we can ask, other things being
equal, do taxes matter?
'
In. l.·n.terp
.. 'r.et.ing t.:.h~. r.e.suIts of the s UdY.it. is im.portant ~o tememb~r.t.~at the
analysIs uses~ggre~ate figures on mployment. Our Itst of the slgD.lficant
and important factors for dete . ng employment growth rates may not be
relevant for any specific business l~cation decision. It may, in fact, be the
case that for a particular business location decision,a factor that we
det~r~ine to be .iris~gnifican.t ~n lex~laining exnployment change~ .is the
decldiIlg:factor. But, If a factor IS not tmportant for many such deCISIOns, a
statistical relationship cannot be detected between aggregateemployIilent
growth rates and thefactQr. Thiss~udyattexnpts to determine which factors
are important in explaining differJnces observed in aggregate employment
growth rates acro,s~ states.
In the next secUon, the statistical approach IS descnbed. The study IS
design,ed to address· the speCif~l. concerns often expressed about the
MinnesOta:b
.. '. ,usl ' n.es.s: c.urn.,ate, indU, 'ng which factor.s ,(the h,igh ~erSonal and
corporatemcome tax rates, the 0 rall tax effort, the change m tax effort)
appear to ~plain Minnesota's (an other states') employment growth.
A final section discussing the implications of the results for tax reform
follows. Some of the factors th~t are identified as being significant
determinants are amenable to poli¢y changes, others ate not. For those that
are, the issue is what Minnesota hould do about these factors (taxes and
others) to improve its employmen growth rate.

..1
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WHAT ARE TH DETERMINANTS OF
EMPLOY ENT GROWTH?
This study compares employm t growth rates to taxes, labor costs, the
weather, energy costs, and othe~ potential determinants of employment
growth for the forty-eight contigJous states. It draws from previous work
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but expands the scope of inquiry into bJsiness location decisions in three
ways.2 First, it focuses on a recent ~eriod (1973 to 1980), a time
characterized by significant shifts in empld,yment among the states. Second,
it analyzes employment growth in nonmflUfacturing industries as well as
manufacturing industries. In particular,\employment change during the
1970s in six major industrial categories is analyzed using a statistical
framework that relates employment growth to a set of factors hypothesized
to be important. The industries stutlied include: manufacturing;
transportation and public utilities; wholJsale trade; retail trade; finance,
insurance, and real ~tat~ (referred to asfi~Qnce in the report); and services.
Employment growth in the aggregate ofth~se six industries is also analyzed.
The third way in which this study 4pands upon others Js that the
potential set of factors to be tested as determinants of employment is a far
more extensive set than has been examined before.· In addition to standard
measures 'af market accessibility, labor'fo~ce characteristics, energy prices,
and climate, ,many fiscal variables, are indluded to capture burden, trend,
pro.gressi~it:Y, expend~ture,and announcembnt effects. Also, theexpl~atory
vanables Include a mIXture of the levels of
the ,percentage changes m·the
levels of certain factors. .

1LId

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN MINNESO A COMPARED TO
OTHER STATES

I
As the stuqy is an attempt to explain di~ferences in employment growth

rates between Minnesota and other states fo~the period from 1973 to 1980, it
is useful to first compare the employment ~rend figures.
Table 1 contains employment growth by nine major industries for the
U.S., Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota, Iowa, Wisconsin
(neighboring states to Minnesota), and Illinois, plus Texas, California, and
Florida where employment is growing XlaPidlY, and New York where
employment is growing very slowly. The nin industries include: agriculture;
mining, contract construction; manufactu ing; transportation; wholesale
trade; retail trade; finance, insurance, and rbal estate; and services. This list
includes three industries not analyzed i~ subsequent sections as these
industries are not footloose (i.e., they are tird to location-specific resources
or markets), are tied to (inter)national trends more than the others, and are
..
not likely to be influe.nced by the same setff.. factors as the other six
Overall employment in ,Minnesota betw en 1973 and 1980 grew 35010,
which was much faster than employme t grew in the U.S. (22.1010).
Moreover, employment growth in seven o~ the nine industries was more
rapid in Minnesota than in the U.S. In all ink:lustries, except agriculture and
mining, employment grew between 8010 a d 27010 faster than the same
industries in :the U.S. Employment in contract co'nstruction and
manufacturing grew much more rapidly in innesota than in the U.S. as a
whole.
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TABLE 1
Percentage Change in Employment by Major Industry, 1973-1980:
. U.S., Minnesotaaitd Selected States

Z
(;)
VI

'>
Z

U.S.
Total.
Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance,
Real Estate
Services

Minn.

S.Dak. N.Dak.

la.

22.1070
28.6
65.4
19.9
7.0
15.3
23.5
21.5

35.0% 31.9% 46.7% 24.1%
19.3
-40.0
26.1
25.6
25.3
14.9
164.0
-10.1
. 64.3
47.5
34.3
' 18.4
25.1
43.7
62.2
13.3
23.2
13.7
25.9
35.6
34.5
44.1
51.4
53.1
27.2
25.4
16.2
28.6

27.6
45.3

38.3
56.2

32.2
35.2

,46.4
50 .4

1

34.6 .
42.3

Wisc.

Ill.

Tex.

Cal.

22.6%
21.0
4.7
20.4
11.0
17.1
32.9
19.6

11.9% ' 47.1% 41.4%
18.6
10.7
71.6
45.3
103.6
57.2

32.2
45.7

29.5
41.3

Fla.

o
N.Y.

2.6%
7.7
4.4
g;-Z-65-=-~60:,---s.-4--- tfl.l
-4.4
31.2
24.2
-8.6
35.6
1.8
41.0
24.1
20.0
-15.0
13.5
37.4
29.6
-3.3
. 43.5
10.1
38.9
32.7
34.6
-0.5
39.5
59.9

51.0
57.7

31.4%
35.8
57.3

26.7
50.6

12.7
26.7

Source: U.S. Department of Commerc,e, Bureau of the Census, County Business Patterns, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
selected years).
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Of the four neighboring states to Minnesota, total employment in North
Dakota and South Dakota grew more fPidly than in the U.S. but only
North Dakota had a growth rate that was reater than the rate in Minnesota.
North Dakota had very strong employme~t growth relative to the U.S. in all
industries except agriculture. With the eXception of services, employment
growth in the other eight industries was m!ore rapid in North Dakota than in
I
Minnesota.
Employment growth in South Dakota shOWed a more uneven pattern, but
thr~~ industries-manufacturing, transPoFtion and wholesale trade-grew
faster in South Dakota than in Minnesota. With few exceptions,
employment growth in each industry wallhigher in Minnesota than in the
other three north central states.
.
Of the three states where total e ployment is growing rapidly,
employment growth in Minnesota was higher than in Florida. Moreover,
employment growth inMinnesota was hig~ r than in Florida in all but three
industrieS~agr.icu.l.ture, .mI.'Ding, an.d ret trade. B.etween 1973 and 1980
employment grew 47.10/0 and 41J % in xas and CaliforDia, respectively.
EmploYm,ent grew faster in every indust (except agriculture in Texas) in
these two states than it did in Minneso .In Texas, miDing is the most
rapidly growing industry,and manufacturibg grew at five times the national
average .compared .to three. and one~half times the national average in· .
Minnesota.. In CaliforDia, It'lu~hof the dpid,. overall employment growth
can be attributed to strong employment gains in agriculture, mining, and
contract construction.
I
.
In sum, Minnesota had more rapid groJrth in total empi~yment than the
U.S. asa whole. In a few categories MinneJota did as well· as the fast-growth
states and in many categories its, employmJnt growth rates were higher than
the corresponding rates of its neighbOringttates.
THE METHOD

To determine which factors help explain t I e differences in the growth rates
reported in Table 1, a statistical mOde~ is employed. The technique
statistically relates the employment gr wth rates of the forty-eight
contiguous states from 1973 to 1980 to e set of potential explanatory
variables or factors. For the sample chos9n and within the set of factors
chosen, a factor is said to be a sigDificant determinant if it explains some of
the observed differences or variance in t~e employment growth rate. A
factor which does not help to explain or acc0unt for the differences observed
in the states' employment rates is said to b] insignificant.
Of the significant factors, some will exp ain or account for more of the
differences in employment growth rates han others. These important
significant factors will have larger elasti ities, Le., for any percentage
change in these factors, the percentage chaJge in employment growth rates
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will be larger than for significant factors. with smallef elasticities. Thus,
rather than simply ask if taxes matt r, we ask, in this framework,' are taxes a
significant and strong determinantff employment growth rates?
As this study compares Minneso' to other states rather than comparing
Minnesota's growth rate in 1976 t Minnesota's growth rate in 1980, the
results· are best interpreted as a tes of Minnesota's competitive advantage
(disadvantage) relative to other statbs, not as a test of which factors explain·
Minnesota employment over time. I
Below is a description of each rlf the variables used in the analysis. A
value for each variable was obtainetl for each of the forty-eight contiguous
states.
I

THE VARIABLES

1. The De endent Variable

The dependent variable is the pe centage change in employment between

1973 and 1980 in each industry. Th~ industries examined are manufacturing,

transportation, wholesale trade, tetail trade, finance (actually, finance,
insurance, and real estate), and s~rvices. Total employment, which is the
aggregate of these six industries, islalso examined. Total employment, thus,
does not represent all employme t as agriculture, mining, and contract
consttuction have been omitted.
2. Potential Expla atory Variables (Factors)

The factots hypothesized to be important determinants of employment
have a large number of dimens ons to them. In what follows, these
dimensions are represented USing~large number of variables. For technical
~easons, some of these variables . later dropped from the empirical work.
Labor climate variables. Lab I r climate is measured using wage rates,
union activity, labor availability, productivity and unemployment
compensation benefits. The wagb rate variable (WAGE) is the average
hourly pay for manufacturing production workers in a state. This same wage
rate measureis used for every induFtryanalYZed: If the manufacturing wage
rate is high, other industries will maveto pay higher wages to attract, hire,
and retain employees. Thus the n1anufacturing wage rate is expected to be
indicative of the overall wage levi in the state.
Union activity is measured usi g three variables: the percentage of the
work force that unionized in 1976 (UNION), a variable equal to one if the
state has a right to work law and Iero otherwise (RTW), and the percentage
of working time lost in a state 1ue to union work stoppages (WSTOP).
WSTOP is calculated using the avr:age percentage of working time lost for
years 1975,1976 and 1977. The pe centage change in the population between
) between 1965 and 1973 measures the
ages eighteen and forty-four (PI
growth in the prime working age opulation, in a state.
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The median education level in the• sta Ie in 1976 is a measure of labor's
inherent productiVity (EPUCL). The lev~of unemployment compensation
is measured as the average weekly basic ",nemployment insurance payment
in 1976 (UI). Workers' compensation is abother aspect of the labor climate
that, due to a lack of data,. is not represdilted among these variables.
Energy. Energy prices are difficult to\ measure. There are many energy
types-electric, natural gas-and differenltarif( structures for user classes.
One study which uses both natural gas nd eh~ctric prices found electric
prices to be statistically significant factor while natural gas prices were not
signifiCant determinants. 3 Thus, for thianalysis the industrial average
use class (ELEC) is used to
electrical bill for the 300KW - 600,000
proxy energy prices.
'
.
Fiscal climate. The fiscal climate in state is difficult to capture with
only a few variables-thus numerous v .abIes are proposed to measure
both the expenditure and the tax climate ~ a state. On the expenditure side,
the epucation burden in 1977 (EDUCI) and the welfare burden (public
welfare plus medicaid) in 1977 (WELl) are nclu"ded inthe regressions. These
state and local expenditures from· ownj-smce' revenues on each of these
functions arenieasured as a percentage 0 state personal income.
On the tu· side, a Iileasureof tbe ove' level of tax effort in the state is
the first dimeIisiortof the tax<bo.rden u d here. The ACIR measure of
effort, which is an index of a state's effort elative to the national,avetage of
100, is used to measure effort (TEFF). 'gher effort implies higher taxes'
given the state's fiscal'capacity. An effort indeX of 120 for· example would
imply that the overall level of 4iX~s is 20~o higher in that state compared to
the average in all'states. Because it is ofte'stated that firms are cdncemed
aboutfiscat'trends as well
,about the eveJ of taXation, the percentage
change in effortJrom 1967 td 1977 (PTE
is used in the analysis as well as
TEFF in '1917.
Some policymakers and business repr entatives appear to believe that
high nominal tax rates have detrimental effects on business' perception
abo~t, a state. They arg~e that. no~inal r~fe,s matter even th<?~g, h the !?gh
nommal rates do no'! necessanly Imply hIgh taxes as taxable Income In a
state may besman due to, forexample,gJnerous depreciation allowances,
deductibility of~ederal taies, imda Weigh.te~~pportiom~entformula fOf the
state corporate Income tax. The suggestIon IS that busmesses do not look
much beyond the nominal taxrate,and thaI these so-called "announcement
effects" about nominal rates affect business location decisions. Others argue
that businesses do look beyond the obv ousnominal rate and instead
con.si.der effective ,rates of taxation whe~ making emplo!~ent change
declSlons. These two hypotheses aretestfd Jar two speCIfIc taxes-the
corporate income tax and the' personal inc~me tax.
The highest nominal state corporate taoc te in 1976 (HCIT) measures the
marginal tax rate on corporate inco e and is a measure of the
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announcement effect mentioned a ove. An alternative and more accurate
measure of corpora.te tax burden is ~he ACIR's 1979 measure of the effective
corporate tax rate or the ratio of [orporate tax revenue to corporate tax
capaCity (EFFCIT).
High personal taxes may make it .fficult for firms to attract employees to
staff an expansion on-site or a new branch plant. To measure the so-called
announcement effect the nominal state. income tax rate for incomes of
$50,000 or more (IT50) is used. n alternative that is a more accurate
measure of personal income tax bur en is the ACIR's effective t~ rate-,the
ratio of taxes to income-for hous holds at various levels of income. The
measure is available for households with incomes of $25,000 or more or for
households with income of $50,000·or more (EFFIT50). The two measures
are highly correlated, and becau the results are similar using either
measure, only the latter is emPloye± here.
Taxprogressivity may also adv' rsely influence employment growth if
individuals do not have a strong p eference for redistribution at the state
level. The a:verage 1977 effective: tax ~te for the personal income tax and the
sales tax ccmlbined is calculated fot the 90th percentile of income and the
10th percentile of income. 4 The dif~,erence between the effective tax rates in
. those two :income pc::n:entiles is sed as a measure of the combined
prOgreSsivityO..f these ,two personal es (pROG). The greater the difference
between the ~y'etage tax rate at the per end of the income distribution and
the average tax rate at the lower en ; the more progressive is the state's tax
svstem.
I.
Some researchers 5 argue that busibesses may prefer states which rely more
heavily on local tax sourcesbecau businesses may get more qenefits from
lo.cal:governments than state gover ments and businesses can vary their tax
bill within the state with a choice
ong several local governments. It is also
argued that businesses may prefer s~tes that make greater use of sales taxes,
because, for various reasons, the Isales tax is not as burdensome as the
individual income tax or corporate income tax. To test these hypotheses, the
local revenue,raised from own sourc~s as a percentage of state and local taxes
(PCTLOC) in 1977-78 and sales taXtrevenues as a percentage ortotal state
and local revenue in 1976-77 (SA ETX) are included among the fiscal
variables.
Climate. Temperature variatio s are used to measure climate. The
average maximum dailytemperatur~ for every day in the month of July for
the past thirty years in each state (¥AXTEMP) is used to measure the heat
extreme. A comparable measure of the average minimum temperature for
every day in the month of Janu~y for the past thirty years in a state
(MINTEMP) is used to measure th~ cold extreme. These variables are used
to test whether firms and employdes speCifically avoid cold climates and
prefer warmer climates.

·
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Market variables. To measure the arket potential in a state for final
goods producers, and particularly for thEretail trade, [mance, and services
industries, the population density in as' te in ·1973 (DENST) and the per
capita income in a state in 1977 (PCI) are included in the equation. For
many businesses, the relevant market are is either much smaller than a state
(two mile radius) or much larger than a Istate (the world). For these finns,
DENST, in particular, will not be a gockI measure of the market. It may
~nstead act more like a regi~nal variable, i.e., all high DENST sta~es may be
m the northeast. P1844, which was described above as a labor vanable, may
also represent a growing market for some industries, such as retail trade ,and
services and thus is included in the equ ion.
Agglomeration economies. Firms in some industries may be strongly
attracted to one another. SpecifIcally, m . ufacturing firms often cluster in
locationS to take advantage Of agglo eration economies (cost savings
~esuhing,from the spatial.conce.ntration, ~l~rms). (T.his.argument, how~er,
IS probably more compelling at the local f'vel than at the state level.) A high
concentration of' manuf~cturing ina sUf.te may also lead to employment
growth in whol,esale tradeatid transportation if manufacturing, firms are a
market for those' industries. Thus, the P!ercentage of total employment in
manufacturing in 1973, thebeginnin~-'of the time period examined,
(PCTMFG) is included for these three i~~ustries.
The PCTMFG variable, like the DEtST variable above, may have an
alternative irit~rpretation. PCTMFG III • not be Ii good measure of the
spatial concentration of manufacturing ft' ·s (after all, two states with 20%

dif~e.

manu.fact.hrin.g ,c.OUI.d haV,e. very
r5,
n. ',sp.atia..l concentrations of those
firms). It may instead measure the " of the industrial base and as
manufacturing is a slow growth sector relative to other sectors, a high
PCTMFG would be expected to inhibit th'overall growth of the state's jobs.
THE RESULTS: WHICH BUSINESS C IMATE FACTORS AFFECT
EMPLOYMENT GROWTH?

The extensive list of variables described above is used in an initial test for
each industry (the results not reported here). The factors within each
subgroup (e.g., labor climate, fiscal cIim te, etc.) were examined to check
another. If a factor was highly
whether they are highly correlated with
correlated with one or more factors in t e subgroup, and it was always
statistically insignificant in the initial test and not found to be statistically
significant in other studies of location, t was dropped from the set of
factors, and a preferred model was formullated. The final set of variables,
those tested in the reported results, is listed in Table 2. It should be
emphasized, that the same explanatory v riables may not be statistically
significant for all industries, and even t signs of some variables could
differ between industries. For example, ,the sales tax may discourage
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TABLE 2
Results for Percentage EmploYment Changes 1973-80: By Industry
(1)

(2)

(3)

[!

(4)

Total
Manufac- Tr~porl Wholes3.le
Employment turing
tation
Trade

-_*_*

_W_A_G_E

I

.*

WSTOP

.,...---~~
EDUCL

(S)

(6)

(')

Retail
Trade

Finance,
Insurance,
Real Estate

services

._**

~*_*

-_*__

I

I-~------"'---~

I

----------"------------

_:~_E_UC_C_I ~_*_:

-_*_*_,l--·-*-*---~-*:-*--~~-*:-*----·_*__

__

WELl

.**
+*

PTEFF
EFFCIT

.** "

-**

-*

I
I

EFFIT~

I

-**

+** I

+*

.**

.**

-~---~--I--------SALETX
-*
MAXTEMP

+**

+*

+**

MINTEMP
-P-cr-M--FG:-'

I

_D_E_N_ST

I

-_**

-_-

I

+**

+**

--.-*--*-----*-.---.-*-*- ---.-*-*-------------

pel

+**

_

+**

-R2=-----.S-S---.'-3---.-'S---.6-3---.-69---.-'-S---.6-2- -

Source: Staff Computations

+ : The variable is positively related to employment growth (higher values of this factor
contribute to employment growth).
. : The variable is negatively related to, employment growth (higher values of this factor
inhibit employment growth).
.
l
* and ** indicate statistical significance at the 90070 and 9S% confidence levels, respectively. A
blank indicates that the variable is statistickIly insignificant in the specific regression, i.e., it
does not help explain the observed differedces in employment growth rates for that industry.

wholesale and retail trade 10catiOJ.. hot bave 00 effect on mannfacturing

locations.
~
. The equation using the announ ement effect variables (IT50 and HCIT)
instead of the effective rate variabl s(EFFIT50 and EFFCIT) generally had
slightly less explanatory power (~s evidenced by the lower R2 of the
equations) than the effective ra~e equations. Moreover, for the three
industries in which the coefficien~ of the effective income tax variable is
statistically significant and has thetPected negative sign, the co, efficient of
IT50 in the counterpart announc mentequation' is either not statistically
significant (retail trade) or has 'ess statistical significance than in the

-----~,-----~,
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counterpart effective rate equations (wholesale trade and finance, insurance,
and real estate). Thus, the idea that firm~ and employees do not look beyond
the nominal rates of taxation, is ~ejectedlhere arid only the results using the
conceptually more correct effectIve rate~ are reported below.
,
The results for percentage change in tdtal employment for these industries
a.nd~n each of t~e six industries.are repofed in Thble 2..Displayed on the left
sIde IS the final list of factors that were tested for each mdustry. hi the seven
columns that follow, significant factors Jre indicated by one or two asterisks
;:~h~egative (positive) sign if the fatr inhibits (enhances) employment

(CO\btt

For the six industries as a whole
I), higher wages, and energy
prices had a negative and statistically SIgnificant effect on the percentage
change in total employment. For fIS I variables,higher spending on
education as a proportion of' income appears, to have had a positive
statistically significant influence on employment growth. A higher
percentage increase in tax effort dis,cour goo employment growth and it was
statistically significant. Surprisingly, a hi et effectiVe corporate income tax
rate increased total employment growth ut the factor was only statistically
sig~ficant at a confidence level of 900/0
'. Empleyment growth was higher in states that have warmer climates as
represented, by the average maxi.tnum tbmperature for July variable and
higher in states with a higher per Japita income. Growth in total
employment was also higher in stateJ with a lower concentration of
g
n,'n , . Thi.,','
s,
alternative, h!p,othesis
this
vanable measures .mdustry nux and ot agglomeratIon economtes. It
illustrates that employment growth w spreading away from traditional
manufacturing states:
For manufacturing (column.2), the sigps were generally as hypothesized,
but onlyPTEFl", MAXTEMPand PCTMGF were statistically significant.
These coefficients show that an increJse in relative tax effort reduced
manufacturing employment growth ~ that employment growth was
stronger in warmer climates, other things being equal. Again, the
agglomerati?l1 economies story was ~bt. borne ?ut by the . resuI~sas
manufactunng .employment grew more slowly m states WIth hIgher
concentrations of manufacturing emPlotent.
The results for manufacturing in othe research are not uniform across
these studies. With one exception,6 studi analyzing state level employment
data generally do notfind that wages or e ergy prices influence employment
growth in manufacturing. At least two studies find that taxation influences
manufacturing employment growth. 7 Thik study, however, in part confirms
that increasing the relative level of taxatio in a state reduces manufacturing
employment growth.
For transportation (column 3), more ork stoppages and higher energy
prices reduced employment growth. The fiscal variables were not

j

m~uf.a."ctu,

~. fm~,ding., ,~pport.s.~e
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j
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Signifi~t.

(individually) statistically
Transportation employment, like
manufacturing, grew morequickl in warmer climates as the sign on the
MAXTEMP variable shows. Trans ortation employment grew less rapidly
in states with higher concentration of manufacturingeI1lployment.
Higher energy prices adversely ~
... fected employment growth in wholesale
trade (column 4). Higher effective!personal income tax rates and a higher
percentage of state and local revenue raised from sales taxation had a
negative and statistically significant effect on wholesale trade employment.
Wholesale trade also grew more railidly in states with warmer climates and
more. slowly in states. with hi h conc.entrations. of manufacturing
employment.
-.
Higher wages and energy pric s also adversely affected· employment
growth in retail trade (column 5). hree of the fiscal variables influenced
employment growth.'in this indus ry. On the one hand, both a higher
percentage,increase in tax effort an a higher effective personal income tax
rate reduced employment growth in this industry. On the other hand, higher
expenditures on education as a etcentage· of income appears to have
increased employment growth in this industry. For market variables,
population growth in the 18-44 ,ge cohort did not affect retail trade
employment growth, and high population .density adversely affected
em~loyme~~ gr0';1h in tllls sector.~h~, population densityma~ act as a
regIonal vanable lDsteadof a market vanable. Another market vanable, per
capita income, did positively influ9nce employment growth in retail trade.
Higher wages, ~nergy prices and, somewhat surprisingly, population
growth in the 18-44 cohort reducdd employment growth in the financial
(column 6). The last result may indicate that the 18-44 cohort does
not~mand many financial service~ because they are still for the rilost part
in the consumption phase oftheir lire cycle.
A higher expenditure oneducatioh as a percentage of income had a strong
positive affect on employment grdwth in the finance industry, and high
effective personal income tax rates Jdversely affected employment groWth in
this industry. As in retail trade, ebployees in the fmandal industry are
probably attracted to and deterred })!Y-, respectively, these aspects of the fiscal
I
structure.
Population density in the state aaversely affected employment growth in
the finance industries, and pe.r capi~ income had a strong positive influence
on employment growth in this sectCl>r.
Higher wages and energy prices a~versely affected employment growth in

indus~ries

serVices.. (COIU. mn 7), and... larger in~c~e.ases in th.e relative tax effort in a state
also had an adverse effect on em oyment growth in this sector. Warmer
climates and stronger per capita . come growth had a positive effect on
.,
employment growth in the services ·ndustries.
To summarize the results report . in Table 2 for total employment, wages,
cost of electricity, education expend tures, trend in tax effort, warm climate,

"
TABLE 3
Elasticities of Percentage Employment Change with Respect to
Statistically Significant Independent Variables Reported in Table 6

Total
Employment
WAGE
WSTOP
PI844
ELEC
EDUCI

P-l'EFF
EFFIT50
SALETX
MAXTEMP
PCTMFG
DENST
PCI

-1.12**
-0.08
0.00
-0.84**
0.72*
-0;fl6**
-0.10

.05
2.42**
-0.85"
-0.05
2.36**

Manufacturing
-1.08
-0.23
0.19
-0.68
-1.09
-0;-1-4**
-0.07
0.31
3.82*
-6.60** _

Transportation
0.28
-0.16*
0.12
-1.10**
-0.69
-0;05
-0.01
-0.04
6.25**
-0.64**

Wholesale
Trade

Retail
Trade

-1.05**
-0.45
-0.05
-0.03
0.05
0.11
. -0.91**
-0.72**
1.43**
-0.49
-0;03------0:05*
-0.23**
-0.33**
-0.08
-0.31*
0.57
2.49*
-0.58**
-0.11**
2.58**

Finance,
Insurance,
Real Estate

Services

-1.34*
-0.01
-0.25*
-0.73*
1.94*
-0;04
-0.25**'
-0.04
0.30

0.51*
-0.04
-0.09
-0.49**
0.31
-0:04** - - - - - - - - - - - ; > '
0.03
0.10
1.62**

-0.09**
4.16**

-0.01
1.39**

Source: Staff Computations
• and .. indicate that the factors defining the elasticity are statistically significant determinants at the900J0 and 95'10 level of confidence
respectively.
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percentage of manufacturing an per capita inc~me}Vere significant
L
determinants of employment growm. The retail trade and finance ind~stries
appear to also have been influenced by wages, cost electricity, education
expenditures, and per capita incotne but, unlike total employment, these
industries were affected by the effJctive individual tax rate' and population
density of the state. The fiscal Ivariables that were highly significant
determinants in explaining employment growth in either the total
employment category or one of! the six industries that compose total
employment were education expenditures, trend in tax effort, and the
effective individual tax rate.
Table 2 indicates which factors were found to be significant in explaining
the differences obserVed inemplokent growth rates. But to determine the
relative strengths ofthese effects, the elasticities of the employment growth
rates with respect' to the significant explanatory variables must be
calculated. Elasticity figures arerJported in Table 3. .
To interpret Table. 3, note, as an' bample of a strong determinant, that the
elasticity for WAGES inthe total etnployment equation is -1.12. This implies
that fora IOOJ~ decrease in a state'~wages relative to the other states' wages,
the employment gFowth rate would increase 11.2%. By contrast, the effect of
DENST is much weaker. T,he ela!.ticity figure for DENST in the finance
equation (-p.09j indicates that k 10% increase in population density
decreases employmentJn this ind*stry by less than 1010 (0.9%). The larger
the elasticity (in absolute valti~ the stronger is that factor's effect on
employment growth in a state. I
For total employment, the elasticities indicate that the wage rate,
electricity charges, expenditur+ on education, warmer climate, the
concentration of manufacturing employment, and per capita income have
the strongest effects on emploYIdent change. The elasticity of the percent
change in employment with res~t to EFFITSO is relatively high for the
wholesale trade, retail trade, an.lfinance industries, but that of PTEFF is
relatively low.

ot

I

)

INTERPRETATION A 'D IMPLICATIONS FOR TAX
REFORM IN MINNESOTA
While the elasticity coefficients indicate the relative importance of a given
percentage change in different variables on any state's employment growth,
how an individual state such asl Minnesota fared relative to other states
depended on how that state cotnpared to the other states regarding the
factors determined to be significaht (as indicated by * and ** in Table 2) and
important (as indicated by larg I elasticities in Table 3). For example, it
Minnesota had about average S. manufacturing wage rates, then, even
though the elasticity of manufac uring wag~ rate variable is high, the wage
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rate variable would not have had much effect on the growth rate of
Minnesota's employment relative to th~ U.S. average. Correspondingly, if
Minnesota's increase in tax effort was SOfo higher than theUS. average, this
variable would have played a significant role in determining the percentage
of employment changes even though it~, elasticity was relatively small.
Table 4 reports the Minnesota fi&Wie used in the equations; ,the U.S.
average figure and the elasticities for the statistically significant variables
listed in Table 3. The figures for the eff~ctive corporate income tax rate are
also reported simply because they are likely to be of interest. Just, as the
corporate income tax rate was found to Ibe significant with a positive effect
in this analysis, so other studies have fbund this variable to be significant
with a negativeeffeet. Thus, we have nd confidence in its influence and no
elasticity,is reported.
It is in~eresting to note from the last column of Thble 4 that Minnesota
~ compared favorably in several categori f. Wage rates were not out of line
with the U.S. average; Minnesota spentlmore on educatiort,relative to the'
U.S. avefC!.ge; Minnesota had a per capita income that was 6.5OJohigher than
the a....erage; the'percentage increase in thb labor force was nearly 50% higher
in Mirtnesota than the U.S. average; the !state population density was much
lower dian the average; and the tax effort decline was greater in Minnesota '
than the U.S. average. It is readily ~pparent from these figures that
Minnesota differed unfavorably from the U.S. average in terms of the
ef,feCtive indi'~i4ual ,income tax ra,te,lth,'e p,erce,nta,ge Of,' tOtal, revenue
attributable to the' sales tax, and the etjfective corporate income tax rate. '
Minnesota was at a competitive disadvantage relative to the U.S. average
with respect tow6rk stoppage, electricit~costs, and temperature.
From Table,4"the ela.!lticitYfigure for PCTMFG indicates that PCTMFG
was a Strongdete,hriinant· of the relativJ employmept growth rates' for the
states ~or totalemploY!Dent" transporta*on, and wholesale trade, and an
even stronger determinl;lnt of the gro~hrate for manufacturing. The
negative values imply
that
I'elative to other
states, a higher percentage of
,
,
'
I
total employment in manufacturing in 1973 in a state inhibits the state's
employment growth rates, The last cJlumn of Table 4 irtdicates that
Minnesota had a smaller share of its intlustriat base in manufacturing in
1973 than the av~r~ge state. ThiS belov.Laverage PCTMFG helps explain
Minnesota's high growth rate relativb· to the U.S. average in total
emploYment, manufa~uring,transporta~on, and wholesale tI'ade.
,
"
L
For total'employmen~, ~ages, warm clUl1;,ite, and per capita income had
the largest elast.i6ities~ Sirtce Minnesota hJd above-average wages lind belowaverage maxi~um terilperatU:te, these t~o factors inhibited Minnesota's
employment gtoWth. Mfun;esota had abovtaverage per capita income so this
factor contributed to' Minnesota's emplokent groWth relative to the U.S.
average.

J

,\

'C.
TABLE 4
Elasticities for the Significant Variables and Minnesota vs. the U.S. Average
for the Sample Period
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Z

t:l

Z

o

Elasticity of Employment Change with Respect
to the Explanatory Variables

[II

>
Z
t:l

Total ManuEmploy- facturing
ment
WAGE

Trans- Wholeportasale
Trade
tion

Retail
Trade
-1.05

-1.12

PI844

EDUCI

- .84
.72

PTEFF

- .06

-1.01

- .72

- .14

EFFIT50

- .33

SALETX

- .31
2.49
- .58

MAXTEMP
PCTMFG

2.42
- .85

3.82
-6.60

DENST
PCI

-1.34

- .16

WSTOP

ELEC

Finance Services

2.36

EFFCIT

Source: Staff Computations

6.25
- .64

- .91
1.43
~ .05
- .23

- .25
- .73
1.94

MN
Figure

$5.98
- .51
--------...:.----·--·--.-2-1
•.49

•.04
- .25

27.38070
$2563.00
8.9070 .
-5.0070
7.7%
7.9070

1.62
- .11
2.58

- .09
4.16

- .01
1.39

79.4
28.35070
49.0
$7108.80
7.9070

U.S. Average
Figure
$5.72
.16
18.33070
$2360.00
7.9070
-4.3070
3.3070
12.4070
86.6
29.7070 .
152.4
$6674.70
4. 1OJo

MN Figure
as a percentage
of U.S. Average

'"

104.5
1-3-1-.-3

l!l

149.4
108.6
112.7
116.3
233.3
63.7
91.7
95.5
32.2
106.5
192.7

l !l
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o
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3:'
Z
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o
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The more interesting variables for our purposes are the fiscal variables.
Even though PTEFF, the tax·effort trJnd, was significant for four of the
seven categories of employment, that the' elasticity is very. small and
Minnesota's value for this factor did riot vary a great deal from the U.S.
average indicate that PI'EFF had little if any effect on Minnesota's growth
rate relative to the U.S. average. If it h~d any effect at all, its influence was
positive as. Minnesota's
tax effort decliried
further in percentage
terms than
.
L
.
the U.S. average during the sample p e n o d . ,
Expenditures on education (as a pe~centage of personal income) were
significant forJhreecategorles and the ~lasticities are relatively large. Since
Minnesota spendS 12.7010 more than t~e U.S. average, this variable had a
large positive effect on Minnesota emdloyment growth rate relative to the
U.S. rate.
..
. I
The effective individual income tax rate Variable was significant for three
industries, but its elasticity is relatively s,mall. For a 10% increase in this
rate, the percentage decrease in the emplby.ment rate would be between 2.3%
and 3.3%. This is a variable whose Minbesota value was much greater than
thel,J.S.average, and thus, even though the elasticity is small, this factor
probably had a strong negative influebce on Minnesota's growth rate in
.
wholesale trade, retail trade, and fman¢e.·
The variable representing the percent~ge of total revenue attribUtable to
the sales' tax wa~ significant Only for Jholesale trade, and its elasticity is
rel~tively ~small. ~1Jt as Mi~,esota was liar below the U..S. average on this
vanable, It contnbuted POSItIvely to em~loyment growth In wholesale trade.
To summarize, many of the factors with the strongest effect on
Minnesota's employment growth relativcl to the U.S. in 197);·80 were factors
over which pdliCYmakers have little c~ntrol. Such factors (see Table' 4)
include wages (in the categories of toted employment, retail, fmance, and
services), maximum temperature (total employment, manufacturing,
transportation, wholesaling, services), I. work stoppage (transportation),
percentage change in labor force (fi~ance), electricity costs (all but
manufacturing), percentage of total errl.plbyment in manufacturing (total
employment, m~mufacturing, transport1.tion, and wholesale), populatIon
density of the state (retail, finance, a~~ services) and per capita income
(total employment, retail, finance, and services).
The fiscal variabies where Minnesota departed greatly from the U.S.
average were the effective individual jincome tax rate (EFFlT50), the
effective corporate tax rate (EFFCIT) and the share of total revenue
attributable to the sales tax (SALETX). No conclusion can be made about
the influence of EFFCIT, and: SALETX was significant only for wholesale
trade and its contIibution to emplbymen!t in that industry was probably not
large. But EFFIT50 was significant in e*plaining growth rates in wholesale
trade, retail trade,and finanae and :thel elasticities, while small, .are large
enough to conClude .that thisfaetor inhi ited growth in these sectors.
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Minnesota did not vary a greaJ deal from the US. average on the two
fiscal variables of expenditures oh education as a percentage of income
(BDUeI) and the trend in tax eff6rt (PTEFF).' The elasticities for PI'EFF
are so small that the importance de
this variable in explaiIiing Minnesota's
I
employment growth can essentially be ignored (except possibly for
manufacturing where the elasticitYfis more than twice t~e el~city obtained
in the other three categories). The elasticities for EDUeI Oil the other hand
were relatively large, PartiCUI.ariY. ~or retail trade. and flnan~e, and also to a
lesser degree for total employment; thus we can conclude (hat Minnesota's
above-average expenditures oned~cation were importimt ihexplaining the
relatively high employttlent growt~ rate for Minnesota frorll1973 to 1980.
What do these conclusions imply for poliey reform? With respect to tax
levels, there~tJlts for EFFITSO ar~relevant. It was a .factor .that was highly
correlateq With TEFF (overall tax! effort) and effective tax rates are good
measures of burden (unlike nominlu tates). The results wouid indicate that,
for at least some industries (wholesale trade, retail trade, and finance) a
heavy taX 1?urden was a deterreht to employment growth. Minnesota's
employment growth in those thred industries. may benefit from a reduction
in effective individual income tax~ates.
To bring about. such. a redpctioJI in individual income tax rates it may be
nece~sary. to decrease s.p.e.nding. Tjhe resu!ts here indicate that it woul~ be
unWISe to let the burden of any f,'pendlture decrease rest on education.
Education· expenditUres relative to income had a positive effect on overall
employment growth. It is interJting-to note that another expenditure
category, welfare, was liot a sighificant determinant (either positive or
negative) of employment. growth *tesin any of the industries.
Another means of decreasing the individual income tax burden, if not the
overall burden, .would be to chang~ the mix of taxes to rely more heavily on
sales taxes or local taxes. There Jas no strong evidence that the shares of
total state and local revenueattrib.dtable to local taxes or to the sales tax had
any effect on employment growth! Thus a shift to these taxes may have nO
influence on employment while th~ shift away from individual income taxes
may have a positive effect.
The trendI'n, overall tax effort appears to have only a small effect on
employment growth. The effect is in the expected direction, Le., a larger
decrease in the overall tax effort ihcreases employment growth rates.
The most recent flgure~ available on overall employment growth rates
indicate that, in the previous tiIbe period, Minnesota outperformed all of
its neighboring states and the
average. From March 1983 to March
1984, rates for Minnesota and the U.S. average were 4.8070 and 3.4%
respectively. 'Do these encouragin~ employment numbers negate the results
here? On the contrary, the res , ts here indicate that Minnesota's lower
electricity costs, lower population density, lower percentage manufacturing,
<,.

I.
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u.s.
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and higher per capita income probably contributed to its relatively high
employment growth rate. The more recdnt figutes on fiscal variables indicate
that Minnesota's employment growth I (at least in the finance and trade
industries) may have been even higher if, without cutting, education
expenditures, the overall tax level could!have been decreased further or if, at
least, the. burden of the individual income tax could have been lessened.

.

..
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6
The Tax System and

Intergovernmental Linkages *
For most states, a systematic examination of state and local tax strUcture can
proceed with only a brief reference td the state-local intergov~rnmental
system. A study of Minnesota taxe~, however, requires an explicit
recognition and examination of the irlterplay between state-to-Iocal aid
programs and the Minnesota method of taxing property. This is true for two
fund expenditures are, in fact,
reasons.. First, the bulk of the state's gerleral
I
pass-throughs of state revenues to local governments. Second, these taxi
state-aid linkages have important implic~tions not only for the overall level
of Minnesota's taxes but also for their ihcidence (equity) effects.
Accordingly,. the primary purpose Off
tis section is to make explicit these
linkages among the state aid programs. This provides the background for
discussions in subsequent chapters that specifically deal with the issues of
. fiscal accountability among levels of go ernment and the equity effects for
Minnesota taxpayers.
The remainder of this chapter is diVIded into two parts. First, a brief
overview of the Minnesota. intergover'mental system is presented with
comparisons drawn to the U.S. state/locW system as a whole. The text then
concludes with a detailed examination Jf the linkages among Minnesota's
property tax relief devices and state-to-Ibcal aic programs.

MINNESOTA ANln THE U.S.I
Public services in the United States ar providedby 82,688 governmental
units, the vast majority of whicbare loc~l. These units are distributed quite
unevenly among the fifty states, with thb number ranging from nineteen in
Hawaii to about 6,464 in Illinois. only five states have more units of
government than Minnesota's 3,530.
Minnesota's above-average number of local governments does not
necessarily imply an above-average re iance upon local government to
finance local public services. In fact, thif is not the case. Table 1 illustrates
that local governments in Minnesota raised only 49070 of their general

I

.

·This chapter was written by John Bartle, a consJltant to the commission.
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Composition of
Local Revenues
U.S. Aggregate lmd Minnesota, 1982~1l3
I

.

•

u.S. Aggregate
Revenue Component

Total

I State

Minnesota

Local

T6tal

State

Local

338,070
298,542
119,399
179,143
113,145
85,973
11:251
. 6,446
149
9,327
39,443
26,555

12,635
10,664
1,766
8,899
6,106
1,712
997
2,232
262
903
1,497
1,2%

8;074
6,841
1,509
5,332
4,320
4
992
2,232
262
829
582
430

7,277
6,522
2,955
3,567
1,786
1,708.
5

(~ggregate amounts in millions of dollars)

Total revenue
General*
Intergovernmental
Own-source
Taxes
Property
General Sales
Income
Motor Fuel
Other
Current Charges
Miscellaneous

593,586 1357,637
486,878 290,456
89,983
72,704
396,895 217,752
284,585 171,440
~,281
89,254
64,890
53,639
69,387
62,941
10,943
10,793
50,113
40,785
62,625 I 23,182
49,685
23,130

Total revenue
General*
Intergovernmental
Own-source
Taxes
Property
General Sales
Income
Motor Fuel
Other
Current Charges
Miscellaneous

100.00/0 1100.0%
82.0
81.2
15.2
20.3
66.9
60.9
47.9
47.9
15.0
0.9
10.9
15.0
11.7
17.6
1.8
3.08.4
11.4
10.6
6.5
8.4
1 6.5

I
I

(perJentage
I

74
915
866

distributio~ by level of government)
100.0%
88.3
35.3
53.0
33.5
25.4
3.3
1.9
*
2.8
11.7
·7.9

100.0%
84.3
14.0
70.3
48.3
13.5
7.9
17.6
2.1
7.1
11.8
10.2

100.0%
84.7
18.7
66.0
53.5
*
12.3
27.6
3.2
10.3
7.2
5.3

100:0%
89.6
40.6
49.0
24.5
23.5
0.1
1.0
12.6
11.9

Source: Calculated from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in 1982-83
(Washington: Government Printing Offict, October 1984). Table 5.
*Less than one-tenth of one percent.
I

. 1982-83.
I
. compares.With
' a 53% for Iocal .
ThiS
revenue f rom own-sources m
governments throughout the natiPn. In contrast, the local share of total
state and local direct expenq,itures! (which counts intergovernmental revenue
as an expenditure of the recipient unit) is above average in Minnesota:
62.3070 compared with the nationdI average of 58.8%. The contrast between
the local role in raising revenuej and its role in spending for services is
accounted for by three facts:

• A large percentage of total stat government spending in Minnesota is for
aid to localities (34.7% versus 29.8%
nationally);
I
• Minnesota local governments derive no money from local income taxes
and almost no money from ldcal sales taxes, while local governments
nationally raise 5.2% of their t tal revenue from these sources; and
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• Property taxes account for 23.5% of I al total tax revenue in Minnesota
compared with 25.40/0 nationally.

I

LINKAGES AMONG

STA~E AID PROGRAMS

, In Minnesota there are several state atd programs to localgovbrnments,
toany of which interact with each other. \Thble 2 summarizes the discussion
of this section, demonstrating how various programs are linked. '
These linkages are of concern for four ~easons. First, outlay reductions in
one program that cause outlay increaseJ in another make it harder to cut
state spending. Second, there is a poterttial for certain' state programs to
work against each other. This will ~aste money and frustrate the
accomplishment of the goals of each of the affected programs. Third, under
current state property tax relief arrangemlents, certain types of property will
receive large total credits. This Will initially reduce the property tax burden
on such property from what it would.be Fithout these credits. And'fourth,
the present system creates incentives for higher local public spending.
This discussion identifies twogenerai types of interaction-automatic
linkages and optional linkages. An autOIhatic linkage means that a change
in one programdirectly causes a change ih the cost of another. In short, the
two programs are inherently related; Ah optional linkage means that a
change in one aid program may result in ~ decision by local officials" which
in turn changes the cost of another aid' ~rogram.
'

AUTOMATIC JNKAGES

I

Several aid programs are related so that a change in the funding of one
program will automatically cause a funding change in another program.
There are three basic categories of the~e relationships: linkages among
property tax relief programs; linkages atnong school foundation aid and
~il~~~:~ication ratios; and linkages betWeJ1n local government aid and levy

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF PROGRAMS

There are seven major programs that r uce a property-owner's tax. Five
of these are credits which are subtracted from the tax bill a property owner
I
receives. These include:
• Agricultural School Credit (ASC). Re~uces the tax bill by between 10%
and 290/0 for owners of agriculturall homestead and' nonhomestead
property, timberland, and seasonal re eational property.

/
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DATIONS-

~BLE2

Minnesota Linkages A10ng State Aid Programs - 1984
PROGRAMS

INTERrCTION

RESULT

I. THC and HC

Both affect laconite households.

I

Change in THC causes an opposing:chang~)n HC..

2.ASC and HC

Both affect ag~icultural homesteads of greath than one acre.

.ChangcHn ASC causes an opposing .change:in HC.

3. THC. HC,and ASC

All affect tacl¥ite agricultural
homesteads g~eater than one
acre.

4.NPC. WC,
ASC, HC.

NPC and WC reduces credits
on other land.

Change in NP or WC may
cause an oppOsing change in
HC; change in,ASC may cause
an opposing change in NP or
WC.

S.HC and CB

HC subtracted from CB calculated.

Change in HC causes an opposing change in CB.

6. TR and other credits

Credits affect net tall; TR is
triggered by i creases of over
28"" in net tall

Decreases in credits that are
large enough can increase TR
outlays.'

7. Foundation aid basic
allowance/levy and
property tax relief

Basic allowancJ and levy affect
state aid share tif school district
revenue. Remaibder is financed
by school proJerty tax levies,
part of which a~e paid by property tax relief drograms.

Change in the basic allowance
levy change the division of
school district revenue between
foundation aid and local propertytaxes.. Property tax relief
outlays change with property
tax changes.

8. Classification ratios
and foundation aid

Classification lalios partially
determine local[tax base which
influences state foundation aid.

.Change in classification ratio
clianges school district tax bases which cause an opposing
change in foundation aid.

9. Clasification ratios
and property tax reo
lief

Classification r tios determine
taxable pOrlior of propeny
market value; I!roperty tax relief pays pan or property tax.

Changes in classification ratios
change property taxes which
change property ta.~ relief for
certain types of property.

LGA received l is subtracted
from allowed Idvy limit.

Changes in LGA cause opposing changes in levy limits.

Automatic Linkages

and

10. LGA and levy limits

Change in AS~ causes an opposing :change·· in both THC
and HC; change in THC causes
and opposing ~hange in HC.

Optional linkages
I. Levy limits and
propeny tax relief
programs.

Levy limits con rol local levies;
property lax rblief programs
pay parI of loalilevies.

Changes in levy limits may affect local levies which will
change property tax relief outlays.

2. Direct aid to localities unrclated to levy
limits (i.e .• high\\'ay
aid. welfare aid) and
property ta.x relief.

Direct aids
locallyadministered p ograms; property lax relief programs pay
pan of local Ic\ ies.
.

Changes in state aids may affec·t local levies which \\'ill
change property tax relief outlays.

fun~ccnain

Source: Minnesota Tax Study Commission (1984).
NOles:

HC . Homestead Credil
THC- Taconile HOl1le~tead C;redit
NPC- Nalive Prairie Credit
TR - Targeted Relief

ASC - Agricultural School Credit

eB - Circuil

Break.e~

WC - Wetlands Credit
LGA· Local Go\'ernment Aid
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• Homestead Credit (HC). Reduces otal property tax paid on owneroccupied homestead property by 540J'J up to a $650 maximum.
• Taconite Homestead Credit (THC). Reduces, total property taxes on
owner-occupied homesteads in "tacomte relief areas" by either 66% up to
$475, or by 57% up to $420.
1
• Wetlands Credit (WC). Provides a direct credit to qualifyin~ wetlands
on all property owned (since wetlan~s are also tax-exempt). The credit
equals .005 of the average market value of an equal acreagebf tillable
land in that jurisdiction.
• Native Prairie Credit (NPC). Oper tes in the same manner as the
wetlands credit. The credit equals .015 bf the market value Of tillable land.

l,"

These credits are subtracted from the \grOSS tax bill in this order: ASC,
NPC, WC, THC, and HC. The remainder is the net tax paid by the property
owner. It is highly unlikely that a landholder could receive all of these
credits. Most will only receive one~
~
There are two o,ther types of property ax re,lief: the property tax refund
(also known as the circuit breaker) and targeted relief. Both of these are
granted in the form of a tax refund. The e operate as follows:

a~d

• Circuit Breaker rCB). Homeowners
renters may receive a refund for
a portion of the property tax paid. The refund is primarily determined by
income level, net property taxes (which, in turn, depend on the amount of
the homestead credit), and
• Targeted Relief (TR). Homeowners WIth increases of more than 20% in
their 1985 net property tax may receivela refund for 100% of the net tax
increase above 20%. This refund is phJsed 0\1t between income levels of
$40,OOO-and $50~OOO. All homeowners in 1984 may receive a refund of
50% of the net tax increase above 10% if their net taxes eXceed 2.25% of
property market value. For taxes payable in 1985, TR will equal 50% of
increases above 12.5% up to a $4dO maximum, with no income

re~cti~.

l

Linkages between these programs will have important budgetary and
equity implications. Six linkages among p rperty tax relief programs can be
identified:
• Homesteads in taconite areas can receiveI both the THC and the He. An
increase in the HC directly reduces TH<I: payments. At the current rates,
$1 increase in the HC results in a decrea~e in the THC between 57 and 66
cents, subject to the credit maximum. I
'
• The "agricultural school credit (ASC) add the homestead credit (HC) in
certain instances can both be credite~ against taxes on agricultural
homesteads. The ASC applies to all quJlifying land and'property on an
agricultural homestead except the ~welling, a garage, and one
surrounding acre. The HC now applies t~ the entire acreage of qualifying
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Ther~ore

agricultural homesteads.
only the He applies to the dwelling
I
and the fIrst acre, but the ASG and the HC may then both apply to the
same property on the rest of ~he landc1assifled' as a homestead. As a
result, on agricultural homesteJds larger than one acre, "a decrease in the
ASC will increase outlays for the HC, subject to the credit's limits. The
actual increase in HC outlays ~ depend on the H:C percentage and the
portion of these households at the HC maximum. For every $1 decrease in
the ASC that affects the HC, it rs estimated that HC outlays will increase
2
I
,"
•
•
28 cents.. •
For qualifYIng tacomte agncultlJfalhomesteads, the ASC, THC, and HC
can all apply. The linkage between the ASC and the THe is the same as
that described for the HC and AsC. The reactions between the THC and
the HCis explained above.
I'.
The native prairie credit (NPC) Iand the wetlands credit ~ust be applied
against other property that is !kable. On the tax statement, these two
credits are subtracted before the ~C, so if either of these credits is applied
against taxes on homestead property, they will reduce the amount
available, fOr the He (and in taconite areas, the THC). The ASC is
subtracted before the NPC and WC and will affect NPC and WC outlays
when the full amount of these t~o credits cannot be taken.
In ush'ig. the circuit breaker, a taxpayer
subtracts the homestead credit
I
received
before
calculating
the
circuit
breaker.
Therefore, increases in the
.
,
I
HC will automatically decrease the amount available for the CB. Between
1978, and 1981, outlays attribut~ble to the homeowner's portion of the
circuit breaker fell from $123.41 million to $54.1 million, partly due to
increases in the HC}
Targeted relief (TR) is also tied to property tax credits. Outlays for TR
may increase 'if other cI:edits are reduced significantly. This will
automatil=al1y occur, ,but only wnen the resulting increases in net property
taxes exceed 20010. Therefor.e, thjmagnitude of the linkage depends on the
particular change. ,

This discussion leads to three ~nc1usions: (1) Outlays for these credit
programs are petermined in part b~ the order in which they are taken on tax
statements; (2) A change in outlays for one credit may automatically cause
an opposing change in outlays fo~ lother credits. This linkage is unlikely to
cause the credits to work at odds +th each other, but an attempt to reduce
outlays in one program may be ~artiallY offset by increased outlays for
another program;. (3) As.a reSUlt. of ~e over!aps a~ong these credits, ~ertain
property owners m partIcular SItU 110ns wIll receIve large total credIts and
may pay net property taxes that ar~ substantially lower than those paid by
other property owners.
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SCHOOL FOUNDA i ION AID AND
CLASSIFICATI@N RATIOS

I

Foundation aid is a state aid progran{ that ensures that school districts
will have a basic revenue amount per pup~14 ($1,475 for school year 1984-85)
for a common basic tax levy (24 mills). ITherefore, regardless of property
wealth, districts
receive
a 'similar basic wbount
for a given taX levy, with the
,
'
I
exception of distri.cts. "off the f~rmula.'i Above the foundation.iai~ basic
amount, schooldistncts may raIse more revenue from a comblilation of
local property tax levies and state aids. \
','
There' are three automatic linkages 'among school fohndaiion aid,
classification ratios, and property tax relief. They are as follows:

rev~nue

allowance and the basic tax
• Changes in foundation aid's basic
levy both autolnatically affect Ptopert~ tax relief outlays. For i~tance, a
decrease in the basic levy will reduce pmperty taxes, and so reduce certain
property tax relief outlays. In addition,1 such a change will aIso shift part
of the burden Of school finance from iocal property taxes to state aids.
Similar shifts happen with ,changes jin the basic revenue allowance
amount. Because the foundation aid prpgram mandates the division of a
district'srevenlles between property taxes and state aids at any given level
of a district spending, this linkage isautbmatic. It has been estimated that
a $1 change in the basic levy indUces an!opposite change in state property
tax credits equal to between 13 and 13.8cents.5
• Classificaticrn ratios set'the portion
property's market value which is
subject to taxation. In Minnespta there Me several classification ratios for
diff~rent types of prOperty (Chapters, 16~nd 17). Changes in classification
ratios change a local government's ~ase of taxable property. Since
foundati~n aid is determined in part ,bY Idistrict pr~pe:ty tax ~as~, such .a
change will affect the level ()f state aId tf school dlStncts. This lInkage IS
automatic, although districts may react to these changes and set into
motion other optional linkages.
• Changes in classification ratios on propJrty receiving tax relief also create
an autom~tic lihkage; For example, 10J.ering the classification ratio on
homestea~ pro}J,erty will lower taxes on ~omesteads arid so reduce outlays
for hdmest,ead tax relief programs (HC, ~HC, TR, and CB). This impact
may be reduced if local gov~rnments al.lpw th~ir mill rates to increase to
compensate for the reductic>n in tax IJase. However, even if localities
increase mill rates to compensate
or the decreased taxable base,
total taxe~, ,on h~mesteads Will. still be I wer because the tax burden has
been partu:illy shlfted to nonhomestead roperty.

ori

I
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LINKAGES BETWEEN

LEV~

LIMITS AND LGA'

The overall state levy limitation 'applies Jo all counties and to cities with

\
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populations over 5,000, and limitJ the total property tax that can be levied.
Certain levies can be excluded fr~m the limitation. Local government aid
.(LOA) provides formula-determihed grants to most cities, counties, and
some towns in order to reduce proberty taxes. In calculatirlg a jurisdiction'S
levy limit, the full amount of LG~ received, a part of the taconite aids, and
native prairie
and wetlands reimbJrsements
to counties are. subtracted.from
.
I
the maximumallowable levy. To illustrate, a decrease in LOA of $1 directly
results in a $1 increase in the levy limit. Whether or not chlmges in the levy
limit translate into changes in l~es.depends on local action. Utat is. an
optional1iI1kage and is discussed the following section.

ili

OPTION1L LINKAGES
Optional linkages among state \ aid programs restilt when changes in
outlays for an aid program causd a local fiscal response which in tum
induces a change in another statb program. Unlike automatic linkages,
optional linkages do not alwaY cause changes in outlays for other
programs.
For instance, a decrease in stat welfare aid to a county will cause an
increase in county property taxes, If the county decides to make up all or
part of the reduction in. program exde~nditures. I1\ tum, this levy increase will
cause an increase in state property tax relief. The end result is that state
welfare aid has decreased, the count, 's tax levy is higher, and state property
tax relief outlays also have increasetl. The net savings to the state is lower
than the welfare aid reduction
woul~I indicate, as the cut has induced a rise
.
in other state outlays. Of cOurse, this is only one possible result. County
officials could choose not to incrdase taxes and instead absorb the full
amount of the aid decrease. In this ~ase, property tax relief outlays will be
unaffected and the reduction in welfare aid represents the net savings to the
state.
\
This illustrat~s the differen7e ~etreen, automatic and ,optional linka~es
among state aids. AutomatIC lDteractIons happen dIrectly and WIth
certainty-no other party must act! for the result to occur; An optional
linkage requires action by some otHer party and SO may not happen. As
such, the impact of these linkages arelmuch harder to identify because of the
uncertainty involved. Further, diff1rent local units may react in much
different ways. However, it is clear that such influences are an important
factor in determining the net impact~ of changes in state aid policies.
Two state programs are related id this way to the property t~ relief
programs: levy limits and direct stajaidS to localitie~.

J

LEVY LIMLTS7

Levy limits set the maximum pe .: issible property tax levy for counties
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and cities. A local decision to increase operty taxes in response to a levy
limit increase will increase outlays for Iproperty tax credits and refunds
except in the unlikely instance where all affected taxpayers are at their credit
and refund maximums. If, on the other land, local taxes do not change in
response to levy limits, there will be noc~ange in property tax relief outlays
with other factors the same.
: These effects will be strongest for cities or counties at their'levy limits. In
such a case, a levy limit decrease may fore a locality to redu~e its ievy. This
I
. '
will then decrease property tax relief outlays. In the other direction, a levy
limit incre~e may provide an oppo~tunity\to increase local revenues, and if
sO,would lncrease property tax relIef out1ays.

't

''

DIRECT STATE AIDS TO LOCALITIES

Unlike LOA, some aid programs are not included in the levy limit. 1\\'0
such programs are welfare aids and highwAy and street aids. In both cases,
the aid is tied to local conditions like \"apprOved highway aids" and
"reimbursable costs" for welfare aids. However, changes in funding patterns
may affect local property tax levies and, in tum, property tax relief outlays.
This is an optional linkage since a local deci~ion must occur for property tax
relief outlays to be affected.

CONCLUDING COMMENT
Four general conclusions can be drawn from this examination:
• None of the linkages described prevent 1ny of the aid programs from
achieving their stated objectives.
\
• The linkages are likely to frustrate the effo~s of the budget cutters since a
decrease in outlays for many of these pr grams will either directly or
indirectly increase outlays for other prog ams. There is no case where
these effects can be expected to overwhelm the initial budget cut; however,
in many cases the compensating increases hre significant.
• Property owners of certain types of prope~y are likely to pay much less
property tax than other owners of like-valued property. Whether or not
the p~rticular circumstances causing this tel suIt are jUstified. is a POliCY.
questIon.
'
• A fourth conclusion-which is only suggested here, but for which,
empirical evidence will be presented below ~hapter 15)-is that the state
"property tax relief" aids actually have th. ee.~1onomic effect of stimulating
a higher level of local government spending than would otherwise occur.
Thus, the Minnesota system of linkage among state-to-local-aid
programs and the tax system not only resiults in overly complex and

--- -

------
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. .mtergovernmental arIflIlgements, ut over tlD1e actuallth
uncertain
y warts
the basic goals that it was ostensibly intended to achieve.

.

EJDNOTES . .

U.S~

defini~i~~s

1. This discussion utilizes
Blau of the Census
of "revenue,"
"expenditure," and "intergovernment1J aid." Thus, the nwiiberspresented here will
vary somewhat from data in the remai~der ofthii and subseQuen~chaptersthat draw
on Minnesota state sources. See U.S. Bureau of the Census,:Govf!mmental Finances
in 1982-83, (Washington: Governmeni Printing Office, October 1984), 'Thbles 5, 13,

J"

and 17.
2. This was estimated as follows: ~ r taxes payable in 1983, 52:4070 of agricultural
homesteads receiving the HC were not receiving the $650 maxuniun. Therefore, for
every decrease in the ASC that affectJd the HC, 52.4070 of agriddtural homesteads
would receive an increase in the HC e~Ual to 54070 of the change. The other 47.6070
are already at the $650 maximum, and so will receive no more; The net effect in
outlays then is 52.4% x 54070= 28.3070. This estimate is slightly overstated because
the HC increase will push some home~ers to the $650 maximum, and only part of
their increase will receive the S4OJo credit. The same method for the state as a whole
gives an increase of 23.0070 in HC outl~ys fotdecreases in other credits affecting the
HC. For nonagricultural homesteads, fthis figure is 22.7070. Differences result from
portions of households at the credi~ maximum. The source for HC payment
distribution was: Minnesota DepartJent of Revenue, Property Taxes Levied in
Minnesota (Taxes PaYllble in 1983), pJ,. 196 and 203.
.
3. Legislative Auditor, Evaluatio';\ of DireCt Property Tax Relief Programs
(February 1983),. p~. 84-85. These ar9 actually figures that are also .influenced by
other factors. It IS likely that the "pure" effect of the HC on the CB IS greater than
indicated since other factors, such aslincreased tax levies, were at the same time
exerting an upward influence on out1a~s.
.
4. A district's pupil units are calculated as follows: nonhandicapped kindergarten
students are weighted as 0.5 pupil units, handicapped kindergarten students and
students in grades 1-6 are weighted aJ 1.0 pupil unit, students in grades 7-12 are
counted as 1.4 pupil units, and an addi~onal 0.5 pupil units are added for each pupil
whose family receives AFDC.
I
5. Alan Hopeman, Legislative AnoUyst, Minnesota House of Representatives
Research Department. Letter to RepreJentative John Tomlinson, March 29, 1984.
6. The Minnesota Local Government Aid (LOA) program is analyzed by Michael
E. Bell, "Miimesota's Local Governmeht Aids Program," in Staff Papers, vol. 2 of
the Final Report of the Minnesota Tax ~tUdY Commission, ed. Robert D. Ebel and
Therese 1. McGuire (St. Paul: Butterwli>rth Legal Publishers, 1985).
7. Levy limits are discussed in chapt r 17 of this volume.
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The Individual Income Tax Structure
INTRoDulTION -

.

In 1956, at the time of the last comprehlnsive study of the Minriesota tax
system, only twenty-nine states levied an ihcome tax on individuals: In 1984,
forty states, as well as the District of Colutnbia, used such a tax. The average
U.S. state derived 290/0 of their 1983 stat~ tax revenues from the irldividual
income tax. l
I
An income tax can be structured to aJhieveany combination of several
goals-to raise revenue, redistribute incobe, or direct economic behavior.
But any tax, no matter what its goals, ncl:essarily represents a compromise
among the criteria of a good tax. 2 Phmary among these are equity,
efficiency (neutrality), competitiveness, Jrtd simplicity. While Minnesota's
personal income tax must be tested againist all these measures, at the state
level the simplicity aspects of taxation donhnate the other criteria. The state,
much more than the federal governmentl is limited in its ability to alter
substantially the distribution of jqcomJ or the direction of economic
behavior. Because of its higher tax ratesl the federal income tax is more
likely to dominate a taxpayers'economic decisionmaking. Further, attempts
to increase sharply the progressivity of th~ income tax, for example, could
lead, at the extreme, to migration of highdr-income taxpayers to states with
less severe tax systems.
The complexity of an income tax is al 0 fed by the complexity of the
economy. To some extent, intricate econo ic transactions may require an
intricate income tax. The federal inco e tax, however, has become
sufficiently riddled with special exception to generate serious discussions
and proposals for its reform and simpli lcation. In addition, states like
Minnesota that begin with some federal c ncept of a tax base, but attempt
through.their own tax to counter or enha ce tax policies set at the federal
level, introduce even more complexity in 0 the system. In all cases, the
benefits· of attempting to achieve at the sta' e level these other-than-revenueraising goals are greatly minimized by the much stronger behavioral
incentives and disincentives of the federal icome tax code. An apt analogy
is that of a small boat (a state income tax) following in the wake of a large
ship (the federal code). Smooth sailing req ires following along.

1lI

.~.
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I

This analysis, then, is rooted in the view that simplification of the
.Minnesota income tax would be bf enormous benefit to both the state and
its taxpayers. In achieving this sibplification, it is important to recognize
that the distribution of the tax b~den, and its degree of progressivity are
quite separable from the dermitio~ of the tax base. To simplify the income
tax is to simplify the derivation lof the base; simplification may be most
readily achieved by increasing conformity with the federal tax rules. Any
so can. be remedied
by adjusting the
distributional consequences of dJing
I
.
state's tax rates. This theme, in faet, drives the analy~is of: the deductibility
of federalin.come taxes, the ~e and level of standlfid and itemized
deductions,/and Minnesota's allorance of a perso~ credit. Accordingly,
each potenti~change must not be considered in isolation~· but rather must
be seen as an integrcll part of a nitajor structural reform Of the MiIinesota
personalincome tax.
This chapter begins with a brief description of MinneSota's income tax
struct~re ~d of the i~portance ~f the income t~ to Mlnpesota re~enu~s.
The dIscussIon
then shifts
to the Issue
or confOrmIty to the
federal mcome
.
.
•••.
L
• "
. .
tax as a means of· SImplifying Minnesota's own tax. WIth an eye toward
adopting federal taxable income Ior federal adjusted gross income as a .
starting point, this section presentls arguments for and against retentio.n or
repeal of the modifications that burrently exist in the Minnesota statute.
Third, tl$ch~pterexaminesissubs related to the distribution of the tax
burden, including the. tax treatmerlt of the family and.the use of credits for
many purposes sqch as tax relief fo~lower-income persons. The final section
~=arizes three alternative
tax systems using "confonned" tax
t;

I ; ';,

iDCOIC

BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE

T~X

$2,~OO

As of 1983, all single persons wiih gross income exceeding
and all
married persons with gross incom~ exceeding $4,100 must file a Minnesota
income tax return. Table 1 delineJtes the computation of the income tax
liability under the Minnesota systetn. Federal adjusted gross income (FAG!)
is taken from the federal return (lin~ 32 of fOmi 1040) and adjusted to derive
Minnesota gross income. An additibnal deduction is allowed from this gross
base for federal income taxes paid during the year, to yield Minnesota AGI.
A taxpayer may take either spedfic itemized deductions or a standard
deduction against AGI to obtain Mi~nesota taxable income. Minnesota does
not require that a taxpayer itemize
his federal return before he can itemize
for state purposes. However, mar~ied taxpayers must both use the same
method for taking deductions on tIle state return; if one spouse itemizes, so
must the other. A progressive no~al rate structure ranging from 1.6070 to
16.0% is applied to this tax base to determine before-credit tax liability. Both

or.
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TABLE 1
Computation of Minne ota 'lax Liability
.
1984\

-

certain IRA, Keogh, SEP and public
retirement plan contributions

-

a portion of ACRS deductions not allowed by MN

-

interest on certain state and local
bonds and scholarship bonds from
outside MN

-

investment credit recapture

-

retirement pay exclusion

-

certain other pension distributions

Minnesota Gross ncome
Subtract: Federal Talc Liability
Minnesota ApI
Subtract:
Minnesota Standard Deduction

OR

Federal Itemized Deductions
(as adjusted, before ZBA)

Minnesota Thxable Income
Apply rates from 1.6~o to 16OJo
,
Tax Before Creaits
.

Subtract: Tax

C~dits

Minnesota. Tax Li1bility
I

refundable and nonrefundable credits are subtracted from the tax to produce
the final state tax liability.
ROLE OF THE PERSONAL INCOME TAX IN THE SYSTEM

. Minnesota's persona] income tax has been and continues to be a
prominent element of the state's tax system. Through the 1970s andinto the
early 1980s it has contributed on averag about 40010 of the state's tax
revenues, and about 22010 of all state and 10 al revenues. Its importance has
steadily increased to reach 46010 of state Itax revenues in 1983. This is
significantly greater than the 1983 average for all states of 29010, and is the

,
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highest of the neighboring state . Wisconsin is the second highest in the
region; it relied on its personal income tax to provide 400/0 of state tax
revenues in 1983.
Moreover, as a percent of st te personal income, Minnesota's tax is
relatively high. During the past d~cade Minnesotans have paid an average of
3.70/0 of thei~ personal inc~me inlst~te income t.ax. In,198~, the rate jumped
to 4.3 %; whIle the rate of Increa~e In personal Income was down from 11 %
in 1982 to 5% in 1983, income tJrevenues climbed 28%, compared to 11 %
a year earlier. The tax increase ~as
due in part to" an increase in the tax
I
surcharge from 7% iIi 1982 to
in 1984 and in part to lower federal taxes
in 1983. In terms of personal income, Minnesota's tax was third highest in
the nation behind Delaware and dregon. In terms of the most recent data on
.tax effort among the states, Mindesota ranked fifth highest, with an effort
of 84.5% above the U.S. average 3

10'0

COJFORMITY
As most taxpayers complete heir federal income tax returns before
beginning their state returns, their burden in filling out their state returns
~epends largely on the d~gree. of}onformity betwee.n the state and federal
Income tax laws. If there IS a high egree of cOhfornuty, the state tax burden
can be completed in thirty min tes or less. If there is little conformity,
several hours, several evenings, or ben several hundred dollars in accountant
, and attorney fees may be required to fill out the state tax return. In addition,
because a taxpayer does not benefit from having already made computations
under federal rules, a nonconfo~ming state statute probably leads to an
increased number of inadvertent taxpayer errors, and consequently to higher
administrative costs. In the intere~t of reducing taxpayer compliance costs,
inadvertent errors, andadministr~1ive costs, a strong case can be made for a
high degree of conformitybetwe n state and federal income tax laws. It
should be recognized, however, as was noted in the introduction, that there
may be overriding considerations of equity or efficiency that would lead one
to support major departures froni the federal tax base.
Th,er,e is one potential danger at ~hiS time of a state lik,e Minnesota, moving
toward conformity: the federal income tax itself may be restructured
significantly in 1985 or 1986 if th administration and the Congress enact
measures
to narrow the gap, .noJI equal to 50'/0 of GNP, between federal
. '
spending and revenues. If thefe~ral government ,chooses some form of a
consumption tax, the federal indi 'dual income tax may become a dumping
ground for every legislator's favor te tax expenditure. On the positive side,
any fundamental changes in (rather than substitutes for) the federal
individual income tax will likely ke the form of base broadening, thus
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increasing rather than threatening the potential state tax base. In fact, if
state revenues were sufficiently increas~d by the base broadening of the
federal reforms, Minnesota could lower ~ts marginal tax rates.
I

CONFORMITY IN MINNESOTA

l

. In 1961 Minnesota took a step toward onforming its income t3x base to
the federal tax base by adopting federal A.GI, with certain adjustments, as
the measure of Minnesota gross incOIhe (MGI). Since 1961,.however,
frequent changes to the internal revenue c~de and rejection ofor only partial
acceptance of those changes by thJ\ Minnesota Legislatu;re, have
substantially reduced the degree of conformity. In fact, the 1983 Minnesota
income tax statute requires as many as fotty adjustments to federiiI AGI to
obtain MGI. Minnesota took a second \step toward. confoImity in 1983
when, in lieu of its own list of more than
twenty itemized deductions, it
I
adopted itemized deductions as computed under the federal rules; though
here, too, Minnesota requires some adjustments to the federal amount.
Table 2 reconciles federal AGI to Mindesota taxable income (line 10 of
form M-l) for 1982, the latest year SUCh\ data are available. Minnesota's
taxable base is justJess than 66010 of fedetjaI AGI; only 17% of that gap is
attrib\ltable to personal deductions. In essence, Minnesota's income tax base
differs from the federal tax base in four im1portant respects: (1) Minnesota's
adjustments to FAGI,· (2) its: adjustments t6 federal itemized deductions, (3)
its allowance of a deduction for federal . kome taxes, and (4) its personal

TABLE 2
Reconciliation of Fed ral AGI
to Min.nesota Taxablj In.c.orne
1982
($ billions)
Federal AGI
Two-Earner deduction
Other additions
Subtractions

$34.4

Minnesota Gross Income

32.7

95.1

(4.4)
(5.7)

(12.8)

Federal Income Tax Deduction
Personal Deductions
Minnesota Taxable Income
Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue (1984).

.2
1.1
(3.0)

$22.6

100.01170
0.6

3.2
(8.7)

(16.6)

65.70/0
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credit and standard deduction. [The first three of these deviations are
summarized below. A detailed dis~ussion of each of these issues is provided
I
.
elsewhere.4
CONFORMITY TO THE FEDE,AL BASE

,~,.

Adjustments tojedera/ adjuste~gross income (FAG!) andjedera/ itemized
deductions. If conformity to the federal income tax, and in particular to
federal taxable income is desitable, several changes to Minnesota's
individual income tax are requiredl Table 3 summarizes the htodifications to
FAGI and federal itemized deductions that, arguably, may be most easily
justified as candidates for elimin~tion. The table shows the 1985 revenue
impact under current law of elimin~tingeach major modific.ation. The other
major deviation, the federal tax dbduction, is discussed separately below.
From a list of twenty-three cate~ories ofadjustme~ts to FAGI and federal
itemized deductions identified, onl~ two need to be retained ~n the basis of a
state differing from the federal g~vernment. These are US. bond interest
earned and state income taxes as k itemized deduction..
In the aggregat~, the revenues ldst from eliminating the additions will be
offset by revenues gained from eliminating the subtractions, with only a
slight net revenue gain of $13.3 million ('table 3). That is not to say, however,
that the changes would be distribJtionally neutral. Clearly, some taxpayers
would be winners, some losers. I
Notwithstanding the issues associated with the personal exemption,
standard deduction, and filing status, which are discussed in the next
seqion, the acceptance of these redommendations would permit Minnesota
to adopt federal taxable income J the starting point of its tax base. One
number (line 37 of form 1040) cohld simply be lifted from the taxpayers'
federal r~turn. Agmn, whether'to rJtain or repeal these modifications should
not be decided ott. ..the b.asiS. Of therone-year revenue estimat.es 'pres.ented in
Table 3; these merely give a sense of the magnitude of the gaps in the tax
base. Once Minnesota chooses its tax base-primarily on the grounds of
horizontal equity and simplicity ( nd by choosing conformity Minnesota
impliCity trusts the federal goverrlment's choice of the tax base)-it can
devise a rate schedule to yield I the desired revenue and tax burden
distribution, as is shown in the fitial section of this paper.
Federal income tax deduction. I Minnesota is one of sixteen states that
permit the deduytion of federal iI~come taxes in computing the state tax
base. In Minnesota the deduction, which is taken against Minnesota gross
income to pbtainMinnesota AGI, IS the single largest adjustment to FAGI,
totaling $4.5 billion in 1982.
.I
The case for state income tax deduction of federal income taxes paid is a
difficult one to make. It rests on the defniition and measurement of the
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appropriate tax base for a state level tax. If one accepts that the income tax
base should be defined and measured in ,enns of a taxpayer's ability to pay
taxes, gross income should include all soUrces and a deduction from income
~hould be all~wed onl~ when it woul? prqduce a better me~ure of ability ~o
pay. Theoretically this would reqUire that benefits denved from pubbc
services be included in income and that tries paid be allowed as a deduction.

TABLE 3
Modifications to FAGI and Fed~ral Itemized Deductions
Calendar Year 1985 Rhenue Impact
!

($ million$>
Minnesota Revenue

Gaina (Loss)b

Modification
\

Federal Adjusted Gross Income
Two-Earner deduction
IRA, SEP. Keogh contributions
Employer "pick-up" contributions
Farm losses
Investment credit recapture
ACRS
Other-state bond interest
Other additions
Total additions
Pension exclusion
Military pay
Social security &'railroad retirement
benefits ..,
Unemployment compensation
Other subtractions
Total subtractions
Total - FAGI
Itemized Deductions
Charitable contributions
Education expenses
Adoption expenses
Total - Itemized Deductions
Net revenue impact of recommendations
aTaxed by U.S., but not Minnesota.
bTaxed by Minnesota; not taxed by the U.S.
Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue.

$ (57.5)
(74.3)

(22.9)
(3.0»

(0.8)
(13.0)
(3.0)

(33.5)
$(208.0)

$ 113.5
14.4

23.9
11.7

54.8
$ 218.3
$ 10.3

$

(4.5)
7.3

.2
$

3.0

$ 13.3

US
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Clearly, valuation. of public se .ices and assignment of that value to
taxpayers is not feasible, and ddduction of taxes may not therefore be
-I
appropriate.
One rationale for deduction of state taxes at the federal level is as a means
of relieving some of the burden of tax overlapping which "arises from two
level§ of government taxing the sathe base. But as there is 110 clear need for
the same relief to be provided agaib at the state level, this rationale cannot
be used to justify deductibility of federal taxes.
_::
A second common argument thJt the commission r~ceiv~d regarding the
merits· of maintaining the deductibility of federal taxes paid was· that the
level of one's federal tax bill is beyobd the Minnesotataxpayhs' control, and
thus to .disallow the deductibilityabounts to a "tax on a tax." Again, the
argument is not persuasive. Althoukh it is certainly true that federal tax law
is determined externally by Congress, to say thatit is uncontrollable requires
quite a leap offaith. Indeed, as e:vitlenced by the Jarge and robust fmancial
planning industry, one could argud that particularly for persons with high
incomes, the amount of federal tak paid is more subject to manipulation
than Illostother expenditures. IndeJd, at the very highe~t Minnesota income
ranges, the effective rate is slightly thore influenced by the effect of itemized
deductions than federal deduetibilit~. 5 As for the "taX on a tax" argument, it
is useful to come back to an elemen$ry principle of publicfmance: taxes are
the prices paid for public goods. Thhs, just as one buys a privately produced
automobile, or vacation, or -movie for personal use, one also buys a set of
federally provided servic,es (e.g.! defense). Accordingly, there is no
compelling reason for treating one bf the services (all of which are part of
society's preferences) specially unldss some overriding social benefit (e.g.,
net job creation) is served,
IThere are several arguments againkt deductibility of federal taxes. First, as
with any deviation from cbnformitt, the deduction adds complexity to the
state'tax. A separate tax form is n;eeded for computing the portion of federal
~axes tha~may b~ dedUCted-OnlY! t.hat po~ion which relates to inco~e
mcluded m the Minnesota base. The mstructlons alone filled three pages 1D
1983.
I
Moreover, the interaction betweed the mutual deduction and the effective
marginal tax rates is so abstruse ~hat few taxpayers actually know the
combined state and federal marginJI tax rate they face. A state income tax
.- increase caused, for example, by ad increase in the marginal rate, in turn
increases the state tax deduction oJ the federal return, thereby decreasing
federal taxes; but the federal tax cut is diminished by the lower tax deduction
on the state return and a higher st~te tax, which once again impacts the
federal return. Agility with simuttaneous equations appears to be a
prerequisite 10 lIDderstancJjng the .tate tax. More importantly, however,
though the revenue loss to the state c used by deductibility can be severe, the
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taxpayer realizes only a small reduction in effective combined federal-state
taxes.
Second, because the deduction eliminates a significant portion of the tax
base, it is one of the factors contributing to the unusually/high level of
nominal (statutory) income tax rates in \Minnesota. A state with a smaller
tax base simply requires higher nominal tax rates to yield revenue' equal to a
large-base/low-rate state, though effectiJe tax rates-actual tax paid by the
taxpayer per dollar of income-will be ihe same. Of course, otlier factors
contribute to Minnesota's high tax rate~, in particular' the stat~~s aboveaverage reliance on the income tax as al source of revenue and the state's
above-average overall burden. But thesF factors result in. a high actual
effective tax burden. In contrast, the deduction of federal income taxes only
creates high nominal (statutory) rates, without changing the overall effective
tax burden.
'
And finally, the state should questio whether its poliCy of "reverse
revenue sharing" with the U.S. Treasury i desirable or, for that matter, even
intended. For that is a practical realityl of the provision.YVhe~ a state
permits a deduction for federal taxes paid, it is in effect paying part of the
Minnesotan's federal tax bill in the form!f fotgone state personal income
tax revenues.
Table 4 shows an alternative statutory r. e schedule for single persons that ,
preserves the same revenue and' tax butden distribution as the current
Minnesota rate, schedule, when appliedI to a Minnesota tax base that
disallows the federal income -tax deduction. Because the federal tax is
progressive, Minnesota's federal tax ded~tiOn increases with income, and
high-income taxpayers receive a propo .onately greater deduction than
lower-income taxpayers. The deduction t us causes the distribution of the
state tax burden to be in effect less prdgressive than is apparent in its
nominally progressive rate structure. In fadt, as is clearly exposed in the rate
schedule in., Table 4 where the marginal rla:tes begin decreasing at taxable
income levels over $27,000, the result is a egressive tax at the upper end of
, the income distribution.
In considering the case for or against ,his deduction, the issues of tax
burden discrimination and the tax base should be arialyzed separately. If
Minnesota were to disallow the deductio~ of federal income tax in the
determination of its tax base, it could adj t the rate structure to produce
any revenue yield and any burden distribut on that it chooses, including the
current ones, as shown in Table 4 where curtent revenue yield and the burden
discrimination are maintained. Given thi~ option, the federal deduction
seems superfluous. Its elimination would f~ci1itate taxpayer compliance and
understanding, allow the application of lower nominal (statutory) tax rates,
and permit the use of a rate structure that more clearly reflects the
distribution of the tax burden.

t
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iABLE4

Alternative 1983 ~nnesota Rate Schedule
_ for Single Persons
:
(No deduction allowed
Income

Over

But Not
Over

o
672
672
1,344
1,344
2,687
2,687
4,030
4,030
5,373
5,373
6,716
6,716
9,401
9,401
12,086
12,08616,785
16,785
26,855
26,855
36,925
36,925
50,000
50,000
100,000
100,000

ror federal income ~es paid)

I

Marginal
Tax Rate
1.6070
2.2
3.5
5.3
6.3
7.1
8.1
9.0
9.8
10.0
9.8
9.6
9.4
9.2

Current Law
Marginal Tax Rate
1.611.
2.2
3.5
5.8
7.3
8.8
10.2 11.5
12.8
-14.0
15.0
16.0
16.0
16.0

Note: The above rate schedule is revenu~ neutral in FY 1983, based on the Minnesota
Department of Revenue 1983 tl\XP8yer sam~le, and has only mininuil redistributional impact.
For comparison, the brackets were kept as close as possible to Minnesota's 1983 rate schedule.
No other adjustments were made to the tax ase, except to eliminate the deduction of federal
taxes.

ISSUES OF TAX LIA ILITY DISTRIBUTION
ACROSS AXPAYERS
FILING STATUS

Policy considerations. Tax policy considerations of the -income tax
treatment of the family and the individual can be separated into three
reasonable and generally accepted g als of equity: (1) an income tax should
be progressive; (2) married couple with equal combined incomes should
pay the same tax, regardless of the relative contribution of each spouse to
the combined total; and (3) the tax should not penalize or subsidize
marriage, Le., two working persons who marry should not pay more or less
tax simply because they marrie,. These three goals are necessarily
conflicting and, in general, no sin~e tax system can achieve them all. For
example, a progressive rate structu~ that taxes the family as a unit will make
the tax ofa combined income o~ $20,000 greater than the taxon two
separate incomes of $10,000, each of which would be taxed at lower
marginal rates, thus imposing a malrriage penalty.
The federal income tax generally tecognizes theiamily as the basic taxable
UI:,-it, and thus e~pha~izes the achieJement of equity am~ng married coup~es
WIth equal combmed mcomes. Unddr federal rules marrIed persOns must file
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a joint tax return for their aggregate income and they face a different rate
schedule from single persons. Equity minong couples, however, comes at the
cost of neutrality with respect to marital status. It directly conflicts with
goal three. D.epending on the. distribUti~n Of. income WI'thin the couple, two
persons who marry pay more or less than the combined tax .'of the two
persons as singles. The so-called marria e penalty was onlyrece~tly reduced
by the enactment of a special deduction for two-earner families.
In contrast, Minnesota's income tk is, in general, directed at the
individual taxpayer. Married persons ~ay fIle joint, separate, o~ combined
returns, and both singles and married persons are subject to the same rate
schedule. A two-column combined rettIrn, which separatelyc6mputes the
tax for each spouse, is generally the moJtadvantageous filing alternative for
married persons. Because the tax iscotbputed for each spouse, the couple
gets two runs up.;the. rate schedule; eachlbrack.et is use~ t~ic~ ~efo. re ?toYing
on to the next highest tax rate. The mbre even the distnbutIon'of Income
between thespouses the lower the cotibined tax. This benefit;,creates an
incentive, to shift incoIi}e to the lower-Jrmng spouse whenj>ossible; by, for
example, transferring ownership of. inefme-prOdUcing .property; adjusting
partnersJrip allocations, oralteting salaries f{om a fa:mily~wned business.
. By 'allowing income to follow the in~lyidUal, regardlesso(mai,ital status,
Minnesota; averts. any marriage penalty..• However, a.horizontal. inequity is
created as two' couples may P~y su1?stanti;rlly:<:lifferent ~ bills depending on
who eams the income. The diffeten~al b~W~il one~ ,and tWQ-eatner couples
can be large at levels of combIned Incofue In the mlddle brackets.
Minne$ota Options, Assuming th~t Minnesota chooses to have a
progressive income' tax, tlJetIltitnate· reJu~tion of either of the other two
equity goals hiQf.es on.a diffIcult ~.~cr .,u.·.estiom does the state want to t~,
and thus measure eqUIty amongmdiVldrals Or households? The confuSIon
in Minnesota's current treaunenfisperhaps teflected in its simultaneous use
of a taX credit thttt attempts.to~elp 6nele~er'couples, but a fIling system

t.!wo~ear:~.Iier.

st~.'t~e ov.~.des ~

that .h.el.p..s••..
..
couples. The
..l..
. . $50, h?mem.ak.er credit to
any household th~t takes care.of a de -dept child. This suggests that the
state ~ants to ease the taX burden of ne-earnerfamiliesrelative to twoearner families.
The 'f~deral i~come taX represents a compromise .among the goals, but it
nevertheless remains rooted in the concept of the family as the taxable unit.
The state has three basic options:
1. Retain. the Current System~ The combined fIling, emphasizing the
individual as taxpayer,seems increasing y appealing in a world where the
"typical family ul}.it" is no 10ngertypicalJ Marriages are less permanent, and
less commonly a; prerequisite to a two-adult, two-earner housenold. At the
extreme this might call for mandatory s¢parate filing.
Separate' fIlfug based on theindividbal as the taxpaying unit would,
however, retain,three problems, First,on¢-earner families would continue to

I
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two-~er

pay a higher tax than
families of equal combined income.
However, an argument can be made that a tax liability differential, if not the
large one that occurs under Mihnesota's system, may be justified. The
argument is'that perhaps the one-ber household, which benefits from the
efforts of a full-time hOmemaker~(Unmeasured imputed income) and does
not incur the additional (often . ondeductible) expenses of having two
workers, does in fact enjoy a high' r standard of living and a greater ability
to pay taxes. In essence the two!amilies do not have equal ability to pay
tax liabilities. Note
that at the
taxes and therefore should have~fferent
I ·
, .
federal level the two'"wage-earner deduction addresses this problem to some
1
extent.
The second problem with sepalrate fIling is that the incentive to shift
income to the lower-earning spous~ would remain. The steeper the range of
bracket rates, the stronger the inc~ntive. Because the federal tax, however,
does not create such an inclinatiorl, it is possible that the state tax alone is
not potent enough to motivate su¥ shifting between spouses.
Third, and most important, as long as the, federal government taxes the
combined income of the couple) complexities are added to filing the
Minnesota form. Taxpayers essentially must recalculate income for each
spouse.
I
2. Joint returns with income split~ing. Minnesota could eliminate the tax
discrepancies among couples with ~ng distributions of equal income and
still avoid a marriage penalty by~permitting couples to treat combined
income as if it is equally earned by each spouse, regardless of who actually
earns or owns the sources of inco e. This method·of taxation carries the
idea of the couple as an economic unit to the extreme. A couple would in
effect face tax brackets twice the s' e of those applicable toa single person
earning half as much. Instead of hsing a separate rate schedule for joint
filers, the state could still use one rkte schedule for both types of t~payers
and simply permit married persons split their combined income equally in
two. Under this system, if two people marry, their tax would go down or stay
the same, depending'on their relat¥e contributions to· combined earnings,
but the tax would neverincrease. 1lhe maximum tax bonus from marrying
would occur when a single persoh marries a nonworking spouse. This
penalty an being single m~y be partihularly unjustified when the cost savings
(such as shared rent) that marrie1COUPIes realize by living together are
acknowledged.
More than ten states incorporat an income-splitting concept into their
income taxes. Moving from its cur ent system to one of income splitting
among married couples would, bOwfver, generate substantial revenue losses
for Minnesota. Couples whose income split is more skewed than fifty-fifty
would receive tax cuts relative to what they now pay.
3. Compromise between Options 11 and 2. The first option equates tax
liabilities among individuals, withrlut regard to marital status, and thus

io
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couples with equal combined incomes 1), t different income splits are treated
differently. The second alternative equates tax liabilities among couples, and
consequently imposes a penalty on beibg single. A marriage bonus occurs
for any couple whose income split is not\fifty-fifty. Minnesota could, like the
federal government, engineer a compromise by having two rate, schedules,
one for married couples, one for singlesJWhileacknowledging the family as
the taxpaying unit the rate schedule fO~jOint fIlers could be co~tructed to
be neutral with respect t,o marriage fO,r an,y given income split. :That is, a
separate rate schedule could be constru ed such that the tax under the joint
rate schedule for a couple whose incom~ is split, for example, ei~ty-twenty
would be the same as the total tax of those
taxpayers with each member's tax
I .
liability separately computed under the single rate schedule. A couple whose
income is more evenly distributed than i~ assumed in the joint rate schedule
would be penalized (a marriage penalt~) wJ:ille a couple whose income is
'
actually more skewed would benefit (a marrIage bonus).
Th: advantages ofthis~te sch~dule ofer Option 2, w~ch s~pl~ ~oubles
the WIdth ofthe brackets Qfthe smgle scnedule (presernng tax habdlty only
for couples with a fifty:fifW:split) are thatethe overall'I'eVenue loss is less, ,and
it may be perceived, as b,eing more equitltbleas some taxpayers experience
-bonuses, others losseS. 'I'hecloser the iricbme split assumed iIi the table is to
the actual mean income: split of all ~"I ayers, the lower is the aggregate
reve,nue conse,,'I,ue,'nce 0,'fSWitchi,'ng to jOin, returns and t,he smaller are the tax
savings (losses)r~zedby most couples when they marry.
To summarize, if the; appropriate unit is the inclividual, then Minnesota's
system is designed reasonably well. Ifj instead, the couple (family) is
determined to be the 'appropriate unit of taxatil:m, ,the Minnesota system
must be chan,ged. In the final section, mkried couple tate schedules based
on an, eighty-eighty split,of income are cdnstructed and presented as policy
alternatives.
~

TAX CREDITS

Tax credits are an important tool for rei eving unusual burdens for certain
taxpayers. Minnesota's personal credit land low-income credit help to
differentiate the tax treatment of families df different size (and the elderly or
handicapped), and of lower-income perkons. The low-income credit as
currently formUlated has several drawbacks. It is complicated, requiring a
separate worksheet and a separatetax tabid in the income tax package. Also,
because it is not indexed, the credit has nbt kept pace with the rest of the
income tax structure and has become less effective as a source of low-income
tax relief. Minnesota could elect to granf a credit similar to the federal
earned income credit, orevenapercen~age of the federal credit. This
conforming method would bea simpler means than the current method. In
1984 the state'legislature did consider adoJting one-half the earned income

I
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Though the proposal wJ defeated, it was considered neither in
conjunction with an enhanced standard deduction, nor in the context of a
major reform.
J
Minnesota also grants a credi, for taxes paid to another state or a
Canadian pr()vince. This creditptevents the inequity of taxpayers paying
'.
state-level tax twice on the same irlcome.
In contrast to these credits that ~e part of the structure 6f the Minnesota
income tax, tax credits may also 1J used as a vehicle for delivering a variety
of subsidies. In general, a sUbstahtial amount of income'tax complexity
results from using the income ta!:x to encourage or" subsidi~e economic
aetivities.Thegovernmentcould gfant a deduction for a particular type of
expenditure, such as Charitable~ontribUtiOnS' and, thereby encourage
taxP,ayers to m,ake con,tributions,.aut because deductions might have a
tendency to appear unfair--they ,e, generally only available to taxpayers
increbes
who ite~c::, and their
, value
"
I , with the bracket
" of the taxpayerboth Congress, and' state .legislatures have turned, to the income tax credit.
Credits generate their oWJl list of Iproblems, however. First, all taxpayers
must contend with the cre4;t, ~ithid,iIi the instructions, or as a line on the
form, to detertnine theirel;gibility.Those who are not eligible may be left
have been cheated; that others got
with the,perc'eption :that somehow
something they did not. Second", ess the credit is refundable, it is only

her.

useful, to, thos,~ WI,·th., a, tax liab"ilitY,'E'e,fu,ndable. credits, on the o~her hand,
cause otherWIse 'no~filers to ,file a return SImply to get theIr refund,
something tax administrators want to avoid.
'Thble 5 suriunarizes the other
credits (other than the low-income
credit, the perSonal crc~~it, and thb credit for taxes paid to other states)
available to Minnesota taxpayers, all of whi<:h have been adopted since 1974.
Each of tbese credits is designed I to decrease the effective cost of the
expenditures,Of
avery narrowlydeflned
group
of taxpayers. Ih fact, none of
,
,
'.,', I
'
these credits is claimed on even 100/0 of all returns.
The poliey qu~stion is straightforward: could these subsidies more
properly be made through direct<:a!sh,grants? Use of credits to accomplish
goals that are'unrelated to equity cnteria may be asking too much from the
income tax. Mi~esota may want to Iprune its list oftax credits back to tho~e
that may be required in the'l'urs,uif of equity. And, as pointed out in the
discussion of the tax treatment of the family, Minnesota should avoid tax
credits tbat are inconsiston' with i1 income tax system as a wbole.

TAX ALTERNATIVES BASED ON CONFORMITY

I

In this section, three options to Minnesota's current system are presented.
The common characteristic is that Jach increases the degree of conformity
of Minnesota's personal income dx to the federal tax. The two major
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TARL 5
Credits To The Minnesot~ Personal Income Tax
198

1

Adopted

Percent of Returns
Using the Credit
in 1982

$0.4
1.9
6.0
2.0
9.3

1985
1978
1974
1979
1979

2.9
6.5
0.1
6.2

2.6

1983

nfa

15.1

1977

1.5

Year
Nonrefundablea
Conservation Tillage
Homemaker
Political contribution
Pollution control
Residential energy
Small business
equity investment

b

Refundable
Dependent care

Source: Minnesota Department of Revenue
a

L

This table excludes three "·structural," non-t -expenditure credits: the low income and
personal credits, which are considered separaf~ly in another section of this paper, and the
credit for income taxes paid to another state!
b
The credit is not effective until 1985 and is not expected to apply to more than 250 to 350
taxpayers, or less than 0.02 percent of estiuutted 1985 returns.
nfa Not Available

components of conformity, tax base conformity and taxpaying unit
conformity, are incorporated into each.
If the arguments for defining the
aying unit as the individual are
found to be compelling, Minnesota's m thod of filing could be retained
while still conforming on the tax base. BJt simplicity considerations may be
overriding. Without conformity on thettaxpaying unit, the calculations
required to define individual income for the Minnesota form can be very
complex.
These three options are merely illustra ·ve. The state could consider any
nU~ber of rate schedules and mOdifi.catio~ls to the. tax base. The three major
optIons are:
Option A: Flat rate tax on federal tax liability.
Option B:
Graduated rate structure oJt fede.ral taxable income (married
couple rate schedule based bn eighty-twenty income split)
Option C: Graduated rate structure dp federal adjusted gross income
(married couple rate schedulIe based on eighty-twenty income
split)
I
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Option A.
A flat rate tax on federal
tax liability would be piggybacked.
I
.
administered and collec.ted by the federal government-or it could be
controlled by the state.' A revenuel~eutral shift from the current Minnesota
tax to a single-rate tax levied on fet!1eral tax liability would require a state tax
rate of 43.0070, based on estimatedl~alendaryear 1985 tax revenues. This tax
is necessarily progressive. Under fhis option, for example, taxpayers with
Minnesota AGI between $5.000
$10.000 would pay approximately 3'10

r

TbLE6

_

Statutory (Nominal) \Rates for Options B and C
Option B:

Federal Taxable Income as thd

1

Singles
Rate OJ,

Size of FTI $
$

0 - $ 4,000
4,000 6,000
6,000 9,000
9,000 12,000
12,00015,000
15,000 18,000
18,000 21,000
21,000 24,000
24;000 28,000
28,000 32,000
$32,000 and over

T~Base

0.0
4.0
7.0
9.0
9.5
9.8
10.0
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

I

Married Couples
Size of FTI $.

Rate ."
0.0
3.2
5.6
7.2
7.6
8.6
8.8
8.9
9.6
9.7
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

- $ 5,000
7,500
$ 5,000 ~
7,500 11,250
11,250 15,000
15,000 18,750
18,750 22,500
22,500 26,250
26,250 30,000
30,000 4Q,OOO
40,000 _. 45,000
45,000 60,000
60,000 75,000
75,000 - '120,000
$120,000 and Over

Total Revenue Raised: $2,114 million (CY ! 985)
Option C:

FAGI as the Tax Base
Married Couples.

Singles
Size of FAGI $
$

0 4;000 6,0008,000 \ 11,000 \ 14,000 $19,000 and

$ 4,000
6,000
8,000
11,000
14,000
19,000
over

Total Revenue Raised:

Size of FAGI $

Rate 'lfo
0.0
4.7
5.7
6.7
7.7
8.2
8.6

0- $ 5,000
$ 5,000 7,500
7,500 10,000
10,000 13,750
13,750 17,500
17,500 23,750
23,750 30,000
30,000 40,000
40,000 55,000
55;000 70,000
$70,000 and Over

$2,117 million (CY 1985)

Rate 'lfo
0.0
3.8
4.6
5.4
6.2
7.5
7.8
8.0
8.2
8.4
8.6
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of their gross income in tax, compar d to about 11 0J0 for taxpayers with
original MAGI over S50,OOO. Conse~uently, tax increases are generally
experienced by higher-income taxpayed. In aggregate, taxpayers in the lower
brackets would also have some tax incrJase relative to current law, primarily
because of the loss of the low-incokne credit and certain subtraction
modifications. The state could compe6ate for this imp,,:ct by providing
some simplified form of low-income
credit, and, for example, a credit
based on taxable retirement income. \
Options Band C Table 6 outlines ~ graduated tax on fed~tal taxable
income (line 37 of form 1040) and anot~er on federal adjusted gross income
(line 32). The federal'personal exemptioh is incorporated in each in place of
Minnesota's current personal credit. Eveh with tax base conformity, the state
retains control of its zero bracket amodnt, which is set here at $4,000 for
single persons ($5,000 for married coup~es filing jointly). :
The rate schedules for the two federal tax bases were designecI to raise
virtually equivalent amounts of revenue, kd to be progressive. Note that the
nominal rates are. lower with the broafier .f~e~ base, FAGF The rate
schedulesfor mamed couples are based on,ellIDlnating any marnage penalty

uk

. o~ bon.us, :or cou,'pIes WI,' th inC,ome, ,s,J?"lits .~f eighty-twenty. All other couples
WIll expenence either bonuses or penaltl s.
In Table 7, the resulting effective tax rate for the options B and C, are
compared to the effective rates resUlting under current law. It is evident that
the choice of tax base has little to do wi~ the amount of revenue raised or
the distribution of the burden. Any level and distribution can be achieved
through r~te strtI~ure,adJu~tmeiltsoncela~ax.b~e h~ been chosen.
To deSign a simple, well-understood mdlVldual Income tax system,
conformity to Some fedetal 'base
pdssibly, to the federal defInition of

and,

, TABLE 7
The Distribution of the Burden:
Average Effective Tax Rate~ for CurreIit Law,
.
Option B, and option C
Original Minnesota.
Gross Income Class
0
5,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000

$

-

5,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
100,000

SI00,OOO and over
Overall

Current Law

Thes as a % of MOl
Option B

Option C

0.4
1.8
4.0
5.3
6.0
6.4
6.9
6.5

0.6
1.4
3.4
4.6
5.1
5.5
6.1
6.5

0.6
1.4
3.3
4.5
5.1
5.5
6.2
6.5

5.5

4.8

4.8
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de~irable.

the taxpaying unit, is probably
Horizontal equity may also be
enhanced by such a change and any degree of vertical equity, i.e.,
progressivity, can be accomplished the rate structure.

to

RECOM1ENDATION

....

.

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX REDUCTION AND SIMPLIFICATION

i~com~

• To address the fact that Minndota's individual
tax is overly
complex, the commission recodimends that the Minnesota tax base
conform to federal taxable incom!e.
.
• Because the deduction for fedekI taxes paid results in a regressive,
unstable, complex tax, the commission recommends that this deduction
. be eliminated.
~
'.
(The commission recognizes that, even if, on average, taxpayers are held
harmless or are benefited by these c anges, some individual taxpayers will
pay more. This result will occur,~ince under the previous definition of
Minnesota's tax base, some individuals had zero or negative Minnesota
taxable income and thus paid no Mitinesota taxes. Under the new definition,
some of these taxpayers will have tkable income and be required to pay
taxes in Minnesota. Also, those·inditidUals who, within their income class,
had a relatively large deduction for federal taxes paid, may pay more.)

tha~

• The commission recommends
Minnesota conform to federal filing'
status, adopting the federal definition of the taxpaying unit which is the
married couple (the family). Thik change will result in a simpler tax
system and thus reduced taxpayek- compliance costs. It also results in
equal treatment for married co~ples with equal combined incomes
(horizontal equity based on hdusehold income). The commission
recognizes that marriage neutralitj is lost by this change.
• To avoid 'excessive use of the tax s~~tem to accomplish goals other than
raising revenue and redistributing ~come,the commission recommends
that the fuel tax credit and the smal11 business equity credit be eliminated.
The conimission recommends tha~ the homemaker credit be eliminated
since under federal filing status the credit is no longer necessary. The
commission recommends retention pf the political contribution credit, the
dependent and child care credit, the residential energy credit, and the lowincome credit because they are effectively targeted. For simplicity, the
design Of... the.se credits Sh.ould ~nform closely to the corresponding
federal credits.
• To design an individual income
that will contribute to a fair, simple,
neutral, crompetitive Minnesota tax system, the commission recommends
an income tax reduction of appro' ately 20070 which is distributed so as
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to concentrate the tax cuts in the lower- to middle-income brackets while
ensuring that all brackets experience declines in their effective rates. This
added progressivity of the income taxi is explicitly recommended in order
. to use the income tax as the vehicle fo~ offsetting the added regressivity of
the commission's property taxproposai. In making this re~ommendation,
the commission stresses that the S1lIIl~'f the burdens of the income tax,
property tax, and sales tax results ina reduction of the effective tax rates
for Minnesota taxpayers across all inc me classes. This recominendation
clearly illustrates the point that by making the property tax mdre explicit
and redesigning the mix and structure bf the big thr~e (income,oSales, and
property) taxes, Minnesota can preserive its commitment to distributing
the ~ tax burden according to ability to '\~ay, set in place a tax system that
reIt10ves the built-in iilcentives forhight local government speneJing (e,g.,
removal of the property tax cr~lts)..land furth~r promote o{rerall job
growth (throughthe general reduction mpersonal mcome ~ burdens and
.lower property taxes on cOIllIilercial/i~dustrialproperty.)
• The commission isne~tral regarding the issue of the tuition,
traIisportatioil,and .nonreligious . textbooks deductions. This decision
stems 'solely ,from the fact that due toW:s. constitutional considerations,
no other remedies (e.g., credits, direct expenditures) areavcUlable to the
state.

ENDNOT S
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1. u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau 0f the Census, State Government Tax
Co/lections,1983. Table 3.
2. The six criteria (goals) adopted by the emission are presented in chapter 1.
3. For a discussion, see chapter 4 on" . esota Fiscal Comparisons" in this
volume. Minnesota's 1982 tax-effort index for the personal income tax is 184.5, where
the U.S. average equals 100.0. Four states h,ve higher taxes: New York (213.5),
Oregon (197.9), Delaware (189.1), and the District of Columbia (185.0).
4. Sunley, Emil M. and Mary M. Walz, "Sifuplification of Minnesota's Personal
Income Tax," Staff Papers, vol. 2 of the Fina~ Report of the Minnesota Tax Study
Commission, ed. Robert D. Ebel and Theresd J. McGuire (St. Paul: Butterworth
I
Legal PUblishers, 1985).
5. Data supplied by the Minnesota Depahment of Revenue shows that as
taxpayers move through the very high MinneJota adjusted gross income (MAGI)
brackets. (beginning at $]00,000) the Minneso~a effective rates increase and then
decline (at a MAGI $] million and above) at labout the same rate under the two
scenarios of (a) current law except eliminationoffederal deductibility and (b) current
law except itemized deductions. In fact, the pow· r of itemized deductions in lowering
effective rates is slightly greater than that of fe eral deductibility.
-

8
Indexation of the Individual Inconie Tax
I,
INTRODU<I:TION

.

In 1979, Minnesota enacted a form of t t indexing, a mechanism whereby
the major items of the individual. inco~e. tax code that are·stated in fixed
dollar terms (the personal credIt, maxImum amount of the standard
deduction, and the tax bracket boundar~es) are annually adjusted to allow
for inflation. The fundamental idea behind tax indexing is to prevent nonlegislated increases in tax: burdens: thosJ that result solely from inflation,
automatically increasing peoples' tax \burdens even though their real
incomes-:-income adjusted for inflationThave not risen proportionately.
Unlike some other indexing states, Mirlnesota first adopted indexing in a
relatively comprehensive way.! However,! in recent years, the tax law has
become so convoluted in the attempt to accomplish other policy objectives
that Minnesota cannot now be said trul~ to have tax indexing. Indeed, in
applying the commission's goals of simplicity, equity, and accountability, a
case can be made for either moving bacl~ toward a "clean" measure or of
scrapping the idea altogether.
. This chapter is organized in two sectio . The first, the "Statement of the
Problem," provides a discussion of the\ effect of the interplay between
inflation and a progressive individual income ta"{ as a way of laying out the
issues. The second section, "Indexing in Minnesota," describes how
indexing oPerates in Minnesota.

l

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Under stable (noninflation) price cond1tions and economic growth, the
yield of a .progressive personal inc9me tax increases more than
proportionately as income increases and f.he burde~ is distributed among
taxpayers in accordance with legislated riteria of tax equity. However,
during periods of increase in the general pr ce level of the magnitude we have
recently been experiencing in the United States, the personal income tax may
change its legislated character. 2 With inflJtion, nonlegislated tax increases
occur that produce an arbitrary rediJtribution of the tax burden.
Concomitantly, real tax revenues to the state grow more rapidly than
131
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incomes~

personal
thus potentiallY! generating a larger public sector. As a
result, inflation creates a situation that subverts intended legislative tax
policy and, as a result, poses a set olr policy choices that differ from those in
a world of relative price stability. I . To illustrate ~ow inflation can lead to automatic tax increases, consider a
married Minnesota taxpayer, who islpart of a family of four, and had a 1983
income (wages only) of $15,000. The taxpayer files a joint' federal return,
then moves to the Minnesota returnl using both the 10% statidard deduction
and the personal credit ($68 per¢rson in 1983).3 Under tllese conditions,
the family's Minnesota income tax ~ill comes to $754, giving an effective tax
rate (tax due divided by current indome) of 5.00,10. (See Ta~le 1).
Now, assume that the economy Jperiences an inflation ftir the next four
years of 70,10 per year and that the ~axpayer's income just keeps pace with
inflation....,...that is, the familY'sbe~ore.tax real income (Pu}chasing. power
before taxes) is maintained. As Table 1 shows, the taxpayer's nominal or
money inc;ome rises to $19,662:-a 3JO,1o increase......just enough to maintain a
constant real inc01ne beforetaxes~ But, the tax bill rises by nearly 670,10 over
1983 levels and, as a result; theeffftive rate jumps by 1.40,10 from 5.00,10 to
6.40,10.
Why, with no change in real inc me, might the relative increase in the
Minnesota tax bill b-e twicethat of nbminal income? Because in this example
two key code provisions-the ~ersonal credit and the tax bracket
boundaries-were eroded in terms of their real (constant dollar) value.· As
a result, the taxpayer's after-state1tax income is actually reduced from
$14,246 in 1983 to $14,307 between 1983 and 1987.

b

1

INDEXATION: EFFECT ON

THE~AXPAYER

Full indexing eliminates this auto atic-inflation, progressive-income-tax
spiral. Under an indexed system, th fixed-dollar provisions of the tax code
(the personal credits, the maximunt amount allowable under the standard
deduction and the income tax brackclts) are increased each year by the rate of
inflation as measured, for exampld, by the consumer price index (CPI).4
With indexing, incomes that increa~e at the rate of inflation are no longer
automatically subject to higher effdctive tax rates and thus, the taxpayer's
real income (purchasing power) aftclr taxes remains unchanged.
What would have happened had the taxpayer's income increased faster
than inflation, say by 100,10 per yea to $21,961 by 1987? Under an indexed

• In lieu of itemizing deductions, one may claim a standard deduction equal to 10010 of
Mirmesota AGI up to a maximum of $2,2Sd. This maximum is not reached in this example.
Were the taxpayer constrained by the maxim m, the increase in effective rates would have been
even greater than provided in this ilIustratio .

I
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system, the increase up to the inflatlon induced amount-Le., up to
$19,662,..-would be held harmless in tertns of effective tax rates. However,
the difference of $2,299 (i.e., $21,961 minus $19,662) would be subject to a
higher effective tax rate as the taXpayet moved into a higher income tax
bracket. But note-only that portion bf the taxpayer's increase in real
bracket amounts.· There was no
income was subject to the higher
automatic inflati.on tax and thus, after axes, the family still has a higher
purchasing power in 1987 than 1983.
.
"
Conversely, had the taxpayer's nominaJ. income failed to keep "pace with
inflation-Le., to have risen to less thah $19,662 by 1987, full indexation
would result in a lower effective
rat,.

taxr
t\

tax

PUBLIC SECTOR EFFECT

\

The discussion above focuses on taxp~yer
burden. But, what about the
I
other player in the game-Le., the Miml1esota government? The answer is

~F

TABLEll
Inflation Induced
Changesa
(Change In Minnesota Income Tax Burden For A
Hypothetical Family of Four ..}ssuming a 70/0 Annual
Average Rate of Inflation and IConstant Real Income)

I

1983

1985

1987

515,000
1,018

$17,174
1,166

$19,662
1,334

Minnesota Adjusted Gross Income
Less: Standard 'Deduction

13,982
1,398

16,008
1,601

18,327
1,833

Minnesota Taxable Income

12,584

14,407

16,494

1,026

1,265

1,530

272

272

272
1,258

Minnesota Gross Income
Less: Federal Taxes Paid

Tentative Tax Due
Less Credits
Total Tax Due

754

993

Effective Tax Rate b

5.0%

5.8070

6.4070

Percent Increase"In Nominal
Income (1983 base)

14.5070

31.1%

Percent Increase In Nominal
Tax (1983 base)

31.7%

66.8%

Real Income After State-Tax
(1983 dollars)

$14,246

$14,132

$14,037

Real Income After State plus
Federal Tax (1983 dollars)

\13,228

13,114

13,021

Source:

Staff Calculations.

aAssumes federal income tax is indexed.
bCurrent year tax due divided by current year inco e.
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that unless a progressive incoJe tax is fully indexed, the government
automatically reaps windfall tax Irevenues with the legislature never even
having to discuss the topic. The equation is quite simple: without indexing,
as the taxpayer's effective tax riSe~ and thus his/her after-tax income falls,
the extra real dollars paid by the u1xpayei end up in the state treasury. In the
example in Table I, the taxpayer's oss of after-tax income of $209 ($14,246
minus $14,037) between 1983 and 1987 went to the Minnesota treasury.
EQUITY

There is more to the problem <tJf the interplay betweeri c inflation and a
progressive income tax than the fact that tax burdens autdmatically rise in
the absence of indexation. Tax but-dens not only rise, but they do so in an
arbitrary and inequitable manner. I
,
General price level increases, whiCh result in corresponding incr1ases in
taxpayer income, subject larger PO+ions of the income to highest applicable
marginal (and, therefore, effective) tax rates. In addition, the effect on
various taxpayers is not uniform; ltaxpayers move from one marginal rate
the brackets vary in width. The bracket
bracket to another unevenlybecausF. tl
effect is greatest for persons whose taxable income rises through ranges
where tax brackets are narrow and the increases in marginal tax rates are
relatively the largest. In general, in Minnesota, the bracket effect is larger for
the low- and lower-middle-incorde groups than for the higher-income
I .groups.
Distortions in income tax liabilities across income classes stemming from
inflation are not limited to those \created by the gradual movement into
higher tax brackets. If incomes inlfease from inflation while the personal
credit remains unchanged, there is\ an increase in the proportion of total
income subject to tax. The concorpitant increase in tax liabilities will be
greatest for those families with low income and many dependents. In short,
not only is the term bracket creep (dften used to describe the problem of an
unindexed tax) incorrect, since it ignbres other items of a tax code defined in
fixed dollar terms, it is also misleading because it implies that the nominal
graduated tate structure makes a
progressive. Even if the Minnesota tax
had a flat rather than a graduated te structure, as long as it had a fixeddollar personal credit (or persona exemption or standard deduction) it
would qualify as a progressive tax..
POLITICAL ACCOUNTABILITY

Politics is, or ought to be, about hoice. Pressures for higher spendingeducation, highways, welfare, econ ic development programs-make the
choices difficult and, at times, even nsavory. If current taxes do not cover
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spending plans, the legislature must consider either tax increases or
spending cuts.
What can be said for indexing is that it promotes honesty.. What full
indexing requires-and it is as simple as.ihis-is that if the legislature wants
it has to meet and vote to do so.
to reap the benefits from t.he inflation
Indexing does notlower taxes, and it dOfs not create revenue shortfalls. It
simply forces a governor and a legislature to make choices openly.
Conversely, what makes the repeal br lesser use of iridexing or (as
discussed below with respect to the MinJesota law) so attractive to some is
that it obscures and confuses one of thoke choices: raising taxes. Without
indexing,)ncreases will occur again \and again, automatically and
irreversibly. As one commentator has put it:s
,

tat,

"[the legislative body]assumes thatit cannht be accused of doing what it cannot
seem to be doing. This seems ,dishonest be¢ause it is."

The fundamental p<?int beats -repeatinl: indexing does not require that
taxes be lowered. It only requires that if Jes are to be raised, the legislature
'
must do so visibly.

INDEXING IN MNNESOTA

n~w

As noted above, Minnesota does not
have what one could truly call
tax indexation. At first glance itcertainlN' has something that looks like
indexing. There is, for example, an inflatidn adjustment factor that may be
applied to the personal credits, standard deduction maximum, and the tax
bracket boundaries. But a closer look at thb system reveals that the system is
not only complex, but that the comPlexitYl works in a manner that
• results in an inflation adjustment uhrelated to generally accepted
~
measures of ability to pay;
• tends to favor the government at the exp .nse of the individual in his/her
role as taxpayer;
• provides a political e~cape hatch 'thereby the inflation tax is

.

:~=:::.=:::: :~:::::elS become increasingly difficult;

THE MI·NNESOTA ARITHMETIC AND

Bec~use

BILITY TO PAY

~educt

Minnesota law permits one to
federal income taxes in
computing Minnesota adjusted gross inc\>me (MAGI), in a period of
inflation (and an indexed federal tax), ~(}I will grow more slowly than
inflation. Why? Because the taxes permjitted for purposes of federal
deductibility are growing faster than inflation. Accordingly, state law
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requires the commissioner of reve*ue estimate an adjustment factor used to
"gross up" MAGI-i.e., one designed to undo the fact that federal taxes
paid are deductible. The results ate arbitrary and capricious. * This is true
for two reasons. First, it shows a ~asic inconsistency In the income tax law:
on the one hand, the legislature hJ said federal deductibility is desirable; on
the other hand, through this adju~ent factor it takeS pari of it away. One
could argue that either federal dedtctibility is or is not appropriate policy. If
it is, the adjustment factor should ~o. If it is not; federal deductibility itself
can be eliminated and the adjusunent factor is not needed. .
Second, the adjustment factor frustrates equity. This is so because the effect
of the factor is to derme the tax o;be for the individual so that it is neither
fedefal nor Minnesota adjustedgr~ss income, both reasonable measures of
ability to. pay. r~stead, the taxbasr .for the individual is a value related to
some average fe(leral tax bill, somet!bing that for many taxpayers is unrelated
to past or present ability to pay.
MINIMIZING THE POWER OF, I DEXATION

In the fIrst part of this chaptet thepoint was made that what makes
indexation attractive from both ani equity and accountability viewpoint is
that it isolates the taxpayer from automatic increases in effective tax rates as
money (rather than real) income incteases. All that is required to accomplish
this for Minnesota (or any state) wotId be to index all tax code items that are
stated in fIxe4-dollar limits by a trleasure of price level change-e.g., the _

I

CPI.

This would, quite simply, keep th~1 taxpayer even with the personal income
tax, regardless of whether his/her real income rises, falls, or stays the same
over time. For example:

J

.

-

, • if real in~ome stays the same, th effective tax rate stays the same;
• if real income increases, the effec~ve tax rate increases on that portion of
the taxpayer's income that rose irl excess of the rate of inflation; and
• if real income falls (inflation oJtpaces earning power), the taxpayer's
effective tax rate falls.
\.
Minnesota law, however, is desibed so that the state treasury wins
regardless of the change in incomd. That is, it generates added real tax
revenues as Minnesotans' real incontes rise (this is as it should be); but its
real revenues do not fall if the taxpchrers' real incomes fall.

w_'"

i.ton""'"""'",.

• Tho .d;"trnoot f."", .ppn..
taxes will be compensated for by the adjusted factor.

Th... ..,. " ' -

i~

fOO""
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This special feature is the result ofa 1 80 law (effective 1981) provision
that the inflation adjustment for purposes of indexing shall be the lesser of
the
growth
in the CPI or the percentage utcrease
in Minnesota gross
income
.
. •
I
•
between the prevtous year and the current tax year. The result IS that the
iJidexation is not symmetrical. If taxpayer~' real incomes rise faster than the
CPI, the CPI is used (as it would under ujue indexation), and the taxpayers
and the government share in those gains:1 But, ifthe CPI ris~sfaSter than
average Minnesota income-i.e., real income
across the state .
falls .
as
I
.
inflation outpaces rises in nominal (mon~ incomes, the taxpayers' effective
tax rates are not permitted to fall, since Inow the inflation adjustment is
based on the lower nominal income level. The result is that effective tax rates
rise and after-tax purchasing power dedinds while the governtnent'sshare of
total income automatically. rises. And, tJcause this occurs .automatically,
the legislature never has to meet. In short,lthis complexity raises more than
an issue of simplicity. That tlie inflation~inJtucedincreases in tax revenue can
be obtained without ad hoc political ~ction is in opposition to the
commission's goals of equity and accountkbility.
POLITICAL ESCAPE HAtCH

I

Finally, there is. a third special feature of the Minnesota tax law that
minimizes the power of indexation. As a r smt of laws enacted by the 1982
legisl~ture, if by September 15 of the cal~ndar year the commissioner of
finance determines that receipts will be inshfficient to fund appropriations,
which include a $250 million budget reser\ve, this triggers a full or partial
suspension of any indexation (inflation adjustment). Taxes are
automatically allowed to rise in order torhaintain the appropriations and
the reserve. Again. the legislature neel noj meet.
SIMPLICITY IN TAX ADMINISTRATI

N

The complexity in the tax law creates dJficulties for tax administrators.
This is particularly true regarding the sUb~le issue of what the legislature
means by "average gross income" for Minn~sota for purposes of computing
the lesser of the growth in CPI or average income. The law requires that the
"best available data sources and reasonkble forecasting procedures be
used."6 This requires a decision on for~casting techniques, judgments
regarding behavior' of income and filer Igrowth, a guess as to where
Minnesota is in the present business cycle (1hiCh, in turn affects income and
number of filers) and "numerous assu'yptions about the relationship
between Minnesota and u.s. statistics on employment and income."7 With
all this administrative complexity and uncerltainty, which must be sorted out
annually, it is not clear that the intent of even the 1982 amendments are
being achieved.
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RECOMMENDATION
COMPLETE INDEXATION OF +HE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

The commission not only recogrkes that inflation brings increases in real
income tax revenue and introducds distortions in tax equity, but also that
taxpayers may not readily percei~e the automatic real tax increase that
occurs from the inflation-personaiI-income-tax interplay. ·the commission
finds that the current indexing scheme in Minnesota is so 'convoluted that
. Minnesota's individual income tcJc cannot honestly be referred to as an
indexed tax. This is Particularly.tr~e because of the us.e. of the lesser of the
consumer price index or average Mmnesota income for purposes of making
an inflation adjustment to the persbnal credits, standard deduction, and tax
bracket boundaries, and the provision that permits any form of indexation
to be suspended by the commissioJer of fmance in a period of fiscal stress.
Accordingly, the commission rebo~ends that in order to achieve the
goals of equity, accountability, and certainty in taxation,; personal income
taxes should not be allowed to incrdtse automatica1ly as a result of inflation,
butrather as a result of overt legislJtive action. This requires that unless the
legislature convenes to suspend iIidbtion for anyone year, the Minnesota
personal credits, standard deductJod, and tax bracket boundaries be indexed
ann.ually by thefuU ani~unt of t}:1¢: Fonsumer price index or some generally
accepted measure of pnce level change. In order to enhance the goals of
political acc01;mtabilityand tlPC eetuity, the legislature should tepeaI the
provision that permits the commissioner of finance to suspend indexation.

EN+OTES
1. The inflation adjustment was based on 85% of the percentage increase in the
consumer price index for consumers in fhe Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area.
An excellent analysis and· discussion df indexation in Minnesota is provided in
Research Division, Minnesota Departnient of Revenue, Income Tax Indexing, A
Report to the Governor and the MinnesbtaLegislature, Report 128 (May 1982). See
especially the analysis by Daniel A. Salbmone, p. 85~91.

2. US. Council of Economic AdvJors, Economic Report of the President,
Washington, D.C, 19840
I
3. Additional personal credits for tIie blind, deaf, and" quadraplegic are also
ind~ed. The homemaker credit and bredit for political contributions are not
iridexed
. Obi,e pnce
. 10dex measures
' \ are POSSIObie. The C·PI IS
°
°
4. o't'h er POSSI
ad opted'
SlDce 1't IS
generally understood and widely acceptdd as an inflation measure. A discussion of
this topic is provided in Income Tax Indexing, p. 28ff. Minnesota applies the
Minneapolis - St. Paul Consumer Price ndele for Urban Consumers (CPI-U).
0
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5. Robert 1. Samuelson, "Indexing H~'Po~ril;Y." National Journal. February 19,
1983. p. 384.
6. Salomone, Income Tax Indexing, p.
7. Ibid.
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The Minnesota state Tax

.

.

INTRODUCjION

The estate tax in Minnesota is a type of tax called a transfer tax. Transfer
taxes are taxes on property left by individhaIs to their heirs (taxes on the
transfer of wealth from one person to another).
Many kinds of such taxes
I
have been devised over the years. If the transfer occurs during the
transferor's life, the tax is designated as a t!Jt tax. If the transfer occurs on
the death of the transferor, the tax is designa~ed as a death tax. There are two
major kinds of death taxes: the ;nher;tanc4 tax and the estate tax.
The inh~ritance tax is dermed as a t~ levied upon the privilege of
receiving property from the deceased, while the estate tax is levied on the .
privilege of transferring property at deattl. Under an inheritance tax, a
separate taJf. is computed on the value of ea4 transfer. Characteristically, the
amount of :each transferee's share that is exempt from tax and the rates of
tax for different classes of transferees \will vary depending on the
relationship of the transferor to the tranSferee. To illustrate, under the
former Minnesota inheritance tax, a legacy df 525,000to a child would have
an exemptipn of $6,000 and be taxed at J rate of 20J0,producing a tax
liability of $380. But the tax on a like gift tOtnephew had an exemption of
$1,500 and arat~ of 6070, resultin.g in ~ tax of 1,410. The su~ of the separate
.for the entire estate.
taxes on eac;:h gIft becomes the Inhentance
Under an:estate tax, the value ofthe deced~nt'sgrossestate is determined,
and the result is the
certain deductions and exemptions are sUDtracted,
I'
taxable estate. A rate schedule uniform to aU estates is then applied to the
value of the taxable estate. Once the tax is beternuned, certain credits are
subtracted to produce the actual amounio~taX due.
Transfer taxes have been criticized by tho e who believe that such taxes
discourage ~ndividuals' incentives to wor . and save. But, in deciding
whether and how hard to work and save, [he effect of income taxes is
probab.IY much more impdrtant than the po ential aisincentive inherent in
transfer taxes. .
.
As bequeSts and gifts add to an individu's (the recipient's) economic
~ell~being ~d ability to pay; many w~uld a~ue that s~ch tr~sfer~ should
SImply be Ipcorporated under the mcome tax by mcludmg gIfts and
inheritance in the recipient's taxable incom~. Income averaging could be
141
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used to moderate the impact of the graduated rate structure of the income
tax. This alte~ative met?od of ltaxing transfers, howev~ appealing, has
never been senously consIdered the federal or state level.
Perhaps the strongest justifidtion for transfer taxes is as a means of
redistributing wealth. Unequal Justributionsof wealth, even more than
unequal distributions of incom¢, violate generally accepted notions of
economic justice and equal ebonomic and political 'opportunity. .If
redistributio~is the ~Iilylegitirnat~goal of transfer taxes, the administration
of such taxes IS posSibly be$t left. to the federal government as any attempt by
a state to affectstrongly its own di~tribution of wealth will be exacerbated by
migration of this highly mobile sft of residents.
,.
. Despite the appe~ of transfer taxes, very little.tevenue is raised from these
taxes at the federal .level. It xbay be that the preference for wealth
equalization is not str~ng in the uJS. Also, ev<m though taxes on the transfer
of wealth are difficult to justify atl the state level (except as an easy source of
revenue), all states, exceptNevada,levy some type(s) of transfer tax. Many
state taxes are d~sis.ned to mitigai~ the competitive (migration) effects and
most are not a sIgmficant source bf revenue.
BeCause Minnesota conformsclbselyto the federal estate tax,and because
many states'estate tax~s have a.sp¢dalrelationship to a credit allowed on the
federal tax, the federal. est~te tax i~ br~~fly described in the next section. The
next section proviciesa'deSCfiptioijbf,Minnesotais estate tax and last section
discusses the resulting PblicYimpllcations.

at

THE FEDE1AL ESTATE TAX

in>PO~

.

The federal government
both an estale tax nod a gift tax 00
wealth transfers, but oIily the former is described here. The gross estate
consists of all property owned by the decedent at the time of death,
including stocks, bonds, real estatt and mortgages. Insurance owned by the
decedent is also part of the grosk estate, as are all gifts in excess of the
annual exclusion within three yecl.rs from death. To arrive at the taxable
transfer, the following deductions .~e allowed from the gross estate: funeral
expenses, estate settlement expens· s, debts, legal fees, charitable bequests,
and an unlimited deduction for p operty passing to a surviving spouse.
The estate tax rates (which havelbeen unified with the gift tax rates) begin
at 18% on the first $10,000 of thd taxable transfer and rise to 550/0 on any
amount over $3,000,000. There arelthree .credits that can be taken against the
tax liability figured by applying. these rates to th~ taxable transfer. In
addition toa credit for any giftlax paid, two other credi.ts that have an
important impact qn· Minnesota' .(as well as other states') estate tax are
allowed. First, a credit is allowe for state death taxes paid (any type of
death tax to any state) up to a limi~ equal to 80%·of the federal tax liability
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imposed by the 1926 federal tax rate s ,hedule. This seemingly arbitrary
maximum has been in place since 1926 ev~n as the federal rate structure has
varied a great deal in the intervening yeats. Second, a credit is allowed for
1:loth estate and gift tax purposes, called;1he unified credit, which is set at
$96,300 for 1984 and is scheduled to in rease to $192,800 by 1987. The
unified credit effectively exempts the first 325,000 of taxable estates in 1984
and will exempt the first $600,000 of taxa!ble estates by 1987.
'
The credit for state death taxes paid was established to di~courage
. interstate competition. A state would n~t have to fear outmigration of
residents in response to a state death tax if the entire state. burden could be
used to decrease the federal burden dollJr for dollar. With this credit, a
res.ident could not decrease his or her totaljtransfer tax bur.den ?y m?ving to
a state with no death taxes. Death tax evenues of the states were thus
protected from interstatecompetitioil by he federalgovemment's picking
up thebiU. Many states have designed thbir estate taxes so that the state
liability is equ~ to or limited tathe value of the federal credit for state death
taxes paid. When a state limits the total bf its ,death taxes to the federal
credit, this form of taxation is called a "p re pick-up tax."

THE MINNESOTA E TATE TAX
In 1979, the Minnesota inhetitancean gift taxes were repealed and
replaced with the Minnesota estate tax. The ~ross federal taxable estate is the
basis for the computation of the Minnesota tax. The value of non, Minnesota property is subtracted from this\base as are various exemptions
and deductions.
Minnesota conforms to federal law by a lowing an unlimited deduction
for property transferred to a spouse (tlie marital deduction) and by
exempting a certain amount of the value ofl the estate where the amount is
equal to the effective exemption at the federal level brought about by the
unified credit. Thus, for 1984 the maximut estate deduction is $325,000
and will be $600,000 by 1987.
'
Despite this high degree of conformity to he federal estate tax base, there
are a few items in which Minnesota varies from federal law. For example,
employee benefits are exempt under Minne~ota law but not under federal
law.
. '
\
~
In 1984, a five-step graduated rate schedule applied to the Minnesota
.taxable estate beginning at 8OJo on the first $7b,OOO and rising to 12070 on any
amount over $875,000. By 1987, these rateSrill be compressed to 10070 on
the first $100,000 of taxable estate, 11 070 on he next $500,000, and 12% on
any remainder.
The tax liability calculated by applying th rates above to the Minnesota
taxable estate will not necessarily be the bount of tax due from the
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taxpayer. The Minnesota estate taxi payable is the greater of (a) the amount
calculated under the estate tax schedule or (b). the federal state death taxes
credit. Thus, the Minnesota estatel tax is actually bounded. by the pick-up
tax. The tax liability on any given estate will be at least the pick-up amount.
Notice that under this system ~herebY the pick-up tax is the minimum
Minnesota liability, some estates Will pay a higher total federal-plus-state
estate tax liability in Minnesota th~ they would pay in those states whose
estate taxes are limited to the fede¥l-state death taxes credit or pick-up (at
least with respect to those estates whose Minnesota liability is greater than
the federal credit). There is n~ systematic evidence, however; that
Minnesota's estate tax has had a ne~ative impact on the migtation of elderly
citizens. Recent data from the Icensus bureau indicate that the net
outmigration of persons aged 65 an~.over has not been appreciably different
from the net migration rate of Mir~nesota'soverallpopulation.
Due in part to the yearly increas~ in the amount of the estate deduction,
by 1988 Minnesota's apparentcpmpetitive. disadvantage will virtUally
disappear as the federal credit will be tbeeffective tax for all estates in
Minr~esotaex~eptthOSe r~ging id size from approximately $1,250,000 to
$2,500,000. Based on 1983 estimates, there will be approximately seventyfive returns in this category out ot! a total 350 expected returns. Thus, for
most taxpayers, the calculation of tax liability based on Minnesota taxable
estate using the Minnesotarate scHedule will be superfluous.
As noted above, very little revenbe is raised under the estate tax at either
the federal or state level. In 1982,1 Minnesota raised $24,393,000 from its
transfer taxes which represents O~64l1Jo of total state taxes. Of this $24
million, over $17 million was raised under the estate tax. In 1983, the estate
tax yielded dose to $l1milli(Jn. B~ contrast, if Minnesota had employed a
pure pick-Up tax in 1983, the re~enue yield would have been nearly $9
millio~. Because of th.e estate ~eduction and the .unlimited ma~ital
deductIon, by 1987 the dIfference tietween the revenue YIeld of a pure pIckup tax and the current Minnesota ~state tax will be insignificant.
IMPLICATIONS FOR poJCY:
AN EVALUATION OF THE
I
MINNESOJ ESTATE TAX

Because of the small amount 0 revenue generated by the·· tax and the
nature of the tax, the criteria of certainty and accountability are not
applicable in an evaluation of ¥innesota's estate tax. The efficiency
(neutrality) criterion is probably not
violated by the tax since there is little
I
evidence that the federal tax, let alone· the less onerous state transfer tax,
discourages work effort or savings]
Vertical equity as represented ih this context by the redistribution of
wealth is potentially enhanced by fJderal and state transfer taxes in general,
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and, thus, by Minnesota's estate tax. The amount of redistribution effected
oy the tax is probably not large, howevet. as evidenced by the small amount
of revenue raised~ In 1982 Minnesotcrs total estate tax liability as a
percentage of the value of all Minnesota koss estates was 1.5070. The lack of
revenue raised and lack of redistributiotiJ. effected both at the federal level
a~d at. the state le~el are attributa~~e t.o th~ . generous deductions,
exemptions, and credIts allowed estates and inhentances.
.
.' There is no evidence that Minnesota's Jstate tax violates the conimission's
competitiveness criterion. Minnesota coiId completely elimlnate,any such
competitive concern by either eliminatin~ its estate tax or. adopting a· pure
pick-up tax. The former. option accOIbplishes nothing that cannot be
accomplished with the latter option, a~dthe former would result in a
revenue loss to the state. Under the pure bick.,up tax, a state,simply claims
part of the tax liabil.ity.(tax.reve~ue~ t~atlthe estate w.ould h.ave p~d to the'
federal government•. GIven the slfmlarlt~lof the states' transfer taxes and
given the lack of evidence with respectto whether the minordifferences in
these taxes affect migration, the competitil,eness criterion is probably not as
relevant in evaluating this tax as common perception would lead one to
believe.
\
The final criterion by which Minnesota's estate tax must be judged is
simplicity. The current structure is easy to comply with and administer,
primarily because the tax conforms quite closely to the federal estate tax.
Determining Minnesota tax liability do s require an additional set of
calculations, though, and for many \estates these calculations are
superfluous as Mi~esota liability will equal the federal-state death taxes
credit.
,
I
....
Thus, although the ~urrent system score~ well on the simplicity criterion,
a pure pick~up tax is yet simpler and the re~enue yield would be only slightly
less than the revenue yield of the current Minnesota estate tax. It is worth
mentioning that the change to a pure pick-up tax might have a symbolic
effect-a message would be conveyed~that Minnesota is interested in
encouraging its elderly to stay in Minnesota.
The only drawback ofa pure pick-up tak appears to be the fact that the
Minnesota estate taX would be compl~tely tied to the.federal tax. The federal
government could, as part of its concern Jo~ federalism and the preservation
of the state revenue base, substantially irlcrea~e the am0l,1nt of the state
death-taxes-paid credit, in which case, th~ revenue aVaI.'lable to the states
would be automatieally increased. At tr,e other extreme, the federal
government could eliminate the credit or nhe estate tax altogether. Recent
years have seen a movement for the total elimination of federal death taxes,
and legislation for this purpose has been inttoduced every year since 1981. In
the unlikely event of repeal or adoption of khe federal state tax, if the pure
pick-up tax were in effect, all death tax donections would cease. In that
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event, Minnesota would want to r evaluate the purpose of transfer taxes and
consider a return to a simple tax 60t unlike its current estate tax.

REcoJMENDATION

A'::::::i::~:;:~:atT::~ry

I innesota estale tax cohforms closely to
the federal estate tax and· is thus
easy to comply with and administer,
All estates valued at $325,000 or m!bre are sub]'ect to the Min.nesota estate tax
at rates of 10070, 11 %, and 12%. he federal estate tax allows a credit for
state death taxes paid, with an u per limit on the size of the credit. Many
states define their death taxes to be equal to the limit of the federal credit.
This form of state death taxation is called a pure pick-up tax. If Minnesota
were to adopt a pure pick-up duc, the revenue loss would be minimal
(especially in future years), the process of filing Minnesota estate taxes
would be even simpler than urtder current law, and any competitive
disadvantage relative to other statbs would. be eliminated.
Accordingly, the commission rdcommends that Minnesota adopt a pure
pick-up tax equal to the federal deduction for state death taxes paid. The
result would enhance the competitiveness and ease of taxpayer compliance
with the tax law with only a small loss of revenue.
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.

.
J.
A sales tax is a tax on part of the disposltion of income (consumhtion, not
savings) rather than a tax at the source 0tincome. A sales tax can be either
general or selective in its application. A eneral sales tax would apply to a
broadly defined, though not totally cOn1prehensive, consumption base. A
selective sales tax would only be applied t~ an individual consumption good.
l
Selective and .general sales (and use)
es can be and often are used
simultaneously.l
A general sales tax will not be comprehensive because some items are
excluded as a result of the administra~ivedifficulty of inclUding some
consumption goods (e.g., imputed renh, decisions by policymakers to
attempt to reduce the regressivity of the th (e.g., excluding food purchased
for home consumption), and attempts ~y policymakers to encourage the
consumption of goods thought to be sooially desirable (e.g., prescription
drugs).
I
The sales tax may be calculated as a percentage of the sales price, in which
case it is referred to as an ad valorem tat. Alternatively, the tax· may be a
fixed amount per unit of product, that is, kunit tax. The first is a tax on the
value of sales while the second is a tax o~ the quantity.
A general sales tax requires the ad vJIorem approach. In addition to
certain efficiency advantages, the ad valdrem approach is preferred to the
unit tax because the unit tax might cause ~roducers to adjust units in which
their product is sold to avoid part of the tdx. This would reduce the built-in
revenue flexibility of the sales tax, since would not be sensitive to rising
I
prices.
The sales tax structure Minnesota chdoses can be judged against the
several goals presented in chapter 1. Reve~he productivity is, ofcourse, one
of these. However, it is generally agreed that at least four others should be
given particularly close attention when jUd~ng the structure of the sales tax.
For now, these other criteria are simpl~ introduced along with some
illustrations of the Minnesota policy isJues involved. These issues are
examined in greater detail toward the end f this chapter.

·r
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EFFICIENCY OR NEUTRALIT

.

Does the tax minimize unintedded interference with private decisions?
There are three major implicatio~ of this objective as applied to the sales
tax. The first is that the sales ~ be designed in such a.mannerthat the
amount of the tax constitutes a untform percentage o( the selling price. One
way to accomplish this goal is to sttucture the sales-tax' so that it impacts the'
consumer at the final (retail) stag9 of production andd.istribution, and not
at the in~ermediate, stages of resource extracting" manufacturing, and
wholesaling. This minimizes th9 likelihood of "tax pYramiding"-the'
taxation of the same<commodity at more than one stage of production.
Two traditional s~te/IOCal,rUler' for minimizi?g tax pyr:uniding are to
exempt from the sales tax those goods and servIces that; eIther'become a
phYsical i~gredient orthat are dir~ly used in the production of a taxed fmal
product. Minnesotcispracticeof dwng the purchases of capital goods and
building and construction materials thus becomes amajor concern. .
A second major ,problem, for Ia state sales tax ·concerns changes in
consumption patterns in~uced by differential tax rates among commoditi~s
that compete for consumers' purcHases. A sales tax can lose its neutrality in
either of two ways. Op,e way occln-s when the sales tax is imposed on a
narrow subset of;coI.lsumer goods~nd services. The result is that consumers
will be induced to SUbstitute, to ~omedegree, exempt goods for taxable.
goods. For Minnesota,which amohg the f6rty-six sales tax. states (including
D.C.) has,.' the fifth m.ost ~arrowlretail sales tax base, this looms as an
important problem. 2
The third way the Minnesota sales tax loses neutrality is by combining use
of a narrow tax base with itshigh;.tax-state stature, relative to all'but one of
its neighboring states. (Wiscon~in). Consumption patterns may be
influenceq by different tax rates Jnong jurisdictions. If some jurisdictions
do not tax a commodity as heavil~ as competing areas, consumers will be
induced to transfer some purchases from the higher- to the lower-tax
jurisdictions. Thus, when examihing its own general sales tax policy,
Minnesotans must also consider t~e possible effects on its retail sector of
getting too far out of line with its neighbors. Since Minnesota has a higher
statutory tax rate tllan -any of itS~Order states but' a narrower base, this
suggests that consideration should be, givento a lower rate forbro,ader base
tradeoff. Unfortunately, for Mi esota such a tradeoff is not readily
achieved given the facts that (a~ relative to all but one border state
(Wisconsin), Minnesota is a highet-tax state and therefore "needs" the tax
dollars (at least in the short run) arid (b) the retail portion of the sales tax is
the one tax handle for which Mhm'esota has some excess capacity (see
chapter 4). Miimesota's tax effort is far above most of its neighboring
jurisdictions with respect to theTother major, state revenue s9urce, the
income tax. Thus, in order to finadce a given flow of expenditures, the state
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may have to rely more heavily on the s es tax at retail despite the likely
border effects.
VERTICAL EQUITY

("GRESSIVITY~ )

The traditional criticism of the sales tax from an equity point··of view is
that the distribution of the tax burden bJtween income classes is regressive.
This occurs because the lower the incomb the larger the percentage of that
income that is spent on consumer activid. In contrast, as incomes increase,
peop. Ie are able to save more (consume le~\) of their incom.e and thereby pay
relatively less in sales tax.
.
'
"
If the desired policy is to reduce the regressivity of the sales tax, there are
three approaches to be considered. The IfIrst is to provide an "over-thecounter" exemption for certain consumption goods that take a larger
percentageof consumers' budgets asincoJirie falls (e.g., food). The second is
to tax broadly goods and services, but prbvide an income-related tax credit
that·offsets a portion of the sales tax lia~ty for lower-income families. A
third approach, which is a variant of the se~ond, is to package a broad retail
sales tax with a personal income tax st~cture that offsets the sales tax
regressivity through rate reductions in t~i low-income classes.
HORIZONTAL EQUITY ("EQUAL TRJATMENT OF EQUALS")

The equity criterion applied to a broadlased sales tax also asks whether
families in equal economic circumstances [e.g., income) pay equal amounts
"of taxes. Families in the same income cl~s will pay different amounts of
sales. tax if total consumption varies betweJn
equal income families, or if the
I
consumption of taxable goods varies within income classes.
As was true for neutrality, the goal of hofuontal equity is most likely to be
achieved by adopting a broad tax base. Th~t Minnesota's sales tax is almost
entirely levied on goods and not services prbvides a classic case of horizontal
inequity. That a Minnesota consumer is subject to the sales tax when buying
shampoo for home use but then is exem~t from the tax when going to a
hairstylist is just one illustration. Similarl~ a purchased watch is taxed, but
watch repair is not. And so it goes.
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION AND TA

PAYER COMPLIANCE

The two operational criteria for tax sim ·fIcation require that the tax be
established in such a manner that adminis ration can be made effective at
reasonable cost, and compliance diffIcultrs and costs for th.e taxpaying
firms (collecting units) be minimized. Once gain, the preference is for a tax
structure that promotes uniformity rathe than for a tax base that is
narrowly designed.
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STATUTORY AND INSTIT6TIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Minnesota enacted its retail sall tax in 1967 and became one of the last

~ree of the forty~six.states to ad?~~ such a levy. Althohgh; ,as' alrea~y noted,

It has one of the highest nomnUll sales tax rates of the, forty-sIX states,
Minilesota's tax base is one of th~ most narrow in the nation. The speCific
statutory and institutional characteristics of the tax are summarized below:
STATUTORY RATE

1

'

t~e

~tatc:

app~es

The general statutory rate is 6070 of
taxable base.:he
also
a reduced rate (4%) to farm achinery and specIal tooling. CapItal
equipment is also subject to this rdduced rate, but only by refund, and only
if the equipment is for new businJss plants or plant expansion.
.
TAX BASE

The tax applies to gross receip from the retail sales, use, storage, or
consumption in Minnesota of t~ngible personal property. Thxable sale
includes, beyond ordinary contmodity transactions, the transfer of
information and directions via tomputer software, renting, produCing, .
fabricating, printing, or processin~ tangible personal property, preparing or
serving meals and drinks, admissions to amusements and athletic events,
+Iated services, furnishing electriCity, gas,
furnishing ~ient lodgings
water or steam, local exchange telephone service and intrastate toll service,
cable and siinilar television servIces, producers' capital equipment, and
building construction materials.l
. .

and

STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS

Major exemptions from the tax ase include food for home consumption,
prescription and nonprescription t1nedicines, clothing and wearing apparel,
motor fuel, residential heating fu I (through the months from November
,through April), and virtually all s rvices to persons.
INSTITUTIONAL EXEMPTION

The law also exempts charitable, religious, or educational institutions if
the property purchased is usedt·n performing charitable, religious, or
educational functions, sales to a senior citizens' groups or assoCiations
organized for nonprofit purpos s, and property sold to a tax-exempt
organization for nonprofit use.
'",
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TAX YIELD

The histpry of the Minnesota sales and use tax reflects substantial growth,
from $113 million in fiscal 1968 to 51,388 million(estimated) in flScal1985.
That growth has somewhat exceeded that experienced by other taX sources,
and at present accounts for 25OJoof stat~ tax collections. '
A comparison of Minnesota's 6% ~tatutoryrate with other states3
suggests that Minnesota is at the top of the state sales tax ranking. Indeed,
o~y seven sta~es (including the District pf Columbia) ~e at or~bove the
Mmnesota tax rate level. But, as was discussed above m the chapter On
"Minnesota Fiscal Comparisons," statut6ry rates can be quite misleading
regardless of which tax one examines. Mthough a high ratemay have an
initial "announcement effect," the relevaitt tax policy variables are effective'
tax rate and tax effort. These latter two beasures explicitly bring in some
interstate common denominator of tax cabacity (e.g., the representative tax
system) measure.
.
Once this adjustment of a common denominator among states is
introduced, Minnesota is found to rely les~ heavily on sales taxes-i.e., make
a lower tax effort-than the average of other states. As the evidence above
(chapter 4,Table9)indicates, Minnesota skies tax effortis about 76% of the
average U.S. state. Another fact, which is also revealing, is that in terms of
effort, Minnesota relies more than twice
much on the personal income
thanit does on the sales tax"
In sum, because of its unusually n ow base, Minnesota relies less
heavily on the' general sales
than the t ical state using the tax. The high
total tax effort of Minnesota may suggeSt that greater reliance should be
placed on the sales tax for revenue pu~poses. Whether,in fact, more
intensive utiliZation of the sale!; tax by MUmesota is desirable on tax policy
grounds (and if so, how) is the primary focus ,of the remainder of this
chapter.

I

'

we

INTERSTATE COMPARISON OF TAX

ASE COMPONENTS

State sales taxes typically apply to retail ransactions-that is, sales to the
final consumer. However, coverage of consumption expenditures by
individuals is far from complete in 'Min~esota as well as in other states.
Detailed comparisons across states for several major expenditure categories
are provided in a companion technical rePbrt. 3 Patterns that are important
to note include:

J

• Food Exemption.

Like Minnesota, t "Ienty-eight states (including the
District of Columbia) exempt punthases of food for, at-home
consumption. Although such an exemptibn complicates both compliance
with and administration of the tax, the ~xemPtion does relieve a portion
of the regressivity of the tax. Analternati e direct approach, the refund of
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sales tax paid through a credit r rebate structure, is used in only eight

~~.
, I
'
• Prescription Medicine. ,As of 1985 all but two states (Hawaii and New
~~co) will exempt prescri~ti~n medicine.. ~he ex~mption is usu~y
Justified on the grounds that It,reduces regtesslVltywhile at the same time
it does not overly complicate cobpliance or administration.
• Nonprescription Medicine. ~esota is only one of nine states (Plus
the District of Columbia) that dctend the medical products 'exemption to
nonprescription items. This exebption leads to diffi~t interpretation
problems regarding what is and is not to be included on the exempt list.
• Clothing. Minnesota is one of ~nly five states that exempt clothing (plus
Connecticut, which exempts only childrens' clothing). Few states have
s,e?ousl y. considered copyin.g JIhe exemption. Each of Minnesota's
nelghbonng states taxes clothin .
• Items Subject to Seleet.ive Salest'fJXeS. Many states exempt items subject
to selective sales twees (espeeiaI1y motor fuel, cigarettes, and alcoholic
beverages). This treatment lias no logical position; if an item
apprQpriately bears the,extraorctihary tax burden of a special excise, there
'is no reason to relieve that burden in the general tax structure.
Furthermpre, the special exetnption complicates compliance and
administration. Although states~ost always extend sales tax coverage
to alcoho.lic beverages, 'they do, not regularly tax cigarettes and gasoline.
Ten states tax motor f~el and tmhy-six tax cigarettes. Minnesota'exempts
motor fuel andUiXes cigarettes. ~cohol is subject to an 8.50/0 rate.
• ResidentialFuel and Electricity. IFewer than half the states tax residential
fuels and, electricity. In Mimlesota and Wisconsin exemptions are based
on tiIDe of year. Mallie exempts bnlya portion 'of. electriCity purchased,
and two states (Tennessee and utah) apply lower rates to the purchases.
• Services. 'Few states have extended their sales taxes broadly to services;
Minnesota is one that taxes servides the least. 4 ,5 OIily six (inCluding South
Dakota and Iowa) have taxed set:vices broadly, but the remaining states
apply ,the ,tax oDty to services spedifically noted in the law. Minnesota and
twe~ty-one 'other stat~ tax utilities, admissions, and transient lodging
services as part of theu general ~ates tax. .
BUSINESS INPUTS

Although Minnesota conforms With a majority of states in exempting raw
materials used or consumed in agritu1tural and industrial production (e.g.,
fuels, chemicals, packaging pr0 cts, feeds, seeds) and production of
person,al property intended to be ul imately sold at retail, it levies the sales
tax at a reduced rate (4070) on f m machinery and fully taxes sales of
supplies and equipment owners, s es of building materials to contractors
and subcontractors, and compute software. As already noted, capital
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equipment may be subject to a 4070 rate. This treatment of business inputs
tends to putMinnesota out of line with! its border states. Iowa (fully) taxes
farm machinery at 30/0; South Dakotallevies a (partial) rate of 3%. and
WisconSin exempts farm machinery.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE TAX BASES
.'
\ d'
h·
ralal
. . ,'
.
C ompanng t egene
s es tax an alternative tax base structures
compels one to make judgments regardiing the tradeoffs among the various
normative goals of taX· policy. The-' p~ary issues with respect to the
Minnesota sales tax pertain to the size ~readth) of the taxable base. Once
the tax base is extended. the rate arithmdti·cally "f:.aIls out:' given the desired
revenue yield.
,
,
l
There are two general issues of tax Ilase size in Minnesota. The first is
whether the current taX base should beb~oadenedto include items currently
tax exempt: food for home consuth.ption, new clothing. services.
prescription and nonpresCription medicike. gasoline. or some combination
of two or more of these. An equally bnportant concern is whether the
curren~ tax base should benarro",,:ed by1pr~viding exemptio~ for.two .t~es
of busUless purchases of real caPital (equipment and machinery. building
construction materials and farm niacmrlery).
Table 1 provides a summary of the components of the tax base

"

broa.denirigl~ar.ro~g al.ternat.ives th.at ~tere con-sidered by the c.omInlS'sio~.

A more detailed liStlO~ IS available 10, e manual of Standard Industnal
Classification codes published by the' .S. Office of Management and
Budget.
Laying out these' statutory changes nly begins the debate. What one
needs to know in order to make an inf0fmedpolicy judgment is the effect,
these changes will have on the revenue. productivity. equity. efficiency and
administration characteristics of the taxIThese topics are examined next.
REVENUE AND EQUITY

The revenue productivity and equity' ' plications of the current sales tax
base and its alternatives are presented id summary form in Table 2. which
provides the following information:
I
Column 1 shows the FY 1985 dollar alnd percentage changes that would
occur, assuming the various tax base chkges listed on the left side of the
table. The addition of food adds the single largest amount to revenues.
Gasoline, business. services., and clothing follow in that order. The
exemption of purchases of capital (fncluding building construction
materials) would decrease the existing sales tax base by 15.9%.
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Column 2 provides an estimate ~f what the statutory rate of the sales tax
would be if the base changes showrt are made, and if the total tax collections
are kept at an "equal yield" leve1 (in the case for FY 1985, at $1,388.2
million). These rates will, of coursb, reflect the revenue gains in the revenue
change column. Again, the refnue power of taxing food or some
combination including food is clear.
Column 3 provides an inditator of the ove.rall ,vertical equity
("gressivity") of the sales tax. The bumbers shown, which ra'nge from 0.635
to 0.588, indicate whether or not #~yments from a sales tax would increase
more or less rapidly than incomt The lower the index the greater the
regressivity from the tax. The indek for the current Minnesota base equals
0;611. This meanS that a family withI income 10010
higher
than another would
'
"
bear a sales tax higher by only 6.11 %. Thus, the base is regressive (as

TABLE 1 '
Summary of Tb Base Components
For Various R~tail Sales Tax Bases
!

Current Base Plus Food for Home eobmption. The curreni Minnesota tax base
includes candy, soft drinks' and. bottlbd water, retailer prepared sandwiches and
packaged foods; ice cream cones,ice, ~m, and vendor machine foods. The option
was to add general groceries.

1

'

Current Base Plus Clothing. The pres t tax base includes furs, jewelry, blankets,towels, n.otions, billfolds, athletic, S1rting, and recreational articles. Now added
are new clothing and wearing apparel In general.
Current Base Plus Services to Persons. Services are now generally excluded from the
tax base except for delivery service cl$rges incorporated into the selling price of
taxable tangible property and photo~aphic studios. Now added are personal
services (laundry and dry cleaning, beauty/barber shops, funeral services), and
miscellaneous repair services (auto, racilo/television/phonograph, reupholstery and
furniture, welding, and air conditionink).
Current Base Plus Business Services. legal, architectural, engineering, business,
advertising, and accounting services ar~ added to the current base.
Current Base Plus Gasoline. Motor flels for automobile, aviation,and special
transportation are now considered tax~,Ie. Motor fuels are now taxed by Minnesota
as part of its selective sales tax system.
Current Base Less Capital Goods. At . resent, the sales tax base includes capital
equipment and machinery and cons .ction materials. The alternative tax bases
, examined included exemption for all business (including farming) purchase of
capital (equipment and machinery and onstruction materials).
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incomes rise, relative tax burden falls). As this ~olumn-shows, the prospects
for improving that performance are not Igreat: the regressivity ~?ex for all
,current consumption (the broadest bJ;e) is 0.588, or somewhat more
'regressive (MR in Table 2) than the ckent system. Of the alternatives
considered, expansion of the base to clo~hing would reduce regressivity, but
omy very slightly, and expansion to clothfug' and services Would leave the
regressivity index virtually unchanged. 1\!though these overall indexes of
regressivity are not available for all the
base options shown in the left
column; it is possible, by comparing !how the indexes change as one
component is added to or deleted from k tax base, to generally rank each
option as more regressive (MR) or less rebessive (LR) than the current base.
Thus, it is clear that while taxing food is the engine fof revenue
enhancement, it also adds more than· thJ other changes to the regressivity
measure. This may suggest why broadeni*g the base to food alone (and, for
example,atthe Same time exempting servicesandlor clothing) is often
politically difficult to achieve.
. C~lum~ 4 pr<>~ides a che.cklist of another i~portant t~ policy
conslderation,honzontal ~qU1ty-the tent to WhICh otheI'WlSe equal
families (i.e., equal incomes) pay differ~nteffective tax rates. Since the
surest way to achieVe'horizontal equity ·Jf a ~onsumption tax is to avoid
discrimin~ting among c.onsumers on the basis of whether they happen to
have preferences for taxed vs. nontaxed i~ems, the tax policy solution is to
tax on as broad a base
as ,.possible.
It follows
that because the present
."
.
I
~iImesotil tax.base.i~ so liarr~w, all o~ the alternatives shown lead to
Improvements III honzontaleqwty; and, finally
Column 5 shows the dollar amount by \which total collections from the
personaliilcOI;ne'
t~ would be
reduced (the state income tax
Minnesota
,
..... "
I
offset) as a resu~tofthefacttha:t higher sales tiiJ{ payments will increase the
amount (jf deductions'talCen on' iteII1ized·ilix returns. 6
There are thre~ ways:t6improve the verti~al equity of the general sales tax.
The fiT~t, and. mo.,' ~tc.o~. D1on, i,S, to provideto,rover-the-. c~u~ter commodity
exemptIons ,as, Mmne~otanow does for food, prescnption drugs, and
laundry and dry cleanj.ng.However, as T~ ie 2 shows, the amount of the
regressivity that i~" al1~ated is not ~eat'l~dthus t?e qu~tion ~ses: is
there another way. ~o ad,dr,e,".'.ss, the vertIcal eqr,Ity,gOal WIthout mcurrmg, large
revenue losses from 1:he exemptions?
In terms of a direct on,:th~-s,pot (time of ,urchase) solution, the answer to
theprecetling question is'no. AcCOrdingl~ the practical alternative is to
~ake up for thes~:es tax regre~sivityby inel ding a progressive
elsewhere
m the reve~ue syst~m. For'Minnesota, as<Jr any state, the major tool for
effecting this goal>is tb,e personat income tax, which can be designed to
j
accomplish this result in tWo ways:

tax

1

.

ta:e

• Enact a progressive tax rate structure an leave it at that.

...

~hat evidence
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TABLE 2
Sales Tax Alternatives
Minnesota, 1985

2

~

z
~
z

3

4

FY 1985
Vertical Equity:·
Gross Revenue Implications Equal Yield Overall Regressivity
$ Millions
Rate
Index
(070 change)

------------1Cbluuent--Base
Current Base Plus
Food
Clothing
Services to
Individuals
Business Services
Food & Clothing
Clothing & Services
(lnd)
. Food, Clothing &
All Services
Gasoline

----6.~R

~-~.6U

$-1-,38&.2

--

259
132

18.7
9.5

5.1
5.5

MR
LR

54
172
391

3.9
12.4
28.2

5.8
5.4
4.7

MR
LR
MR

186

13.4

5.3

617
169

31.6
12.2

4.2
5.3

.555
.624

5

Offset: Additional
Revenue Lost to
Horizontal Personal Income Tax
Equity
($ millions)
0-

+
+

$ 7.6
3.9

+

1.6

+

5.0

.569

+

11.4

same

.611

+

5.2

MR
LR

.568
.627

+
+

12.8
4.9
(table continued on next page)
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Materials)
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we have is that Minnesota does, irideed, do this more than most states. A
recent ACIR study, which combares tax burdens among fifty cities-the
largest city in each state-shoJs that Minneapolis residents face among
the most progressive of incom9 (and total) taxes;70r
• Add to the personal income tax a special tax creClit that is specifically
designed to offset (fully or partially) sales tax regressivity. The rationale
of this sales tax credit is straightforward. Rather than provide over-thecounter exemptions to all cortsumers of an exempt item (e.g., food,.
whether it be hot dogs or 10bsrers) and thus. lose the sales tax. revenues
from low- and high-income consumer activity alike, retail sales could be
taxed very broadly,. and at inco$e tax time, a refund could be provided in
the form of a tax credit targeted only to low-or low- and middle-income
groups. Thus, unlike the ex~tnption, which provides tax relief to
consumers regordless of inCOJDd' the credit is restricted to certain "",payer
classes.
l

These differences can be illustjrated as follows. The. typical Minnesota
family that has an income of $35JOOO spends about 8OJo of their income (or
$2,800) on food for home consJmption. If that were taxed, this family
would pay $168 in sales taxes on food. In contrast, the family with a $7,000
income pays about 16070 or $1,120 on food. With food taxes at 6%, this
family's tax bill is $67. Although the dollar amount of tax paid by the lowerincome family is less than that of ~he higher-income one, the burden (tax as
a percent of income) is clearly re~essive-it is about twice as much for the
$7,000 family.
I
Now aSsume that a special sale~ tax credit of $45/dependent were granted
as part of the income tax, and that this credit was available only to those
earning $25,000 or less. The $7,000 income family qualifies and, in effect is
refunded the taxes it paid on the first $750.00 ($45 divided by 6%) of food
consumed by each dependent. I~ this is a three-member family, the firs~
$2,250 of groceries becomes sale~ tax free.
Who pays for this refund? Th people above $25,000 (in this example)
who fail to qualify for the credit. However, note that the Minnesota treasury
also gains. Here, for example, rather than losing $303 in taxes from both
families through over-the-counter ~exemPtion for all food, the state's tax loss
is limited to $135 ($45 multiplied by three dependents).
In its policy deliberations, the ommission examined several options for
combining a broader sales tax with a variable vanishing credit (the tax relief
amount declines as income increJses). One of these options, extending the
base to food for homeconsumptibn in conjunction with a liberal tax credit
($88.7 million) is presented in Table 3. As the table illustrates, the credit is a
highly flexible policy instrument. Depending on the size of the credit
amount, it is possible to. reduce the net tax burden for the lowest-income
groups.

r
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The credit vs. exemption choice as other features requiring brief
comment. First, the credit is also sup~rior to the commodity exemption
approach on horizontal equity ground~. Even though fanillieS may have
equal incomes, their consumption p~tterns (preferences) will vary by
characteristics such asJamilysize, age,~~ce, housing, tenure, and urban vs.
rural residence.
.
.
The credit approach also tends to be superior to the current Minnesota
over-the-counter method on the grounds of taxpayer compliance. Unlike the
credit, the exemption creates more pa rwork for retailers, since separate
records are required for taxable vs. bxempt sales. For example, if a
supermarket· sells chicken roasted on a r~tisserie on the premises; the sale is
taxable. However, baked pr9duct~ prepat\edand sold by the supermarket are
exempt on the. basis. that they are for home consumption. One eats the
chicken in.the store's parking lot an? tales the doughnuts. andmilk ho~e?
The major advantage the exemptIon. has over the credIt has to do With
taxpayer ease. The over-the-counter ek:emptionrequires practically no
consumer effort-the tax relief is given aIt the checkout counter. The credit,
however, requires the conSumer either to tlm out an income tax forin or make
a special disclosure of annual family indome. One possible result of these
added procedures is that some of the peJple in the very low income groups
for whom this relief is priInarily iI1tendetl would be lost in the process.

~Od

TABLE!
Expand Sales Tax. to
at 6070 and
Provide a $88.7 Million Variable fales Tax Credit, FY 1985
Food Tax Only
Minnesota Gross
Income Class
Less than $3,000
3,000 -- 3,999
4,000 - 4,999
5,000 - 5,999
6,000 - 6,999
7,000 - 7,999
8,000 - 9,999
10,000 - 11,999
12,000 - 14,999
15,000 - 19,999
20,000 - 24,999
25,000 and above

Food Tax
Paid Per
." Dependent

Effective
Rate before
Credit

Credit
Per
Dependent
$45
45
45

$29
38
40
42
40
53
55
57
51
50

$·16
• 7
• 5
2
0
13
15
17
11
10
14
49

40

40
40
40

40
40
30
30
0

44

49

Exhibit ($ millions)
Additional Sales Tax Revenue at
Additional Sales Tax Revenue at
Cost of Credit

6%
5%

3.40/0
1.5
1.3
1.2
1.0
1,3
1.1
1.0
.8
.7
.6
.5

Effective
Rate after
Credit

< .1%

$259
216
$89

Source: Minnesota Tax Study Commission
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EFFICIENCY

Rate differentials at Minnesota' borders. Loss of,sales,along the border
of the state can be the result of its 'eighbors applying'a lower statutory sales
tax rate. For high price items, purchasers may buy in the lower tax rate area,
even though they incur travel cos~s to do so. Vendors il1 higher tax rate
jurisdictions must face reduced cuStomer traffic, or they must reduce pretax
prices, provide greaterservic;J or make other accommodations to
compensate for the tax: disadvan~e.<
"
The border circumstances in Minnesota are complicated because the
taxation of business purchases add the narrow consumer portion of the
Minnesota tax means that, along a kven border, some Minriesota merchants
be selling at acompetitiv~Iadvan~ge, while" others will be a! a
diSadvanta,ge;and, the state has mternational as well as state boundanes.
Furthermore, an iIiadequate amo~nt· of data hinders estimation of the
bor.der effect: the high Minilesotatate, c?mpared t~ its .neig~bors, began
after the most recent (1977) census of retail trade, so Its diStortIon does not
appear in that data.
In order to provide some ansi ers to the border loss problem, the
commission compared sales activities in Minnesota's border counties with
similar activities in interior courlties. 8 Despite the complexities of the
analysis, the commission found th~t the higher Minne~ota sales tax rate (5010
in 1982, compared with 3070 in IO\\ja and South Dakota and 4070 elsewhere)
di~ reduce sales levels.. App~lst~re sales, a catego?, generally exempt iIi
Mmnesota but taxed m surroundtng states,were higner on the borders,
possibly the result ofpurchases by but-of-state customers. In total, the high
statu.tory tax rate appeared somew~at to discourage retail activity along the
state's border.
Retail services to business. ~e imposition of the 6070 sales tax on
business services has severalspeciaI merits: it looks like a good revenue
producer (Table 2); however onethould be warned that these numbers
assume that the size of the tax base ill not change (decrease) once the 'tax is
imposed. Also, it can bejustifi d on both grounds of vertical equity
(probably progressive) and, certaicly, according to horizontal equity.
There are, however, some practidal problems respecting business services
that cause more concern than other retail sales activities. First, some
problems of tax enforcement and ~dministration would be created. Some
service firms (especially the prOf,~SiOnal firms with out-of-state offices)
could avoid the tax rather easily by billing from'the non-Minnesota offices.
This practice could lead to seriou questions about the reliability of the
Table 2 revenue estimates regardi~g this particular tax base component.
Moreover, taxing· services to business would require Minnesota revenue
officials to make cumbersome case-by-case determinations of what part of a
firm's total receipts were actually attributable to Minnesota sources and thus

,,:ill
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to taxation. When the Washington, D. '.' study commission faced the same
issue, the professional firms were qUitt blunt: if they did not have oUhofstate billing facilities already in place, they would legally establish them. 9
Minnesota firms could be expected to react in a similar manner.
Second, if Minnesota were to enact uch a tax, it would put a 60/0 wedge
between prices of Minnesota firmsknd non-Minnesotans in the same
business. Clients from out-of-state whb buy computer serVices are likely to
be more footloose in their purchasibg choices than· are purchasers of
apparel, food, or personal services.
~he result i.s that on .practical fiscal expedi:ncy grounds, the practi~e of
taxmg all busmess servIces may be seltrdefeatmg.
Capital purchases. The sales and use taxation of purchases of capital
equipment has a major plus: it is a protligious revenue producer. Moreover,
the
may in part be shifted to nonrekidents in their role of consumers of
Minnesota-producedproduCts or as fa~tory suppliers to Minnesota firms.
However, the equity andcompetitivedess characteristics of the tax law as it
now exists must be considered as nega~ives for tax policy:
First, the incidence is capricious. DFpending on the market conditions
under which the taxed firm operate~ the tax may either be paid by
shareholders (which would add to the 0 eraU Minnesota tax progressivity to
the extent the Minnesotans are sharehol ers) or, the more likely case, by the
final consumer (in which case the nop.exported portion has a regressive
effect for Minnesota). M<;>reover, because the tax is levied prior to the retail
stage, tax pyramiding results for nonvjtiCall Y integrated operations.
Second, when one considers the high tatutory rate and the fact that most
states substantially exempt purchases
capital equipment from the sales
tax, Minnesota ninsthegreat risk of prdViding a disincentive to employment
growth. And, given Minnesota's high st~tutory rate on capital purchases, the
problem is of genuine concern. This is ~bbecause the announced rate of 4%
on equipment "purchased for new ~r expanding industries" can be
misleading. The lower (40/0) rate applieonly to capital equipment used by
the purChaser. or les.see formartufacturi g, fabricating, or refi.ning a product
to be sold at retail,and it must be purc ased for the establishment of a new
or the physical expansion-of an existing acility in the state. Still taxed at the
6% rate is "machinery or equipmenF purchased or leased to replace
machinery or equipment performing sur:stantiallY the same function in an
existing facility; repair or replacement parts or machinery or equipment
used to extract, receive, or store rawm terials."lo
Moreover, the law provides that the teb on all equipment and machinery
be initially taxed at 6 0/0. Then, the PUf9haser is to file a refund claim with
the revenue department for the 2% overpayment. No more than two refund
claims may be filed per year. Given the niarrowness of this partial exemption
and the relatively high Minnesota s~atutory rate, the. disincentive to

J
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economic growth must be consi red. Nevertheless, it does not necessarily
follow that the best tax policy is omplete exemption. As is discussed in the
following chapter, there is an 0 tional taxation arghmerit that· some sales
taxes should be levied at differ nt rates. For example, if the rate on all
. capital were2OJo, Minnesota w~uld still generate about $100 million in
revenues and minimize the 1ikel~jnegative growth effects.
Tax administration and compliance. It is difficult to see how the process
of taxing at one rate (6OJo) and then refunding to a lower rate (407o) with a
limit of two refunds per yearsdrves· either the goals of simplicity in tax
administration or tax complianc[ Rather, the legislature has placed both
re~enueofficials and taxpayers Ii.n a gam~ of, ?ide-~nd-~eek. In short,
Mmnesotahas opted for compleK1ty over SImpliCIty, WIth htde observable
gain.

REVENUE STABILITY

One of the goals of this commission is to promote certainty and
predictability in the Minnesota st~te/local tax system. All the intentions to
provide a well-designed packag~ of public goods and services can be
thwarted if the financing of thes~ public expenditures is so uncertain as to
make their delivery uncertain. +ccordingly,. state and local governments
must employ a mix of taxes, some of which will exhibit automatic revenue
responsiveness over the business ~cle and others that will provide a more
stable or steady source of reven es as economic conditions change. The
state, however, has two major revenue sources: income (personal and
corporate) and sales. The income taxes tend to be "income elastic" over the
business cycle-Le., their revenu s automatically grow faster (slower) than
the eCOl)omy in times of econofic expansion (recession). This is not an
undesirable characteristic for a tax system, if it is balanced by reliance on
other tax sources that tend to exhibit less income elasticity or stability, In
order to ~chieve this balance, moJt states turn to taxes on a stable partof the
economy~onsumer eXpenditUrj'
This is where the Minnesota s tern has a problem. Although it utilizes a
sales tax, it is unusual in that it i narrowly based on the public component
of spending, viz, retail sales, and IbrOadlY. based on one of the most volatile
parts of the economy, capital pJrchases. The result is that the Minnesota
treasury automatically tends to Ibok very. healthy in periods· of growth (its
FY 1985 $1 billion surplus was in bart due to this upward revenue elasticity);
but it can be very vulnerable du I'ng an economic downturn.
Of course, no tax system can b so finely tuned to hit the cycle just right.
There will always be a need for a hoc tax adjustments. But if an economy is
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to maintain its competitiveness as well as provide a smooth flow of public
services over time, elements of revenu ,stability are needed.
, Minnesota has at least two ways it dn achieve these goals. The first is to
make its sales tax more stable ovet the business cycle. This can be
accomplished by either broadening th~tax base to those spending activities
that tend to be relatively unresponsive or inelastic over time (e.g., clothing
and food for home consumption) an lor reduce its reliance on the more
volatile e~ements of ,the tax base (~.g.,~urCh~es ofcap. i,ta~ equipm:nt).
RegardIng the first of these optIOns, the eVIdence for MInnesota IS what
one would expect On a priori groun s. Data on behavior of personal
consumption expenditure for variou periods between 1975 and 1982
support 'the view that the stability or! the Minnesota sales tax would be
enhanced if food andlor clothing werd added to the base. II
l
A second me~sof en~anci~g the re~~nue st.ability of th.e state ~~.system
would be to adjust the IntensIty to WlCh MInnesota relIes on Its Income
taxes vs. a broadened retail sales tax. Al hough there is no scientific evidence
on the quantitative nature ,of how the overall responsiveness of the
Minnesota fiscal system would change if the state traded some income tax
revenues for sales taX revenues, the a pri ri conclusion is rather clear: at least
some move toward consumption taxJ,IS and away' from income taxes is
merited.
.

,

TAX ADMINISTRATION AND COM LIANCE

administ~tion

Some aspects of sales tax
have already been discussed
above. As a general rule, the expansiorl of the sales tax base ranks high on
administrative considerations since I the administrative problems of
determining what is and is not an e~bmPt item would be reduced. One
example regarding food has already been mentioned. There are many more
would eliminate "linedrawing~'
possible. Similarly, taxing all new clotfuing
I
problems that now exist (e.g., taxable asbestos vs. nontaxable apparel
clothing; exempt bathing suits vs. taxable athletic recreation suits).
Finally, a comment on the idea of ~ lower (e.g., 2010) rate on business
inputs is appropriate here. The use o~ differential rates can lead to very
cumbersome problems for revenue officials and taxpayers alike. The
"optimal tax" argument is theoreticall~ attractive, but if multiple rates are
introduced into the sales tax as routinely as they have been in the Minnesota
(classified) property tax, the systemlmay become too complicated to
understand and too unwieldy to admi ister fairly. The lower 4010 rate on
farm machinery sales already creates sPFcial administrative and compliance
problems since it requires that the tetailer make special computation
adjustments on the sales and use tax rdturn.
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BROADENING OF THE GENERAL S LES AND USE TAX BASE

it~

The commission has found that due\to the narrowness'of
base, the
sales tax results in an unstable source of revenue for the state, .and it can
contribute to budget uncertainty during bmes of economic fluctuation. The
narrow base. also can pay widely diffetent sales tax bills (and thus bear
widely different shares of the state tax bdrden) by making different personal
I
consumption decisions.
In order to mitigate these problems, tHe commissionrecomme~ds that the
sales tax. base be extended to in,cludenew!clothing and personal se~vices. The
stability, certainty, and, equity of the salFs tax. are greatly enhanced by this
change. And, t/:1e distribution of the sales tax burden is no more regressive
under this broader base than the distrtution under Minnesota's current
narrow base.
While the commission recognizes that he stability and equity goals could
largely be .achieved if, as a result of this tase broadening, the sales tax rate
were lowered to an equal yield amount, it nevertheless concludes that the
present rate of 6% should be maintain d. New revenues can be used to
reduce the burde:ms of other Minnesota tlces, which unlike the sales tax, are
utilized much more heavily in this state ~han in the other states with which
Minnesota must compete for jobs. A heavier reliance on the sales tax
combined with reduced pressures on thes~ other taxes will resultin a tax mix
in Minnesota that more closely approXirates the tax mix of the average
state.

I

ENDNOJES
1. States that levy a sales tax also levy a u e tax. The use tax applies at the same
rate as the sales tax when one purchases taxable item for storage of use or
consumption in Minnesota without paying t~f sales tax. The use tax includes in its
base (a) items purchased outside Minnesota, (j) items initially purchased exempt for
resale but then taken out out of inventory for Dusiness or personal use; (c) purchased
exempt for use in agricultural or industrial prpduction but then put to taxable use;
and (d) sales-taxable items purchased from a Minnesota seller who does not collect
the sales tax. Special sellers and consumer,J use-tax forms are provided by the
revenue department. The problem with a usetax is in its enforcement, Although 'a
revenue department can with relative ease sea ch out buyers of large items such as
boats and airplanes, auditing for less expensiv. items is so costly. it is rarely pursued.
In order to make this problem less severe <Congress must enact legislation that
requires vendors to collect use tax for states in which they have more than some
minimum amount in annual sales.
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2. Daniel R. Feenberg and Harvby S. Rosen, "State Personal Income and Sales
Taxes: 1977-1983," a paper presentetl to the National Bureau of Economic Research
Project on State and Local Financel Cambridge, Massachusetts, June 1984.
3. For state-by-state detail, see John L. Mikesell; "Retail Sales and Use
Taxation in Minnesota," Staff PapJ,:.s, vol. 2 of the Final Report of the Minnesota
Tax Study Commission, ed.Robert D. Ebel and Therese J. McGuire (St. Paul:
I
Butterworth Legal Publishers, 1985).
4. Minnesota taxes the value of producing, fabricating and processing-Le.,
"fabricati~n ~abor." Exa.mples of IfabricatiO~ labor o.f products used. for final
consumptIon mclude furnIture uphdlStery makmg, matting and/or frammg of art,
taxidermy, engraving, custom sawibg, cutting or milling charges by a sawmill,
woodworking shop or lumb~r yard'jrepr.oducing ~opies o~ typ~d or ~~nted matt~r
on paper stock (and collatmg and assembly), pIpe cuttmg and dnllmg holes m
bowling balls. Minnesota Statutessetion 297A.01, subdivision 3(b).
5. U.S. Advisory CommissioJ on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR),
Significant Features of FiscalFed~ralism (1982-83 ed.), Table 46, Washington,
D.C., 1984.
.
6. These reductions in income t revenues involve moving from a calendar year
to the next fiscal year. For example, the sales tax that is paid on CY 1985 is taken as
a deduction on personal income tax~s filed and collected in FY 1985.
7. Michael Lawson, Tax Burderls for Families Residing in the Largest City in .
Each State, 1982, ACIR Working Paper, (Washington D.C.: U.S. Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1984).
8. Mikesell, "Retail Sales and ~se Taxation." '
9. Michael E. Bell andRobertD . .Ebel, Financing An Urban Government
(Washington, D.C.: The District of Coilimbia Government 1978), Chapter 12.
10. Minnesota Department of Revenue, Sales and Use Tax Changes, June 1,
I
.
.
1984.
11. From 1975 to 1978 the rate of increase in the Minnesota sales tax base declines
while spending fcir clothing and foo~I nearly doubles. From 1979 to 1980, the sales
tax grew by 2070, while food plus clothing grew five times faster. In the 1981-82
period, the current sales tax base dechned by 4%, yet food and clothing expenditures.
increased by 4%. Data provided by }villiam A. Blazar, from National Income and
Product Account data. (November 1984).
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11
Selective S les Taxes

In addition to employing
a genera I sales and use tax, state/local
.
governments employ a range Of~.ecial narrowly-based taxes on
consumption. In Minnesota the list inc udes the motor ve.hicle excise tax,
motor fuels tax, alcoholic beverage t ,cigarette and tobacco taxes, and
mortgage transfer and deed taxes. ThtjSe taxes aIong with motor vehicle
license (registration) fees, road tolls, tralnsient accommodations taxes, and
(borrowing an idea from neighboring S~outh Dakota) taxes on the sale of
controlled substances are the subject of this chapter.
These· taxes can be treated as selec ·ve sales taxes. The first step in
analyzing them is to layout the ratiOnalelfOrSuch levies and then to evaluate
them against the normative criteria for .udging the performance of state/
local taxes. Accordingly:this chapter beg ns with a summary ofthe statutory
provisions of the taxes, including data fn their revenue performance over
time and Minnesota vs. U.S. compa~isons. Following this descriptive
section, the chapter takes a look at the rationale for selective sales taxation
and then proceeds to a tax-by-tax analy is.

DESCRIPTION OF THE

,IN"NESOTA SYSTEM

STATUTORY PROVISIONS

A summary of the statutory features f Minnesota's major selective sales
(including motor vehicle license or regis~ration tax) is presented in Table l.
The first of these taxes, the motor veMcle excise tax, is applied when a
vehicle is first required to be registered td operate on Minnesota streets and
highways. Although the tax is statutorily ~ifferent from the general sales tax
(since it is levied regardless of the age br of evidence of an actual armslength sale), it is essentially in lieu of the retail sales tax.! The remaining
taxes are, however,' properly classified ~as selective sales levies and are
e~amined as such. The first two of these motor fuel and vehicle license) are
considered together in one class (highw y user taxes) as are the two real
estate levies (mortgage registry and deedl transfer taxes).
Revenue yields for each of these levi~s are provided in Table'2. Taken
together they account for approximately 18070 of total Minnesota state and
167
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TABLE 1

Minnesota ~xcise and Licenses Taxes:
Rates, BasEs, and Disposition, 1984
Disposition
To be transferred
frolll the general
fund'to special funds
Highway
fuels:
99.25"70 to Highway
User Tax Distribution Fund; .75"70 to
Dep!. of Natural Resources. Aviation fuels: State Airports
Fund
Motor vehicle iicense
tax (registration)

For cars and ickup
trucks; base v~ue of
vehicle adjust~d for
age. For truclds and

For cars and pickup
trucks: 510 plus 1.25
percent of base value
but not less than $25
after 1-1-85. For
trucks and buses:
statutory schedule
with tax varying by
weight, age, and use

Highway User Tax
Distribution Fund

Alcoholic bev rages
manufactured' hr received for sa e in
Minnesota

$.04 to SI.I6 per liter for wine and distilled spirits; $2.00$4.00 per barrel for
beer. Also, tax of
2 112"70 of retail sales
price of liquor and
beer with more than
3.2"70 alcohol

State general fund

Cigarettes and little
cigars sold in inne-

$.18 per pack of 20

State general fund:
89070; Natural resources: SI120/0; Nat·
ural Resources Acceleration Account:
S'h%

buses: gross Ihicle
weight

Alcoholic beverage
tax

Cigarette tax

SOla

Tobacco products
tax

Tobacco pro UCIS
other than ciga1ettes

200/0 of wholesale
price

Stale general fund

Mortgage registry
tax

Principal amount of
debt securedl by
mortgage of an~ real
property in M nne-

$.IS, per S100 of
principal

State general fund:
95070; Cou nries general funds: S'''7o

SOla

Deed transfer tax

Any transfer 0 real
estate by deed instrument, ~r wr ting

$2.20 plus 51.10 for
each 5SOO of considertion in excess of
51,000

State general fund

Lodging tax (may be
imposed by any city)

Sales of tran iellt
dalodging accom
tions

Up to 3"70

9S% must be used to
promote tourism

SOl/ree: Min'nesota Department of Revenue.
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.local taxes. Although direct percentage _lomparisons with u.s. total must be
made with caution due to the varying classifications of ti].ese taxes by the
U.S. Census Bureau, Minnesota is abou~ at the average of alI states in terms
of percen.tage reliance, thOUgh.. above thjbU.S' tax effort (chapter 4) in this
category.
'
The relative importance of excise and license taxes declined significantly
over the twenty-five years from 1957 to 982. As shown in Thble3,the four
main categories of selective sales takes-motor vehicle,motor fuel,
alcoholic beverage, and Cigarette and Itobacco products":"'accolmtedfor
405% of tax revenues in 1957, but only 17.00/0 in 1982. Column 6 of Table 3
shows how the 1957-82 groWth rates of these taxes compare with the growth
rate of all taxes collected.. b.'y the state:eafbh. gre.w more slowly than all taxes,
with the tax on alcoholic beverages sho ing the least growth.
Revenue growth for selective sales tends to' be relatively slow because
inflation directly increases the tax bases 9rand dollar revenues from income,
retail sales, an~ ad valorem excise taxes. In contrast,during periods of
inflation, reven~es from per-unit taxes (cligarette, motor fuel, and alcoholic
-beverages) grow less rapidly than othe~ tax revenues unless tax rates are
increased frequently. 2 Although inflatiqn often triggers the legislature to
enact rate increases, there is typically a lag between the inflationary impetus
and the tax rate increaSe, especially wheJthe rate of in:flation is rapid and/
or unexpected.
TABLE 2
Revenue from Selected Sal and License Taxes,
Fiscal Years 1 81-1984
FY 1981
Amount
Taxes

$000

% of
total
taxes

b

FY 1982

ount
$000

.010 of
total
taxes

Amount

Amount

$000

$000

103,767

2.72
6.81
4.01
1.46
2.33
.27
.20

122,597
263,445
176,919
53,336
85,435

I
---------,-~-----,Motor vehicle excise
Motor fuels
Motor vehicle licenses
Alcoholic beverages C
Cigarette and tobacco
Mortgage registration
Deed transfer

87,083
232,871
140,845
55,803
88,629
8,561
8,514

2.56
6.86
4.15
1.64
2.61
.25
.25

FY 1983 a FY 1984b

,

~59,351

152,889
55,465
88,958
10,448
7,508

10,721

8,860

170,900
315,000

187,400
54,302
84,253
28,900

Sources: Data for 1981 and 1982 are from Min esota Department of Revenue, Research
Office, Minnesota Tax Handbook, August 1982, nd addendum, September, 1983. Data for
1983 and 1984 have been provided by personnel at he Minnesota Department of Revenue and
Minnesota Department of Transportation.
aTotal collections for 1983 and 1984 not available to compute percentage shares.
bEstimated.
cAmounts do not include the 5 percent additional retail sales tax imposed on on-sale liquor
from May I, 1982 through June 30,1983, nor do th,y include the 2'12 percent retail sales tax on
both on-sale and off-sale liquor that has been levi~d since July I, 1983.
.
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TABLE 3
Changing Importance of Excise and
LicensdI Taxes,. 1957-1982
.
.

~evenue from
Tax

1957

indicated tax
as p.ercentage o.f all state
tax revenues
1960
1970
1980

1982

Percen.tage
change in
revenues
1957-1982

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

I

(1)

(2)

Motor vehicle
excise and
license

12.45

12.25

6.40

6.86

6.66

633

Motor fuel

17.64

16.62

12.11

5.91

6.64

415

bevera~es

5.67

4.58

3.38

1.66

1.43

246

Cigarettes and
tobacco products

4.71

6.22

4.90

2.64

2.30

569

Alcoholic

All four
tax groups
All state taxes

40.47
100.0

39.66
00.0

th~

26.79
100.0

17.05
100,0

17.04
100.0

476
1,271

Source: Tax data are from Office of
Legislative Auditor: State and Local Government
Finances in Minnesota: A Review of frrends in Revenues and Expenditures, 1957-1982,

November 1983. GNP deflator is from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic
Analysis.
a1982 revenuel4.22 (1957 revenue), whe e 422 is the 1982 value of the GNP deflator for state
and local purchases with 1957 value = 00.

1

INTERSTATE COMPARISONS

All states levy taxes on gasoline, cigarettes, and alcohol. Table 4 shows
that Minnesota's rates on these 9rOducts exceed those levied in most states.
They exceed the median rates, aOjd with one exception of the cigarette tax in
Wisconsin, they also exceed the rates of surrounding states (Illinois, Iowa,
North Dakota, South Dakota, abd Wisconsin). Although Minnesota's perunit gasoline (motor fuel) tax is lamong the highest iIi the nation, it is not
greatly out of line since one-half of the states levy a tax of 13 cents per
gallon or more. Moreover, unli~e eleven other states, Minnesota does not
levy additional sales or gross recripts taxes on motor fuels.
Minnesota and most other states also tax other motor fuels: diesel,
liquified petroleum gas (LPG), and gasohol. And, like a majority of other
states, Minnesota taxes diesel anti LPG (when used in highway vehicles) at
the same rate as gasoline (17 cehts per gallon), whi1e taxing gasohol at a
lower rate (2 cents per gallon ldwer until June 30, 1985, and 4 cents per
gallon low~r from July I, 1985, t rough June 30, 1992). Thble 5 summarizes
current practice in the taxation f these fuels.
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TABL 4
State and Federal E ise Tax Rates,
January 1,11984

Minnesota
Illinois
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Federal c
Median rate, aU states
Highest rate, all states
Lowest rate, all states
Number of states using tax

GaSOlind\
(cents
per galloq)

Cigarettes
(cents
.per pack)

Distilled spirits
(dollars
per gallon)

17
12a
13
13
13
16
9
13
18
5
51

18
12
18
18
15
25
16
15
26
2
51

4.39
2.00
b
4.05
3.80
3.25
10.50
2.75
6.50
1.50
33

Source: Federation of Tax Administrators, Tax 14dministrators News, January, 1984 and
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Significant Features of Fiscal
Federation, 1982-83, Washington, D.C., 1984:
aWill increase to 13 in July 1985.
bState monopoly on retail sales, 66 percent mark p on sales of spirits.
..
cRecent legislation increased the federal,tax on dies~1 fuel used by trucks from 9 to 15 cents per
gallon, while reducing the federal highway-use tllxes on heavy trucks. Cigarette taxes will
decrease as previously scheduled to 8 cents per p~ck on September 30, 1985; distilled spirit
taxes will increase on that date to $12.50 per gall!.

j

.

CONCEPTUALF AMEWORK
RATIONALE

There are four jurisdictions that are generally offered to support selective
sales taxes:
\
• Beneficiary Charge. If the use of a Jroduct can be easily and directly
associated w,ith the receipt or use of gJfver,nrnent services, this tax ,on, the
product or service can serve as a type a beneficiary or user charge. Taxes
on motor vehicles and motor fuels, whi h are earmarked for highway use,
are often viewed in this manner. A interesting implication of this
benefits-received view is that selectiv~ sales and license taxes can be
designed to achieve simultaneously the [I wo goals of efficiency and equity
in taxation, two goals often in conflict with one another with respect to
other forms of taxation.
• Full Accounting for Social Costs. If t e private market system operates
in a manner that causes the price one p1y s for a commodity to fail to take
into account all the costs associated wi~h its use, an inefficie~t.al~ocatio.n
of resources results. In order to correct for (or at least mlnlmlze) thIS
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ad~ed

inefficiency, taxes can be
to the market price in order to force
buyers to take into accountthJ full social costs of.theirprivate decision to
use the pr?duct and/or redu.celthe u~e of that pro.duct.~h~.classic case for
such SpeCIal sales taXes are th9se leVIed on pollutl9n actIVItIes. Also, taxes
on alcohol and tobacco products are sometimes rationalized that their use
generates costs for members olr society other than. the users. For example,
alcohol use can lead toautoJobile accidents that damage persons other
than the users. Similarly, the tosts of treating heart attacks, emphysema,
and lung cancer caused by sJoking are borne in. part by nonsmokers as
they pay taxes to supportpriJate and p).lblic health care. Note, however,
that it does not follow thatl the revenues from such taXes should be
earmarked to pay for the dam'age (e.g., through specific health programs
or campai~) caused by this failure
of the market. to account fully for all
I
costs of consumption or production of a product.
• Sumptuary. Some taxes ard imposed to discourage fully the use or
consllmption of a particula~ commodity. Such "sumptuary" taxation
intentionally interferes witII consumer choice. on the ground that
consumption of the taxed codunodity is socially undesirable for moral or
other reasons. This justifidation is frequently used to justify the
introduction of tax polieyas bne tool in the control of drug trafficking.
• Minimizing Interference WithtOnSUmer Decisions. As is indicated from
the a.bo.vediscu.SSion, the use of .special consumption-based tax.es places
an added emphasis on the istortion of economic decisions. In some
cases, such as for the full acebunting for social costs and the sumptuary
rationales discussed above, these distortions or interferences with the
market system are considered desirable. USUally, however, it is the goal of

TABLE 5
Differential axation of Motor Fuels,
J nuary I, 1984
Nulnber
of states in which the fuel is: a
,

Fuel

taxed at
·same rate as
. gasoline

taxed at
I werrate than
gasoline

Diesel

38 (MN)

0

LPG

36 (MN)

8

Gasohol

23

23 (MN)

j

taxed at
higher rate than
gasoline

not
taxed b

12
0

1
7

0 •

5

Source: Federation of Tax Administra!tors. Tax Administrators News, January, 1984.
aIncludes District of Columbia.
bWyoming levi'es a fe.e of 1. L mills p r ton-mile in lieu of a gallonage tax on diesel fuel and
LPG.
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tax policy to raise revenues while at tbJ same time minimize interference
w.ith the Pri.vate (e.g., cOnS':UIler) dec.is+o.ns. Economists h~ve iIl:vestigated
the properties of a tax system-designed to achieve this goal. The
conclusion of the optional taxationl-literature most relevant to this
discussion is that the tax goal of min.itnbng unintended interferences with
consumer decisions of a tax is achieyed· by taxing most heavily those
goods having demands that are relatively insensitive to small changes in
price-Le., those goods with tbe most "price-inelastic" demands. To put
.it another way, certain narrowly-based sales taxes are targeted to "pluck
the feathers of the chicken that squaw s the least."
WHO PAYS? IMPACT VS. INCIDENC

burd~n

t~

In describing how the
of a
is distributed, it is important to
distinguish between tax impact (the initial distribution of tax liabilities) and
tax incidence (the distribution that prevalIs after all adjustments to the tax
have been made). The process that genetates a difference between impact
and incidence is called tax shifting.
~
The impact of selective sales taxes is in most instances on sellers, but it is
widely agreed that these taxes are shifte to buyers. When buyers. are final
consumers, there is no further shifting d the taxes are distributed among
households (consumers) in .proportion t their expenditures on the taxed
products. When buyers are businesses ~for example, fuel purchased by
trucking companies), the taxes add to th9 businesses' costs and are likely to
be shift.ed to the consumers· of the ~roduets that the businesses are
producing or distributing. The degree tb which these taxes can be fully
shifted toCol1sum.ers is a function of t~seller's specific market situation.
Here, the primary determinant is the nu er of other sellers who are also in
the market and who are offering a clos substitute product. The less the
availability of th~se substitute commoditles, the more easily the seller can
pass on the tIDc Forex:uuple, gasoline r4ailers n~ar the Mi~esota border
may not be able to ShIft ft:J.lly the gasohne tax If the retaBers across the
border are subject toa lower tax, in which case Minnesota's border gasoline
retailers may face a highly price~elastic deband. Allowance is made for this
possibility in the current law. The tax rate ~n gasoline sold by retailers within
seven and one-half miles of the border is set so that it cannot be more than 3
cents per gallon above the rate levied in!.he neighboring state. By similar
reasoning, the incidence of motor vehic license taxes is on households.
License-taxes on vehicles owned and used by households cannot be shifted,
while license taxes on vehicles u~ed by tra sport operators add to their costs
and are therefore likely shifted iIi part to c nsumers of transported products.
In short, the incidence of selective sal~s taxes is largely on households,
even though these taxes are collected frob and initially paid by sellers of
cigarettes, alc.oholic beverages, motor f els, vehicles, and transportation
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services. And, the burden of tJese taxes is generally regressive. As noted
above, households bear these takes in proportion to their expenditures on
the taxed products, and in thel case of the commodities discussed here,
increases as income itself .decreases.
spending as a percentage of indome
I
Figure 1 graphically depicts this inverse expenditure~incomerelationship for
consumers in the north central Istates for gasoline, alcohol, and tobacco
products. With spending as a pe~centage of income on the vertical axis and
income on; the horizontal, the tlownward slope of the figures shows the
regressive .pattern of these expentlitures. Thus, it follows that a taxon these
items will tend to be distributed ~n a similarpattern. The fjg'ure shows that
the tax regressivity for motor fJel taxes is likely to be greatest for persons
with incomes below $16,000 pe~ year and then level off (but not quite to
proportionality) after that. In cantrast, the graph flattens out much faster
for tobacco products and alcohJIic beverages.

HI 0

1

WAY TAXES

THE PRESENT STRUCTURE

Most highway administratcors and user groups agree that some
adjustments will have to be m~de in the next few years to increase the
amount of revenues generated frhm highway 'taxes (primarily gasoline taxes
and motor vehicle l.icenses) in hrder to pay for rising costs of roadway
maintenance. The primary reasoh for these adjustments'stems from the fact
that as big trucks get bigger anti heavier, road damage increases. Clearly,
someone will have to pay if roatts are to be maintained. Accordingly, this
next discussion looks at the i~sue of Minnesota's method of highway
financing. It begins with an evdIuation of the present structure and then
proceeds to examine a major refdrm, which is now used in eight states and is
being considered at the federal level, a weight-distance tax. Following isa
discussion of several less sweepibg alternatives available to Minnesota.
With the exception of the motdr vehicle excise tax, all of Minnesota's taxes
on motor vehicles and motorl fuels are earmarked (or dedicated) for
transportation purposes. Furth rmore, under present law, motor vehicle
excise taxes will be fully transferted by FY 1992 from the state general fund
to the highway user tax distribuhon fund (75%) and the transit assistance
fund (25%). Thus, Minnesota's tlaxes on motor vehicles and motor fuels are
appropriately regarded and evalu~ted as user taxes, applying primarily to the
operation of highway vehicles id Minnesota.
In evaluating Minnesota's rJotor fuel and motor vehicle taxes, two
questions are central:
• Are the 'taxes distributed eq itably among and within highway user
classes?
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FIGURE I
Expenditure-Income Rati s for Motor Fuel
Alcohol and Tobacc Expenditures
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Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labo Statistics, Consumer Expend
Survey: Diary Survey, 1980-81, Table 9, p. 40. Data ar for urban consumer units, North
Central region.

• Is the distribution of taxes among var ous classes such as to encourage
efficient development and use of the stlate's transportation system?
Equity in highway-user taxation is frbed in terms of the "benefits
received" criteria. This requires that taxe~ be distributed according to cost
generated-relatively high tax burdens ontsers that generate relatively high
costs and conversely. Thus, fairness is assessed by comparing the
distribution of taxes among users with t e distribution of user generated
I ,
costs.
Efficiency also requires that highway ukers pay taxes that correspond to
the costs that they generate. That is, high+ay taxes should accurately signal
costs to users. When they do, individu~IS and businesses will use and
demand provision of highWays. only when they are efficie~t (co~t-effective)
modes of'transport. Thus, when taxes u derstate costs, mefficiently large
highway systems will be demanded; conversely when taxes overstate costs,
too little investment will·be made in roadiays.
Estimating Costs. Having established these two criteria, the practical
question arises as to how to estimate the c sts for highway use. Based on the

--_

...

_--
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premise that a vehicle generatel cost in (a) proportion to the distance it
travels, and (b) increasing as axJI weight increases, the U.S', Department of
Transportation has recently (1982) estimated the per-mile costs of various
classes of· vehicles. These "cos~ responsibility" estimates are provided by
vehicle type in column I. of Tabl~ 6. The data show that on a per-mile basis,
the heavier the load the larger the per-mile cost-i.e., where cost refers to
damages that require road repaits. These cost responsibility numbers show
that automobiles rank lowest atl47 cents per mile while the "big rigs" are
\. eleven to fifteen tiines that. In short: heavy vehicles do more damage more
quickly than light ones. A recebt report by the U.S. General Accounting
Office considered that the h~avibst rig-an 80,000 pound, five-axle truckweighs about as much as twenty ~utomobiles but has the same impact on an
interstate highway as 9,600 cars!
.
At first glance, Minnesota's highway tax system appears to be a fairly
satisfac.torysyst.em O.f tax.ing.•.highWay users accordi.ng to cost responsibility.
Motor vehiCle license tax pa~ents depend on weight and other vehicle
characteristics (age and use;"but not distance traveled. The license
(registr~tion) tax for automobil s and pickups are based on value. Farm .
than nonfarm vehicles. Fuel tax payments
vehicles g~nerally pay a lower
depend on miles traveled and mi es per gallon. Therefore, with this two-part
s~stem of taxation, which is t~pical of most states,. users .of Minnes~ta
hIghways do pay taxes that are toughly related to vehicle weIght and mIles
traveled.
I
.
However, the system has selnous limitations from both equity and
efficiencY perspectives, Since fuel tax rates are the same for all vehicle types,
the per-mile user tax varies ambng vehicle types and weights only to the
extent that miles per gallon var~. Therefore, fuel tax payments can closely
approximate cost r~sponsibilitier only if there is a close correspondence
between fuel consumption per mIle and costs generated per mile. But such is
not the case. As Table 6 also shbws, fuel consumption increases as vehicle
weight increases, but costs gener~ted per mile traveled increase more rapidly,
so that fuel tax payments declinJ as a proportion of cost responsibility (see
column 3). The result is that when between-class comparisons are made,
lighter vehicles pay a larger shate of their cost than heavier vehicles,. And
within classes the lighter membe~ of the class overpay rela.tive to the heavier
members. In economic jargon, here are cross-subsidies occurring.
This aspect of fuel taxation ( nderpayment by relatively heavy vehicles
and overpayment by relatively I1ght vehicles) is clearly inequitable, if cost
responsibility is the accepted b~sis for assessing equity. Furthermore, it
provides inefficient signals to hifhway users, leading to overuse by heavier
vehicles and an ~xcessive deman~ (expressed through the political process)
for highways that will handle th~ heavier vehicles.
Minnesota's license tax. rates ,I shown in Table 7, increase with vehicle
weight. This taX therefore helps to correct the between-class equity problem

.,,!
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TABL 6
Estimated Cost Responsibility, Fuel Consumption,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _an_d_T..,..ax,-O._P_a_y_m_e_n_t_s,_t! Vehicle Classa
.

Vehicle class

Cost
responsibility
(cents/mile)

Automobiles and Motorcycles.47
.56
Pickups and Vans
Single-Unit Trucks
less than 26,000 pounds
1.09
Single-Unit Trucks
26,000 pounds and above
2.64
Combination Trucks
less than 50,000 pounds
3.36
Combination Trucks
4.07
50,000 to 70,000 pounds
Combination Trucks
70,000 to 75,000 pounds
5.49
Combination Trucks
75,000 and above
7.29

Fuel
consumption
(miles/gallon)

Fuel tax payments
as proportion of
cost responsibilityb

18.0
13.6

1.06
1.32

7.7

1.07

6.3

.55

5.6

.48

5.5

.40

5.3

.31

5.3

.23

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Altbnatives to Tax on Use of Heavy Trucks,
Report to Congress, January, 1984. Cost responsiliility is from Table llI-3; fuel consumption
is derived from column I of Table III-4.
aEstimates of cost responsibility are for federal higllway program of $12.8 billion in fiscal year
1985. For each vehicle class, average operating ch~racteristics are assumed. .
bAssumes federal fuel tax rate of 9 cents per gaUd .

I

discussed above. Indeed, between-clas inequity could in principle be
eliminated by setting license tax rates so that each vehicle class taken as a
whole pays fuel plus license taxes equal t its cost responsibility. But withinclass inequities would remain because vehicles that travel fewer miles than
the class average would pay taxes in exce~s of the costs they generate while
vehicles that travel more than the averah would underpay; high-mileage
users would be subsidized by low-mileagd users.
.
More important, because it is stated as~ fixed fee, the license tax does not
change the additional (marginal) tax chsts of highway use, which are
determined by the fuel tax rate and tuiles per gallon. Consequently,
imposing a license tax based on vehicle ~eight and type does not solve the
efficiency problem that arises when the per-mile fuel tax does not accuratelyreflect the highway costs generated by an ~kiditional mile of travel. That is, a
license tax does not reduce the incenti~e for inefficient overuse of the
highway system by relatively heavy vehicles.
Revenue adequacy. Table 8 shows ~hat from 1970 through 1982
Minnesota highway user tax rev.enues di . not increase as rapidly as the
operation and maintenance cost index published' by the U.S. Federal
Highway Administration. Stated differently, these revenlies feU 21 % in real
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terms or purchasing power. The!state's ability to finance mainteriance and!
or expansion of its highway sys em from user taxes clearly diminished over
this period, and in this sense rdvenues were inadequat~.: Whether revenues
have been inadequate in a broader and more absolute sense must be based
on judgments about the amou6t that Minnesota should be spending on
highways and how that spendin~ should be financed.
One consequence of the rela~ively slow growth of user tax revenues has.
been increased reliance on othet revenue sources, primarily appropriations
from general funds; this patterk of change is common to Minnesota, its
neighbors, and the U.S. as a whble. Also, revenues appear to be insufficient
to fund construction and reconJtruction needs to be identified and defined
by the Minnesota Department Jf Transportation. 3
Revenues gre\y more· slowly than costs primarily because motor fuel tax
rates did not increase in line with costs. Tax rates increased only 86070 while
costs increased 178%. Thus, th~ apparent inadequacy of the system could
rate increases. Of course, such increases
have been remedied by ad hoc
require legisJative action and, therefore, are typically imposed only 'with a
lag. This lag is well illUStrated b~ the fact thatthe 143% increase in the fuel·

4u

TABLE 7
Minnesota Lice se Tax Base Rate Schedule
Total gross weight in pounds

Base rate

0- 1,500
1,501- 3,000
3,001- 4,500
4,501- 6,000
6,001- 9,000
9,001-12,000
12,001-15,000
15,001-18,000
18,001-21,000
21,001"17,000
27,001-33,000
33,001-39,000
39,001-45,000
45,001-51,000
51,001-57,000
57,001-63,000
63,001-69,000
69,001-73,280
73,281-78,000
78,001-81,000

$

15
20
25
35
45
70
105
145
190
270
360
470
590
710

860
1,010
1,180
1,320
1,520
1,620

plus $50 for each ton or fra tion thereof
in excess of 81,000 pounds.
1

The license tax for each category and ag~ of truck is calculated as a fraction of this base rate as
specified in Minnesota Statutes, Secti;In 168. Only two other states, Oklahoma and North
Dakota, consider age in setting license axes.
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tax rate from 1970 to 1984 was not suffi ,ient to offset the 178070 cost increase
that occurred over the shorter 1970-82 period. That is, the fuel tax rate has
increased more slowly than theeost indh, evenwhen allowance is made for
the recent sharp increase in the rate (ftom 13 cents in 1982 to 17 cents in
1984).
I
Over the next decade,· revenue adequacy will be enhanced by the
deduction of motor vehicle excise taxi revenues to the highway user tax
distribution fund. But conditions that characterized the past decade-rising
maintenance and op.eration cos.ts and5,elativelY static fuel consumption.seem likely to persist. Indeed, from
1984 through FY 1990, fuel. tax
revenues are forecast to decrease slight y, given current tax rates. A slight
increase in other traditional user taX rJvenues is forecast, but the rate of
increase is likely to fall short ofthe rate lof inflation. Thus, future increases
in fuel and license tax rates seem lik~ly. Barring such increases or the
implementation of a weight-distance taxI,an increasing fraction of revenues
will be obtained from taxes that are no~ closely related to highway use.
TABL\ 8

cos~l,user

Increases in Highway
Tax Revenues,
and Tax Rates, 1970-1984
Percentage increase:
Itern~

Index of federal highway maintenance
and operation costs
Fuel tax .rate, Minnesota
Fuel tax rate, federal
Minnesota highway user tax
collectionsa
Gasoline, taxable gallons, Minnesota

1970-1982

1970-19846

178
86

n.a.
143

o

120
1

125

169
5

Sources: Index of high~ay costs from Federal Hi hway Administration, Highway Statistics,
1982. User tax collections and gasoline g;illons from Minnesota Department of Revenue
publications and personnel.
aMotor fuel and motor vehicle license tax revenue .
bData for 1984 are estimated.

THE WEIGHT-DISTANCE TAX

Equity and efficiency. The equity an I efficiency goals of taxation could .
both be enhanced if Minnesota replaced its present two-part (motor fuel
plu~ license t~) system w.ith a Weight~distance ~n trucks. This tax ~s
b~slcallY a ml.leage ~ax, WIth .the tax rrte per· ~I1lle of, travel o~ public
hIghways an mcreasmg functIOn of glioss vehIcle weIght. EqUIty and
efficiency would be achieved if the per- I 'Ie tax rate for each vehicle class
were to approximate closely the costs gen rated when a vehicle of that class
travels a mile on public highways. A present, eight states-Arizona,

_.1--_.
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Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky, Ne Mexico, New York,Ohio, and Oregonhave weight-distance taxes. In addition, Wyoming and Colorado have a tonmile tax,which is similar.4
I
,
Table 9 ',illustrates the differe~be between the weight-distance tax and the
two-part user tax employed by Minnesota and most other states. The
comparison, which is for an 80looo pound, gross vehicle weight, five-axle
combin~tion, also illustrates thelequity ~d. efficiency. problems of th~ tw~
part Minnesota system. Cost tesponsIbility for this type of vehicle IS
estlIDated at 2.224 cents per 'Jile empty and 17.14 cents per mile fully
loaded. The ~mple,is construdted on the assumption that vehicles of this
c~~s are fully loaded, for 60070 .d~~~, .their miles and empt.y for the rem,ainder,
gIvmg an average cost responSl tty of 11 cents per mIle. '
As column 2 of Thble 9 shows, the weight-distance tax Per mile is the same
regardless of miles traveled, an ' thus the. marginal tax levied per mile (the
tax for each additional mile haveled) is equal to the estimated cost
responsibility per mile. Thus, the weight-distance ,tax is fair in that it charges
each vehicle for the costs that i~ generates whether it is a low-mileage or a
high-mileage vehicle,provided that it has the assumed sixty-forty ratio of
fully l~aded to empty miles. Vehicles with a higher ratio ofloaded to empty
miles underpay, wbile vehicles Jith a lower ratio overpay.
From an efficiencyperspectivt
a tax' is ideal if it confronts users with a
1
tax per mile that accurately reflects the additional costs generated by an
additional mile of travel. The weight-distance tax does not fully measure up
to this ideal because it does not vary with load. s

TABLE 9
Comparison of Weight-Dis ance and Two Part Tax System, 1982
I

Thousands of
miles traveled
per year
10
20
40
50
70
90
100

Cost
responsibility
$ per mile

Weightdistance
tax

$1,620/year
plus
$.17/gallon

$4,OOO/year
plus
$.17lgallon

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11

.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11
.11

.194
.113
.073
.065
.056
.050
.049

.432
.232
.132
.112
.090
.077
.072

Source: Estimates of cost responsibilitJ are from Federal Highway Administration, Final
'\
Report on the Federal Highway Cost ANocation Study, May, 1982.
aColumns 3 and 4 for Minnesota assum~ vehicle average 5.25 miles per gallon and therefore
pay fuel taxes of $.0324 per mile. The $ ,620 is the fee that now applies in Minnesota.
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Column 3 shows the tax per mile, ~,r the present tW(j-part Minnesota
system. At present, the 80,000 pound, fi~e-axle vehicle pays a re~strati~n fee
of. $1,620 per year and a fuel tax of I
17 cents per gallon;
WIth this tax
''
scheme, vehicles that travel less than 20,871 per year overpay (they pay user
charges that average more than 11 cents~er mile), while vehicles that travel
more than 20,871 miles underpay.6 This'~ame conclusion-that the vehicles
iIi a given class that travel less overpay an~ therefore subsidize the group that
travels more-would be exacerbatedif t&e Minnesota license fee were to be
increased (see column 4). Thus, the two-Jartsystem is inherentlymequitable
in that it always charges low-mileage us~rs more per mile of roadway.
Moreover, note that if one ignores the between-class cross-subsidy, the
two-part system in, Minnesota is alJo deficient from an efficiency
perspective,sjnce it imposes a marginal tax per mile ofonly;3.24 cents, far
short of the 11 cents per mile cost respo~sibility.
Tax yield. As the above discussiorl indicates, equity and efficiency
consideratiOns are of primary- fml'ortant:e in discussions: of selective sales
taxation. Having established these two atguments for a weight-distance tax
as a replacement for the pr~sent MiDD1sota' system, two other practical
issues an,.'se: first, ' what is the proper yiel~ or leve,I of the tax, and second, can
such a tax meet the criteria for ease of administration and taxpayer
compliance.,
'
The issue of levei or yield is discussed lISt. Once one accepts the premise
that highway taxes are e~sentia!ly :user fdfes and that cros~-subsidies ~ong
users should not be contmued, It follows hat the annual Yield of the welghtdistance tax should beset to cover thel total annual damage costs. This
"correct" levelhas not been estimated hefe, in part because it would entail a
major survey to learn the incidence of t~e use by type of vehicle on all of
Minnesota's roadways. Accordingly, for ~resent purposes, it is necessary to
proceed with the discus'sion of the pros land cons of this tax vis-a-vis the
several other options, on the assumption that if a switch,to Weight,-distance
is made, the switch will be made only afte an appropriate state agency (e.g.,
the Minnesota Department of Transport~iOn) carries out a thorough study
regarding the highway damage costs ass ciated with various vehicles. If it
turns out that the elimination of the pres nt taX subsidy that now accrues to
the heavier and more traveled vehicl~ would cause some unintended
?utc~m.es such ,a,'s reduced employment, ,the state has, two choice.s: either
mdeflmtely contmue some (perhaps the urrent) amount of SUbSIdy on a
vehicle class basis with the subsidy to be 'ade tip out of the general fund, or
provide for a subsidy that gradually vaclShes over some transition period
(e.g., two to three years). Regardless Of~hiCh choice is made, if an equal
yield substitution is made" the result will e increased efficiency and equity
in highway tax policy and enhanced fisc accountability since the subsidy
will be direct and explicit rather than, as Jresently structured, under the veil
of cross-subsidies.

)
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From the point of view of sm· er and less driven vehicles, the result will
bean elimination of the implicit payments to the heavier vehicles and a
.
reduction in relative highway t~ burdens.
Administration and comPliante. Assuring accurate reporting of miles
traveled on public highways is t e key administrative problem and cost in
weight-distance taxation. Report Ing methods range from self-assessment, in
which case operators report mileage as recorded by their odometers, to
automated systems that utilize sekIed meters. Such meters are now in use by
larger carriers in the U.S., and they have been used for taxing purposes in
~
.
other countries.
Experience in Oregon, which has employed a weight~distance tax since
1949, attests to the feasibility of dministration of the tax and relative ease
of taxpayer compliance. Oregon relies on self-reporting, with the
administrative agency maintainihg a separate account for each trucking
I
firm.
Total administrative costs, whifh include a share of the overhead costs of
the Oregon Public Utility Commission (the administering agency) as well as
audit and collection costs, are Jstimated at 50/0 to 7% of gross receipts.
Compliance appears to be very sJtisfactory, with collections estimated tob~,
95% of taxes due.
I
Moreover, the information tha~ motor carriers must report to comply with
Oregon's weight-distance tax is typically available from records that they
keep for other purposes. Interstaf carriers must file periodic reports in most
states (including Minnesota) giving number of miles traveled, in total and in
the specific state, and the gallonJ of fuel purchased in the state. They must
also supply detailed informatioA on their operations to state and federal
income tax administrators. Th s, the recordkeepmg and reporting costs
directly attributable to Oregon's system appear to be minimal.
One final note, if a weight-dis nce tax were adopted as a full or partial
replacement for the present two part system, there are still two reasons to
maintain some license (regis ration) fee: first,it clearly aids in
administration and regulation; second some highway costs are fixed
(overhead) costs and thus not ffected by additional use (e.g., drainage
systems and right-of-way acquisi ion).
DIESEL DIFFERENTIAL

A less bold alternative to weight-distance type proposals is a "diesel
differential" levy whereby dies~II gasoline is taxed at higher rates than
nondiesel fuel as a way of differe tially taxing heavy trucks, the main buyers
of diesel. Twelve states currentl tax diesel at a rate higher than gasoline,
with rate differentials ranging f omI cent to 3 cents per gallon. Among
nearby states, both Iowa and Illi ois have diesel differentials of 2.5 cents per
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gallon. Adoption of a diesel differen .al by Minnesota would have the
following advantages:
I".'
• 'Revenues would increase by approximately $3 million per penny
increased. Thus, if Minnesota were to meet Iowa's 25 cents per gallon,
highway revenues would rise by $7 million. Of course, an alternative
would be to use these extra dollars to reduce the motor fuel tax on smaller
vehicles such as automobiles and pickPPs, thereby maintaining an equal
yield of motor fuel revenues.
• Equity and Efficiency between vehicl class improvements could occur if
some (or all) the revenues from the d esel differential were used to reduce
license fees on smaller and lighter veHicles. However, equity would not be
served if the higher diesel rate wereJused to finance a net reduction in
license taxes on heavier vehicles.
• Ease of Administration and Compli nce is achieved if the differential is
simply reflected
in the
pump
price.
contrast, attempts
to differentiate
.
.
.'., I
'
among vehicles at the pump could be most cumbersome.

A

t

Ih

The

dieseldiffere~tial also has sever~ disadvantages:

• Equity and Efficiency violations wouid remain because as vehicle weight
increases, the costs generated by high ay use rise much more rapidly than
does fuel consumptiQn. For example, doubling the diesel rate-to 34 cents
per gallon would result in a per-mil fuel tax for fully loaded 80,000pound vehicles of dnly65 cents, wellibelow current estimates of the cost
that sucha:vehicle generates per mile of travel. Therefore,a diesel
differential would reduce but not elitrunate the undertaxation of heavy
vehicles relative t,o light vehicles.
\
• Tax Enforcement problems would ~e aggravated because diesel oil
ostensibly purchased for tax exempt nonhighway uses can be diverted to
use in highway' vehicles. A higher tak on highway use of diesel would
increase the, incentive for such d~version. Enforcement would be
facilitated"7but administration made ore difficult-by collecting thetax
on diesel from distributors on all sales and then having nonhighway users
file for a credit upon application.
1

J

INDEXING MOTOR FUEL TAXES

Until the late 1970s, states increased r:el tax rates only through periodic
legislative action. However, in response to the rapid inflation of the late
1970s and early 1980s, eleven states a, d the District of Columbia have
enacted (as of January 1984) mechanism~ for administratively adjusting fuel
tax rates in response to one or more indbng factors. Three of these states
and eight others levy sales or gross re eipts taxes on fuel purchases, in
addition to the gallonage tax. Among n ighboring states, Illinois currently
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. levies a sales tax as well as a gallhnage tax on fuel purchases. And indexing
will become effective in Wisconr'n in 1985.
. Indexing on the b.asis of high ay costs keeps the real, value (purchasin.g
power) of user contributions fo the financing of highway services from
eroding during periods of inflttion. It is also desirable on equity and
~fficiency groun.ds because it pref\(e~ts a decline.(such as occurred in 1974-80)
m the real user-tax payment for ghway repaIr.
If Minn~ota had indexed its otor fuel tax rate on the' basis of operation
and maintenance costs since 196<1, the state would have a fuel tax rate that is
at least 4 cents higher than the cutrent 17 cents per gallon, and be generating
additional revenues O.f. about $7~ million for FY 1.985. This estim.ate takes
into account that at 21 cents per ,gallon, Minnesota would be somewhat of
an outlier in motor fuel rates (18 cents is now the highest) and thus that
some gasoline sales would be re ,-!ced.7
A decision to recommend iI~dexing should address the question of
"Which iildex"?, Several indexes ke available, including the consumer price
in?ex (CPI), t:~l pr~ce of fuel:! wholesale ~price of fuel, ~he U.S. Fe.deral
HIghway Adnllmstration operatIbn and mamtenance cost mdex, and sales
of ~axabie fuels .. States u~ilizinglindexin~ typically restrict the range over
which tax rates may vary m response to mdex changes.
D~ring periods of rapid inflatipn,indexing on the basis of operationand
maintenance costs assures that revenues grow as rapidly as costs if fuel
consumption is either static or inJreasing.·However, this same result is not as
likely to be achieved with indexink based on other factors such as the CPI or
the wholesale and retail pric~s of fuel. These indexes often move
independently of operation and baintenance costs.
Ohio and Michigan are the onl~ states that at present index on the basis of
operation and maintenance co~ts; Wisconsin will index on this basis
beginning April, 1985. Ohio andjMichigan also use a second factor, taxable
sales, to ~hich tax rates are inver ely related-when taxable sales (gallonage)
falls, the tax rateincreases. This wo-part indexing mechanism is superior to
other mechanisms if the objectiv~ is to prevent the purchasing power of fuel
tax revenues from falling dUrin~periOds such as the late 1970s and early
1980s, when highway costs were increasing in dollar terms and rising fuel
prices were curtailing fuel consu ption.
INDEXING LICENSE

TAXE~

'

Minnesota's motor vehicle t es are partially responsive to inflation in
that registration fees for automo iles and pickup trucks are based on dollar
value. That is, revenues from lIcense taxes on automobiles and pickups
increase when the rate of iJflation increases, although less than
proportionately. In contrast, re*enues from truck and bus registrations,
which are based on age, weight, and use, are not sensitive to the inflation

I
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rate. License taxes could, like fuel taxe ; be fully indexed to operation and
maintenance costs or some other measjbre of inflation, and the arguments
pertaining to indexing fuel taxes would also hold for indexing license taxes.
DEDICATION OF MOTOR VEHICL

EXCISE TAX

so~e

Fourteen states currently dedicate
or all of their motor vehicle sales
and use ~ revenue toa road or highwJy fund. On July 1, 1984; Minnesota
began dedicating a part of its motorl vehicle excise tax. revenues to the
highway users tax distribution fund (HUTDF) and· the transit assistance
fund; the fraction dedicated will reach ~ maximum of 750/0 to the HUTDF
and 25% to the transit fund in FY 199~.
.
Dedication of motor vehicle excise ~ax revenues to HUTDF has been
supported as an offset to the failure of traditional user tax revenues to keep
pace with highway costs and funding n~eds. However, as shown above, this
failure can in large part be attributed t~the fact that the legislature has not
adjusted fuel and license tax rates in response to inflation. Thus, the
dedication of motor vehicle excise taxr~enues to the HUTDF is essentially

~c~~~i.:it: ~~v.::~=tute general t.ax re~e.n.u.es f.or p..er-unit motor fue.l and

Motor vehicle excise taxes are paid y highway users and in that very
general sense they are user taxes. Howe er, the amount of tax paid does not
vary directly with .highway mileage, an more important, it is only loosely
connected to costs generated by highwa~ use. The motor vehicle excise tax is
therefore fat from an ideal user tax an~lthe transfer of excise taX revenue to
the HUTDF can be viewed as the u1e of general purpose revenue for
highway financing that continues the s bsidy of the big rigs.
An alternative to dedicating motor vehicle excise tax revenue to the
HUTDF wo~ld be to follow the lead f ten other states and include ·fuel
purchases in the retail sales tax base Jnd dedicate the resulting sales tax
revenues to the HUTDF. The advantag~ of this alternative is that the sales
tax on fuel is more directly related to hikhway use than is the motor vehicle
excise tax.
I

TOLLS

Another method of financing 'highway costs is the use of highway tolls.
Since tolls assess a fee for the use or! a particular road, they provide a
mechanism for bringing highway taxes dloser to the costs resulting from use
of the highways. Most highway costs ate not specific to a particular road.
For instance, pavement damage costs Jre incurred on all roads, and taxes
funding this cost need not distinguish between different roads. However,
certain costs may be uniquely assoc·ated with a particular road. For
instance, a toll may be appropriate where a road or bridge requires
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particularly high costs to allow v hides to reach certain places. Similarly, a
congested urban highway can cre te costs for users in terms of their time lost
due to the road's crowded condition. Again, a toll c6'uld signal to motorists
the full costs of additional crOW~ing at that time. Such a toll could ensure
that only those who valued the t me saved at or above the cost of the toll
would drive on the road then and. ecrease crowding to theappropriate level.
. The advantage of tolls suggest . an accompanying disadvantage. Tolls are
ill-advised on roads that cannot The uriiquely differentiated. For instance, it
would be bad policy to assess ~ congestion toll on one road that runs
alongside and to and from the ~. arne places as .another nontolled road.
Traffic would s~m~ly b.e diverted . rom the toll.road t.o. th~.. f~e~ roa.d for ~o
good reason. SImIlarly a toll on a road or bndge not requmng expenSIve
building costs might also divert traffic or lead to under lise of the road or

br~~~~ also have the disadvanta!g of having high administrative costs and

may, to some degree, impair hig way safety. Fu.rther, states are restricted
from assessing tolls on complete federal interstate highways.
. Because of the particular char ·cteristics of Minnesota's highway needs,
tolls do not appear appropriate fur widespread adoption. Minnesota does
not have any especially dense urban areas that might call for congestion
tolls, nor do there appear to be£any needs for roads or bridges that are
extraordinarily expensive. Never. eless, the idea should not be rejected
outright. In the right circumstanc s-where the user and tl)e service received
are clearly identifiable and the rdrdway is easily differentiated from other
roadways-tolls provide an eqUitable and efficient means of at least
partially financing highway costs ..
ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO TAXES
Minnesota's selective sales tax tion of alcohol and cigarette products,
while certainly less complex than highway taxation, has a similar feature: the
taxes are levied on a per-unit method. 8 As Table 1 indicates, cigarettes are
taxed at 18 cents per pack, and al~oholic beverages are taxed on a per-liter
(wine and distilled spirits) and p r-barrel (beer) basis. Tobacco products
other than cigarettes are taxed on n ad valorem basis of 20070 of wholesale
price.
The result of this per-unit appro ch is that the real value of these taxes has
fallen; the burden of the tax on th sale of a pack of cigarettes or a gallon of
liquor or beer is about 60070 less t an it was in 1972. As shown in Table 3,
these taxes account for a small a shrinking share of state revenue.

1

EQUITY AND EFFICIENCY

Excise taxes on alcohol and t bacco products are regressive in their

---------------
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incidence (Figure 1). Nevertheless, the continue to be used, presumably
because they are seen as serving other urposes. In particular, they may:
." Reduce the use of the taxed produJts, often seen as desirable on two
grounds: use is unhealthy for the uSclr; and users impose costs on others
(e.g., automobile accidents causedh intoxicated drivers and publicly
financed treatment of health proble s resulting from the use of alcohol
and tobacco).
.
• Force buyers to recognize full costs associated with use, regardless of
whether the full costs discourage us .
.. Facilitate regulatory activity aimed at controlling the availability of
alcoholic beverages and tobacco.
Equity is (rougWy) served because t e external social costs that tobacco
and alcohol users impose on others, including other users, are reduced. This
is true even if the taxes do not affect ~he amount of alcohol and tobacco
used if one views the tax as a compen~ation for the cost users impose on
others. This compensation effect is eashy arrived at when tax revenues are
dediCated for· programs that make rclstitution for bodily and property
damages caused by intoxicated personslor treat health problems associated
with alcohol and tobacco use. But the 4ompensation is no less. real i.( excise
tax revenues are used for general government purposes; In thiS case,
compensation takes the.. form of.relat~/eIY lighter overall tax. burdens for
persons who make relatively little use alcohol and tobacco.
Efficiency is promoted in two ways. irst, efficiency is promoted because

~:~o~:e~ys~~:tiv~~ti~~n:s_i~~e?~a~:e::I~Si~~:t~~~~~~~~~lo:~::~:c~~
use. S.ta.ted different.ly, in the absence of taxation (or some other deterrent to
use), there would be "overuse" of the toducts because individuals would
not give full weight to the costs that th ir use imposes on others.
Second, bes:ause these taxes are on roducts that exhibit relative pricei.nelasticity, the tax minimizes interferenle with c.onsumer behavior (Le., the
excess burden of the tax is minimized).
. This second efficiency argument des rves a bit more comment, however,
since there is evidence that not all smokers react to price in the same way.
Specifi~ally, there is evidence that at leJst for teenagers, the price response
may be significant. Indeed, Minnesota~teenage smoking appears to be so
sensitive to price that an increase of 10/0 in Minnesota cigarette prices would
actually cause an even greater (1.4070) d crease in cigarette consumption. 9
The evidence of whether a similar dlfferential impact exists for alcohol
consumption is not available. Thus, t.he~nlY conclusion here is that demand
for alcohol is generally unresponsive to rice change. A 1070 increase in the
Minnesota tax on distilled spirits would reduce consumption by only about
0.6070. 10 Demand for beer tends to be e n less responsive to price changes,
while wine is more responsive.
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.

From available evidence about price elasticities, it seems fair to conclude
that Minnesota's excise taxes red~ce consumption of distilled spirits and
cigarettes, but the decrease is notllarge in relation to total consumption of
these products. Whether these relatively small reductions produce equity
and efficiency gains that justify the use of regressive taxes cannot be
determined with the information kvailable. At a minimum, they preclude a
firm verdict against excise taxes ort either equity or efficiency grounds. Such
a verdict would seem to requirb solid evidence that the external costs
associated with alcohol and tobacto use generate small equity and efficiency
loss" relative to tbe equIty loss tSociated witb tbe use of regressive taXes.
TAX YIELD

I

As noted, the importance oftaJes on tobacco (particularly cigarettes) and
alcoholic beverages is shrinking dJe to the automatic inflation erosion of the
tax rates. This erosion, in turn, is the result of the failure of the legislature to
act often enough in making periJdic rate adjustments. In short, there is a
similar choice: allow inflation 0. continue to erode real tax·· rates as
Minnesota has been permitting in recent years; or recommend some
automatic upward rate adjustment mechanism.
If the latter approach is taken, Ithere are two possible ways to go:
Indexation. The first is to indFx automatically the per-unit cigarette and
alcoholic beverage taxes by an inflation measure such as the CPI. To be sure,
taxes would increase. If tax rates Ihad been indexed in 1972 to the CPI, the
tax on cigarettes today would be 44 cents per pack, the tax on distilled
liquors would be $10.80 per gallorl, and the taxes on beer would be $4.92 per
barrel for low beer and $9.84 fot strong beer. If this inflation adjustment
were made for 1984's expected
rate of inflation, the revenue yield on
cigarette taxes would increase lj,y approximately $2.3 million (to $86.5
million) and on alcoholic bevera~es by about $9 million (to a total of $55.2
million).
I
The effect of indexation of the tax base would be influenced by the tax
actions of other states. If tax rate~ in other states were not adjusted upward
in response to inflation, whethet by indexation or by frequent legislative
changes, then Minnesota's indexJtion would continuously push up its rate
relative to those of other states. The incentives to bootleg and to drive across
the border to purchase the taxe1 commodity would thereby be increased,
and any response to those inCe~tiVes would mean fewer taxable sales in
Minnesota. Accordingly, if it w re ev.entua.llY determined that Minnesota
taxes were getting out of line ove time, the index could be suspended on an
ad hoc basis. On political accou tability grounds, an ad hoc suspension of
indexation, however, may be ~referable to the present system of no
indexation, since it requires an explicit legislative decision to not raise rates.
Inflation erodes the tax base w~tl1 no explicit legislative debate on the topic.
tl
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If Minnesota adopted such a "full di closure" procedure by indexing, it
would be the first state to do so.
~
. Ad valorem taxation. If alcoholic beverage and cigarette tax revenues
were placed on an ad valorem rather th a per-unit basis (as Minnesota now
does for tobacco products other thb.n cigarettes) the same effect of
indexation would be achieved, with the ~dded merit of easier administration
and enhanced taxpayer understanding. Legislatively, it would be a very
simple matter to accomplish-just recah the 18 cents per pack of cigarettes
in terms ofa current percentage of valhe and enact thattate.
.
These advantages notwithstanding, Jnly Hawaii employs an ad valorem
tax on cigarettes and alcoholic beveragJs. The maIn disadvantage of the ad
valorem approach is that· it would ptevent inflation-induced erosion of
revenues only to the extent. that prices df the taxed commodities increase as
rapidlY~asptices in .general. Over thF past fifteen years, cigarette and
aIcoholicbeverage po"" have not dOnr so·

TRANSIENT LOIDGING TAXES
Six Minnesota cities (Duluth, BlooJngton, Minneapolis, Rochester, 51.
Cloud, and St. Paul) levy 3070 taxes on sMes of transient lodging. Legislation
passed in 1983 allows any city at presentlnot imposing a transient lodging tax
to levy such a tax for promoting tourisxb. The rate may not exceed 3% and
95 % of the revenue must be earmarked Ifor tourism. To date, only Winona,
Mankato, and Moorhead have levied a tkx under this legislation. At present,
local transient lodging taxes are leViedlln thirty states.
RATIONALE

.

There are a number of justifications r taxing transient accommodations
at a higher rate than the general sales uJ. First, visitors generate costs which
must be borne by residents. Therefore, bot only can special tourist taxation
be justified, based on the incremental variable costs attributed to their
presence, but also any additional ca~acity costs· incurred by the local
jurisdiction. It is not unreasonable to a~sume that the provision of services
by the local jurisdiction is greater than Irlight otherwise be necessary because
of the visitors' presence.
The second justification is one of fi cal expediency. SiDce the tax is on
nonresidents,. it provides a way to 10JFr. the taxes paid by Minnesotans.
Though perhaps a bit cynical, this expbrt feature is at the heart of many
states' tax levies.
··1
Finally, there are two revenue pr9ductivity arguments that can be
advanced in support of the tax. lfirst, the demand for transient
accommodations tends to be relatively ihsensitive to small changes in price.

1
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The demand is relatively price-inJlastic. Thus, according to the economists'
optimal taxation theories, the t':f is well suited fora higher rate.
The second revenue argument is based on the fact that the expenditures of
transients on hotel/motel and bther tourist related services tend to be
in~?me-elastic. That is, as t~e lincon:es of pe~sonsin the (national ~r
regIOnal) economy grow over tnn~, famlly expenditures for travel and totmst
services tend to increase by eve~ greater amounts. Thus, a tax on these
visitor-related expenditures autotnatically tends to grow as the economy
grows, thereby reducing the need for legislative action to enact rate and/or
base changes.

YIELD

1._

A state-level tax would be an alternatIve or supplement to local taxes. As
an alternative, it would prevent the inequity that arises when cities do not .
levy a transient accommodations Itax, but neyertheless benefit from tourism
taxes and programs of their neighbors. As a supplement, it could apply in all
,cities or only in those cities thatldo not levy a local transient lodging tax.
Funds could be returned to th~ cities from which they originate. The

:::~::c:d of a 1% mte_lej~el transient lodging tax is $2 million per

Would a 1070 tax discourage isitors? Because of the price-inelasticity,
. there would be little effect. This is particularly clear if put in terms of the

ABLE 10
.
Mortgage Registry ~nd Deed Transfer Tax Rates
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M
__
in_n_e_so_t--1a~nd Selected States
State
Minnesota
California
Illinois
Iowa
Michigan
New York
North Dakota
South Dakota
Texas
Wisconsin

Deed rrabfer tax
per $SOO c9nsideration

Mortgage registry tax,
per $100 of principal debt

$1110

$ .IS
none
none
none
none
1.00
none
none
none·
none

15s a
J2S
]S5

j55

jS5
none
50
nqne
I1S0

Source: Minnesota Department of Reven e, Minnesota Tax Handbook. August 1982.
aCity or county option.
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marginal effect of the tax. For example, at the downtown St. Paul Holiday
Inn a room for two costs the users $86 per night, maximum. This assumes
no discounts (e.g., conventions) and that the charge is not being written off
as a business tax deduction or as a reirtibursableexpense. Add another· 1010
per night tax, and the price rises by 86 ce~ts. That is about half the price of a
beer in the lounge.
EQUITY

Available data on hbusehold consumption patterns show that
expenditures on hotel and motellodgin~ increase roughly in proportion to
income, and they increase more rapidly than total consumption eXpenditures
as income increases. Hence, the inciddnce of a tax on sales bf transient
lodging is proportional to progressive in ~espect to income, and tlius satisfies
the· ability-to-pay criterion.
EARMARKING

As noted, present legislation now permits taxes on transient
accommodations if earmarked for tolurism promotion. It is difficult,
however, to make such a user-cost link. IIf the argument for earmarking is
that tourism promotes the general wel~re (e.g., jobs), then general fund
expenditures make sense, not special funding. Similarly, the often heard
argument that the tax is justified onl1. if visitors· benefit by receiving a
special set of lodging-related services losbs its power once one considers that
residents also pay taxes but are generally only indirectly compensated for
these through the general exp,enditure ptocess.
ADMINISTRATION

l

Only the Minneapolis and Rochester
es are collected and administered
by the state revenue department; the bther cities administer their taxes
locally. Administration and collection. cbsts would likely be reduced if the
latter taxes were collected by the state a~ it collects the. state sales tax.

MORTGAGE REdISTRY AND DEED TRANSFER TAXES
Minnesota levies a mortgage registry
on the principal amount of any.
debt that is secured by mortgage of reaUproperty situated in the state. The
rate is 15 cents per $100 of principal. lit levies a deed transfer (real estate
transfer) tax on each transfer of real lproperty by deed, instrument,
writing. The tax is $2.20 for the first ~l,OOO or less of consideration plus

0:
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additional~500. ~e

$1.10 for each
mortgage--registry rate has remained
unchanged since 1945, the deed transfer rate since 1967. Table 10 compares
tax -rates -in Minnesota with its- neighbors
and selected other states.
I
Because they depend on the valpe of the real estate that is transferred or
mortgaged, these taxes are not simply fees for recording mortgages and
property transfers. They were ori~ly imposed for revenue purposes, a
point made clear in the opinion!- upholding the constitutionality of the
I
_ ~>
mortgage registry tax:
.

There are good and sufficient reasons why a special method should be devised for
the -taxation of thiS kind of propetty. It is a notorious fact that the owners of
securities in the forms of bonds add notes have not
in the habit of paying
their proportionate share of the tax~. This has been due in a iheasure to the ease
with which the existence of such prdperty can be concealed from the tax officials.
But when the oWIier of a note tak~s a mortgage on real estate as security, and
. places it upon the -public recordk, he exposes his ownership-at least, his
ost~nsible ownershi~-and enables fhe assessor to reachhim..*
.

been

This 1908~reasonmg does not hold up very well In today's fIscal
environment. Nthough it may bd true that owners of intangible property
evade taxes, that is an income enfbrcement and not a property or sales tax
issue. -Moreover, since intangiblel property (and the transfer thereof) is
exempt under Minnesota statut~s, there is no clear horizontal equity
(treatment of like activities) justification for taxing the transfer of real
property.
This leaves us with two possible justifications: administrative ease (as the
court notes, the papers are inded publicly recorded) and administrative
cost-recovery. Regarding this secdnd point, there is a case for a cost~f
service tax, but no case based on eal estate value.
Finally, one should note that the mortgage registry taX is essentially a tax
on loan transactions, and, as suchl it is borne by borrowers and/or lenders.
Similarly, the deed transfer tax is borne by buyers and/or sellers of real
estate. Data for maldng asystema~c estimate of the incidence of these taxes
are not available. But the taxed trknsactions are engaged in predominately
by persons in the middle- and uprr..;income strata or their agents. Hence,
the taxes are likely to range from - proportional to progressive in their
incidence; they are vertically equit~ble. Again, however, horizontal equity is
not satisfied since equally-valued 11roperty ownership varies among persons
,of a given income l e v e l . In Minnesota, both mortgage r gistry tax and deed transfer tax rates are
high relative to many of the stateJ; however, whether the level of these two
taxes impedes efficient operation of the real estate and mortgage markets
has not been examined here.

J

* Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co. v. Coun
574 (1908).

of Morrison, 104 Minn. 179, 182·83, 116 N.W. 572,
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TAXES ON CONTROliLED SUBSTANCES
. In view of the recent concern regardilg the "new crime" (1970s-1980s) of
drug trafficking, two states have enactbd selective sales and license fees on
the sale of marijuana and other controDed substances. Arizona has a dealer
license fee of $100, an excise tax of $lO!per ounce on marijuana and a $125
per-ounce tax on controlled substances. South Dakota takes a. harder line
approach: license fees are $500 for niarijuana and $1,000 for controlled
substances. Marijuana sales are taxed at $50 per ounce and controlled
substances at $5,000 per ounce'. These Itaxes are administered by requiring
that a tax stamp be affixed to each pardel sold, and requiring each dealer to
.'
I
have a valid licens~."
There are three JustIficatlons for these tax laws:

• Supports System of Law. Thetbes create another Way to
prosecute drug dealers: they can bd charged with tax evasion in
addition tO~UITent criminal statutes Ion the drug trade.
• Horizontal Equity. The levies address one part of a growing
problem, the tax evasion occurring irl the underground economy. It
does not follow that becauseactivtties are illegal they have no
economic. impact and their partil::ipants should therefore be
preferentially treated vis-a-vispersdns who engage in legal and
taxable .market transactions; and
I
. '
• Sumptuary. As ~ong as the dealing in these controlled substances is
illegal, one can presume that the ecJnomic objective is sumptuary
(and, thus not a tevenue producer). * Although a Minnesota tax on
controlled substances would surel not eliminate drug dealing
within the state borders, it would s~nd out signals to prospective
dealers to trade elsewhere.
\

.

There are two additional features o~ the taxes that must be recognized.
The first is, that if the Minnesota drug trade is large, the taxes may have
some negative employment effects. JIn some states where marijuana
production is a significant industry (e.g Hawaii, particularly on Hawaii and
Maui) this has been' a major policy codcern.
Second, since drug trafficking is illegal, there is a civil liberties issue
regarding the' rights Of one to be ptotected against self-incrimination;
Accordingly, Arizona and South Drkota provide that persons who
voluntarily comply with the tax law may do so confidentially. Given the
(laudable) zeal with which the Minnesdta Department of Revenue enforces

"""~ly.

~,1"

tri,~l.

esti~ate

•
"""n",
m,y nn' b'
Jr"zona officials
that in 1982, if the tax
had been levied on the then confiscated amount of marijuana, cocaine, heroin, and hashish,
the state would have raised $10 million. In-the fi st ten months of the tax system, $380,000 of
assessments have been ievied and $30,000 colleetled.
.
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nondisclosure laws, one can con lude that this taxpayer confidentiality
would be maintained in this state.
RECOM
AGAINST EARMARKING OF

ENDATIONS

G~NERAL

TAX SOURCES

~h:se findings

The commission agrees upon
earmarking state tax revenues:
I

about the procedure of

• In Minnesota, approximately IfOJo of tax revenues were earmarked in
1981. These reven.ues in large par went for expenditures 0.·.n highways and
aids to taconite areas.
• Since 1967, there has been a major decrease in the share Of tax collections
that are earmarked. Hpwever, it dannot be demonstrated that this has had
an effect on the functional disttlibution of expenditures. This pattern is
similar to but more pronouncedl than the national average.
• Earmarking may enhance efficiency if a tax acts as a user charge for a
I
particular service.
• Earmarking reduces budgetary rIexibility and can remove portions of the
1
budget from regular review.
Therefore, the commission recommends that the practice of earmarking
b~I avoided except in the clear user charge
revenues to specific expenditures
.
case. All other revenues should -be deposited in the general fund. The
legislature may then do what they ~re elected to do, namely choose how to
allocate funds among competing ~rograms. This will make fiscal decisions
more explicit and will enhance pOfitical accountability.
MAINTAIN SPECIAL FUND DELcATION OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE
EXCISE TAX

I

The scheduled dedication of motor vehicle tax revenues to the highway
and transit funds is a response to the failure of traditional highway user tax
revenues to keep pace with funding for infrastructure maintenance and
transportation planning. Part of this funding problem can be addressed by
building in responsiveness in the motor fuel and license fee structure.
However, additional funding from the motor vehicle excise is warranted in:
recognition that the benefits of a JIl maintained, integrated transportation
~~~~~ has general benefit to Mi 1·esotans regardless of where they live or

MAINTAIN THE REAL VALUE
TAX REVENUE

F HIGHWAY FUEL AND LICENSE

1

Highway user tax revenue h s not grown as rapidly as highway
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maintenance and operation costs, primarily because fuel and license tax
rates have not been addressed as rapidly ~s inflation has driven tIp highway
costs. Specifically, from 1970 through 1~&2, the purchasing power of user
tax revenues fell 21 070. The highway system revenues from user taxes clearly
diminished over this period, and reliknce on other revenue sources,
primarily appropriations from the genedJ fund, increased. This pattern of
change was common to Minnesota, its n~ighbors,and the U.S. as a whole.
Accordingly, the cOIIUnlssion. recomrrlends that the state implement a
system of variable tax rates under which fhel and licenses would be increased
automatically when highway costs, as me~sured by the federal operation and
maintenance cost index, increase. This bould be done by eithet indexing
present per-unit taxes or moving from a per-unit to an ad valorem tax on
motor fuel.
MAINTAIN THE REAL VALUE OF ALCOHOL AND CI.GARETTE
TAXES

The commission finds that Minnesota' per-unit excise taxes on cigarettes
and alcoholic beverages are being steadlly eroded by inflation. Although
these taxes are by their nature regres~ive, they serve three important
purposes. They improve efficiency by infreasing the cost of smoking and
drinking which have adverse social impacts. Because the consumption of
these goods for most people is not sensitive to price, these taxes minimally
interfere with consumer decisions and Jatisfy the goal of tax neutrality.
Teenagers are an exception to the gendral unresponsiveness of cigarette
consumption to higher prices; teenage srhoking is significantly reduced by
the cigare.tte excise tax. . .
I
.
Accordmgly, the commISSIOn recommends that the current per-umt taxes
on alcoholic beverages and cigarettes shbuld be replaced with ad valorem
taxes that initially will produce an equal ~evenue yield. If the federal excise
tax on cigarettes should decrease in the future (as is presently scheduled),
.Minnesota sbnnld increase its tax by an
amount.

tqUol

PERMIT THE LOCAL OPTION TO
ACCOMMODATIONS'-

TA~

TRANSIENT

I·

.

The commission finds that the transie~t accommodations tax is a source
of revenue that also meets the goals I of efficiency (minimization of
distortions in consumer behavior) and equity in taxation. However, it also
concludes that, since localities vary in the r ability to attract and tax lodging
guests, the decision whether to utilize thi tax should be a local, not a state,
decision.
Accordingly, the commission recomm nds that the state leave this tax
policyto local government units. The iss e of whether to tax and, if a tax is
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levied, to earmark proceeds, is a local one. The state should not require that
these tax revenues be earmarked for the benefit of the tourism industry.
STATUS QUO RELATING TO
LEVIES

HE MORTGAGE REGISTRY AND DEED

The commission finds that t .e primary justification for the. mortgage
registry tax and deed transfer leres stem from the ease.of administration
and, to a lesser extent, revenue productivity. Accordingly, the commission
recommends that these taxes be tnaintained.
SALES TAXATION OF CONTJOLLED

SUBSTA~CES

The commission views with Joncern the growing problem of untaxed
activities in the underground ecdnomy of illegal drug traffic. Accordingly,
both to correct for the inequities tesulting from the de facto exempt taxation
of the sale of controlled sUbstantes and to recognize a time honored fiscal
tool-a sumptuary tax-as art aid to law enforcement efforts, the
commission recommends that Minnesota follow South Dakota, Arizona,
and Florida and .levy steeplicen~eI fees on drug dealers and selective sales
taxes on the sales of controlled su~stances. In making this recommendation,
the commission explicitly recommends that the revenue department insure
the confidentiality of informa~ion voluntarily provided by dealers of
controlled substances.

1.

E DNOTES
1. The selling price is net of any t ade-in value of another vehicle. In the case of a
gift or sale at nominal value, the valtie of the tax is determined by guidelines of the
average value of similar vehicles. VeHicles purchased for resale by a dealer or for use
of a dealer (dealer plates) are exemp . Minnesota Statutes, Section 297B-02.
2. The effect of inflation of the real value of gasoline tax revenues is an excellent
example of this general problem. THe manner and pattern of recent rate increases
clearly show the lagged adjustment bf rates to inflation. For an analysis of recent
changes in gasoline taxation see J.
Bowman and J. L. Mikesell, "Recent Changes
in State Gasoline Taxation: An An~lysisof Structure and Rates," National Tax
Journal, Vol. 36, No.2, June 1983, bp. 163-182.
3. Minnesota Department of Trahsportation,
State Transportation Programs in
I
Minnesota, January 1, 1984, pp. II-3 through II-6.
4. U.S. Department of Transpo+ation, Alternatives to Tax on Use oj Heavy
Trucks. Report to Congress, January 1984, pp. VI-8 through VI-13 and VII-IO
through VII-H. For discussion of Jeight-distance tax options andadrninistrative
issues, see also John Merriss and UOYdHenion, "Oregon's Weight-Distance Tax:
Theory and Practice," a paper prbsented at the 24th Annual Meeting of the
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Transportation Research Forum, Washington, D.C., November 3-5, 1983; and Loyd
Herrion and John Merriss, "An Equity Assessment of Federal Highway User
Charges," .a paper presented at' the 63rd ~nual Meeting of the Transportation
Research Board, Washington, D.C., Januar:!16-20, 1984.
5. Type of roadway traveled would also irifluence cost responsibility. A ton-mile
tax, currently used by Colorado and wYomin~1, does not allow for load differences,
but doing so greatly complicates compliance and administration. ,
6. A weight-distance tax could, of cou se, be based on a different loading
assumption. For example, assuming that vehidles are always fully loaded would mean
a ~ rate of 17 c~nts per mile, a~dall but fUll~ loaded vehicleswou!d be o~erc~arged.
7. These estimates are derived from Th1mas F. Pogue, "Minnesota Highway
User ~axes: Issues and Alterna:ti~es:" in Staf!l Papers, vol. 2 of the Final Report .of
the Mmnesota Tax Study CommzsslOn, ed. R~bert D. Ebel and Therese J. McGuue
(St. Paul: Butterworth Legal Publishers, 1985).
.
8. This section focuses only on the selecti~e sales component of these taxes. One
should note, however, that sales' of tobacco products are taxed the same as other
consumer purchases under the retail sales taX (6070) and alcoholic b~verages are taxed
at a higheuate of 8.5 0J0 •
.
I
9. ElasticitY estimates by Carolyn AllmOIt. Minnesota Department of Revenue.
See also E. Lewit and D. Coate, "The pdtential for Using Excises to Reduce
Smoking," Journal of Health Economics, volt. I, 1982, pp. 121-145.
1O~ Estimate by Mark Misukanis, Minnes9ta Department of Revenue.
11. Estimate provided by the Minnesota Department of Finance.
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The Corporate Net Income Tax

.

INTRODUCTION: ~U'POSE A~D SCOPE

This chapter focuses on the major general busmess tax employed by
Minnesota-the corporation income tak (enacted in 1933). Many of the
comments and issues here apply as well\to the bank excise tax (1944). The
chapter has three purposes:
.
. I
. reIatlOn
' to t h e entIre
.
• to an al yze Minnesota' s corporate mwme
tax m
I
Minnesota·tax system;
• to compare the Minnesota tax to the corporate income taxes in other
states and to the federal tax on the inpome of corporations; and
• to· evaluate the tax on several criteria including equity, efficiency, and
simplicity.

l

In the next section the rationale fo the taxation of corporations is
presented with particular attention paid tbI the implications of having a more
open economy at the state level than the national level. A third section
contains a description of Minnesota's ta3cand presents data on the revenue
yield of the tax. Section four contains c9mparisons of the Minnesota tax to
the tax in other states in terms of the law and. the revenue yield. Several
issues specific to the taxation of corpdrate income at the state level are
discussed in the final part of the chapter. IThe analysis in the earlier sections
leads to conclusions about the reasonab[eness and effectiveness of the tax
and to implications for tax reform which are presented in the final summary
section.

RATIONALE FOR TAXI G THE INCOME OF
CORPORA IONS
It is important to realize that ultimatlt people, not institutions such as
business "firms, pay taxes. A tax on the irtcome of corporations is a tax that
is paid by the corporations' shareholder~, wage earners, property owners,
and/~r c~stomers. To j~stify a tax on thelincome of corp~rations, then, one
, must Justify the tax as It affects those who actually pay It.
One rationale for the corporate incomf tax is that it acts as a device for
protecting the base of the individual inco e tax. Without it, certain types of
I
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corporate source income,' in pahicular, unrealized capital gains (retained
earnings) escape taxation. The tesult is that individuals can hide income
within the ,corporation and the tk base is subject to erosion.
(
A corporate income tax is, nohetheless, an imperfect means of getting at
this source of income. The retaided earnings'are taxed anhe rate applied to
corporate income which is not rJlated to the circumstances of the potential
taxpayers (the shareholders). Al~o, it may result in. the aouble taxation of
dividends since they are taxed udder both the corporate income tax and the
individual income tax. An additional
problem occurs if' the tax is not, in
I "
fact, paid by shareholders in the form of reduced corporate source income
l
(reduced dividends and retained earnings), but is instead shifted-passed
on-to the factors of productiorl in terms of lower wages or rents or on to
consumers in the form of higher b~ices. Then the corpor~te income tax does
~ot. e~en imperfectly a~complish.lits goal of ~lugging this ~ loophole. The
IndlVlduals who benefIt from this source of Income do not, In fact, pay the
I
tax.
A second rationale for a corpopite income tax is the argument that a state
is entitled to tax all income earned within its borders by residents or
nonrc::sidents. Since a state is an bpen economy, income is likely to leave the
state. Thus, the income must bJ taxed at its source. This rationale would
seem to argue for taxing inimobile factors rather than the elusive income.
A final rationale for the cor~orate income tax is based on the benefit
principle. Corporatiorisrece~ve corporation-specific benefits from
government services. such as rbads, police and ftre protection, sewage
treatment, and education for t~eir workers. The benefit principle implies
that the taxes paid should be rJlated to the value or cost of the benefits
received. It is not at all clear thatthe net income of a corporation is related
to the value or cost of the servicds ren,dered. In reality, corporate income tax
is likel~ to be a capricious wagetr sales tax rather than a tax on corporate
source Income.
To summarize, each of the j, stifications for the taxation of corporate
income at the level of the corporrtion has its flaws. Eventually, all taxes are
paid by individuals and it is impossible to determine with certainty who
actually pays the corporation idcome tax. Nevertheless, many states have
corporate income taxes, and thd remaining sections of this report describe
and analyze the effects of MinI
I sota;s corporate income tax.

,

DESCRIPTION OF T E MINNESOTA CORPORATE
IN .OME TAX
"

TAX STRUCTURE

To define the corporate income base, Minnesota begins with the federal
definition of taxable income bJfore certain deductions. Several items are
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added to and subtracted from this fede base. Some of these adjustments
are made with the intention. of definin.g alstate's net incom.e as opposed to a
national net income. Other adjustments to the federal base are items where
Minnesota has chosen not to conform fot purposes other than determining
the state's share of. various income 'sohrces. Briefly, unlike the federal
government, Minnesota taxes a fractionbf the contributions made to nonMinnesota'charities, certain types of int~rest, state income tax liilbilities, a
part of the federal accelerated cost reco~ery system' (ACRS) depreciation
deduction, and domestic international sMes corporations (DISC) income.
And,.unlike the federal government,a frattion of the long,.term capital gains
and the foreign dividend gross-up are n~~part. of th~ Mi?nesota}ax base.
If the corporate taxpayer does all of Its busmess m Minnesota (a 100010
Minnesota corpe>ration), a two-tiered taxlrate schedule inipplied~to the net
taxable income defined above todetetmirle its tax liability. The rates are 6070
onth~ first $25.QOO and 12070 On the remainder. For multistate corporations,
the share of total net illcome that Minnesota can tax. must first be
detertnined. In Minnesota, formula' apdortionment is used to' make' that
determination. The ~ormiI1a depends on t~ee f~cto~s: property, payroll, and
sales,,,and on the FallO of each of these factOts In Mmnesota to the tot~ (for
the corporation if nonuIiitary, f9r' the Jnitary ;group if \lnitary) for each
factor everywhere. hI deteriniiU~g its Minhe$ot~apportionment percentage,
the corporation can choose to,,giYeeachof the factor ratios equal weight (an
arithmetic average) or it can weight the droperty and payroll ratios at 15%
and the sales ratio at 70070. .
In Minnesota; a multistate corporatior is required to fIle as part of a
unitary g~oup if, between the corporat~ members of the group, there is
"unity of owners~p, operation, and use," j.e., if the corporations, in a
significant way, act as one business entitt. Minnesota is a domestic unitary
state since only corporations created or 6rganized in the United States can
be included in the unitary group. The indome of the members of a unitary
group iscbmbined and.theFl formula appdrtionment is u~ed to apportion the
Mi~esota share of the income to the Ivarious corporate members, the
taxpaying units. The two~tiered tax rate schedule is applied to each
"
mem"er's apportioned base.
Mipnesota corporations that have no out-of-state payroll, property, or
sales can elect to be considered as members of a unitary group. This will be
advant~~eous for tbe tax~ayers if one ofl the members has a net operating
loss. fl1mg under the umtary method epables the group to take the loss
currently rather than having to carry the loss forward to future tax years or
backward to previous tax years.

'I

REVENUES

In recent years, revenues from corporat taxes have provided about 4070 of
total state and local general revenue (sJe-Table 1). One measure of the
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~tate

burden of a tax is the share of
personal income taken up by the tax.
This share has been around 1% ~n recent years and was even smaller in 1981
and 1982.
I
In 1982, the corporate income tax as a major tax category was the least
important tax in terms of reve~Je as it provided the smallest share of total
state and local revenue. This l~w reliance on corporate income taxes in
Minnesota mirrored the average Ifor the states (see Thble 2). To summarize,
for Minnesota and most other sMtes, the corporate income tax provides only .
a moderate amount of revenue Jnd the burden relative to other Minnesota
state and local taxes is quite 10J.
COMPARISONS OF STAllE C;ORPORATE INCOME TAXES
Forty-five states and the Distnctof Columbia tax corporations onsome
measure of net income. Michigah deviates from net income by employing a
consumption-type, value-added ~ base. The five states without a corporate
income tax are South Dakota, Texas, Nevada, Washington (which uses a
gross receipts tax), and Wyonb.ing. Virtually all states that impose a
corporate income tax use the fedbral definition of taxable corporate income
as a starting point for calculatink state corporate income.
Significant additions and dedJctions are made to the definition of federal
taxable income by nearly all states in order to establish a base that is
appropriate for a state. AdditionkI and deductions are also used by the states
to provide incentives to certain business activities that reflect state, rather
th!ln federal, policies.
The two most common addittons to federal taxable income are income
taxes, including state, local, ahd foreign taxes; and various forms of
federally exempt interest income[. Most states also use a modified form of
the federal net operating loss deduction. Minnesota's base is typical in these
I..
\
regards.
Minnesota is atypical in that if allows a less generous treatment of fixed
and capital assets by not conforming to federal law on ACRS depreciation,
depletion, and amortization deductions. In addition, Minnesota is one of
only three. states to. add DISC Inet income. to the definition. of taxable
corporate Incomes.
The three most common su1i>tractions from the federal definition of
taxable income are the portion wages for which the corporation claimed
the fed~ral jobs tax credit and therefore could not deduct from federal gross
income; interest on U.S. obligations and securities; and an adjustment for
the foreign dividend gross-up (dxes paid by the foreign corporations who
pay the dividends). Minnesota is one of only eleven states that does not
allow the interest deduction for
obligations and securities, and it is the
only state that provides a deduction for 60% of long-term capital
gains.
l

<f

m.s.

!.:

,..!"

•
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TABl-E 1
Revenue From Minnesota Net Corpor~te Income TaX*, In Absol~te,
As a Share of Total State and Local General Revenue, and
As a Share of Total State Personal !Income; For Selected Years

1982
1981
1980
1977
1976

Corporate Net
Income Tax
Revenue
(thousands)

dorporate net
,ncome Tax
evenue as a
Share of
0tal, General
Revenue

Corporate Net
Income Tax
Revenue as a
Share of
Total Personal
Income

$325;295
$331,718
$381,217
$258,095
$196,436

3.4llJo
3.81lJo
4.7%
4.311Jo
3.6070

.7511Jo
.83070
1.06%
1.0SOJo
.86OJo

Jl

15,

Source: Government Finances, Series No.3 and No
for various years, U;S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census; and Significant Features of Fiscal FederaliSm, 1982-83

edition, AdvisOry Commission on Intergovernmendl Relations.
. *Net corporate income tax revenues include revenues\from the taxation of financial institutions
(the bank excise tax).
TABLE 21
Percentage Distribution of State antl Local General Revenue,
1982, Minnesota and U.S. Average
I

Minn~sota
,
Federal Aid
Property Taxes
General Sales Tax
Individual Income Tax
Corporate Income Tax
Other Taxes
Interest Earnings
Charges and Misc.

18.d01o
14.4!%
9.1010
16. %
3. lIJo
11.5 0
6.4 0
21.1 0

.

U.S. Average
,

19.1%
18.0llJo
13.3l1Jo
ILl 010
3.3l1Jo
12.7l1Jo
5.6l1Jo
16,9%

Source: See Table 1.

STATUTORY TAX RATES

Twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia use a flat rate corporate
income tax and seventeen use a graduated Irate system. Alaska's corporate
income tax rates are the most steeply graduated, with nine steps to a top rate
of 9.4OJQ on net income in excess of $90~~.
. '
The average of the top nOmi,nal tax rates is 7.50/0. Minnesota's top rate is
12%, which is the highest rate in the nat' n, equaled only by Iowa. The
average level of net income at which the t p rate applies is approximately
$200,000 for the seventeen states with a gr duated tax. Minnesota's top tax
rate applies to all net income in excess of $25,000. Thus Minnesota's
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corporate tax combines the
of taxable income.

high~st top rate applied at a rehltively low level

TAX CREDITS

Nearly all states use tax credit that are ostensibly intended to encourage
certain business activities. The dvo most common categories are credits for
alternative energy or conservatibn investments; and cre.dits to reward job
creation, especially in econOIb.ically depressed areas (typically called
enterprlsezone credits).
I
There is, however, a wide variJnce in the number of credits allowed by the
states. The number of credits allbwed ranges from Colorado with more than
a dozen credits that include ~rtuallY every fonh of alternative energy
technology and conservation intestment to New Jersey which provides no
credits. Minnesota, in addition to a few minor credits, has tax credits for the
following activities: new reseatch and development expenditures, small
business investIilent, and investtnent in pollution control equipment.
TREATMENT OF UNITARY CLMBINATIONS

Fourteen states, including l'nnesota,
require unitary combination of
I
groups of related corporations. Of these, ten states define the unitary group
on a worldwide basis and four/limit the group to domestic corporations.
Nine states and the District 0 Columbia provide an option for unitary
treatment, four use worldwide and six domestic combinations. Twenty
states do not allow unitary trea ment of related groups of corporations.

1

APPORTIONMENT FORMU+S

..

The standard formula for determining the proportion of business income
that should be allocated to a staE~eis the simple (arithmetic) average of three
factors: percentage of total pro rty in the state, percentage of total sales
occurring in the state, and pe centage of total payroll paid in the state.
Thirty-seven states plus the District of Columbia use the simple average of
these three factors. Iowa is the bnlY state apportioning income based solely
on the proportion of total salek occurring in the state (although Missouri
allows this as an option). Color~do allows corporations to choose the simple
'..
I
average of the three factors or tl:le average of two factors, sales and property.
Six states use a weighted av~rage of the three factors: Wisconsin, New
York, Massachusetts, Florida'1connecticut, and Minnesota. All of these
except Minnesota weight the fa tors as follows: property 25O'J0, payroll 25%,
sales 50%. Minnesota allows ,orporations the optiorl of using either the
three-factor simple average ot apportioning using the following factor
weights: property 15%, payrol~ 15%, sales 70%.
To summarize, while MinneJota's tax base is similar in most respects to
other states that use a corpora income tax, Minnesota applies the highest
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tax rate at a net income level that is lower than average. Minnesota allows an
average number· of tax credits and is one of only fourteen states requiring "
unitary treatment of related corporationJ. It is one of only three states that
give corporations i choice of apportio~entformulas and the only state to
offer 7Q.15-15 factor Weights.!
.
RELIANCE ON CORPORATE INCOME TAXES

a~d

Interstate differences in corporate taxjbases; ratesJ credits,
income
reliance
on
allocation schemes all contribute to dif ,erences
in
the;
states:,
I
.'.. .
corporate iricome taxes as sources of revenues. On 'average, the.fifty,states
raised 3.30/0 of total state and local revetlUes from corporate.income :taxes
(including bank excise taxes).
I
. >" .. ,. -" ",'
Minnesota closely resembles this national average, receiving 3A% of its
revenue~ from corporate income taxes. AIiaska has highly profitable oil and
gas producing corporations that contriHute to its corporate income tax
revenues, giviqg Alaska the highest percdntage of its total taxes fro~ this
source at 11070. Connecticut's>corporate\income taxes are 5.7% of total
revenues, second highest in the nation. (j)f the states with fully operating
corporate income and bank excise taxes, West Virginia,receiv,esthesmallest
fraction of its total 'revenues from these taies, 1.00,10. (It should be noted that
West Vir.'ginia ,1,eVies a gross rece,iPts taxlon businesses in additiQJ;l,to,its.,:':·'
corporate income tax;)
,
Corporate income tax' revenue as a p rcentage of total state personal
'
income gives an indication of the burden bf the tax. On average, corporate
income taxes represent 0.62% of total stat~ personal income. The corporate
income taxes of Alaska and New York rep~esent the highest fraction of state
personal income, 11.~6% and 1.17% respeetively. West Virginia and Indiana
have the lowest corporate tax effortof states with fully operating corporate
income and bank ex:cisetaxes, representirlg 0.210,10 and 0.230,10 of personal
income respectively. Corporate income ~es in Minnesota represent 0.750,10
of personal income. Minnesota'~ ~orpora~e taxes as a fraction of personal
income rank ninth among the fifty states kndthe District of Columbia.
In sum, although Minnesota's corporatd income tax burden is somewhat
above average, it is well below the highest ktates. Furthermore, Minnesota's
\.. fraction of total revenues from corporate income taxes is 'very close to the
~ationa) a~erage; Minnesota's overallrelia1ke on corporate taxes is moderate
In comparIson to most states.

. ,.1:'

ISSUES CONCERNING STATE TAD<:ATION OF CORPORATE
,
INCOME
APPORTIONMENT OF THE TAX BASEl

Because many of the corporations dding business in Minnesota are
multistate corporations, some means of determining how much of the

....
"',f

'.-.
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corporation's income is to be axed by each state must be devised. The
amount of income allocated to each state. should reflect the income
generated by the corporation's 9perations in that state.
SEPARATE ACCOUNTING

vJ.

FORMULA APPORTIONMENT

One means of dividing a coJporation's income among several states is
separate accounting. Under thiJI method, the corporation
determines, for
'
•
each state, the value of gross sales, the cost of goods sold, wages, etc. Thus,
by determining the revenue gendrated in each state and the costs associated
with generating the revenue in e~ch state, the corporation allocates its total
net income across the states. I
The primary problem with sdparate accounting is that, for many items
transferred between divisions in II corporation, there is nb easily determined
market price. For example, cbnsider a corporation composed of two
divisions, one which makes flout that is then "sold" to the other division to
make biscuits, a final consumer ~roduct. What is the price? The cost to the
biscuit manufacturing division of the flour? Is it the cost actually incurred
by the flour-making division? lsi it the price of flour in the supermarket? If
the flour division also sells tio other customers, other flour product
I
'
manufacturers, the price quoted to these customers would be a reasonable
arms-length price. But often thel sole purpose of a division is to produce an
intermediate product for anothdr division.
The determinatio~ of these I transfer prices between divisions of the
corporation is important because the amount of income allocated to anyone
state will vary with the level oflthe transfer prices. In the example above,
suppose that the flour divisiob is located in a high-tax-rate state, say,
Minnesota, and the biscuit divi~ion is located in a low-tax-rate state, say,
Texas. By setting a very low pricd (value of gro~s sales) for the flour, one that
just covers the cost of manUfac~ring the flour, the net income associated
with the flour. division would be zero and the n.et income a.ssociated with the
biscuit division would be relati ely high given the low cost of the flour.
Thus, no income is allocated to innesota and no taxes are paid to the hightax state even though it is clear that the operations in Minnesota contributed
in a significant way to the incOIlne earned by the operations in Texas.
Because the transfer prices ard set by the corporations, and the states have
limited means to audit these figures, separate accounting can be used
purposefully to avoid paying takes by maniplilating the income associated
I
with one division.
This potential for tax avoidarlce would appear to be especially strong for
vertically integrated corporatiobs, i.e., corporation~ composed of many
divisions, each at a different level of the production process, each
transferring intermediate produtts to another division with the last division
in this vertical string selling a fi aI, finished product. But the potential for
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manipulation of income is also pr· sent for horizontally integrated
corp~r~t.ions. The ?verhead costs of se:Jlices provided. by the corpoT.ation for
all dlvlslons,servlces such as advertlSlng, accountmg, managenal staff,
patents, financing, and marketing can ~e allocated to certain divisions in
order to effect a result similar to the example above.
FORMULA APPORTIONMENT

Because of this potential for manipulation, which is related to the
taxpayer difficulty' of determining trabsfer prices and~ostirtg services
provided by the corporation for all divi~ions, most states have abandoned
separate accounting as a means of appIDrtioning the income of;multistate
corporations. Instead,almost all sdtes use some form of formula
apportionmenL Under formula appbrtionment, the presence of a
corporation ~n a state is determined by! the amount of pa!roll, property,
and/or sales m the state. The state's share ofthe corporatIon's total of these
three factors determines th~state's shate of the total net income of the
corporation.
\
Formula apportionment eliminates th~ potential for the manipulation of
income across states through transfer prIcing. It is a well;..defined, easy to
understand method of allocating a corpotation's income among the various
states in which it operates.
Formula apportionment does have its problems. Because the states use
different formulae, andb,ecause the dete ination of nexus in a state is not
equivalent to having one of the factors ~ the state, what is referred to as
"nowhere-income" (income not taxed by any state) can result, as can the
double taxation of inco~e (this is a forui of double taxation distinct from
the double taxation of dividends). Nowhere-income is only a problem if
there is some presumption that every ddllar of income must be taxed by
some state.
\
An example. Suppose a corporation has one-half of its payroll, one-half
of its property, and two-thirds of its sale~ ina state that uses an arithmetic
average formula; five-ninths of the corpo~ation's income is apportioned to
the state.. The corporation's remaining p~roll, property, and sales are in' a
state that uses a sales-onlY. formula so tlat .one-third. of the corporation's
income is apportioned to this state. In total, eight-ninths of the
corporation's income is apportioned to ne or the other state, one-ninth
escapes taxation.
!
Because states employ different formul e, it is theoretically possible that
double taxation will occur, i.e., that mor than 100010 of the corporation's
income will be apportioned to the states. f inthe example above, the sales
fractions are reversed between the two stat s, two-thirds of the corporation's
income is taxed in the sales-only state d four;..ninths of total income is
taxed in the state with the arithmetic form lao Ten-ninths, more than 100010,
of total income is taxed in one state or a other.
I

b.
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A corporation can respond t _I the incentives inherent with the possibility
of nowhere-income and double taxation. Corporations can choose locations
for new operations that result tit nowhere-income and can avoid locations
that pIioduce double taxation. If this is easy to do, the potential results of
the process of apportioning inc~me across states are simply a subset of the
results that corporations can effect by responding to differing rates and
formulas. These tax-induced intentives (distortions to economic behavior)
are discussed in detail in the sedtion on the economic effects of the tax.
DOMESTIC UNITARY

l

Just as formula apportionme t arose as a solution to a potentially large
tax loophole, so the unitary definition of the business entity (the firm) is
viewed as a solution to another fueans by which corporations could transfer
income to avoid paying state dorporate income thes. Without a unitary
definition of the firm, whlh combines closely related affiliated
corporations, a corporation coJid potentially manipulate transfer prices of
goods and services passed betw~en affIliated corporations located in other
states to avoid paying taxes in hih-tax-rate states. Separate accounting is the
culprit in both cases, in one calse between divisions, iri the qther between
.
affiliated corporations.
One can find a unitary defini ion of the firm appealing without having to
invoke potential tax avoidanc~ behavior on the part of corporations.
Unitary is simply a method of tlefining the business entity, the firm. Four
verticall~ inte~rated divisions *ithin ~ne corporatio~ .compose the s~e
economic entity as four vertically mtegrated afflhated corporations,
operating under one parent corboration. Tax policy should treat these two
firms the same. The corporate Istructure of the firm should not in and of
itself, unless it affects the profi~ability of the firm, effect the tax liability of
the firm (or the tax rules that Jovern it).
The problem for the design or a tax system that is neutral with respect to
-corporate structure is that the Itax-paying unit is the corporation, a legal
designation; it is not the fitm or the business entity, an economic
designation. Because of this f~bt, the corporate structure of the firm will
affect tax liability. To avoid paying taxes, the four-division corporation,
frustrated by the substitutionl of formula apportionment for separate
accounting, could reorganize inko four affiliated corporations. The income
associated with anyone of the cfrporations would again be a determination
for the corporations using separate accounting. Through a judicious choice
of transfer p~ices f~r ~nterme.di~ke go~ds passed between t~e corporations or
through costmg of Jomt servIceS prOVIded by one corporatIOn (the parent) to
all four corporations, the incorhe allocated to the corporation in the hightax-rate state could be small and the amount allocated to the corporation in
the low-tax-rate state could be large.

-~l

\

\
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Thus, to treat seemingly identical flrms the same, regardless of their

corporat~' structure, and to c~ose a se~9nd ~ax loophole,r~sultin~ fro~ the

corporatIOn and not the busmess entlt~bemg the taxpaymg urnt, urntary
formula apportionment is a solution; nitary defines the income of the
busine~s entity (t?e unitary group) ~nd f?rmula apportionment is used to
apportIOn the umtary group's combme ' mcome not only across the states
but across the members (the corporatiohs) of the tinitarygroup.
The economic distortions ~used by 10rmula apportionment that will be
discussed below are the same whether thbunitary definition of the busi~ess
entity is used or the business entity is defined to be the corporation.
EssentiallY, as a briefprevie,!\" formula~pportionment results in incentives,
not present under separateaccounting,t"or taxpayers'to open operations or
expand in iow-tax-rate states. Without dnitary, the~eoperations are called
divisions. With'unitary, theseoperation~are called corponitions.
'
The definition of a unitary group. A: major problem with defining the
business entity for tax purposes as a unitary group is the definition itself.
Which affiliated corporations should be members of the saine unitary
group? If the rationale for unitary i~ based on the opportunity for
manipulation ,of income across corpofations, only corporations whose
interactions and common control' would facilitate this1:ype of income
transfer:should be in the same unitary grbup. This leads toa definition that
is close to how one would ideally define the business entity (the firm) as an
economic unit.
I·
Joint ownership and a flow of intbtmediate products between two
corporations Would seem to form a unita~y group. But how much ownership
is needed for control-500Jo? 80%? An(f how strong a flow-most of a
corporation's prodilcts? Any amount? One set of managers for the two
corporations would probably justify a: fihding of "unity of operation" but
does the contracting out of advertising ~ervices from the same advertising
agency by the two corporations constitufe "unity of use"?
These are difficult questions, which le~d to two related problems for the
taxpayer. First, taxpayers often complain that, under unitary, affiliated
corporations can be pulled into the groJp so that part of their income is
allocated to states that have contributed little or nothing to the generation of
that income. Second, if different states use different definitions for a unitary
group, tax compliance may be difficult And costly. With differing unitary
group definitions, a corporation may n~ know whether it is in a unitary
group ~nMin~esota, a different.unitary g~ou'p in California, a~d no unitary
group In Flonda. The problem IS that, even If each state's law IS reasonably
easy to understand, it is a part of the tax~ode that is open to interpretation.
To summarize, if the definition is too restrictive, there is a danger that
truly related corporations will not be bra ght into the unitary group and tax
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avoidance will be possible. Thi is a problem for the tax collector. If the
definition is too all encompassing, there is a danger that truly unrelated
corporations will be brought in~o the unitary group. The distortions to the
taxpayers' bills may be large dnd unjustified causing a problem for the
member corporations.
I
The Minnesota definition oj a unitary group. The Minnesota statutes
define a unitary business as follows: "Business activities or operations
carried on by more than one cbrporation are unitary in nature when the
corporations are related througH common ownership and when the trade or
business activities of each of~the corporations are of mutual benefit,
dependent upon, or contribut· ry to one another, individually or as a
group." In order to be more pre ise,the description continues to state that if
there is common ownership, de~ned as more than 500/0 of the voting stock,
anyone of thre.e factors can lea~ to a determination of a unitary business:
"horizontal type of business" (aorporations whose products or services are
in the same line of business), "stbps in a vertical process~' (corporations who
provide intermediate products br services for one another), and "strong
centralized management" (execJtive officers of one corporation involved in
_
determining policies of the othdr corIJorations).
The Minnesota definition does appear to be clear and reasonably
concrete. It may, h6we~er, be t~o broad. Whether it leads to corporations
being combined when they are riot economically related, and thus could not
income. th!rough
transfer prices and costing of joint
possibly manipulate
..
I
.
services, cannot o~j~ct~vely b~ ge~ermined a ~riori for all cases. So~e states
do use a morerestnctive deflnltion of a umtary group that reqwres 80%
ownership, which is one of the ~ules used to determine a consolidated group
at the f~deral level. Using thi~ sFandard br~n~~ an element o~ conform.it~ at
least WIth the federal law mto the defimtIon, at the nsk of mIssmg
important, economically related affiliates.
Regardless of whether the M~nnesota law is acceptable to taxpayers and
tax administrators alike, one of the major compliance problems is
differences in the laws across thd states. No unilateral change on Minnesota's
part can alleviate this problem.!
In terms of the ultimate effed of unitary on tax revenue for the state or on
tax liability of a corporation, tHe results are ambiguous. For the state, more
or less income may be pulled Into the state while the state's share orthe
factors certainly will not increase. Examples can be easily found· of
corporations whose tax liabilit~ in a state will decline under unitary and
those whose liability will incre~se. In general, if the corporations that are
pulled into the state in a unitah group are more Oess) profitable than the
taxpaying corporation in the sbte, then that corporation's tax liability is
likely to go up (down).
C
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EFFECTS OF STATE CORPORATE INCOME
TAXES

EQUITY

Whether a state corporate income tax is horizontally and vertically
eqititablewill depend on who ultimately pays the tax. Since any version of
the equity criterion compares tax burdens of individuals (the ultimate
taxpayers), ,the equity of the corporate income tax can only be evaluated in
light of the inCidence of the tax.
If the tax is not shifted. If the tax is paid by the shareholders in terms of
, a lower after-tax rate<>f return, less after-tax income to be reinvested or
distributed, the presence of the tax whether at the state or national level is
·.not likely to create horizontal inequities. This is the case because the
individuals who chose to become shareholders in the corporation could have
chosen another portfolio if a preferred one were available. If the
opportunities of investors are equal, we expect them to choose portfolios
with the same expected returns. One portfolio may include stock. in
corporation ,A andthe other may not, but no horizontal inequity results
because of the ,differential taxation of the potential items in the portfolio.
Purcbasers of the stock will" take the tax into account when determining
whether to include the stock as part of their portf2lios.
.
The fact that retained earnings are all taxed at the same corporate tate can
lead to vertical· inequities, however, if individual income tax rates differ from
the corporate rate. For example, if the corporate income tax rate is less than
the individual tate, an individual with a significant Ilmount of corporate'source income in the form of u.nrealized capitalgains·may pay less in taxes .
than an individual with less income all of which is noncorporate-source
income. This can result because the in.dividualshave different abilities to
save (because. their incomes ,are d,ifferent)and saVings are taxed differently
than income used for cutrentconsumption.
If the taxis shifted. . In fact, corporate income taxes may not be paid by
shareholders. Inste~d" the burden ofthe taxes may be shifted to consumers
and the factorsofprodllction in the form of lower wages, lower rents, and
higher priCes. ~hifting is potenti~ly more likely to OCcur at the state level
than the federai level since after-tax rates of return must be the same across
the states Jor investment to occur in all ofthe states. Investment will not
occur in a state Where the after-tax rate of return is lower than can be earned
elsewhere. Thus, thefact that investment occUIis in a high-tax-rate state may
be evidence th~t the tax is' being shifted and the burden is being borne by
consumers, wage earners, ~d!orlandoWners.
To summarize, the equity of the tax must be judged in light of the
incidence of the tax. The incidence of the tax (who actually pays the tax),
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however, is difficult to know precisely. But the resulting burden is likely to be
capricious and inequitable as individuals with different occupations and
consumption patterns, but equal incomes, will pay different amounts in
taxes;
NEUTRALITY (EFFICIENCY)
\

A neutral (efficient) tax should have two characteristics. First, if the tax is
to be a benefits tax, which is arguably the most tenable rationale for state
corporate income taxes, the tax payment should relate to benefits received.
Second, the tax should not affect economic decisions in an unintended,
significant way. The extent to which economic decisions are changed in
order .to avoid paying the tax should be small.
Benefits tax. A state corporate income tax is likely to be a poor
approximation to a bepefits tax. This is true for two reasons. Fin~t, as
argued above, the services that are provided to corporations by the state and
local governments are not likely to be related to the net income of the
corporations. Two corporations could have very different net incomes (one
even Ii zero or negative income) and yet cost the state the same, in terms of
the services provided. A better base for a benefits tax might be the property
value, of the corporation or the payroll of the corporation or some
combination of the two. (As corporations do pay property taxes they may
already be paying for benefits received (provided).
Second, because businesses other than corporations benefit from .state
services, there is no compelling reason to applythis approximate benefit§ tax
to only the corporate form of the business enterprise. Proprietorships and
partnerships are taxed as individuals under the individual income tax only.
They are thus not subject to two different taxes (one on individuals and one
on the business of an individual) as are the owners of corporations. In
summary, a state tax based on corporate income is not a good
approximation to a benefits tax, and by this criterion is inefficient.
Distortions to economic decisions. Several distortions to economic
decisions may result under a state corporate income tax based on formula
.apportionment. Whether or not corporations actually respond to the
potential incentives and disincentives' is not known with certainty. The
remainder of this section is a discussion of two types of decisions that are
likely to be affected.
Under formula apportionment, firms in high-tax-rate states will have an
incentive to open operations (whether divisions or mergers with other
corporations is not relevant) in low-tax~rate states, not because the after~tax
rate of return is higher in the low-tax-rate state (we argued above that they
must be the same), but simply to avoid paying taxes to the high-tax-rate
state. By opening operations in low-tax-rate states, the apportionment factor
ratios in the high-tax-rate state drop, those in the low-tax-rate states rise, and
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the overall tax liability of the corporation falls. More of the corporation's
. total ;overall income, not just· the income associated with the new
., ." investment, is apportioned tQ the low-tax~rate state when new operations are
. added In thelow-tax-'rate state. This is different from the result under
,separate accounting whe~only the taxes associated with the new investment
are affected... .
Minnesota's unequally weighted formula will have an effect on the type of
investment or~type,ofcorporation that is encouraged or: discouraged by
·different tax.rates: Forexaqiple,a corporation in IoWa; ahi8lt-tax-rate state,
has a strongerinceIitive to ,locate its retailing divisioos in low-tax-rate states
than to locate. property ,and paYroll in low-tax-rate states because of the
heavy weight put on sales· in Iowa. In other words, Iowa's formula is
conducive to ~porting.corporations. A similar. statement could be made
regarding Minnesota's emphasis on the sales factor, were it not· that
Minnesota ,businesses .can'clloose .the equally-weighted, three-factor
formula.
.
;lJnderunitary a merger can result in similar beneficial tax consequences.
A highlY profitable corporation iDa high-tax-rate state has an incentive to
merge with a leSs 'profitable corporation ina low-tax-rate state. The tax
liability, of '. th~combinedgroup will be lower than the sum of the tax
liabilities of the two corporations filing separately in their home states. To
illustrate this possibility, consider a corporation with income of $500,000
located, in a Ipgh~tax rate state (say, 10070). A corporation with equal
property,payron; and sales factors earns income of $100;000 in a .low-taxrate. state(say,6GJo). Before the. merger, the tax liab~ties' are $50,000 and.
$6,000 for a total of $56,000. After the merger the combined income of
-S600~OOO is. appdrtioned equally aCross the two states so that $300,000 is
taxed by each state. The total tax liability of the unitary' group' is $48,000
($30,000 +$18,(00). Thus, unitary formula apportionment results in tax. induced ,incentives for mergers between corporations with different profit
~argins located~ states with different tax rates.
.... Onder.gep~tellccounting, each new investment decision stands on its
·own. High-tax~ratestates may J>e avoided ifthe tax cannot be shifted; such
,.avoidanCe assumes that taxes paid elSewhere will not be affected. There is no
taX-ihdu~ed incClltiveto merge wiilia corporation in another state. Under
fOrJl1ula appOrtionment, tax liability in every 'state in which the corporation
has .nexus will be affected when a neW division is opened or a merger is
·accomplished. 'fhetotal tax liability ,of the corporation will be lower if these
new opetatioilS·.opehin low~tax-rate states. Because it distorts economic
decisions by providing incentives for frrms .in high-tax-rate states to open
operations in low-tax-rate states, formula apportionment,is a source of
inefficiencies.
The second type of inefficiency resulting solely ftom formula
apportionment is that the tax acts Iilce a set of taxes on payroll, property,
t:
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and sales. When a fIrm increases its payroll, property, or sales in the state
with no' change in income, the taxes owed in the state increase. Since tax
liability increases when factors increase, the tax is based on the factors.
These. implicit factor taxes will differ ,across fIrms. More profItable fIrms
will have higher tax rates on each factor since their tax liabilities are greater.
Because the implied tax rates differ across fIrms,' all fIrms do not face the
same tax-inclusive costs of investment. Less profItable fIrms will be better
able to increase payroll, property, and sales because the implied tax rates
.assocfated with such behavior are lower. The result is an inefficient use of
resources as the tax-inclusive prices of the factors do not reflect the true
resource costs of the factors.
To summarize, a state corporate income tax is likely to be ineffIcient
because it .does not approximate a benefIts tax, it distorts decisions
concerning where to open new operations, and the implied factor taxes will
differ Across fIrms .leading to ineffIcient uses of resources. A state corporate
income ~ 'Is likely to be inequitable since, regardless of who actually pays
the. tax, the resulting burdens may differ across s~mingly like individuals
and may not vary With income in a fair manner.
'Whetherthese po~ential distortions are a cause for concern depends on
whether fIrrnSlictuallyrespond to the incentives and disincentives identified.
The tax-induced incentive for firms in high-tax-rate states to open
operations in low-tax-ratestates may not.be strong because state corporate
income taxes are, in general, relatively low and do not vary a great deal. The
other inefficiencies and the inequities result even if tax rates and formulas .
are the same in all of the. states•. Empirical evidence on the severity of these
distortions or the incidence of the taxis practically nonexistent, so concrete
conclusions about the tax based on its economic effects cannot be made.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TAX REFORM
The Minnesota state corporation income tax is unusual for two reasons.
First, Minnesota's current top rate of 12070 is the highest in the country. Due
to certain provisions in the law, the effective rate paid by many corporations
will be lower, especially for multistate corporations. Also, the rate will vary
across corporations as their operations vary acros~ the states. For eXample,
the effective marginal tax rate for new investment in Minnesota by a
corporation with no sales in Minnesota is (.15)(.12) = .018 (the property
weight times the statutory tax' rate).
.
Second, Minnesota is one of only three states that allow multistate
corporations a choice between two apportionment formulae. If a
corporation's sales ratio (fraction) is less than the average of the
corporation's payroll and property ratios, it will be to the advantage of the
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corporation (and to the disadvantage of Minnesota's revenue) to choose the
sales-dominant formula instead of the arithmetic-average formula.
Minnesota's corporate income tax is based on taxing the business entity.
The business entity (firm) may be a corporation composed of one or many
divisions, or it maybe a unitary group composed of one or many affiliated
corporations. As already mentioned, the income of multistate corporations
is divided among the states using a three-factor formula for apportionment
rather than separate accounting. Combining the income of a unitary group
of corporations carries this reliance on formula -apportionment to the
division of income among corporations.
The potential for corporations to avoid paying taxes through the
manipulation of income by setting transfer prices and costing shared
services is a strong theoretical justification for formula apportionment
based on a unitary definition of the income base. There is little empirical
evidence, though, of the extent to which corporations actually do (or did in
states that are now unitary but previously were not) transfer income to their
affiliates or divisions in low-tax~ratestates. 'the court cases concerning the
oil companies are specific examples wh¢re such behavior waS evidenced.
Disclosure and audiUng problems make the gathering of systematic evidence
very difficult, if not impossible.
Taxing the flim (the business entity) rather than an operation within the
firm is appealing'strictly in terms of common sense and economics. That is,
the corporate structure of the firm, if it truly acts as one business entity,
should _not affect the way the fimi is perceived by tax administrators or
corporate managers.
It would seem t~at unitary formula apportionment has the weight of
rational, fair taxation on its side. Unless clear evidence to the contrary is
presented, this fomi of state corporate income taxation is probably the best
available. Refinements to either the unitary definition or the apportionment
formula in Minnesota may be able to be justified, however. For example,
Minnesota could' go to a tighter definition of a unitary group such as the
definition of a consolidated group. Or Minnesota could simplify the process
of filing by requiring only one return for the unitary group (this change may
have already been adopted). The state may want to change the
apportionment formula to encourage .or discourage certain types of
corporations to open operations in Minnesota by putting a heavier weight
on one factor or another.
Although unitary formula apportionment may be the most reasonable
way to tax the income of corporations at the state level, there are compelling
reasons to believe that any state corporate income tax, no matter how well
designed, will be inequitable and inefficient. If the tax is shifted in the form
of higher prices or lower payments to the factors of production, the ultimate
burden will not be paid by the shareholders, but by consumers, wage
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earners, and landowners. Further, the distribution of this burden may well
be capricious, satisfying neitherhorizontlil nor vertical equity.
The tax is inefficient for two reasons. It is an imperfect benefits tax since
the value or cost of the public services that benefit the corporation is
unlikely to be related to .net income. Also, the tax distorts economic
decisions, decisions as to where to open new operations and decisions as to
where factors will be employed, since the implied factor tax rates vary across
firms.
The tax is theoretically inequitable and inefficient, but there is little
empirical evidence about the extent of these distortions. As state corporate
income taxes are relatively low, even if they differ from one another, the
incentives are probably weak and the distortions are probably not great.
The incentives for Minnesota corporations to open operations in low-taxrate states can be completely eliminated by lowering Minnesota's rate. But
there will be revenue consequences and the benefits of such a change are
difficult to measure.
Eliminating the· corporation tax would·preclude the complexities involved
in taxing mUltistate operations with a state tax, eliminate the distortions to
economic decisions, potentially eliminate the inequities of the tax, and solve
the problem of attempting to rationalize the tax as a benefits tax. The tax
could possibly be replaced with a tax on someaspe~t of the corporation
which more closely proXies benefits received. An explicit taxon the factors
of production or sales would not be affected by the corporation's actiong in
other states, and any degree of equity could potentially be affected.. A
question that would still need to be addressed is why only the corporate
form of the business entity is taxed.
It is difficult to rationalize state corporation income taxes, as they are
likely to be inefficient, inequitable and complex. But, if a tax on the net
income of corporations in Minnesota is to be continued, the tax, in order to
enhance simplicity, fairness and efficiency, should be based on unitary
formula apportionment, it should conform as much as possible to the
federal tax and other states' taxes, and, possibly, the rate should be lowered
if the distortions to econOInic decisions are perceived as being large.
RECOMMENDATIONS
GENERALLY MAINTAIN THE STATUS QUO RELATING TO THE
CORPORATE NET INCOME (PROFITS) TAX

Minnesota's top nominal corporate net income tax rate (12070) is the
nation's highest. However, the combination of its alternative weighted
apportionment formula for multistate businesses and the state's extensive
.use of direct taxes on individuals causes Minnesota to exhibit only average
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reliance on general business taxes when the state is compar~d to the nation
as a whole.
1\vo problems the commission found were (1) the tendency to treat
financial institutions different from nonfinancial businesses., and (2) some
dissatisfaction with Minnesota's use of domestic unitary combination for
purposes of apportioning the income of multistate businesses.· Accordingly,
after examining the two foregoing issues along with a proposal for reduction
of the nominal tax rate, the commission generally recommends the status
quo with respect to the corporate net income tax, and specifically that the
state subject both financial and nonfinancial corporations to the same
corporate income tax in order to enhance simplicity and neutrality; and in
order to ~ave a simple, competitive, and fair corporate tax, domestic unitary
combination be retained and worldwide unitary combination continue to be
rejected.
FUTURE CONSIDERATION OF A GENERAL BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
(VALUE ADDED) TAX·

The commission has carefully weighed the pros and cons· of the value
added tax as a permanent part of the Minnesota fiscal system and finds that
the tax may be well suited for future use as part of the general business tax
structure. This will be particularly true if, in the near term, the state is
unable to reduce reliance on that part of the retail sales tax that behaves as a
"turnover levy"-the tax on capital purchases.
Nevertheless, the commission finds that at present, there are other, more
pressing, tax policy concerns facing the state. Accordingly, the commission
recommends that the basic nature of the state general business tax structure
not be modified, and that the net income (profits) approach be maintained.
This recomIilendation does not preclude future consideration of a value·
added tax.

• The commission also examined the alternatives of a gross rec~ipts tax and the value added
tax. The analysis regarding the other forms of general business taxation are presented by Robert
D. Ebe1,. "The Value Added Tax," Minnesota Tax Journal, I: 10 (Spring 1985): 193-204.
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Taxation of Insurance Companies

United States insurance companies earned $75,939 million in premiums for
life and health insurance in 1982, of which $1,379 million was in Minnesota.
Earned premiums for property and casualty fIrms in Minnesota were $2,054
million during 1980: Annuity considerations and other insurance would add
greatly to this amount indicating that the industry is a substantial economic
force in Minnesota. Any industry generating so much economic activity is a
prime target for taxation. That is particularly true _of an industry which is
already regulated by the state, and where the industry is dominated by foreign fIrms. (A foreign firm is one chartered in the U.S. but outside of
Minnesota, domestic firms are those chartered in the State of Minnesota.)
Given these characteristics of the insurance industry in Minnesota, and in
every state, it is not surprising that the industry is subject to taxation
through a variety of special levies, which rilisedover $76 Dtillion for
Minnesota state government-during 1982. That figure fell to $70 million in
1984.

THE MINNESOTA INSURANCE INDUSTRY'
The Minnesota insurance industry can be divided into property/casualty
and life/health firms. Some basic differences arise between these categories
of firms, and these differences create diffIculties in evaluating the firms in a
single study. The differences are reflected -throughout the analysis that
follows. To summarize:
• Life insurance is frequently sold through long-term contracts. Because of
this, the firms must maintain reserves to meet future liabilities, and this
situation complicates analysis of the firms and calculation of their
income. Life insurance companies tend to price their products nationally,
except for large group policies, which are experience rated. Life and
health insurance is provided by 509 firms (domestic, foreign, fraternal,
and domestic nonprofit health companies, see Thble 1). Foreign firms
earn 79.2"10 of direct life premiums. Foreign firms are less dominant in
providing accident and health insurance; Blue Cross and Blue Shield
receive over five times more premiums than the next largest insurer. Six of
219
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TABLE 1
Minnesota Insurance Industry, 1982

Type of Company

Direct
Earned
Premiumsc

Total Assetsb
Numbe~ (Thousands)

(Th~usands)

Property/Casualty
Domestic property
and casualty
Foreign property
and casualty
Township mutual

53

$ 5,687,834

$ 358,750

498
129

209,920,529
55,419

1,755,981
30,492

Life Firms
Domestic life insurers
Foreign life
Domestic fraternal
Foreign fraternal
Domestic nonprofit
health service
plan corporations
Other

Life
26
425
9
46

9,662,835
553,083,065
2,375,944
8,746,312

3

1l0,758

3

4,385

98,773
618,672
25,199
38,362

Accident
Annuity
and health considerations
78,978
597,372
1,748
6,371

132,806
213,879
34,609
10,165

337,811
574

713

Source: Minn~sota Department of Commerce, "Fiscal Year 1983 Annual Report Supplement
on Insurance Companies Authorized to do Business in Minnesota."
aNumber of companies licensed in Minnesota.
bAssets are the companies reported assets, and not necessarily assets in Minnesota.
cDirect earned premiums in Minnesota.

the largest eight life insurers are foreign firms. Minnesota Mutual Life and
Northwestern National Life are the biggest domestic life insurers. At least
five domestic mutual and thirty-five foreign mutual· firms operate in
Minnesota and the remainder are stock companies.
• Noncancellable health insurance is comparable to life; and
• Property/casualty firms generally operate with shorter term contracts and
their income is more easily measured. This distinction within the industry
is. less significant than it was several years ago. Property/casualty firms
are finding that litigation can often extend their liabilities well into the
future, while life companies are selling more insurance with shorter term
contracts. Unlike life companies, property/casualty companies set rates
based on experience in the area.
There are 680 firms licensed to sell property and casualty insurance in
Minnesota, including domestic, foreign, and town mutual insurers
(domestic, nonprofit, and generally small companies) (Table 1). Foreign
chartered companies receive a dominant share of premiums paid in
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Minnesota, c~llecting 81.9070 of premiums in 1982. Seven of the ten largest
companies are foreign, led by State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance
Company. The St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company is the largest
. domestic property and casualty insurer and fifth largest insurer in the state.
The property and casualty industry can be further' divided into stock and
mutual firms. The stock firms are' owned by shareholders who choose to
purchase an ownership share in the firms, regardless of whether the firms'
products are also consumed. Those firms which do not have mutual
ownership are stock companies. Mutual companies are owned by
policyholders, each of whom acquire ownership in the company when they
buy a policy. There are at least flfty-siX foreign mutual firms, seventeen
domestic mutual companies, .and 129 township mutual companies.

LEGAL STRUCTURE FOR TAXATION OF INSURANCE
COMPANIES IN MINNESOTA:
Insurance firms are directly or indirectly taxed by nearly every levy
imposed by Minnesota state and local governments, including sales,
property, and corporate income taxes. The intent here is to focus only on the
state taxes and fees levied on insurance corporations.

PREMIUM TAX
The major tax that impacts on insurance companies is the gross premium
tax. Use of premium taxes as a base for insurance companies was first begun
in 1824 when New York taxed the agents of foreign corporations. This tax,
which is statutorily levied in lieu of all other taxes except those on real
property, is paid annually at a rate of 20/0 on gross premiums less return
premiums. A return premium is a dividend applied to payment of premiums
and any portion of premiums returned after cancellation or termination of a
policy. Reinsurance premiums and annuities are exempt from the tax.
The tax is collected on most insurance premiums paid by Minnesota
residents to companies licensed to operate in Minnesota. Certain companies
are exempt, including nonprofit health insurance, fraternal insurance, ocean
marine insurance, and domestic mutual property and casualty companies.

CORPORATE INCOME TAX
The gross premium tax is levied in lieu of other taxes, but this limitation
does not apply to the corporate income tax because it is regarded as an
excise. Insurance corporations are generally subject to the income tax in the
same manner as are other corporations and at the same 120/0 tax rate. There
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are, however, three major differences in the way the tax is imposed on
insurance corporations:

• Definition of Taxable Corporate Income. One is that under the
Minnesota corporate profits tax, taxable incomes for the insurance
companies are determined using the definitions established in the United
States revenue aet of 1936. Companies generally find this troublesome
because major revisions in insurance taXation occurred nationally in 1959
and again in 1984. Thus, the calculations for Minnesota are distinct from
those necessary for tax purposes in other states and nationally. There is
also a lack of consensus as to how to interpret and implement the basic
steps in an out-of-state tax law and this is complicated further because
some of the annuity and universal life products available today did not
existin 1936. Compliance costs are increased and administration is made
more difficult by the use of the 1936 code.
• Apportionment of the Tax Base. Insurance companies are treated in
Minnesota so that the income for multistate corporations is apportioned
to Minnesota according to the percentage that its gross premiums bear to
total gross premiums. Other corporations use a three-factor formula
incltidingsales, property, and employment. Special provisions of the
three-factor formula allow corporations to weigh sales heavily so the
apportionment formulas may be only nominally different in practice,
• Credits for Premiums Taxes Law. Credits allowed for insurance
companies generally preclude them from paying any state corporate
income tax. The most important credits are for the taxes paid oil a
premium basis except for the firemen's relief surcharge (see below).
OTHER TAXES

The Fire Marshal/'s Tax is an additIonal levy on premiums applicable to
fire insurance, and is set at a rate of 0.5070. For policies that partly cover fire
hazard and partly cover other liabilities, the tax baseis approximated as a
certain percentage of premiums. For example, comprehensive automobile
insurance is presumed to be 19% fire coverage.
A Fireman's ReliefSurcharge is imposed on fire insurance premiums paid
for property located in cities of the first class-Minneapolis, St. Paul, and
Duluth. The surcharge rate is 2% and the surcharge base is the same as for
the Fire Marshall's Tax. Revenues from the surcharge are used to help
finance police and firemen's relief associations. Legislation allows a similar
surcharge to be imposed in second class cities whenever their firemen's relief
association trust funds fall below $50,000.
The surplus lines tax is levied on Minnesota brokers for insurance
coverage written to Minnesotans but provided by firms which are not
licensed to do business in Minnesota. Surplus line companies are only
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allowed to write insurance when no coverage is available from a Minnesota
licensed insurer. The tax is imposed at a rate of 3070 on premiums less
cancellations. As in many states, the tax rate is higher than the premium tax
rate. The inability to levy retaliatory taxes against surplus lines taxes is an
important reason for the higher rate.
Ocean marine companies are taxed on the basis· of taxable underwriting
profits rather than gross receipts (premiums). The taxis levied at a 5% rate.
RETALIATORY TAXES

Retaliation by one state for the insurance taxes in another is a unique part
of the overall insurance tax structure. This type of tax was f1rst imposed by
the State of Massachusetts in 1832 and ha,s spread to forty-seven states. A
U.S. Supreme Court opinion in 1944, which held that insurance business
could be considered to be in interstate commerce, would hav~ eliminated
retaliatory taXes:- But the McCarren-Ferguson Act of 1945 indicated the
regulation and taxation of. insurance f1rms was in the public interest and
perrIlitted retaliatory taxation to continue.
Retaliatory laws come into play whenever taxes (including charges, fees,
and assessments) on Minnesota domestic f1rms operating in another state
are higher than those which Minnesota would impose on a comparable fIrm
from that other state when it operates in Minnesota. Specifically, to measure
retaliation, a foreign firm must calculate the tax for which it is liable in
Minnesota and the tax that it would pay on the same basis as a foreign fIrm
operating in its home state. For each tax, the firm must pay the higher of
these two calculations, If the taxes it would pay as a foreign firm operating
in its home state exceed its Minnesota liability, the firm pays the amount in
excess of the Minnesota liability as a retaliatory tax to Minnesota. All
revenues collected by Minnesota under the retaliatory tax must, by
definition, be paid by foreign firms.
FEES

The most significant fee paid by life insurance companies is the valuation
fee. This charge is only collected from domestic life insurance companies
and at a rate of 1 cent per $1,000 of life insurancein force. The revenues are
intended to cover the auditing costs for the domestic life companies, though
the collections significantly exceed that amount. Also, the costs of
examining firms will not be proportional to insurance in force, so the base
for this fee is questionable.
Fees of $15 for township mutual f1re insurance companies and $30 for
other companies are assessed for filing their annual report. A number of
other fees and assessments are also collected ..
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GROSS RECEIPTS VERSUS INCOME TAXATION
As discussed above, the basis for taxation of noninsurance firms is
corporate profits, while insurance companies are taxed predominantly
through premiums-based taxes. Insurance companies are also liable for the
corporate income ~, .but since premium tax payments are a credit against
the state corPorate income tax, few insurance firms incur any income tax
liability and little revenue is generated. Corporate income taxes for foreign
and domestic insurance companies are imposed by relatively few states, an.d
since the tax IS alow-revenue generator, it could be viewed as a nuisance tax.
As noted below, however, it is one potential way that annuity income can be
taxed.
.~.

• Simplicity.: A major attribute of premium taxation is simplicity, as ease
of comphance and administration is fostered. The base is premium
revenues received by the firm with relatively few adjustments or
deduttions, and the base is simply multiplied by a flat rate to yield the tax
liability. The ease is particularly apparent in comparison with the
alternative income taxation, which requires a definition of income. Such a
definitionJscomplicated for insurance companies by the need to measure
future liabilities, something particularly difficult for the life companies.
, • Revenue Certainty (Stability). Revenues are probably tlle strongest
reason for using premium. taxes. Premium receipts are likely to be much
more .stable than insurance company income, so the revenue flow is more
consiStent and predictable. Further, insurance companies are perceived as
large sources of available' funds and, -as noted above, since they fu-e
frequently foreign based, they are easy targets for taxation.
• Neutrality (Efficiency). The major potential disadvantage of gross
receipts taxation for insurance firms and income taxation for other
industries is that tax neutrality can be violated as industries are taxed
unevenly. Tax neutrality exists when taxes are imposed so that no
distortions are created in the way economic resources are allocated. Taxes
that alter the decision of whether to insure, how much to insure, or by
which company to insure will violate tax neuti'ality. As taxes distort these
and other decisions, the likelihood is increased that the private sector will
employ too few resources in heavily taxed industries and too many
resources in lightly taxed industries. A later section of the chapter will be
devoted to examining the effect on neutrality of the current tax structure
and the use of gross receipts taxation.
A shift away from a premium-based tax structure and towards an incomebased structure should be considered only with very careful study. Issues
such -as impacts through retaliation and the way tax burdens would be
reallocated would need to be recognized. Finally, policymakers must
remember that the premium base has been used for many years, and the
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effects on economic activity are in place as the firms and consumers have
adjusted accordingly. On the other hand, rapid shifts-in the structure of the
financial industries may require evenness of uu treatment across these
industries.
'

CONTRIBUTION TO MINNESOTA REVENUE NEEDS
Insurance taxes are not prominent in the overall scheme of Minnesota's
state and local revenue system. The $70 million of revenues (UUes plus fees)
for 1984 accounted for only 1.4070 of total state collections, and just over 1%
when local UUes are taken into account.' Nevertheless, for at least two
reasons the issues inherent in the taxation of insurance are of particular
interest. First, because of special institutional characteristics of the industry,
several key issues of public fmance, particularly with respect to the equaltreatment-of-equals criteria, are revealed. The second (and related) reason
stems from the special nature of the taxation of insurance. The reliance on a
gross receipts base and the presence of retaliatory taxes are both likely to
come under increasing scrutiny in an era of financial deregulation
characterized by the growth of tax exempt activities (e.g., self-insurance
plans) and increased competition for the insurance dollar from other
financial institutions.
-Accordingly, an examination of the taxation is clearly warranted, and the
appropriate way to begin the analysis of the issues is to layout the
characteristics of the {pur major types of revenue devices.
The gross premium tax generates nearly all of the tax revenues from the
insurance sector. In 1984 the premiums levy accounted for $73.7 million, or
nearly 97C1Jo ,of total insurance corporationUUes and fees collected. Revenue
from the gross premiums UU increased more than six fold from 1%3 to 1982.
Another measure of the growth in premiums tax is the long-run incomeelasticity, the percentage change in tax revenues divided by the percentage
change in personal inc6me. The premiums tax had ap elasticity over the past
two decades of 1;10, meaning that revenues grew somewhat faster than
personal income. The elasticity was only 0.77 during the 1971 to 1981 time
period, possibly evidencing some slowdown in premium relative to income
growth. Shifts in the industry towards purchase of term rather than whole
life insurance and toward self-insurance would partially account for the
slowdown. 2
Corporation income tax payments are the next largest category of
collections from insurance companies, amounting to $3.6 million or 5.3% of
taxes paid by insurance firms in 1981. Income taxes are relatively limited
because premium tax payments are a credit against income tax liabilities.
However, the insurance portion of the Minnesota corporate income tax with
an income elasticity of 1.5, has been the fastest rising component of
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insurance taxes and has increased dramatically from the negligible $39,000
collected in 1964.
The other insurance taxes, fIre marshall, surcharge, and valuation fees,
totalled $2.6 million in 1982, though it should be noted that several other
fees and assessments are not included in these statistics. The fire marshall's
tax is the largest one included and has increased at approximately the same
rate as the premium tax. The surcharge reported here was collected from the
three fIrst class cities of Duluth, Minneapolis, and St. Paul.
The valuation fee is a relatively· small revenue generator, but it is
important for other reasons. Only domestic life companies pay the fee, so it
is signifIcant to this particular group of fIrms. Also, the tax is levied on
insurance-in-force, not premiums. The shift towards term insurance has led
to more rapid growth in insurance-in-force than in premiums, so valuation
fee collections have accelerated since 1971.
NEUTRALITY IN MINNESOTA INSURANCE TAXATION
Three major areas where tax neutrality can be violated by the Minnesota
insurance tax,structure are considered in this section. One is the intra'insurance-industry effect of exemptions from taxation for certain types of
insurance, which can lead to unequal allocation of resources within the
industry. A second is interindustry differences that arise from alternative
bases employed for taxing insurance and Qther industries. Finally~
differences in taxation of the insurance industry across state lines are
examined. This can influence· retaliation costs and decisions about where to
locate insurance frrm headquarters.
INTRA-INSURANCE~INDUSTRY DISTORTIONS 3

lax neutrality would require that all insurance activity be taxed the same,
regardless of the legal structure of the insurer. Several signifIcant exemptions
from taxation are permitted in Minnesota, based on the status of the
insuring entity. Blue Cross/Blue Shield, fraternal insurers, and domestic
property/casualty mutual insurers are the major groups that are exempt
from taxation. Health maintenance organizations, annuities, and selfinsurance are also untaxed. Each of these categories. is discussed below
regarding the cost for exemption, the justifIcation for exemption, and
conclusions as to whether exemption is appropriate.
BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD 4 ($4.8 MILLION REVENUE
LOSS TO MINNESOTA)

Blue Cross and Blue Shield were originally introduced as nonprofIt
corporations during the Great Depression. The intent was to make low-cost
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health care available to a wide range of people by spreading the risks across
a community of individuals. Exemption from taxation was based on the fact
that the "Blues" provided substantially different coverage-than did other
insurers, including some charitable services. Also, the exemption was
undoubtedly designed to permit reduced premiums.
The Blues have grown to be the dominant provider of health insurance in
Minnesota. DuringCY 1982 direct written premiums for Blue Cross and
Blue Shield totaled $311,511,000; Bankers Life Company, the second largest
provider of accident and health insurance (as measured by premiums),
received $56,232,000 in· the same year. In fact, Blue Cross and Blue Shield
received 30.5010 of all premiums paid for accident and health insurance. The
premium tax revenue lost to Minnesota through exemption of the domestic
nonprofit health semceplan corporations,of which Blue Cross and Blue
Shield are predominant,amounted to about $4.8 million in 1982. Since the
Blues are domestic corporations operating only in Minnesota, there would
be no retaliation caused by a tax on them.
Does the original structure and purpose. of the Blues remain sufficientlY
intact so that continued exemption .can be justified? Thx neutrality would
indicate that insurtfuce provided by the Blues shoUld be taxed unless a
substantial puqIic iiiterest would be served by no taxation. Otherwise, the
tax works to ralsetlierelative costs of profit-seekingJirms and places these
firms at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis the Blues.
An eqUity concern also develops when insurance is taxed under certain
types of legal structure and not others. To the extent that the tax is shifted to
the consumer through increased premiums, some consumers pay the tax
while others are able to avoid it. Thus, because people with the same ability
to pay taxes and the sameputchases of insurance could pay different taxes,
there are horizontal inequities.
At present, twenty states use gross receipts taxation for Blue Cross/Blue
Shield insurance, so that taxation of these plan n Minnesota would be far
from unique. Rates range from a low of 0.33 vlo 011 Blue Cross and Blue
Shield in North carolina to a high of 2.5% on Blue Cross in neighboring
South Dakota. FOJIrteen states impose the same rates on Blue Cross/Blue
Shield and other domestic health insurance companies. Three states collect a
fee based on the number of contracts in force.
A decision to tax the Blues in Minnesota would likely need to go together
with reconsideration of regulations which influence their operations.
Nonetheless, the conclusion of a recent study in Illinois was " ... that the
advantages obtained through HCSC's (the Illinois Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Corporation) special nonprofit status are no longer valid."s No overriding
public interest would be served by continued exemption of the Blues from
taxation, despite some differences in the way the Blues operate. The authors
determined that they had begun to perform substantially as an insurance
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carrier and thus, should be subject to taxation and other legal conditionS as
a domestic mutual insurance company.
A possible counterargument could be that the Blues are nonprofit
corporations, a,nd;assuch, should be exempt from taxation. This argument
is only potentially supportable if the premiums tax on health insurance is
meant as a surrogate for the corporate profits tax. Even then, the effects of
imposing a tax on the nonprofit Blues must be balanced against the
distorted tax neutrality from taxing other types of health insurance. If the
premiums tax is meant to be paid by consumers, or in any event is generally
shifted to consumers, then the taxis not on profit, and the fact that the
Blues are nonprofit should not preclude collection of a gross premiums tax.
It should also be noted that the taxis impOsed on many mutual companies.
HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS ($7.6 MILLION
REVENUE LOSS)

The issues relating to the taxation of HMOs parallel those above for the
Blues. Both':are nonprofit health providers that compete with' for-profit
operations, and both plans have a substantial insurance (risk factor)
element:
A past justification for the tax exemption of HMOs in Minnesota has
been that, this is consistent with. legislative policy to eliminate barriers to
their development. A counter argument-that rapid HMO growth has been
achieved, and is now making difficult the growth of competing activities
(including untaxed hospitals and c1inics)-should also, be considered.
FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY ASSOCIATIONS ($1.4 MILLION
REVENUE LOSS)

Nine domestic and forty-six foreign fraternal insurers operated in
Minnesota during 1982. The fraternal insurers are usually affiliated with
religious, ethnic, or occupational groups and sell insurance to members.
Life insurance premium receipts were $63.6 million and accident and health
insurance premiums were $8.1 million. The Lutheran Brotherhood and AID
Association for Lutherans dominated as they collected 680/0 of the
premiums. The fraternals are specifically exempted from payment of
, premiums taxes at a revenue loss to Minnesota of $1.4 million.
The effects on tax neutrality that result from exempting the fraternals ~re
similar to those described above for the Blues. A 2070 wedge is placed
between the costs borne by fratemals and those by profit-seeking insurers.
Though it may be somewhat difficult to shift the tax on life premiums, the
tax puts the profit-seeking firms at a competitive disadvantage.
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DOMESTIC MUTUAL PROPERTY/CASUALTY INSURERS
($3.9 MILLION REVENUE LOSS)

Domestic mutual property and casualty companies are subject to the Fire
Marshall's tax, and domestic township mutual insurance companies are
exemptfrom taxation. Exemption'has been based upon the mutual status of
the insurers, a status that means that the policyholders are owners of the
companies and any profits are returned to the policyholders. Concern that
the larger stock companies (particularly coining from out-of-state) would
drive the smaller mutuals out of business is another justification for tax
exemption.
There are twenty domestic mutual property and casualty insurers in
Minnesota, which together, had total premiums of$195.5 million in 1982.
This accounts for 9.10/0 of the total Minnesota property and casualty market
share (a decline of almost 1% since 1978). If the domestic mutual companies
were subject to the 2$'0 premiums tax, they would have paid $3.9 million; as
it was, theY paid orily $0.6 million in taxes during 1982. This represents $3.3
million in foregone revenues. The 129 domestic township mutual companies
are ,genenilly smaller, collecting in 1982 a combined $30.5 million in
premiums. The'domestic township mutual insurers would have paid $0.6
million if subject to the premiums tax.
1\vo practical points arise with res,pect to the taxation of Minnesota
domestic mutuals under the premiums tax. First, in some categories (e.g.,
auto) the industry is characterized by price leadership by the most cost
efficient of the insurance carriers, State Farm. Thus, some local firms argue
that the 2% tax would not be easily shifted, thereby placing them at a
competitive disadvantage. In this context, thepolicymakers must determine
if it isin the public interest to subsidize the inefficient operation. If so, one
way to' accomplish this would be to continue the exemption' from the
premiums tax, but subject domestic mutuals to the net income tax (which is
a path other states have chosen in' order to partially close the domestic
mutual loophole).
The second point (which furthers the argument for an income tax as a
compromise between tax exemption and premiums taxation) is that at
present the major property and casualty insurers in Minnesota are all exempt
from the premiums (but not income) tax in their home state. This includes
three Illinois firms (State Farm, Allstate, and Illinois Farmers) and one from
Wisconsin (American Family). These foreign mutuals are, however, subject
to both the Minnesota premiums and corporate net income taxes.
SELF·INSURANCE ($10 MILLION REVENUE LOSS)

Many large business firms choose to self-insure, that is, they choose to
bear the consequences of risk by setting up their own insurance plans for
their employees. These self-insurance programs may be either administered

r
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by existing insurance carriers (in Minnesota, Northwestern National Life is
by the Car the largest firm that performs this role) or done in-house. In either
of these cases, there is no premium paid and thus no tax.
The most frequent choices for self-insurance are those for which one can
reasonably predict the· probability of a loss and where there is no real
exposure to catastrophe, viz, programs for workers' compensation, and
employee health and welfare benefit plans, and property/casualty risks.
The basic economic activity is the same, whether self-insurance or
purchased insurance is employed, so iUs difficult to determine a different
taxpaying capacity in these two instances. With insurance purchased
through a cartier, the premium tax is paid only because a particular type of
transactionoccurs, not because it taxes the eConomic activity. The situation
is comparable to that in which a firm pays sales tax if it buys a computer
from a dealer, but no 'sales tax is paid if the firm makes the computer.
Similady, firms are encouraged to include self-insurance activities as part of
their operations.
The issues relating to self-insurance are becoming progressively important
ones as the frequency of such programs increases. To summarize:
Neutrality (Efficiency). Again, neutrality is a major concern nOt only
from a tax policy perspective but from a political one .as well-namely, that
taxable insurance carriers are, quite simply, losing business. It is a problem
for the taxable firm to compete against the untaxed. In short, self-insurance
is the very kind of innovation that requires the attention of a tax study
commission charged with looking to the future.
Administration. Proposals to include self-insurance plans in the
premiums tax base present a practical and potentially very difficult problem
that leads to the conclusion that probably the only real possibility. of
extending the premiums tax to self-insurance plans is to do it only for those
that provide worker compensation benefits.
In the case of self~insuranceplans, the insurance is often funded by means
of union trust funds (usually set up asa result of union and management
bargaining) or some similar.employer trust operation. Theoretically, these
plans should not be difficult to define and tax. For example, regarding
health plans, nearly every self-insurer ~stablishes something like a premium
for the purpose of determining their employees' contribution toward the
cost of their health coverage. It simply is the sum of 1) claims paid, 2) claims
reported and unpaid, 3) an estimate for unreported claims, and 4) the cost
of any stop-loss insurance plus administrative costs. It could be made the
responsibility of the self-insurer to determine a premium or cost of their
plan. There would be a tendency by'self-insurers to undervalue unreported
claims and administrative expenses, but for taxation purposes their estimate
would be adequate.
Technically it could be done. But now, enter the federal government.
Congress, through the enactment of. the employee retirement income
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security act of 1974 (ERISA) has .enacted a comprehensive regulatory
scheme governing provision of employee benefits. As a part of that overall
statutory scheme there is preempted ": . . any and all state laws" that would
(among other goals) tax the bulk of employee benefit plans. This appears to
be true even if a· state attempts to tax only benefits paid. 6 The result is that
unless Congress changes ERISA (which many inside and outside the·
industry are urging), most self-insurance plans are probably outside the state
tax base.
Revenues. Measuring the premium tax dollar loss-from self-insurance is
very difficult since public records are not kept on premiums paid. The one
exception is workers' compensation. The Minnesota _Department of
Commerce has identified 118 firms that are self-insuring workmen's
compensation with an estimated $92.1 million in premiums that would have
been paid in 1981 without self-insurance. Generally only large firms selfinsure workers' compensation as only four firms had less than $10,000 in
potential premiums and twenty-seven had more than $1.0 million. In excess
of $1.8 million in preniiums were lost from self-insurance of workers'
compensation.
ANNUITY CONSIDERATIONS

Minnesota is one of twenty-eight states that does not levy a tax on annuity
considerations. However, Miimesota could potentially tax profits that
insurance firms earn from annuities through the corporate income tax. Only
three states and the District of Columbia tax annuity premiums at the same
rates as foreign and domestic insurance, and the trend has been towards
declining taxation of annuities. Between 1959 and 1973, seven states
repealed their annuity tax and thirteen reduced the tax in some manner.
Minnesota's insurance firms reported receiving $391.5 million in annuity
premiums in 1982, and an argument could be made to tax these along with
other insurance. Yet several strong arguments can also be made against
taxation of annuities. One is that insurance firms must compete with other
financial institutions which are not subject to an annuities tax but are
subject to the corporate income tax. A 2% premiums tax on annuities would
be a large percentage of the administrative fee for annuities and would place
the insurance firms at a competitive disadvantage.
Premiums taxation of annuities could also harm domestic Minnesota
firms as they seek to do business in other states. As previously noted, most
states either leave annuities untaxed or subject them to light taxation.
Retaliation could occur against the out-of-state operations of domestic
Minnesota firms because of a tax on annuities in Minnesota.
Above it was noted that insurance firms pay very little in corporate
income taxes, but are subject to taxes levied on both state income and
premiums base. One reason to continue corporate income taxation for
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insurance firms is that it is a way to retain some taxation of annuity income.
Shifts that are currently occurring in the types of products offered by
-financial institutions support the needto retain the corporate income tax on
insurance firms.

INTERINDUSTRY TAXATION
Differential taxation across industries can violate tax neutrality,
particularly if the differentials exist between or within industries that are in
competition among themselves. Insurance firms compete directly with
banking, savings and loans, and stock and real estate brokerage industries,
and relatively high taxes on the insurance industry would be expected to shift
economic activity from it to another industry. Tax equity would also suggest
that tax rates should be the same for all industries, unless the benefit
principle could be used to justify different burdens.
MEASURES OF INTERINDUSTRY TAX NEUTRALITY

Evaluation of tax neutrality involves comparing tax burdens across
industries, and comparison requires an accepted basis. The ideal
denominator for comparing business taxes is value added, the sum of thepayments to all the private factors of production. Then, the ratio of tax
payment to the denoininator provides a "tax cost" measure of the relati~e
importance of the tax to the total costs of the enterprise. Unfortunately, tne
value-added data for the Minnesota insurance sector is not now availabl~.
HoweVer, an alternative (though less satisfactory) measure, net income
(profits), is available from a sample of property/casualty and a sample of
life companies that ,was drawn for this report. It was necessary to collect
information from the sample of property/casualty and life companies in
order to obtain the best information on income and other data about the
insurance industry.
Comparison of taxes relative to income must begin with a definition of
taXable income. Definitions as provided by Minnesota tax law are acceptable
for industries other than -insurance. Since taxable income for insurance
firms is defined using 1936 definitions, it is not possible to compare burdens
across industries directly without recalculating income for every firm. Thus,
for the current purpose, life companies' income as reported for federal taxes
is chosen as the definition of income. This incortle figure is apportioned to
Minnesota by multiplying it by the percentage of the 'Company's premiums
in Minnesota. Property and casualty companies income is defined as net
income from the Minnesota corporate income tax return.
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TAX IMPACT ANALYSIS

Taxes relative to corporate income are presented in Table 2 for life and
property/casualty insurance and several other industries for the years 19-78
through 1982. Five years of data are provided in order to avoid the problem
of an aberrant year. ,Both 1981 and 1982 are probably unusual years for the
insurance industry because of the slow economy. Also, modified
coinsurance agreements, which were in effect during the time the u.s.
government negotiated a new insurance tax law, led to insurance incomes
being understated.
A consistent pattern holds for 1978, 1979, and 1980. Insurance firms taxes
are a higher percentage of income than are those paid by other fudustries,
even when insurance company taxes are defmed to include only the
premiums tax. Life insurance firms in the sample paid between 13.6010 and

TABLE 2
Taxes Relative to Income for Selected Years
(percentages)
1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

15.1
18.4

13.6
18.2

17.1
24.7

25.9
40.3

25.2
36.1

]6.1

]6.8

21.3

33.7

26.3

43.6
49.5

48.8
55.3

52.6
60.2

5Ll
59.6

117.4
142.0

45.2

55.3

58.3

59.6

86.8

]2.0

12.0

]2.0

]2.0

N/A

dealers, exchanges and securities

12.1

12.1

12.1

12.1

N/A

Total Corporate Taxes, All Industries

11.2

11.2

11.2

11.2

N/A

Life Insurance Samplea
Premium taxes
All insurance taxesb ,
All insurance taxes for firms
with positive income
Property/Casualty Samplea
Premium taxes
All insurance taxesc
All insurance taxes for firms
with positive income
Banking and Bank Holding Companies d
Security and commodity brokers,

Source: Insurance tax sample and Minnesota Corporate Income Tax, Minnesota Department
of Revenue, selected years.
N/A = not available.
aAll firms reported in the appendix may not have been used every year. Data omissions were
responsible for some exclusion. Property/casualty mutual companies may not be required to
calculate income, so they are excluded.
bIncludes premium and corporate income taxes and life insurance valuation fees.
clncludes premium, income, fire marshall, firemen's relief, and ocean profits taxes and second
injury fund.
dIncludes corporate income and bank excise taxes.
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17.10/0 of income in premiums taxes. Property/casualty firms paid between
43.6% and 52.6% of income in premiums taxes. Insurance companies are
certain to pay a generall~higher percentage of income through premiums
taxes than would occur through the corporate income tax because the
premiums tax is a credit against the income tax and few firms have an
income tax liability to pay; Other industries including those directly· in
competition with theinsurance industry, pay approximately 11 % of income
in taxes. This contrasts with an average effective rate of 9.9% on
noninsurance corporate business in Minnesota.
.
When allinsurance taxes are included, the percentages oftaxes to income
are even greater. The sample of insurance firms used for this analysis
appeared to be those with the greatest income,because their income tax
liability after the premiums ~ crecJit is relatively high compared with that
paid qy allinsurance firms. This may have the effect of exaggerating the
percentage bf aU taxes relative to income. Also, the definitions of income=are
not always comparable aCrOSS industries, and this can distort the analysis.
Domestic life companies.will tend to pay higher taxes than the foreign
companies because only the domestic· companies pay the valuation fee,
though there is a tendency for foreign firms to pay greater corporate income
taxes..
Property/casualty finns appear to pay much higher percentages of
income in taxes thin do life companies. However, because property/casualty
firms can more easily shift the premiums tax to consumers, a study of
ultimate incidence rather than initial impact would find that the differentials
between the two parts of the insurance industry would be much smaller.
In summary, the insurance industry pays higher taxes relative to income
than those paid by other industries. The effect is to put the life industry at a
disadvantage relative to other direct competitors such as banks, savings and
loans, and security firms.
INTERSTATE TAX DIFFERENCES
The basic insurance tax structure is similar across state lines, though some
differences do exist, particularly· in such instances as whether corporate
income, Blue Cross and Blue Shield, and annuities are taxed. Considerable
diversity does exist in the tax rates.
Differences in insurance tax structures are important for two reasons.
Retaliation is the more important, as Minnesota domestic insurance firms
will be penalized when they operate in other states if the insurance taxation
is too high at horne or if the structure is too different. Also, overtaxation can
potentially influence the location of insurance firms. This need not be a
major concern because firms will make location decisions infrequently. The
1978 Oistrict of Columbia Tax Revision Commission Study did note,
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however, that the Acacia Insurance Company made!l decision to locate in
northern Virginia rather than the District of Columbia in order. to avoid
retaliation by other states because of the D.C. annuity tax.
'STATE TAX STRUCTURES

State-by-state comparisons by type of insurance activity are adequately
detailed in the volume of technical papers provided to the commission, and
can be summarized with respect to Minnesota as follows:
~

'.

• Minnesota's 20/0 premium tax rate is the mode (rate with the greatest
frequency) across the United States. Twenty-four states and the Distnct of
Columbia tax foreign life and health insurance at 2%, and sixteen states
plus D.C. tax domestic life and health at 2%.
• Twenty states- (including Minnesota) and D.C. tax foreign property/
casualty companies, and sixteen plus D.C. tax domestic property/
casualty companies, at 2%.
• There is a tendency to tax insurance provided by foreign companies more
heavily than that provided by domestic companies. Only two states tax
foreign life and health premiums at less than 2%, but twenty-two tax
domestic life lower than 2%, and a similar pattern holds for property/
casualty taxation. It should be noted that in many cases of low premium
taxes, an income tax is imposed on domestic corporations. Foreign and
domestic corporations can also lower their rates in various states by
holding certain perce~tages of their assets in the state.
• There is a slight tendency to tax property/casualty insurance more heavily
than life insurance. This probably results because the tax can be more
easily shifted by property/casualty companies to consumers.
• Only sixteen jurisdictions, including D.C., tax annuity considerations
received by foreign companies and fifteen tax annuity considerations
received by domestic corporations. Foreign corporations are frequently
subject to higher annuity tax rates.
• Nineteen states tax some form of corporate income earned by insurance
companies, although few states actually impose the tax on all forms of
insurance income. Only domestic companies are liable in seven of these
states. Six states allow the income tax as a credit against the premium tax,
or vice versa, so there is little duplication of payments. In most of these
instances, the liability will arise from the premiums tax because its
paym~nts will exceed the income tax liability.
MINNESOTA TAXES RELATIVE TO NEIGHBORING STATES

Taxation of the insurance industry relative to other industries was
described above. An alternative way to evaluate the level of Minnesota's
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insurance taxes is to compare them with other states. Because of the
differences in taxrates and structures, the appropriate method of
comparison is based en the overall tax structure. The approach adopted here
was to ·calculate the tax burdens that would be imposed by other states on
the fIrms included in the. sample described above. Iowa, North Dakota,
South Dakota, and Wisconsin, the states surrounding Minnesota, were used
for this purpose.
The tax structures were simulated to the maximum extent possible. The
detailed credits and tax structures could not always be replicated, but the
results are representative of tax differences across states in the region.
Life'insurance company taxes for the sample are shown in Thble 3 as a
percentage of their Minnesota. burden. As noted above, the income taxes
paid in Minnesota by the sample of fIrms are higher than would be expected
from a random sample of Minnesota firms, so this may slightly lower the
relative values listed for other states in the table. Nonetheless, the rmdings
are that the. fIrms paid higher taxes to Minnesota than they would ,have paid
to the surrounding states except for South Dakota. Minnesota's taXes are
higher becaus.e of its· income tax (Wisconsin has an income tax for some
domeStic companies) and the valuation fee. South Dakota's taxes are higher
in 1982 because the annuities tax was included in the calculation. Data were
not aVaihllJIe to include ihe annuities tax in earlier Years.
Property/casualty company tax~s relative to Minnesota are listed in Table
4. Thxes ate' higher in Minnesota than in every other state except South
Dakota. The premiums tax rate is higher in ~outh Dakota, leading to their
exception, but the difference in tax levels is never greater than 6.6070.

RETALIATORY TAXATION
Retaliatory taxes were fIrst imposed in Massachusetts in 1832 and exist in
all but fIve states today. Retaliatory taxes are paid by a Minnesota domestic
fIrm to another state whenever a foreign fIrm operating in Minnesota would
pay higher taxes to Minnesota than a Minnesota domestic fIrm would pay in
the state where the foreign firm is domiciled. Foreign firms operating in
Minnesota pay retaliation to Minnesota whenever the reverse is true,
although Minnesota calculates retaliation on the basis of each separate tax
and fee. The retaliatory taxes are calculated by fIrst determining the taxes
the Minnesota domestic firm would pay on the comparable business done in
the foreign state (the amount the Minneso'tafIrm would be taxed if it were a
foreign insurance corporation doing business in Minnesota). The tax
liability for the Minnesota fIrm, using the foreign state's tax structure, is
then subtracted from the determinatiOn of Minnesota taxes on the domestic
firm. If the result is positive (meaning the Minnesota taxes are higher than
the foreign state's) the difference is paid in retaliatory taxes, in addition to
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TABLE 3
Neighboring States Life Insurance Taxes
Relative to Minnesota
Premium Tax Rates

MINNESOTA
Iowab
'
North DakotaC
South Dakota
Wisconsin

1978a

1979a

1980a

1981 a

1982:1

100.0
80.5
51.2
97.4
86.9

100.0
73.5
46.7
88.9
79.4

100.0
68.6
43.7
83.3
73.6

100.0

100.0
70.0
44.4

63.5
40.4
77JJ
68.2

Domestic Foreign
2
2
2

IOS.3 d

2.25

73.6

2

2
2
2
2.5
2

aValues are taxes which would be impo$ed in each state relative to those actually paid by the
sample of firms in Minnesota.
bDoes not include the franchise tax which is a maximum-of $3,010 per finn.
cAccident and sickness premium rate is 0.5'70.
dIncludes annuity tax because data was not available for earlier years.
TABLE 4
Neighboring States Property/Casualty Taxes
Relative to Minnesota
Premium Tax Rates

MINNESOTA
Iowab
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin

1978a

197~

100.0
85.8
42.9
106;1
96.0

100;0
85.6
42:8
106.0
93.1

1980a

1981 a

1982a

100.0

100.0 -

85.5

85.1

42.7
106.6
92.0

42.0
106.2
92.6

100.0
81.1
40.5
102.1
87.2

Domestic Foreign
2
2
1
2.25
2

2
2
I

2.5
2

aYalues are taxes which would be imposed in each state relative to those actually paid by the
sample of firms in Minnesota.
bDoes not include the franchise tax which is a maximum of 53,010 per finn.

other taxes due to the foreign state. If the result is negative, the Minnesota
firm pays taxes due under the foreign state's tax laws with no retaliation.
\

.

PROTECTION OFTHE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

Retaliation has generally been justified as a means to protect domestic
Ilfms against unfair discrimination when operating in other states. The basic
result of the system of retaliation across the U.S. is not protection. In fact,
domestic firms can be trapped in a no-win situation when pressure arises for
greater insurance tax revenues. If taxes for foreign firms rise, it costs the
domestic firms large increases in retaliatory taxes to other states. The
alternative, raising taxes only for domestic firms, reduces the competitive
position of the domestic firms in Minnesota.
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Further, retaliation is not structured to cause equal treatment of domestic
and foreign firms in other states. If structured to achieve this result,
retaliation would become effective whenever a state discriminated against
foreign firms. Instead, retaliation is triggered when taxes are higher in a
foreign state. The structure of retaliation causes states to m.ove towards taxes
that are in line with those imposed in other states, rather than equal taxes for
domestic and foreign firms within every state.
The basic im.pacts of retaliation are to reduce each state's flexibility in
taxing the insurance industry and in holding down state insurance taxes.
Indeed, the insurance industry lobby has been the primary source of support
for the U.S. legislation that keeps state regulation of the industry and
retaliation in place. Attempts in every state to increase insurance. taxes are
met by the· concern within the domestic industry that retaliation would
create severe penalties if tax rates were increased. This concern tends to
encourage uniformity of tax treatment across states for insurance firms.
Most states include all taxes on insurance companies in determining
retaliation, though a few states, including Minnesota, retaliate on a tax-bytax basis. This latter form of retaliation causes even greater pressures for
uniform tax treatment. Particularly, the item-by-item retaliation discourages
any stale fromcr~ating an insurance tax structure that looks radically
different from other states. 1£ a state creates a different structure, it
encourages insurance firms to develop subsidiaries that are domiciled in
other states in order to avoid retaliation.
A strong argument. can be made in favor of eliminating retaliation across
the nation. No action by an individual state would overcome the difficulties
created by retaliation, but there are some ways Minnesota could lessen its
effects: viz,
• Provide domestic firms a credit against premium taxes for increased
retaliatory taxes caused by any rise in Minnesota insurance taxes. Based
on the findings below, the credit would probably eliminate the Minnesota
tax liability of many domestic companies so the revenue loss would be
substantial.
• Enact reciprocal legislation wherein Minnesota would agree not to
retaliate against firms from other states if those states would do likewise
regarding Minnesota firms. At least two states (New York and
Massachusetts) enacted similar legislation inthe 197Qs. The effect of such
legislation in Minnesota would probably be limited because there is
unlikely to be a significant trend to such legislation; and
• A shift by Minnesota from the line-by-line form of retaliation to
retaliation based on the overall tax structure of oth'er states.
RETALIATION COSTS TO MINNESOTA FIRMS

An increase inMinnesota insurance company taxes would result in higher
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tax payments for Minnesota domestic companies in every state where
Minnesota insurance would then be higher. Since premiums within
Minnesota are generally a small share of a large domestic firm's total
premiums, the retaliatory taxes paid in other states will often dwarf their
increased payments to Minnesota.
The retaliation costs to domestic firms from a 111/0 increase in the
premiums tax rate was used to demonstrate the sensitivity to a tax increase.
Each domestic firm represented in the sample was asked to estimate its costs
in terms of retaliation for a 1% premiums tax increase. Eleven life insurance
companies and nine property/casualty companies provided the required
information.
Domestic property/casualty companies in the sample would pay an
additional $1,096,904 in premium taxes (based on 1982 premiums) with a
1% increase in the premium rate. Retaliation costs paid to other states would
be $12,534,891, meaniIigthat it would cost these firms $11.42 in taxes paid to
other states for every $1 paid to Minnesota.
Life companies would not be affected as dramatically, but the basic result
remainl'.tirms in the sample wouid pay $774,925 in additional premium
taxes with the rate increased. Retaliation costs would be $5,732,164 or $7.40
per $1 paid to Minnesota.
The sample tends to be dominated by large firms withrsignificant business
outside the state of Minnesota, so the relative retaliation costs reported here
may exceed those which would occur if all domestic companies were
included in this experiment. Nonetheless, it is clear that a higher insurance
tax rate in Minnesota would result in much greater increases in retaliatory
taxes paid to other· states than Minnesota would receive from the domestic
firms.

RECOMMENDATIONS
STATUS QUO RELATING TO THE INSURANCE PREMIUMS TAX
BASE

The commission concludes that because of federal law prohibiting state
taxation of self-insured health plans, eliminating the present tax-exempt
status of certain health insurance carriers (e.g., Blue Cross and Blue Shield,
health maintenance organizations) would be counterproductive since it
would encourage the growth of self-insurance. This would penalize smaller
employers who cannot afford to establish self-insurance plans. Accordingly,
the commission recommends retaining the status quo relating to the
premiums tax on health insurers.
The commission also concludes that the nonneutrality violations of the
exemption of fraternal and domestic and township mutuals are minor, and
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that little would be a<;complished by including these types of insurers in the
premiums tax base. Accordingly, it recommends for the continued
exemption of these firms from the premiums tax base.
UPDATING THE CORPORATE NET INCOME TAX LAW RELATING
TO INSURANCE COMPANIES

Although the revenues generated by the corporate net income tax on
insurance companies are not large at present ($5.2 million in 1984), the
commission" concludes that for two reasons the state should maintain the
tax. First, since some insurance companies earn taxable income by servicing
self-insurance plans, which are not subject to the premiums tax, the income
tax indirectly taxes some of these otherwise exempt activities. Second, over
the longer term, tax neutrality (uniformity) is likely to be enhanced by the
net income tax as the state is forced to adjust _to rapid changes that are
occurring in the insurance business (e.g., new types of insurance and
insurance products).
Accordingly, the commission recommends that the corporate income tax.
be maintained as weD as the status quo permitting taxable firms to deduct
their premiums -tax payments in computing "their tax liability.
The major problem with Minnesota's corporate tax on insurance carriers
is that it is based on 1936 statutes. This not only unnecessarily adds to the
overall complexity of the entire tax structure, it also makes resolution of
legal disagreement difficult since there is little non-Minnesota case law
available for resolving disputes. Accordingly, the commission recommends
that the corporate net income tax relating to insurance companies be
rewritten to reflect present industry circumstances and to take advantage of
tax law improvements in other states.
FOR RECIPROCITY AGREEMENTS RELATING TO RETALIATORY
INSURANcE TAXATION

The commission finds that retaliation serves no public purpose, but
rather, it is a device that limits the state's flexibility to design its own
insurance tax structure. Recognizing, however, that a unilateral decision not
to retaliate against foreign firms will only result in net losses to the treasury,
the commission recommends that Minnesota enact legislation whereby this
state would agree not to retaliate against firms from other states that enact
similar legislation.

----------
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ENDNOTES
1. For, a detailed background and analysis, see William F. Fox, "Insurance
Taxation in Minnesota,'; in StaffPapers, vol. 2 of the Final Report ofthe Minnesota
Tax Study Commission, ed.Robert D. Ebel and Therese J. McGuire (St. Paul:
Butterworth Legal Publishers, 1985).
2. Much of the decline in the elasticity can also be attributed to the choice of 1981
as the final year (made 'because personal income data were available through 1981),
because premhlm revenue growth was so weak in that year when the economy was
hovering near recession.
3. Estimates are provided by Fox, "Insurance Taxation."
4. The other domestic nonprofit health service plan corporations, Delta Dental of
Minnesota and Minnesota Vision Services Plan, Inc., are also untaxed and the
substance of the ilrgumtmts would apply to them as well.
5. lerry Stoica, et ai", "Blue Cross/Blue Shield: A Case for Removal of Its Special
Status in Illinois Law," Illinois Department of Insurance, May 1982.
6. A 2.75070 anriual,tax on benefits paid imposed by Connecticut was struck down
on the basis ofERISA in 1978 by the Uriited States District Court in National
Carriers Conference Cpmmittee vs" Hefferno,n (D.C. Donn. 1978 454F Supp. 914). A
similar decision was made in 1980 in Minnesota in St. Paul Electrical Workers
Welfare Fund, A, Trust, et. al. VS. Michael Markman, Commissioner of Insurance,
State of Minnesota, V.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota.
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Taxation of Minerals

Minnesota imposes three special taxes on the mining of iron ore and
taconite: the taconite production tax, the occupation tax, and the royalty
tax. 1 These taxes respectively replace an ad valorem property tax on taconite
and taconite processing facilities, a corporate income tax on mining net
income, and a special income tax on royalties received in connection with
the exploration and extraction of iron ore and taconite. Taconite companies
are not liable for local property taxes on taconite mining property (the ore
deposit, mine, and concentrating plant), nor are they subject to Minnesota's
corporate income tax.
This chapter examines Minnesota's separate system of mineral taxation
from several perspectives, including the historic rationale for using special
taxes on mining, how that rationale has changed over time, and the
advantages and disadvantages of the existing tax structure. 2 It then analyzes
two important policy issues facing the state:
1. The effect of existing mineral taxes on the economic health of the mining

industry; and,
2. The treatment of mineral tax revenues for purposes of determining state
aids for property tax relief.
At the outset, it should be noted that although taconite production has
long been the major economic activity in northeastern Minnesota, the tax
revenue collected from this activity is relatively small in comparison to total
state tax revenues. In 1983, the three major mineral taxes generated $78
million or about 2010 of total state tax collections in that year. However, the
bulk of this money ($67 million) represents in lieu of property tax dollars
and is therefore returned to local governments, residential property owners,
and other mandated parties on the Iron Range. Less than 15% of the total
mineral tax revenue is available for expenditures outside the Iron Range.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The conventional rationale for the separate treatment of minerals in a tax
system stems from the special character of the mineral resource, i.e., it is a
"gift of nature" whose value reflects not only the labor and capital invested
243
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in its recovery, but the natural scarcity of the resource. The value of the
latter factor is often deemed to be far in excess of the former. Because the
mineral resource ~ay be regarc:ied in some unspecified manner and degree'as
the' natural heritage of the people, it may be argued that government,
through its tax system, should recapture SOme portion of this excess value
for the benefit of present and future generations. This natural heritage'
argument has frequeritly been used to justify taxing mineral extraction at
heavier levels (through higher tax rates and/or additional taxes) than odler
types of private business activity. While this same theory could be extended
to other gifts of, nature, such as farmland, timberland, and water power
sites, minerals have been differentiated on the grounds that the private
mining activity forever diminishes the value of the resource, Le., a mineral
deposit is a' wasting asset.
In the late 1800s, the objective of Minnesota's mineral tax policy was to
encourage the ,development and growth of the mining industry. In an effort
to keep taxes relatively low, the state levied a special tonnage tax on the
extracnonof natut;il ore in lieu of the ad valorem property~. This tax was
later appealed and replaced by the property tax, which at that time applied
uniformly to all types of property. It was not until 1913 that the natural
heritage rationale fitst found expression in Minnesota. In that year, the
legi~latureenacteda property classification system in which mined and
unnliijed iron ore was valued at its "full and true value" (other property
classeS we~ valued at one-third of full and true value) and assessed at a
higher ratio to sU,ch value (500;0) than any other class of property. By the
1920s, a growing public opin,ion that mining companies were reaping large
pronts ftom, Minnesota pres led to the adoption of the occupation and
royalty taxes, which were levied in addition to the ad valorem property tax.
This same pattern was later repeated with the mining of taconite. In order
to encourage the developmen~ of the taconite industry, taco,nite ore,and
processing facilities were ~empted from the property tax in 1941, and taxed
instead under a produetiont~ that was imposed at the rate of 5 cents per
ton of production. Later, after substantial private investment in taconite
processing' facilities had o¢curred, the tax rate was steadily increased to
'provide (he people of Minnesota (through its public sector) with a greater
share of revenues from their "na4il"alheritage."
Today, the sla,ckening demand for steel and the enormous losses of the
U.S. steel industry have effectively diluted the potency of the natural
heritage principle. Current economic conditions suggest that there is little or
no excess value (Le., value in excess of that earned through the investment of
labor and capital) accruing to mining companies from the production of
taconite. Minnesota's continuing use of special mineral taxes is now related
to reasons of administrative feasibility (simplicity) and efficient resource use
(neutrality).
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TACONITE PRODUCTION TAX
TAX STRUCTURE

Enacted in 1941, the taconite production tax is a per-unit tax on the
volume of production (tonnage) from taconite mines. It is levied in lieu of
the local ad valorem property tax. From its initiation at 5 cents per ton, the
tax ratenow stands at $2.04 per ton (subject to annual adjustment by a price
index). This rate is applied to a three-year average of production. IIi 1983,
the tax generated about $67 nullion from a taxable base of 25.2 million tons.
In 1979, when the industry was at full capacity (about 60 million tons), the
tax yielded revenues of $89 million. This illustrates how the averaging
method adds stability to the tax base during a period of declining
production (Le., revenues declin'e less sharply than production).
DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUES

Consistent witll its role as a substitute for the property tax, the proceeds
of the taconite production tax are returned to the Iron Range and distributed
by statutory formula to all cities, towns, and school districts, irrespective of
whether the local taxing jurisdiction contains an active mine. Since 1969, a
portion of productio:n tax revenues has also gone to the taconite homestead
property tax relief account, which funds a special homestead credit program
for owner-occupied homes and farms on the Iron Range. Since 1977, some
money ha~ also gone to two special funds-the tafonite environmental
protection fund and the northeastern Minnesota ec.oriomic protection trust
fund. They .are used to finance environmental and public works projects
(e.g., abandoned mine reclamation, water pollution treatment facilities,
sewer and water, libraries) and industrial development in the region.
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT TAX STRUCTURE

The advantages of the production tax are simplicity and neutrality. The
only information required to administer the tax is the number of taxable
tons produced per year. In comparison, an ad valorem property tax on
mineral property involves determining the market value of underground ore
reserves. Typically, market value is derived by estimating the present value of
the future income streams that can be generated from the development of
the resource. This requires estimating many unknown factors, such as the
size and quality of the ore deposit, the cost of future ore extraction, and
future mineral prices. Because of the difficulties involved in accurately
estimating these factors, most states have moved away' from property
taxation. Moreover, an ad valorem tax on mineral property creates an
incentive to accelerate the mining schedule in order to "mine out from under
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the tax," thereby encouraging the rapid depletion of· the mineral resource.
Because the production tax only taxes the ore at the time of extraction, it is
neutral with respect to the rate of ore recovery. It also ensures that all mines
are liable at the same tax rate, regardless of location.
The production tax, however, has one major disadvantage-an unstable
revenue base. Its collections are responsive to demand in the U.S. steel
industry for domestic ore. If demand is weak, as is currently the case, the
subsequent cutback in production will lead to declining revenues just as
local governments face more severe financial pressures to assist an
unemployed populace.

OCCUPATION TAX
TAX STRUCTURE

Enacted in 1921, this tax closely resembles a business net income tax in
that mining companies are allowed to deduct certain costs from the ore value
in order to reach the taxable value of production. The tax is payable in lieu
of the corporate income tax and in addition to the taconite production tax.
The base of the occupation tax is the value of iron ore at the mouth of a
Minnesota mine. Because there is no published market price for ore at the
mouth of the mine, its value must be approximated rather than directly set
by the market. It is determined by deducting a mining company's costs of
beneficiation3 and transportation from the Lake Erie price for iron ore. In
order to arrive at the taxable value of the ore, additional deductions are
allowed, e.g., amortized development costs, mining costs, depreciation On
plant and equipment, royalties payable by a nonowner operator, and a
production tax allowance. In this manner, the occupation tax base
approximates the net income from mining.
Originally levied at a rate of 6% of value, the statutory rate on taconite
mining is currently 15%. Due to the presence of substantial tax credits,
however, the effective rate of the tax is far below the statutory rate. Of
greatest significance is the labor credit for high cost ores, which allows a
specified percentage of labor costs to be credited against the occupation tax
liability. This credit reduces the tax to a net effective rate of 6.75% and all
eight taconite producers are presently taxed at that effective rate.
Taconite occupation tax revenues peaked in 1979 at $23.8 million on 55.3
million tons of production. This represents an average tax of 44 cents per
ton. In contrast, taconite occupation tax revenues totaled about $6.2 million
in 1982 with production tonnage at 23.4 million, or an average tax of 14
cents per ton. The reduction in revenue reflects the higher per-unit costs
associated with operating taconite plants at levels substantially below
capacity, the reduced production tonnage, and the affect of credits due from
overpayments made in previous years.
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LIMITATION ON TAXATION

Since 1964, the burden of the occupation tax has been limited by statutory
and constitutional (the taconite amendment) provisions, such that the sum
of occupation, royalty and excise (general sales) taxes payable by taconite-·
producing companies in any of the next twenty-five years cannot be
increased so as to exceed the greater of: (a) the amount of those same taxes
payable under the laws of 1963; or (b) the amount that would be payable if
taconite firms were taxed under the corporate income and excise tax laws
applicable to manufacturing. Unless extended by legislative action, this
constitutional limitation is scheduled to expire in 1989.
DISTRIBUTION OF REVENUES

Stemming fromthe,natural heritage argument that led to its adoption, all
proceeds from the occtipation tax are constitutionally mandated to go to the
state-SOOJo to the general fund, .40% to elementary and secondary
education, and 100'/0 to the University of Minnesota.
ANALYSIS OF CURRENT TAX STRUCTURE

The advantages of the occupation tax were also related to administrative
convenience and efficient resource use. All taconite producers in Minnesota
are either wholly or jointly owned by the major U.S. steel· and iron ore
companies. Their production is sold at market price to their controlling
owner or partnership under long-term contracts. The Lake Erie (market)
price for iron ore is established by the few independent producers that
operate in the lake states; therefore, this price is based on a very small
number of true arms-length transactions. Under these conditions, the
determination of the net incomes (profits) of taconite producers for
purposes of corporate income taxation is extremely difficult. Thus, from a
tax enforcement standpoint, the base of the occupation tax-the value of
the ore at the mouth· of the mine less certain statutory deductions-is an
acceptable substitute for taxable net income.
Because it is a tax on nettaxable value, the occupation tax does not effect
a producer's decision as to the timing, quantity, and quality of the ore
extracted. Therefore,it does not create an incentive to accelerate production
in order to mine out from under the tax. And, to the extent that it is levied at
the same rate as that on net income from other types of business activity, the
occupation tax is neutral with respect to investment in the mining sector,
neither encouraging nor discouraging it.
.
Like the production tax, the major criticism of the occupation tax is its
instability, i.e., revenues fluctuate with changes in production costs and
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mineral prices. Because its revenues are a very small percentage of total state
revenues, these fluctuations do not create undue hardship on the state
budget during years of decline.

EVALUATION OF REVENUE PRODUCTIVITY
OCCUPATION TAX

Given current economic conditions on the Iron Range, it is unlikely that
taconite producers would show a profit for purposes of corporate income
taxation. Therefore, it is likely that, at present, the state is receiving at least
as much (if not more) revenue from the occupation tax than it would if
taconite produc_ers were taxed under the corporate income tax. With
prospects for the future of Minnesota taconite uncertain, the existing
occupa:tion tax appears to be a good compromise between a corporate
income tax and a severance tax on gross sales, both of which are difficult to
administer when there are few market transactions from which prices for the
taconite product can be obtained. The deduction of certain expenses from
the Lake Erie value of iron ore makes the tax responsive to the economic
conditions of mining fIrms, while continuing to provide the state with a
moderate amount of revenue when times are bad. Further, the existing tax
rate (~ relation to the Lake Erie value of iron ore) is low enough that it is
unlikely that significant resources are· being diverted from mining to other
investments due to tax considerations.
The majbr problem with the occupation tax is its administrative
complexity and compliance costs. For example:
• The labor credit no .longer serves a useful purpose since all producers n?w
qualify for the maximum credit. Elimination of this credit and the
consequent reduction of the statutory tax rate from 15070 to 6.75% would
eliminate the administrative burden of keeping records and auditing labor
costs for both the mining industry and the state. For purposes of
consistency, this same change should also be made to the royalty tax.
• The limitation on taxation impose'! by the taconite amendment is
administratively cumbersome in that it calls for the combined occupation,
royalty, and excise tax liability to be calculated under three sets of tax laws
(laws of 1963, laws of 1974-83, and the corporate income tax laws) before
the final liability can be deterlnined (the lesser of the three amounts). It
also inappropriately makes the state Constitution the repository of
specific tax law instead of broad, long~term goals and principles. The
occupation tax should be codified only in the statutes and payable
according to current law without a "shadow" net income (profits) tax
test.
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PRODUCTION TAX

The taconite production tax is by legislative intent a substitute for ad
valorem taxes on mines, concentrating plants, and ore reserves in
northeastern Minnesota. This interpretation of the production tax has been
tested in the courts numerous times, and was recently reaffirmed in a ruling
of the Minnesota Supreme Court. Thus, when evaluating this tax, one
should look for consistent treatment of the revenue raised by the production
tax with that which might have been obtained th!ough a property tax. In
terms of the equivalency· of their collections, it appears that taconite
producers are paying somewhat higher taxes under the production tax.
Because the baseofthe property tax..,...market value-would be determined
according to the income approach to value, and given present conditions of
global overcapacity in the steel industry and declining demand for domestic
ore, taxable property values would likely be low (reflecting the low
expectations for future profits).
The somewhat higher burdens imposed by the production tax may be
. merited. It allows for regional sharing of production tax revenues on the
Iron Range, which reduc~s tax rate disparities among local units of
governments and therefore djstributes the benefits .and costs of the region's
economic circUmstances across all those affected. Moreover, given the
present and future public costs associated with mining activities
(particularly the. cessation thereof), there appears to· be a co~tinuing need to
dedicate some porti()n of production tax revenues for environmental and
economic development purposes.

MINERAL TAX POLICY ISSUES
The remainder of this chapter addresses two important policy issues for
mineral taxation in Minnesota:
l. Would changes in the production or occupation tax encourage additional
production and thereby assist the recovery of the state's taconite industry?
2. Are production and property tax revenues treated in like manner for
purposes of determining state aids for property tax relief?
TAXES AND THE ECONOMIC HEALTH OF THE TACONITE
INDUSTRY

Mineral taxes present an unusually clear-cut problem for Minnesota tax
policy, Le., given the substantial cutback in taconite production over the
past few years, would a reduction in taconite taxes encourage additional
production in the mining industry? This study conCludes that the net result
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of a tax cut would probably be a loss to the state treasury since both shortand long-run decisions to operate or close taconite plants depend more on
the demand for domestic steel than on tax considerations. For example:
• To the extent that the occupation tax is levied at the same rate as that on
net income from other sources, it is unlikely to have any impact on plant
closings in either the short or long fun. Even if its rate is slightly higher
(lower), the occupation tax is still unlikely to influence a decision to keep
operating or to shutdown, since its rate on a per-ton basis is less than 1070
of the delivered price for iron ore.
• The reduction of the production tax would not sufficiently lower the price
of Minnesota taconite so as to increase its demand significantly; thus, it
would not help the Minnesota mining industry to enlarge its market share.
Even the complete elimination of the tax is not likely to make Minnesota
ores competitive .at Pittsburgh o~ at east coast steel mills. Ores from.
Austialia, Brazil, Labrador, Quebec, Liberia, and Venezuela can be'
delivered to eastern seaboard locations at substantially lower costs than
can Minnesota taconite.4
• All eight Minnesota taconite plants sell nearly all their output to the
rriajor U.S. steel and iron ore companies. These companies are obliged,
under long-term "take-or-pay" contracts,- to cover their taconite mine's
production expenses, even if they cannot use the output. During the
1970s, they spent an estimat~d $2.5 billion to expand their taconite
production capacity and to bring their plants into compliance with
pollution control laws. The subsequent slowdown in the domestic demand
for steel has not only left the steelmakers with excess iron ore capacity, but
also with an obligation to service the debt used to finance the expansion.
Their decision to keep operati,ng or to shut down is complicated by several
practical, considerations such as: (il) the terms of their partnership
agreements; (b) their obligation to assume the debt of their taconite firms in
the event of closure; and (c) the difficulty of selling their interest in a mine
when the market is plagued with excess capacity. These factors are likely to
outweigh the tax considerations of the shut down decision.
EQUAL TREATMENT OF PRODUCTION TAX REVENUES

Minnesota's use of the production tax in lieu of the property tax creates a
complex interplay between production tax distributions and state aids for
purposes of property tax relief. The goal of equal treatment of equals
requires that for purposes of computing state aids, revenues received from
the taconite production tax should be treated in the same manner as
revenues received frOID the property tax. In analyzing the relationships
between the production-tax~supported taconite homestead credit and the
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state-paid homestead credit, this study finds that for purposes of
determining state aid for property tax relief, production tax revenues are not
treated· as are property tax revenues elsewhere in Minnesota. Moreover,
current practices place an upward pressure on state spending, and therefore
on state revenue-raising. Specific fmdings are:
• The 1984 legislative action that reversed the order in which the taconite
homestead credit and state homestead credit are subtracted from gross
residential property taxes on the Iron Range has the effect of increasing
that portion of the total property tax reduction paid for by the state
homestead credit and decreasing that portion paid for by the taconite
homestead credit, (with no change in tax relief to the Iron Range
homeowner). Inshort, the effect is to use state general fund revenues to
help pay for special property tax relief on the Iron Range.
• At present, tlie special proPerty tax relief that is provided to homeowners
and farms on the Iron Range is not limited to the available production tax
revenue in the property tliJt reliefaccount. Instead, this account has an
open and standing draw on the economic protection trust fund. In a
period Of low growth or declining· production tonnage, the revenues
generated by the production tax are likely to be insufficient to fund the
mandated annual increase ill the level of property tax relief. This may
necessitate the use of the statutory draw down ata time when using the
fund for economic development purposes is more important than ever.
Although the change in the subtraction sequence for the taconite
homestead credit alleviated this fiscal pressure, it did so at a cost to all
state taxpayers.

RECOMMENDATION
SIMPLIFICATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY OF MINERALS
TAXATION

The commission concludes that areduction in occupation and production
taxes is unlikely to encourage additional production and thereby assist a
recovery in the state taconite industry. It therefore restricts its
recommendations to actions that will simplify the tax structure and improve
the political accountability of Minnesota's system of mineral taxation.
With resPect to the occupation and royalty taxes:
• The commission recommends eliminating the labor credit and lowering
the current statutory rate (15070) to the current effective rate of 6.75%.,
This enhances simplicity (all firms are now taxed at the effective rate) and
neutrality (a potenti~ penalty to those firms that lower their labor costs is
removed). The commission also recommends lowering the statutory rate
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of the royalty tax (15070) to its present effective rate of 6.75%, consistent
with the occupation tax rate.
• The state Constitution should define broad, long-term goals and
principles, rather than be a repository for specific tax law. The,refore, the
commission further recommends that the taconite amendment be allowed
to expire in 1989, and thereafter, the occupation tax should be based on
statutory law and adjusted 'so that its burden is similar to that imposed on
net income (profits) from other business sources.
With respect to the production tax:
• The commission recommends maintaining the existing statutory rate and
base, including the schedPled phaseout of the iron content escalator.
• The commission did conSider abolishing the production tax and replacing
it with an. ad valorem property tax on taconite and taconite processing
facilities. Although this· alternative might provide Iron Range local
governments with a more' certain. revenue source· (particularly in uniform
tax .treatment of mineral and commercial/industrial property), it was
rejected because it. would: add considerable complexity to the tax system
(mineral property is valued according to the income approach, whereby
the present value of future net income streams must be determined). It
would also produce low. taxable values because of the present global
overcapacity in the steel industry and low demand for domestic ore, and
substantially alter the existing shared tax base of Iron Range local
governments.
• As part of its recommend~tion to eliminate the present complex system of
property classification and multiple property tax credits and, in its place,
adopt a three class/no credit system, the commission recommends
abolishing the taconit~ homestead credit and distributing those
productiontax revenues .directly to Iron Range local units of government.
This eliminates using state general fund monies to provide special
property tax relief to Iron Range homes and farms.
At present, the financing of the taconite homestead credit is not
explicit. The credit, which provides property tax relief to Iron Range
residential and farm property owners above and b~ond that available
through statewid~ property tax relief programs, is partially funded by
state general fund monies. In addition to violating political
accountability, tbe credit places upward pressure on state spending since
its maximum automatically increases each year.

ENDNOTES
1. This paper is a shortened version of a more detailed report which examines the
economic status of Minnesota's iron Range in addition to an analysis' of mineral
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taxation. The larger report, "Minnesota 'laxation of Minerals," was presented to the
commission by Lisa A. Roden, September 12, 1984.
2. In addition to taconite, Minnesota has other ore bodies (copper-nickel,
semitaconite, and gold) that, if developed, would be subject to the stat~'s special
mineral taxes and/or the local property tax. This report does not address tax policy
in relation to the development of these resources.
3. Beneficiation (or concentration) is the process of separating particles of iron
ore from the surrounding rock and compressing such particles into pellets for
shipping.
4. For further discussion and empirical analysis, see Lisa Roden, "Minnesota
'laxation of Minerals." A recent U.S. Congressional Research Office analysis puts the
1981 variable cost of production of one ton of iron ore pellets (exclusive of
acquisition cost of the resource) at $18 per ton in Brazil and $30 per ton in the U.S.
When transport costs are added in and the Brazilian government subsidy to its
industry is eliminated, the variable cost of a ton of Brazilian pellets delivered to
Chicago is about 530.50; and for U.S. pellets, about $40.50.
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Overview of the Property Tax

INTRODUCTION
The property tax, although the largest state/local tax nationally, is the
second most important source of tax revenue in the Minnesota state/local
fiscal system. While the state no longer levies a property tax, l local
governments generated $1.7 billion2-95.60Jo of their tax revenue-from the
property tax in FY 1983. In an effort to hold down property tax burdens, the
state allocates nearly 35% of its total expenditures to direct and indirect
property tax relief programs. 3 Property tax issues, therefore, were an integral
part of the commission's work, and they were among the most complex and
controversial issues faced during these deliberations.
This overview chapter treats several key aspects of property taxation,
including what role the tax plays in financing state and local governments,
what types of property are· included in the tax base, what administrative
arrangements are used in estimating tax base values and setting tax levies,
and on whom the tax burden falls.· Because this overview sets the stage for
several other chapters that take up specifics of the Minnesota system, the
treatment here tends to be somewhat general and comparative rather than
Minnesota-Specific.
Subsequent chapters deal in detail with Minnesota property tax law and
assessment administration, property tax relief, and the distribution of the
tax burden. The discussion on property tax relief is further divided into
direct and indirect categories; direct relief is prOVided through adjustments
of individual tax bills-usually in a manner that changes the relative as well
as absolute scope of the bills for various properties (Le., classification,
credits, and refunds}-while indirect relief reduces the overall property tax
levy (Le., local government aids and levy limits).

FINANCING ROLE OF THE TAX 4
Property taxation has long been the dominant feature on the state/local
fiscal landscape in the United States. In FY 1983 it yielded $89.3 billion to
state and local governments. This amount, equal to 31.4% of state and local
tax revenue, made property taxation the largest of the state and local taxes. 5
255
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It also is the only one of the three basic forms of taxation-income, sales,
and property-that is in use in all fifty states and the District of Columbia.
STATE AND LOCAL ROLE

The dominance of the property tax, however, is becoming less over time.
Between 1960 and 1980, for example, the tax fell from 32.5010 of all state/
local general revenue to 17.90/0 (Thble 1). In part, this decline reflects the
sharp increase in federal aid over the period. However, a similar drop in the
relative significance· of the property tax is revealed even when we ignore
federal aid, and express property tax revenue as a percentage of state/local,
own-source general revenue (Thble 2). By this measure, property taxes fell
from 37.7010 to 22.8% of state/local, own-sonrce revenue between 1960 and
1980. Other state and local taxes, user charges, and other nontax revenue
sources simply have grown more rapidly than the property tax. 6
The decline has been sharp, not only for the state/local governments as a
group, but also for Minnesota and each of its contiguous states (Iowa,
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin~Thbles 1 and 2). In·fact, the
financing role of the property tax in the Minnesota state/local fiscal system
has fallen even more rapidly than in the nation as a whole. Property taxes as
a percentage of total Minnesota state/local revenues declined from 37.6% in
1960 to 16.4010 in 198~falling from 115.7% of the national average in 1960
to only 91.6010 of the national average by 1980 (Table 1). Similarly, the share
of total statellocal, own-source revenues generated by the property tax has
fallen from 115.1 % of the nationaI average in 1960 to 89.9010 in 1980.
It is important to stress, however, that the property tax has declined omy
in relative terms. The per capita figures in Table 3 document the growth in
absolute amounts over the same, period for which Tables 1 and 2 show
relative decline. In Minnesota, per capita property taxes increased from. $117
in 1960 to $324 in 1980-an increase of 177%. Nationally, per capita

TABLE 1
Property Tax as a Percent of State/Local
General Revenue, Selected States, 1960-80
State

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

MINNESOTA
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

37.6
37.5
30.0
36.2
40.3
32.5

36.3
39.9
26.6
34.5
34.8
30.8

25.1
33.5
25.8
33.6
31.9
26.1

18.6
25.6
16.2
26.4
24.6
22.6

16.4
22.1
14.1
21.9
19.9
17.9

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States. Washington
D.C., Government Printing Office, various editions.
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TABLE 2
Property Tax as a Percent of State/Local
Own-Source General Revenue, Selected States

1960-80
State

1960 .

1965·.

1970

1975

1980

MINNESOTA
Iowa
North Dakota :
South Dakota
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

43.4
44.3
38.2
45.5
45.1
37.7

42.5
46.2
33.0
45.8
38.5
36.2

29.8
39.1
31.7
42.8
36.1
31.3

23.2
31.9
20.6
36.5
30.1
28.5

20.5
27.4
18.2
30.6
25.2
22.8

property taxes increased from $91 in 1960 to $302 in 1980-an increase of
232070. Per capita property taxes in Minnesota have declined from 129070 of
1
the national average in 1960. to 107% in 1980. During this period,
Minnesota'sper capita property taxes grew at a slower rate than did all those
of its neighbors, except North Dakota.
The Table 3 data show that, on nominal terms, per capita tax bills
increased nearly threefold .over the past two decades. This is, at first glance,
quite startling. But, once one recognizes that those figures build in an
income period of rapid inflation. a somewhat different con.clusioJ? emerges.
Indeed, Table 4 shows that once one deflates the per capita property tax
burdens (that is, eliminates the effect of the inflation over the 1960-80
period), in real terms per capita tax burdens in Minnesota not only have
fallen, but have fallen significantly, when compared to the U.S. average and
neighboring Iowa, North Dakota, and Wisconsin.
Finally, a look at the real per capita burden changes for just the 1975-80
period reveals that Minnesota's tax burden continues to fall and remain
below that of all its neighbors, other than South Dakota; however, this
recent decline is less than half what has occurred for the nation as a whole.
TABLE 3
Per Capita State/LocalProperty Taxes,
Selected States, 1960-80
(Dollars)
State
MINNESOTA
.. Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

Source: See Table I.

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

Percent
Change 1960-80

117
109
113
105
114
91

158
155
140
123
140
118

171
213
219
175
221
168

231
263
267
192
271
242

324
360
351
269
361
302

176.9l7Jo
230.3
210.6
156.2
216.7
231.9
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TABLE 4
Per Capita State/Local Property Taxes,
Selected States, 1960-80
'.

(Real Dollars)·

State

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

Percent
change
1960-80

Percent
change
1975-80

MINNESOTA
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

131.9
122.9
127.4
118A
128.5
102.6

167.2
164.0
148.1
130.2
148.1
124.9

147.0
183.1
188.3
150.5
190.0
144.5

143.3
163.2
165.6
119.1
168.1
150.1

131.3
145.9
142.2
109.0
146.3
122.4

0.5070
+18.7
+11.6
- 7.9
+13.9
+ 19.3

-

- 8.407.
-10.6 \..
-14.1
- 8.5
-13.0
-18.5

Source: See Table 1 and EconomicReport ofthe President, February 1984, Table B-52, p. 279.
·1%7 was used as the base year. The Consumer Price Index for all items was theindex card.

ROLE IN LOCAL FINANCE

Local governments derive about three-fourths of their taxes from the
property tax. This amounts to about 48070 of local, own-source general
revenue, a figure matched in Minnesota in·PY 1983 (Table 5), but only with
the help of a substantial, one-time gain from a change in the tax collection
cycle. Even so, Minnesota is the only state among its neighbors where the
property tax accounts for as small a share of local, own-source general
revenues as the average for the nation as whole. One might conclude,
therefore, that the MinnesotaMiracle, that group of innovative property tax
relief initiatives undertaken in 1971 by the governor and state legislature, is a
. success story in terms of its goal of reducing dependence on property taxes
for funding local services.

TABLE 5
Property Taxes as a Percent of Local Own-Source
General Revenues by Type of Government, 1982

.J

MINNESOTA
North Dakota
South Dakota
Iowa
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

Local
Total

County

City

Townships

47.9
55.7
62.3
60.2
64.1
48.0

58.3
57.7
62.1
57.8
41.0
45.8

25.4
21.9
30.9
39.2
58.8
32.2

81.1
100.0
66.0
62.7
75.8

School
Districts

Special
Districts

75.3
81.3
86.5
82.0
86.5
79.7

13.9
49.4
4.8
37.8
12.0
14.4

Source: Governmental Finances in 1982-83, U.S. Department of Commerce, Dureau of the
Census, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., October 1984. Table 23.
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The property tax, however, is not equally important to all types of local
governments; nor are all types of local governments given equally significant
ranks in the division of the property tax. As tables 5 and 6 indicate:
• Nationally, independent school districts derive a larger portion of their
own-source general revenue from property taxation than does any other
type of local government. In Minnesota, only town~hips derive a larger
share of th~ir own-source revenue from the property tax than do school
districts~ However, the share of school district, own-source revenue
comjng .from property taxation in Minnesota is well below the national
average (75.3070 in 1982-83 versus 79.7%). Alternatively, the share of the
property taxes in Minnesota raised by school districts exceeds the national
average share for school districts: 47.3% of property tax revenues in
Minnesota went to schools in 1982-83, compared with 43.5% nationally
(Table 6);
• School districts in neighboring states raise a larger share of property taxes
than do school districts nationally or in Minnesota, and they are more
dependent on property taxes as a source of revenue than are school
districts nationally or in Minnesota;
• Counties in Minnesota raise an above-average share of property tax
revenues-29;O% in 1982-83, compared with 22.5% nationally-(Table 6).
At the same time they place a well-above-average-reliance upon the tax for
own-source revenue-58.3% compared with 45.8% nationally-(Table 4);
and
• Municipalities in Minnesota, like school districts, are below the national
average in both respects. Counties, cities, and school districts account for
95% of property tax revenues in Minnesota compared with 91 % .
nationally.

TABLE 6
Percent Distribution of Property Taxes Raised by
Each Level of Government, 1983

MINNESOTA
North Dakota
South Dakota
Iowa
Wisconsin
U.S. Ave~age

Source: See Table 4.

County

City

Townships

29.0
23.5
19.3
26.5
16.2
22.8

19.2
12.7
14.7
22.8
33.1
24.4

2.0
3.9
2.3
2.4
6.4

School
Districts

Special
Districts

47.3
56.1
63.5
50.6
47.9
43.5

2.5
3.8
0.3
0.1
0.4
2.8
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THE TAX BASE
The· property tax can be either general or selective in its application. A
general tax applies broadly to all types of property and treats the various
types uniformly. A selective tax, by contrast, is levied only on certain types
of property.
For the last several decades, property taxation in the United States has
becotne increasingly· a tax on real property. The importance of personal
property, both tangible and intangible, has dwindled substantially. The
changes have been motivated by both practical and philosophical
considerations. Intangibles are very difficult for the assessor to locate and,
assuming success in discovering such properties, often difficult to value.
Moreover, noting that intangibles-particularly stocks, bonds, mortgages,
and the like:""are merely claims on real and tangible properties that also are
generally part of the tax base, many have argued that the taXation of
intangible property constitutes an undesirable form of double taxation.
Thxation·of tangible personal property also has declined, again for both
administrative and ppilosophical reasons. Given the movable character of
many formsof tangible personal property-e.g., inventories and railroad
cars-tax avoidance often is relatively simple. Moreover, the tax,
particularly as applied to inventories, is perverse in its effect: it rises when
inventories-rise (generally during
economicdowntum). Popular and
political unwillingness to take the administrative steps necessary to discover
and. list household personal property in general, together with the
difficulties inherent in valuing such items, resulted in many states exempting
such property; where it remains legally taxable, enforcement and
compliance often are quite lax. Many states exempt at least some types of

an

TABLE 7
Percent Distribution of Net Assessed Property Values·
Subject to Local General Property Taxation, by Major Category of Property, Selected States, 1976
State

Total

MINNESOTA
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

State
Assessed
5.2
8.4
9.1
7 ~o
7.1

Total
94.8
91.6
90.9
93.1
100.0
92.9

Locally Assessed
Real
Personal
94.4
85.5
90.9
71.9
84.9
80.6

0.4
6.1
21.1
15.1
12.2

Source: 1977 Census of Governments. Volume 2, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., November 1978, Table 2.
_·Net assessed values are gross values less partial exemptions, such as homestead exemptions.
Wholly exempt properties are excluded from gross assessed values.
\
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agricultural personal property, and even more exempt motor vehicles, often
for political reasons rather than administrative considerations.
" By 1981, complete exemption from the local property tax was accorded
these major categories of tangible personal prope-rty by the number of states
shown for each: 7 motor vehicles, thirty-one; household personal property,
thirty-four (llP from twenty-eight just two years before); agricultural
personal property, seventeen (up from twelve in 1979); business inventories,
twenty-two; and other commerCial and industrial property, eight. These
numbers include eight states8 that exempted all tangible personal propertyup from five states in 1979. As a result of these trends, the personal property
share of locally assessed taxable property declined nationwide from 15.7070
in 1961 to·just 9.6070 in 198L
The data in Thbles 7 ,and 8 reveal that in Minnesota and its neighboring
sta,tes--even more ,than nationally-the practice of eliminating' personal
property from the tax base has been dramatic. In 1976, locally assessed
personal property was 12.2070, of net assessed property values nationwide;
however, Minnesota and North Dakota had essentially eliminated personal
property9 from'their net tax base, while South Dakota and Wisconsin had
personal property shares that exceeded the national average by 73070 and
'23.8010, respectively. By 1981, all the states in the area had personal property
shares of net tax base less than the national average, with Minnesota, North
Dakota, and South Dakota· essentially exempting all personal property.

REVENUE STABILITY
The responsiveness of property tax revenue to economic growth, when
such growth is measured by income growth (I.e., the income elasticity of the

TABLE 8
Percent Distribution of Net Assessed Property Values
Subject to Local General Property Taxation, by Major
Category of Property, Selected States, 1981
State

Total

MINNESOTA
Iowa
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin
U.S. Average

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Slale
Assessed
6.0
8.3
7.0
5.6
5.6

Total
94.0
91.7
92.8
94.4
100.0
94.4

Source: 1982 Census of Government, Volume 2, Table 3.

Locally Assessed
Real
Personal
93.8
87.3
92.8

0.2
4.4

94.4
96.1
84.8

3.9
9.6
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revenue), depends upon (1) the responsiveness of real estate market values to
economic growth and (2) the ability of the local assessing jurisdiction to
capture changing market values through the assessment process. IO A stable
tax typically will generate revenues that change relatively more slowly than
income-Le., revenue is income inelastic. 1I
In general, depending on assessment procedures and the extent to which
increased market values are reflected in the property tax base, the property
tax is characterized as· being a "unitary elastic revenue source."12 If a
jurisdiction relied totally on the property tax as a source of revenue, it would
continually face a fiscal gap as the economy grew because the demand for
services is income-elastic, but property tax revenues are not. The resulting
fiscal gap would create constant pressure on local officials to increase the
property tax rate. Alternatively, to the extent a jurisdiction diversifies its
revenue structure by deemphasizing the property tax in favor of more
income responsive revenue sources--e.g., an income tax-this problem
becomes less critical.

EQUITY CRITERIA FOR DISTRIBlJTING THE
TAX BURDEN
The property tax, in part, is consistent with both the ability to pay and the
benefit principles of taxation. From the standpoint of ability to pay, the case
for a property tax rests largely upon imperfections in the taxation of income.
The preferred measure of income is a. very comprehensive one.
Comprehensiveness is desirable to promote neutrality (economic efficiency);
if ther~ is no escape from the tax, the tax is not a factor in economic choices.
This requires that all· contributions to income-whether in the form of
money income, imputed income (i.e., nonmonetary benefits, such as the
value of housing services from owner~occupied housing), or increases in
assets values-be taxed alike. But this is not standard income tax practice, in
part for practical reasons. Whenever the flow of benefits from property
totally or partially escapes income taxation, equity (implementation of the
ability to pay approach) and efficiency concerns require that the asset which
creates the benefits be subject to the property tax. The value of the asset is
taxed because it represents the capitalized value of the stream of benefits.
An example may help to illustrate this notion. Suppose that Warren and
O'Leary each have wages of $30,000 and assets of $100,000; the only
difference is the form in which they hold their assets. Warren owns the
$100.000 home in which she lives, while O'Leary has a $100,000 bank
account. Both assets generate benefits, and an ideal income tax of the sort
discussed above would tax both benefit streams equally. In practice,
however, O'Leary's bank account yields interest payments that are subject to
income taxation. while. Warren's house provides her with a nonmonetary'
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stream of housing services that are not subject to income taxation. This
difference in income tax treatment produces a horizontal inequity that can
be redressed by property taxation.
In general, the foregoing reasoning suggests ttiat the case for property
taxation (orfor relatively high property taxes) is strongest in the case of
owner-occupied residences, the benefits from which completely escape
income taxation. The inequity from the failure to tax the imputed value of
owner-occupied, housing services is exacerbated by the allowance of
deductions from other. income of the costs of generating these tax-exempt
benefits-Le., property taxes and mortgage interest.
Many argue that the property tax also is consistent with the benefits
principle oftaxation. Here the point is that property tax revenues tend to be
used to finance local government expenditures-police, fire, sewer, water,
etc.-that are site oriented services benefitting local property owners, and
thereby increasing the vaIue of therr properties.
.
This argument, however, implicitly assumes that the benefits are
distributed acrClssproperties in proportion to their property tax liabilities
(and und~rthe usual standard of tax uniformity, this implies benefits are
distributed across properties in proportion'to market value). This, in tum,
implies that expenditure benefits are, in fact, capitalized in (add to) the
value of the properties. Thus, the property taxon two homes of equal value
and in receipt of equal service benefits must, fo.r equity under the beneTits
principle,~e the same. Any tax nonuniformities tend to depart from the
theory underlying the benefits,;,received ease for the property tax, as they
cause tax shares to diverge from benefit shares. Nonuniformities can arise
from either extraIegaldifferences in tax treatment (e.g., assessment error) or
intentional differences .(e.g.,· cl.assification which exempts homeowners from
a portion of the tax with no comparable break for rental properties.)
The assumptions underlying the benefits prinCiple may not be true for all
goods and servicesprovidedpy local government. For example, the direct
benefits of education are.not likely to be distributed across all properties in
proportion to property taxes, but rather according to the number of public
school children in the household. This does· not suggest, however, that
--ptopertyowners without children in public school should be exempt from
the school portion of their propet;ty tax. why? Because public education not
only provides direct private benefits to those attending school, but also
provides some indirect benefits to thOse living in the community. To the
extent there are such community-wide benefits, it follows that everyone in
the commumty should, contriblite to funding local public education.
WHO PAYS THE PROPERTY TAX?
Each year' property owners pay local governments an amount equal to
their net property tax liabilities. This transfer of funds-from property
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owner to the local government-represents the initial burden of the property
tax. However, the property owner may be able to shift all or part of the net
property tax to others through changes in the prices of things sold and!or
purchased. This tax shifting may be either forward to users or backward to
suppliers. The ability of the property owner to shift the property tax will
depend upon both the type of asset taxed and market conditions. The type
of asset is important because the mechanism by which shifting occurs is
supply reduction, and the feasibility of this differs across asset clauses. In
any event, the ultimate burden (incidence) of the property tax is likely to
differ frequently from the initial burden.
Itisimportant at this juncture to clarify some of the language used here
and in subsequent property tax chapters. When'discussing the distribution
of the tax burden, or the incidence of the tax, the tax liability is expressed in
relation to income. Alternatively, if the concern is with the tax liability in
relation to the value of the property, the appropriate concept is the effective
tax rate. The following example illustrates these concepts. From the example
jt is clear that even though the effective.tax rate is increasing (from 0.5070 to
0.8%) as income and home value rise, the tax liability relative to income is
declining (from 1.7% to 1.0% of jncome). This tax·would be regarded as a
regressive fax when measured against income. But some ambiguities are
present..
CASES
A

B

C

INCOME
VALUE OF HOME

$11,250
40,000

$32,500
62,500

$60,000
70,750

Tax Levy, No Relief
Less: Deductibility
Classification
Homestead Credit
Circuit Breaker

1,227
162
475
318
83

1,922
512
586
444
.,-0-

2,373
828
534
423
-0-

Equals:

Net Tax

Tax Burden

Net Tax

$

189

$

380

$

588

1.7010

1.2%

1.0%

0.5%

0.6%

·0.8%

Income
Effective Rate

Net Tax
Home Value

In particular, the' ratios of net tax to income and to home value are
affected significantly by the treatment of income tax deductibility of
property taxes, a provision that many may wish not to consider as a property
taxfeature. While ignoring deductibility does not change the basic patterns
across the three cases-as income and home value rise, the net tax still falls
as a percentage of income and still rises as a percentage of home value. But
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in the tax-ta-income comparison, the gap narrows to a ratio of high-to-Iow
of 1.3:1 rather than 1.7:1; and in the tax-to-value comparison, the gap
widens to a ratio of high-to~low of 2.2:1 rather than 1.6:1.
CASES
ABC
Net Tax Before Deductibility
Income
Net Tax Before Deductibility

3.10/0

2.7%

2.4%

0.9%

1.4%

2.0%

Home Value
Is deductibility a property tax feature or an income tax feature? Both sets
of numbers may be useful, but in different circumstances. If dramatic
income tax simplification of the sort often proposed in recent years were to
be adopted, deductibility could be ended, or at least limited, without
touching the property tax; fro~ this perspective, it 'seems preferable to treat
deductibility as a feature of income tax, not of property tax. Under current
law, deductibility is a fact of life that helps shape the distribution of any
state or local property tax increase or reduction.
The question of tax incidence is a very important consideration in shaping
tax policy. Many states have adopted property tax relief policies, at least in
part on the "basis- of a belief that the tax is quite regressive. Since the last
major Minnesota tax study and the advent of the Minnesota Miracle,
however, professional opinion on the distribution of property tax burdens
has undergone significant change. The "basis for the change is outlined
below, and the upshot is that most economists now believe that the property
tax is substantially less regressive than previously was believed.
The entire tax, whether imposed initially on business or not, ultimately
becomes a burden on people (Le., it reduces their real incomes). The
question is whether the burden falls on people in their role as consumers of
business products, in their role as suppliers of factors of production, or in
their role as the owners of the taxed properties. The answer no doubt is that
it falls on all these activities, with differences in market conditions
determining which activity bears the heaviest burden.
The property tax base includes a variety of property types-land,
improvements, and personal property. The assumptions about the potential
for shiftiog that portion of the property tax falling on each component
differ.
The supply of land is considered to be fIXed. As a result of the fixed
supply of land, potential users need bid no more for the land than they did
before the imposition of the property tax. Indeed, since the owners of the
land must pay the tax,the increased tax will lea9 prospective land buyers to
,offer less Mter the increase than before because the higher annual tax
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payment-to the extent it does not increase services to the propertyreduces the net return to land ownership. In this case, therefore, the initial
and final burden coincide and fallon the owners of land at the time of the
tax increase.
The tax on improvements and tangible personal property owned by
business is more complicated. Because the supply of improvements, unlike
that of land, is not fIXed over time, shifting of the tax is possible. But the
nature of any shifting-forward to consumers or backward to resource
suppliers-and the degree to which it occur~ will depend upon the nature of
the product and resource markets. Therefore, the outcome is uncertain and
may vary across properties. According to the traditional view, the property
tax on improvements is shifted forward in the form of higher rents. The
property tax is viewed as reducing tQe rate of return on capital
improvements, thereby slowing the rate of investment in taxed capital (e.g.,
new structures, rehabilitation, and maintenance). This restriction on supply
will continue until the after-tax rate of return is equal to the rate of return
existing before the imposition (increase) of the tax. Therefore, rents will
increase by the amount of the tax and the property tax on the improvements
will be shifted forward to the renter.
The renters or users of the improvements, in turn, may be able to shift the
tax eith~r forward or backward. The ability of the__business to shift that
portion of the property tax falling on improvement~ and personal property
depends on 1) the market structure of the industry, 2) the availability of
substitutes for th~ product, and 3) the degree of influence the firm has in
determining factpr input prices.
As opposed to'this traditional view of property tax incidence, a new view
starts from the premise that there is some level of property taxation that is
common to all types of property and all jurisdictions. The analysis treats
this portion of the tax as a uniform general property tax. For this level of
tax, the initial and ultimate burdens against coincide and fall on the owners
of capital since all forms of capital are subject to a uniform rate and there is
no nontaxed sector to which capital can be shifted.
The second-dimension of the new view of property tax incidence is an
analysis Of the effects of that portion of the tax which is not universal-i.e.,
a tax applied at diff~rent rates for different property types (e.g., commercial
vs. agricultural properties) and/or in different jurisdictions. It is argued
that, in response to these tax differentials, resources shift from high- to lowtaxed sectors in an effort to maximize the after-tax rate of return, much as in
the traditional analysis. The standard new view analysis, however, assumes a
fIXed supply of capital· in the aggregate; as this capital moves around in
response to tax differentials, therefore, the net return on all capital is
reduced by the tax (whereas the traditional analysis suggests capital outmigration will take place until the after-tax return equals the before-tax
return).
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The differential tax rate feature of the new view can also be presented in a
spatial context. In this case the differential tax rates 'do not differ between
various sectors (types of property) of the economy, but differ on a
geographic basis. That is, the situation is analogous to the case of a uniform
property tax levied at differellt rates in different jurisdictions. The high
interregional mobility of capital will equalize the after-tax rates of return to
.capital in ventures of similar risk by reducing supply in high·tax regions and
increasing supply of capital in low-tax jurisdictions. In areas where the tax
rate is relatively high, taxpayers will have to pay high before-tax prices to
owners of capital, while the reverse is true in low-tax regions.
Also, because of the high mobility of workers,households, and shoppers
within any given metropolitan region, it follows that intraurban property tax
differentials will be borne by land owners in the form of capital losses. That
is, the movement of capital (workers households, and shoppers) out of the
high-tax area depresses land values and rents because of the reduced
demand. If labor and capital are perfectly mobile, one would expect land
rents in the high-tax area to be reduced by the full amount of the tax.
In summary, the new view leads to a number of implications which extend
those associated withtbe traditional view. First, that portion of the property
tax' common to all .propertyactoss jurisdictions. falls on the owners of
capital in tne form of 'lower rates of return' than would be) expected in the
nontax situation. Second, in addition to their share of the average
nationwide property tax burden, property owners bear a portion of the
above-average tax rate differentials, particularly inurbail areas. In those
areas with below.,average tax levels, property owners tend to benefit from the
low taxes and, therefore, to be able to absorb some increase in taxes without
depressing their returns to in~estment below nationa,l ~orms. Third, that
portion of the property tax whicp. is shifted to consumers is much less
important than believed according to the traditional view.
Thble 9 expresses the ultifuate property tax burden, under different
assumptions of tax· shifting, asa percentage of annual income by income
class. Under the traditional view (mjddle column), 'the tax is regressive for
most of the bottom half of the income distribution and for the top 5070, but
most significantly for the bottom 25%. The pure new' view· conclusion that
the tax does burden capital income (last column), how~er, shows the tax to
be regressive only for the lowest 10%; beyond that,. it is essentially
proportional until the upper fourth of the income. distribution where the
share of income going to property taxes increases to 5.6070.
It should be emphasized that the new and traditional views are
complementary, not competing. If the cOncern is a change in the national
average property tax, the' new vi~ is most appropri~te a.nd leads to the
conclusion that the tax change is primarily borne by the owners of capital.
If, however: the concern is the relative change in a local' property tax or
j
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differentials between sectors and/or regions, the traditional view provides
the appropriate framework for analysis focusing on the excise effects of
local differentials.
The incidence of the property tax on Minnesota homeowners is analyzed
in chapter 17. The findings of this limited analysis confirm the more general
national results. Specifically, the Minnesota property tax on homeowners is
regressive at the low end of the income scale and essentially proportional

TABLE 9
Alternative Estimates of the Incidence of the
Property Tax, by Income Percentiles, 1975
Effective rates of tax,
assuming property tax on
improvements is borne in
proportion to

(

Household
income
"percentilea

Housing
expenditures
and consumptionsb

Income
from
capital b

0-5
.5-10
10-15
15-20
20·25

11.4
5.0
3.7
3.6
3.2

1.8
0.9
1.0

25-30
30·35
35-40
40-45
45-50

2.9
2.9
2..9
2.9
3.0

1.4
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.7

50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70
70-75

2.9
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.1

1.7
1.9
1.9
1.9
2.0

75~80

80-85
85-90
90-95
95-99
99-100

3.1
3.1
3.3
3.3
3.2
2.8

All classes c

3.2

2.2
2.2
2.5
3.3
4.3
5.6
2.7d

1.1

1.3

Source: Joseph A. Pechman, Federal Tax Policy. 4th ed. (Washington, D.C.: Brookings
Institution, 1983), p. 265.
aRanked from low to high incomes. Income is defined as money factor income plus transfer
payments, accrued capital gains, and indirect business taxes.
bIt is assumed that the property tax on land is borne by landlords.
cIncludes negative incomes.
dThe average burden of the property tax is lower because, under these assumptions, part of the
tax is borne by the tax-exempt sector and is not included in the household sector.
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through most other income categories. Deductibility of the tax from state
and federal income taxes makes the property tax more regressive.
Classification and credits offset the effect of deductibility and the circuit
,, breaker makes the tax essentially proportional.
ENDNOTES
1. The state does tax the flight property of air carriers engaging in air commerce.
2. This is the .net levy amount actually paid by property owners in Minnesota and
does not include property tax liabilities paid to the local governments by the state
through the various credit programs.
3. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Governmental
Finances in 1982-83, Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, October 1983,
Thble 13. This figure represents state aid to local governments, which includes
property tax credits but excludes the circuit breaker refund.
4. In order to put the role of the property tax in a perspective vis-a-vis other
states, it is necessary to use data provided by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census
data is the most comprehensive set" of standardized state/local [mandal data
available. Each state and local government has its own accounting convention so that
interjurisdictional comparisons are not possible without some standardization of the
data; census· provides this standardization. Census revenue and expenditure
numbers, therefore, may not directly correspond to numbers prepared by a given
state(local government. One of the most important differences is that census uses a
broad definition of general fund revenues and expenditures. Thus, census numbers
indicate that property taxes are a smaller percentage of municipal own-source
revenues in Minnesota than do the general fund data prepared by the state auditor's
office; the numoers are not comparable.
5. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Government Finances,
1982-83, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, October 1984, Table 5.)
6. Ibid.
7. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1982 Census of
Governments, Volume 2, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
February 1984, ThbleE.)
8. South Dakota, Pennsylvania, North Dakota, New York, New Hampshire,
Illinois, Hawaii, and Delaware.
9. In Minnesota, 0.2070 of the net tax base was locally assessed personal property.
This amount included mobile homes and some personal property of public utilities.
10. Actual property tax collections usually do not grow as rapidly as implied by
the growth in market values, inpart because assessments do not keep pace with the
growth in market values, and new exemptions and/or exclusions have the direct result
of reducing the base. On the other hand, property taxes can be responsive to
inflationary pressures, especially when assessments are made on a timely basis using
modern techniques. See, David Greytak and Bernard Jump, "The Effect of Inflation
on State and Local Government Finances, 1967-74," occasional paper #25; Syracuse
University, 1975.
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11. This is the standard definition used in the economic literature of revenue
stability. Recently, Fox and Campbell have refined this definition by distinguishing
between the short- and long-run stability of tax revenue. They argue that the income
elasticity of a tax is an endogenous variable that varies over the business cycle, i.e.,
no consistent relationship need hold between short-run and long-run elasticities over
the business cycle. Given this view, a tax is regarded as being relatively stable if the
short-run elaSticity rises during recessions and f!ills during expansions so that tax
revenues fluctuate less than income. See Fox and Campbell, "Stability of the State
.Sales Thx Income Elasticity," National Tax Journal, June 1984, pp. 201-12.
12. Because of the frequent changes in Minnesota's property tax laws it is difficult
to isolate the change in property tax revenues due solely to economic growth. Staff
calculations for the 1975-78 period, a relatively stable period for the property tax,
estimated the income elasticity of property tax revenues in Minnesota was .73. In
general, the various components of the real property tax base have different income
(GNP) elasticities which, over the years, have been estimated to fall in the following
ranges: Nonfarm residential ranges from.8 to 1.2; nonfarm nonresidential, .5 to 1.8;
farm property .6 to 1.0; weighted averages for all real property .7 to 1.4. An income
elasticity Of 1.0 indicates a proportional revenue source where the base increases at
the same rate as income, a value greater than 1.0 indicates an elastic revenue source
and a value of less than 1.0 indicates an inelastic revenue source.
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Property Tax Law and Administration

INTRODUCTION

~

Minnesota has the most complex property tax system in the nation. The
result is taxpayer confusion, misunderstanding, and distrust. Accordingly,
the purpose of this and subsequent papers is to unravel the threads that
intertwine to form the confused tapestry of property taxation in Minnesota.
The next section begins with a review of the process followed to determine
individual property tax liabilities. The following section discusses'
traditional techniques used to value property and how they are employed in
Minnesota. A final section discusses differences in assessment quality across
counties in Minnesota.
DETERMINING PROPERTY TAX LIABILITIES
In Minnesota, local and county assessors, the county auditor, the
township, city, ~r county board of commissioners, the county treasurer, and
the Minnesota Department of Revenue all play vital roles in determining
individual property tax liabilities. This section briefly reviews the legal
responsibilities of each of these actors in the property tax system.
\

ROLE OF THE COUNTY ASSESSOR

Each county is required by law (Minnesota Statutes section 273.061,
subdivisi,!n 1) to have a county assessor, appointed by the county
commissioners and approved by the commissioner of revenue. The county
assessor estimates the market value of each property, assigns it a
classification, and multiplies the estimated market value by the percentage
set by law for its class. Thus, the assessed value. The market and assessed
values are determined as of a specific date. For example, assessed values
certified for January 2, 1984, serve as the base for taxes levied in 1984 and
paid in 1985. After the values are established, the assessor sends to the
owner of each property notification of its class and estimated assessed
value.
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Towns and cities often have the option of hiring their own town!city
assessor who is then appointed by the town board or city council. At
present, there are approximately 900 town and city assessors in Minnesota.
The duty of the local assessor (or the county assessor in counties with
county-wide assessment) is to view and appraise the value of all property in
his jurisdiction. The assessor must visit each parcel listed for taxation, and
estimate its market value at least every four years. I
The county assessor is required to
• maintain the assessment books provided by the county auditor;
• prepare and maintain all assessment cards, charts, maps, and other forms
prescribed by the commissioner of revenue;
• search each year for property, real and personal, which has been omitted
from the assessment roles and report all omissions to the county auditor;
• make all property classifications and assessments, based upon the
information reported to him by the local assessors or his assistants;
• view and appraise all property that maybe too difficult for local assessors
to appraise;
• determine the eligibility for certain property tax credits from property
declaration cards used to apply for homestead, native prairie, and
wetlands credits; and
• act as a liaison between the commissioner of revenue and local assessors.
While the primary responsibility of the county assessor is to establish a
reliable estimate of the market value for each parcel of real property in the
county, this job is made more difficult by several additional administrative
responsibilities imposed on the assessor. For example, in addition to
estimating market value, the assessor is responsible for determining which
properties are homestead properties for purposes of classification. This
determination does not affect the assessor's estimation of the property's
market value, yet substantial time and effort may be required. Several pieces
of information not required to value the property may be required to
determine homestead-class eligibility. These include: (1) where the taxpayer
is registered to vote; (2) where the taxpayer has his mail delivered; and (3)
where the taxpayer's children attend school; and (4) the address on the
taxpayer's driver's license.
The classification process can become even more complicated in the case
of a homestead property whose owner dies. To determine whether the
property maintains its homestead classification, loses it entirely, or gets a
fractional homestead classification, the assessor must determine: if the
house is only occupied by all the heirs; if the surviving spouse retains a life
interest and resides in the property; or what share of the heirs live in the
property so a fractional homestead could be extended according to the
extent of ownership of the heirs in occupancy.
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COUNTY VS. TOWNSHIP OR CITY ASSESSMENT

Any county in the state has the option of deciding that the assessment of
taxable property in the county will be done by the county assessor (section
273.052). Any election to exercise this option must be made by the county
board of commissioners by resolution. If such a resolution is adopted, the
offices of all township and city assessQrs in that county will be terminated
(section 273.055). Currently, thirteen counties have exercised this option and
have full county assessment of all property.
If the· county board of commissioners does not exercise its option to
establish countywide assessment, individual townships and cities have the
option of contracting with the county assessor to assess the property in their
jurisdictions. The contract mayor may not abolish the position of local
assessor. The toWnship or city entering such a contract will pay the county
for these services sothat, contrary to a countywide assessment system, the
cost of assessment comes out of the local levy, not that of the county. At
present, ten of Minnesota's eighty-seven counties have responsibility for
assessing virtually the entire respective counties because of contracts with
individual local governn'lents. In these cases, assessment is essentially a
countywide assessment system.
Countywide assessment has several advantages over assessments by
individual local jurisdictions. The larger the assessment jurisdiction, the
greater the potential benefits from economies of scale-,-e.g" the more likely
the jurisdiction is to benefit from computerized recordkeepingand/or
computer-flSsisted assessment techniques. In addition, larger assessment
jurisdictions will have more comparable sales data available to use in the
valuation process. Also, a larger assessment jurisdiction is in a better
position to afford a full-time, professional assessor. The net result of
consolidating many small assessment jurisdictions with part-time assessors
into a single large jurisdiction may provide more uniform treatment of
property and, perhaps, more accurate assessments.
THE APPEALS PROCESS

As a result of 1984 legislation, the appeals process is explicitly laid out.
First, the aggrieved property owner must appeal the assessment to the local
board of review. Thelocal board of review is composed of the town board in
each town, or the council in each city. The county assessor establishes a time
for the local board of review to meet sometime between April I and June 30
(section 274.01). The county assessor or a delegated assistant attends the
local board of review meetings and enters all changes made by the board in
the assessment books.
If the property owner fails to appeal the assessment or classification to the
local revie~ board, he has no further avenues of appeal. Prior to the changes
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made in 1984, a property owner could bypass the local board of review and
appeal his assessment directly to the state tax court.
If the property owner is not satisfied with the decision of the local board
- of review, that decision may be appealed to the county board of
equ;alization. The county board of equalization is composed of the county
commissioners plus the county a,uditor or his delegate. The county board
may appoint a special board of equalization to fulfill its obligations. The'
board reviews the classification and assessment of individual properties and
the aggregate value of each class of property. The board can make changes
in either the classification or the assessed value of individual properties;
however it may not reduce assessed values in the aggregate by more than 1070
of the total value.
'
The county assessor is then required to correct all the changes made by the
county board of equalization and send a copy of the corrected abstracts to
the corilmissioner of revenue to review in his capacity as the sole member of
the state board of equalization. The final list of all assessed values in the
county is then sent to the count)' auditor's office.
While the assessors are' determining the property tax base, local
jurisdictions are deciding on the type and level of services to be provided.
After deciding on service levels, ,local. authorities prepare budgets reflecting
the cost of those services.. Wheri the' budget is prepared, local officials
decide what portion of the lludget will be financed by the local property
tax--subject, of course, to local levy limitations, when applicable. By
October 10, local· authorities forward to the.coUnty auditor's office the 'final
budget and the share to be fmanced by local property taxes.
The county audit9r fmally has both the list of properties in the county
and their assessed values and the local property tax levy amounts
determined by local authorit,ies. By dividing the property tax levy by the
total aSsessed value, the auditor determines the mill rate necessary to
generate the required property t~ levy. For each individual, property the
auditor then multiplies the assessed value by the mill rate to calculate each
property owner's gross property tax liability. The auditor also subtracts any
applicable credits to determine each properiyowner's net property tax
liability. Finally, the auditor forwards the Ustof all properties and their net
tax liability to the county treasurer, who prep'ar~sthein~ividuaI-property tax
bills that ate mailed to each property owner in JanuaI-y of the year the tax is
payable. Property owners can contest the. amount of their tax liability in
district court or tax court until May 15 of the: year in which the taxes are
payable. The first half of the property taxes are due by May 15 and the
second half are due by October 15. As the county treasurer receives the tax
payments from the property owners, the Inoney is distributed to each of the
taxing jurisdictions.

)
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THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Section 272.01, subdivision 1, of the Minnesota Statutes provides that
All real and personal property in the state, and all personal property of persons
residing therein, including the property of corporations, banks, banking
companies, and bankers, is taxable, except Indian lands and such other property
as is by law exempt . . . .

Real property includes "the land itself and all buildings, structures and
improvements or other fIXtures on it."2 For the purpose of taxation,
personal property includes "all goods, chattels, money and effects" plus
boats; all stock of nurserymen; public stocks and securities; shares in
foreign corporations; certain public utility .personal property like water
mains, pipes, conduits and poles; and other items. (section 272.03,
subsection 2). Certain real property is exempt from property taxation by
statute including cemeteries; public ·schools, hospitals and colleges;
wetlands; native prairie; and other property in certain specified uses.
Similarly, Minqesota law explicitly exempts certain per:sonal property
including all agricultl.ual personal property (livestock, tools, implements
.
and machinery) and business personal property.3
The property tax is the only major tax whose base must be estimated,
rather than observed. Thus, by its very nature, the valuation of property is
subjective. Assess~gproperty requires the talents of highly trained and
experienced personnel. However, since no two individuals have exactly the
same experiences, individual assessors differ in the weights they assign
different abstract factors-e.g., view, neighborhood quality-which may
influence *e value of a particular property.
Since there is no objectively discernible, true market value for an
individual property, the goal of the assessor is to provide what can only be
.characterized as a best guess of what the property would sell for on the open
market at a given time. Innumerable studies· document the variation in
assessed values which different assessors assign a specific pro})erty, many of
which may deviate significantly from what may be a consensus estimate of
true market value. Therefore, written procedures, establishing the
parameters or rules governing· subjective judgments that an individual
assessor must make, will help reduce the variation in estimated market value
between different assessors. This would result in less variation in property
values, thereby minimizing some of the confusion on the part of both
practitioners and the general public. However, this can be attained only if
procedures are spelled out with a high degree of specificity.
The commissioner of revenue traditionally issued an Assessor's Manual
for the guidance of assessing officials.4 V.'hile the commissioner does
provide frequent communications to county assessors addressing particular
issues that are of concern at that t~e, no formal Assessor's Manual has
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been published since 1977. One obstacle to regularly publishing such a
document is~the frequent changes the legislature makes in the property tax
laws. For example, even.though legislative leaders agreed in advance of the
1984 mini-session n()t to revise the property tax, the 1984 omnibus tax bill
contained thirty-six"specific property tax changes. Previous legislatures have
been even more aggressive in modifying provisions in the property tax laws:
e.g., the 1983 legislature made 125 changes in the property tax law; in 1982,
sixty-seven changes; in 1981, eighty~one changes; and in 1980, seventy-seven
changes. To the extent that the legislattIre continues frequent alteration of
the property tax ·laws, it will .be difficult for field assessors to obtain,
assimilate, and put into practice all of the changes necessary to perform
their responsibilities. This type of uncertainty results in confusion and
inconsistent application of the law, and, invariably, unequal assessments.
Whatever the exact proVisions of assessment law, assessors generally
employ three common approaches to the valuation of property endorsed by
the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers:
1) Cost. approach-the current cost of reproducing a prop~rty minus
depreciation from deterioration or functional and economic
obsolescence;
2) Incpme approach-the value which the property's potential net earning
power will support, based on a capitalization of net income; and
3) Market data approach-the value indicated by recent sales of comparable
properties in the market place.
Typically, each of these traditional approaches to valuing property is
applied to a specific, well-dermed subset of property use types. However, as
the 1977 Assessor's Manual recognizes, " ... each approach to value, if
accurately carried out should give approximately the same answer (value)."
Thus, the other approaches should not be considered mutually exclusive;
rather, .alternative valuation techniques may be used to verify the results of
the traditional approach of valuing each property type (commercial,
residential, etc.)
COST METHOD

The cost method is used frequently in the appraisal of new construction
and special purchase properties. Information is obtained from developers as
well as national sources and is used to estimate the cost of new construction.
In using the cost method, the assessor first determines the value of the
land by examining sales of comparable land. Next, the assessor estimates the
cost of replacing a building at the time of his reassessment based on the
available cost data. Thus, as construction prices increase or decrease, so will
the estimated cost of replacing a building. When applied to existing
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buildings, this replacement cost is depreciated according to the building's
age and functional or economic obsolescence.
The loss from physical deterioration and functional obsolescence is the
estimated cost of curing curable defects or deficiencies plus the estimated
loss in utility and remaining useful life of the building, due to incurable
defects. In this approach, economic obsolescence is observed and estimated
according to the way it strikes the property. If a loss in rental income or
occupancy is the result, the extent of the loss in value is the capitalized loss
in income. Similarly, if excess space is the result of economic obsolescence,
this space is discounted down to its value for some other likely use. If a loss
in salability or desirability is the result of the economic influence; this loss is
measured by judgment based on comparison with properties that have sold. s
The first appraisal of property is made when there are any improvements
on the land as of Jariuary 2. At that time, it is appraised by the cost
approach and placed on the records at the percentage· and placed on the
records at the percentage that its stage of completion bears to its estimated
full value at completion.
A comparison may also be made with the builder's cost. In cases where
there is large discrepancy between the two figures, an analysis is made of
the builder's cost for reconciliation of the two figures. As construction
progresses; the propertyis revalued. The change in value reflects the stage of
building completion at the time of revaluation. When the building is
completed and occupancy has begun, it is again revalued-perhaps using the
income approach.
It is something of a misnomer to refer to "the" cost approach. Depending
on the property and the circumstances, the assessor may use the
reproduction cost approach, as outlined above, or the historical cost
approach. Tl)e reproduction cost approach values the current cost of
reproducing exactly the existing structure, less accrued depreciation. The
historical· costrnetl)od produces an estimate of the improvement value by
determining the original cost of construction and applying trending factors
to that data. A thitd approach-replacement cost-may also be USed. This
approach seeks to estimate the cost of replacing a structure with one that
would serve the function, but using current building technology and
materials.

a

INCOME METHOD

Generally, the income method is used to value investment properties, e.g.,
large and heavy commercial and industrial properties and apartments of
.more than four units. The income method may be applied in any of several
specific ways, but whatever the exact approach, determination of a
capitalization rate is necessary. A fundamental relationship involved in the
income method is:
value x interest rate = income.
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Thus, if one year's information is representative, and if the going average
(market) rate of return on investment-Le., the interest or yield rate-is
10010, a property costing $1,000,000 would have to produce at least $100,000
annual income to be an attractive investment [Sl,OOO,OOO x .10 = $100,000],
a lesser annual income would offer a below-market return.
This same relationship can be used to determine value when the market
interest rate and the (Potential) income from a given property are known.
Rearranging the above equation, we have:
value

= income/interest rate.

Thus, if a property can yield an annual income ofS1.5 million, and if the
going interest rate is 12010, the value of that property is $12.5 million [S1.5/
.12 = SI2.5].
The application of the income approach requires information on income
and operating expenses for the property being valued. In some instances,
this information is readily available from schedules sent to the property
owner. In other cases, general income and expense information may be
obtained from standardized tables available to assessors. Both income and
expenses per foot may vary substantially depending on the type of property
being valued-apartment, retail store, warehouse, etc. In addition to
operating expenses, a vacancy factor and a bad debt expense are allowed,
which also may vary according to the type of business. A vacancy factor may
range from 2010 to 10010 for apartments whereas a 40010 vacancy factor, or
,higher, may be allowed for transient accommodations. Two expenses not
allowed as deductions are mortgage . payments and depreciation.
Depreciation as such is not estimated by the appraiser because income
accounts for depreciation. All the appraiser must determine with referertce
to depreciation is the estimated remaining productive life of the
improvem~nts so that allowance for capital recovery (depreciation) can be
made in capitalization rate. The federal accelerated cost recovery system
(ACRS) of 1981 has complicated the assessor's work.
An examine may help to illustrate this process. A one-hundred-unit
apartment building renting each unit at $150 per ·month would generate
$180,000 gross income per year. Assume that 54010 of the gross income is
allowed for expenses. 6 Assume also that this property has a 6010 vacancy
rate. Thus, in this example:
Actual Gross Income = $180,000 x .94 = $169,200
Estimated Expenses = $169,200 x .54 = $91,368
Estimated Net Income = $169,200 - $91,368 = $71,832
The next step ill the valuation process is to capitalize the estimated net
income at a rate of return prevalent in the market at the time of valuation.
Just as fluctuations of cOIiStruction costs may influence the valuation of
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property under the cost method, market trends in the rate of return on
money invested, vacancy factors, rent controls, or other lease agreements
"and other variations in cost variables may influence the valuation of
property under the income method.
The mortgage equity tecllnique is one means of calculating the interest
rates which reflects the retUIil the mortgage holder and property owner
expect to receive. For the' property owner, the interest rate must be high
enough to compensate for the risk involved in the iIivestment and at least
equal to the rate that could be received by placing the money in a guaranteed
savings account or long-term deposit. The interest rate, in other words, must
equal the. investor's opportunity cost of investing the capital in another
project of the same risl<.. Similarly, the lender will provide capital for the
mortgage only if the rate received e,quals the rate available from other
investments of the same risk. One II,lust be able to realize a rate of return
equal to or greater. than the. opportunity· cost or the mortgage will not be
made. For example, if there were a 25% equity in the building, the
applicable interest rate would be determined as follows:
Mortgage: 750/0
x li%

plus
Equity:

25%

(amount of investment)
(opportunity rate of return equal to
what could be obtained in the longterm bond market)

= .090

(amount of investment)

x 10% (opportunity rate of return equal to
what could be obtained in alternative
investment, e.g.,. money market
account) c
Interest Rate

= .025
.115

There are two subjective factors which compromise the usefulness of the
estimates generated using the income approach. The intent of this approach
is to estimate the value of the property Oand and permanent improvements),
as distinct from the value of entrepreneurial and other factor services used
along with the property to generate the observed level of net income. Ideally,
these other influences should be filtered out through use of property income
figures that reflect some norms, rather than actual outcomes for a specific
property; to do otherwise is to reward inept operation with low property
valuation and to penalize extraordinarily efficient operation.
'
the first source of error, then, is that where there is a significant variation
of managerial skill among property owners. The net income that a property
can potentially generate is a direct function of the entrepreneurial skill of the
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o~er in

combining factor inputs. A limited check on this source of income
variation is obtained by referring to the economic rent. and expenditure
schedules discussed above. However, even this fails to acknowledge explicitly
and allow for differences in- managerial skills. An additional check would be
an increased reliance on comparable sales, perhaps even if the sale does not
lie within the same assessment jurisdiction.
~_
A second inherent weakness of the income approach is "goodwill." '!\vo
motels of identical construction in similarly desirable locations may differ in
their income producing capacity simply because one is named Holiday Inn
and the other is named Economy Motel. It is difficult to place a specific
value on the extra income potential associated with an established brand
name.
COMPARABLE SALES (MARKET DATA) METHOD

The comparable sales or market approach to valuation involves a
comparison of the property being appraised with properties that have sold
recently in arm's length sales-i.e., exchanges between a willing buyer and a:
willing seller who are unrelated. All differences, minor and major, are
enumerated and evaluated according to the judgment of the appraiser. The
value of the property being appraised is thereby related to the prices of
comparable properties that have sold; Depreciation in this approach is not
measured by the appraiser. The result of his appraisal is market value in
which all depreciation has already been determined by the market itself.
This method is used generally for valuing residential and small apartment/
commercial properties. It is based on the principle that the value of a
property tends to be set by the cost of acquisition of an equally desirable
substitute property.
Minnesota law requires that a certificate of value must accompany the
deed or instrument of conveyance whenever the title to real property is
transferred. The certificate of value should be the amount of the full
consideration paid -or to be paid including any assumed lien or liens.
Beginning in October 1984, the certificates also are to contain data on
financing terms so that a cash equivalency price can be calculated for any
sales with creative· financing. If the property being transferred or any
fraction thereof is exempt from taxation, the certificate should specify the
reasons for the exemption. The register of deeds or registrar of titles ~s not
required to record the certificate of value but is to forward two copies of it to
the county assessor. The assessor is to record the estimated market value and
the classification of the transferred property on both copies of the certificate
of value and then send one copy to the state. 7
It should be noted that a certificate of value must be filed when a contract
for dee(,i is recorded. According to the department of revenue, the
compliance with-this provision ofthe law is very lax. As a result, nearly half
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the sales of residential property that take place are not listed, and, therefore
are not included as potential comparable sales.
To complete the process, comparable sales are examined to determine the
factors and trends which influence value. Appropriate units of comparison,
such as price per square foot of building, price per room, and price per
apartment unit may be employed by the assessor. The assessor may be
required to make adjustments to the comparable sales data based on the
factors and trends which influence or affect value. These may include
physical and economic conditions, location and time ()f sale, financing, etc.
The adjustments may be expressed ona lump-sum or percentage basis and
are applied to the property under review.
It is essential to have a defensible mechanism for determining which sales
are arm's length transactions and can be used as comparable sales. The
criteria for determining whether a sale should be classified as arm's length
are often too subjective. As a result, a number of sales may not be classified
as such with little, if any, justification.

MEASURING ASSESSMENT QUALITY
Section 273.11 of the Minnesota Statutes

req~~

that

All property shall be valued at its market value. In estimating such value, the
assessor shall ... value each article or description of property by itself, and at
such sum or price as he believes the same to be fairly worth in money.
Market value, then, is the target for the assessor and represents the usual
selling price which could be obtained from an arm's-length sale. Since the
actual market price is observed only when a sale takes place, the question
arises: How well does the assessor estimate the market value of property in
his jurisdiction? To what extent does the assessor's estimated market valuewhich is the product of the assessment process described above-reflect the
true market value as indicated by actual sales data?
One of the primary objectives in property tax administration is the
assessment of property in a uniform manner. It is important that uniformity
be attained not only among local property. owners but also between taxing
districts since property valuations serve as a basis for:
1. tax levies by overlapping governmental units, i.e., counties, school
districts,and special district~;
2. determination of net bonded indebtedness restricted by statute to a
percentage of either the local assessed value or market value;
3. determination of authorized levies restricted by statutory tax rate limits;
and
4. apportionment of state assistance to local governmental units, i.e., school·
aid formula or local government aid formula.
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The consequence of nonuniform assessment is an unwarranted shift in the
tax burden elsewhere to the detriment of some property owners. An
equitable distribution of the tax burden is achieved only if built upon a
uniform assessment.
Uniformity is obtained most easily where all properties are assessed at
their full market value. Full value assessment is preferred to the alternative
of fractional assessment for many reasons. Specifically, full value
assessment:
• reduces the possibility of sloppy, politically oriented, or corrupt
asseSsments, which may benefit particular property owners or classes,
since comparisons between properties can be made in a more meaningful
manner;
• increases uniformity, thereby improving the horizontal equity of the
property tax, so that similar properties face similar tax liabilities;
• eliminates "undervaluation illusion" associated with fractional
assessment that covers up the apparent inequities;
• promotes taxpayer understanding since the taxpayer is likely to be familiar
with market values in his particular area; and
• assigns political responsibility for increased property tax burdens to the
elected· officials who set the tax rate, and allows the assessor to
concentrate on estimating full market value-a difficult task even when
unencumbered by political pressures associated with fractional
assessments.
Because of its classification system, Minnesota relies heavily on
"fractional assessments" whereby different classes of property have
different ratios of assessed market value (e.g., Minnesota has three statutory
ratios of assessed value to market value for nonagricultural homesteads).
The result, however unintentional, is that the government creates a fiscal
illusion, or plays a fiscal trick, on the taxpayer-an outcome that violates
the goal of accountability in fiscal matters. This fiscal illusion occurs for
two reasons:
• Fractional assessments may lull homeowners into a false sense of well
being. For example, a person who knows his home is worth about
$80,000 may feel that he has no basis for complaint if his home is assessed
at $40,OOO-even though on average homes may be assessed at 40070 of
market value. This illusion .could be eliminated if assessments were at
100% of value (and the mill rate proportionately decreased); and
• Assessment errors are obscured. Under fractional assessment any error
seems smaller than it really is. If the assessment standard is 10%, for
example, a $60,000 house should be valued at $6,000; while a $500 error
might seem small (e.g., valuation at $6,500 instead of $6,000), it would
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amount to a $5,000 overstatement of home value, or more than an 8010
error. Similarly, any rounding carried out by the assessor becomes more
. significant under. fractional assessment. However, because these errors
s,eem small, they tend to go unchallenged.
ASSESSMENT/SALES RATIOS

In order to evaluate the degree of uniformity across properties and
jurisdictions, accurate and acceptable statistical measures are needed. The
technique most commonly used to measure·· the degree of assessment
inequality is that of determining assessment/sales ratios, or the relationship
" of the assessor's estimated market value to the sales price of a particular
property that sold. In Minnesota, if perfect assessment uniformity existed in
an area, the assessor's estimated market value for a property that sold would
be 100010 of the actual sales price, and no ratio would deviate from that level.
In practice, however, it has been observed that in most areas, the individual
assessment/sales ratios range from 50% - 120% of the sales price, or actual
market value:
One important way of describing a group of individual assessment/sales
ratios for an area, or for a class of property, is by the use of averages.
Usually three averages are considered: the mean, median, and the aggregate
average ratio. These averages, or measures of central tendency, provide a
simple numerical description of how closely a group of individual
assessment/sales ratios approach the prescribed statutory level.
The assessment/sales ratio for an individual parcel of property sold is
simply the relationship expressed as a· perc;:entage between the assessor's
estimated market value and the sale price. For each parcel of real estate sold,
the assessment/sales ratio is found by dividing the assessor's estimated
!
market value by the full consideration paid. For example,
Property

Assessor's
Market Value

Sale
Price

Ratio

1
2
3
4
5

$ 20,900
28,500
22,950
33,200
31,200

$ 19,000
30,000
25,500
41,500
52,000

110.0010
95.0
90.0
80.0
60.0

$168,000

435.0

$136,750
\

The mean, or arithmetic average, 'is a measure of central tendency and
provides a simple numerical description· of a group of individual
assessment/sales ratios. The mean is derived by first computing the
assessment/sales ratio for each parcel sold, adding those ratios, and
dividing this sum by the total by the number of items.
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In the previous example the mean is 87%:
435.0
= 87 Mean
5
The mean is the most commonly used, easily understood average, but the
fact ·that it may be substantially· affected by one or a few extreme
assessment/sales ratios can lead to serious consequences. Only if the sales
data collected are accurate and representative should extreme indiVidual
assessment/sales ratios be allowed to affect the average.
The median, like· the mean, is a measure of central tendency used to
describe a group ofindividual assessment/sales ratios. The median is found
by arranging the individual. assessment/sales ratios in order of magnitude
from highest to lowest, then selecting the middle ratio in the series. For
example, in the previous example, the median is 90.0 and given by the third
parcel.
The median, unlike the mean, is not so readily affected by an extreme
individual assessment/sales ratio. The median for a group of assessment/
sales ratios depends upon the position of items in the distribution rather
than their magnitude, therefore undue influence is not given to unusually
high or low ratios. This important feature is desirable due to the difficulty in
excluding sales that might, if all the facts were known, be. discarded as
unusable.
The aggregate, or weighted average, is an alternative measure of central
tendency. This measure is computed by dividing the total' assessor's market
value for the properties sold by the total sales prices of those properties. For
example, from the previous example, total market value was $136,750 and
total sales yalue was $168,000 so the weighted average ratio was 81.4:
136,750 =
81.4 Aggregate average ratio
168,000
In the aggregate average ratio, unlike the mean, each property sold is
given a weight according to its sale price. Higher-priced properties, of
course, play a more important role than lower-priced properties in the
average so determined. This effect is justified if the sale of higher-priced
properties bear the same relationship to all properties in the sample as those
properties bear to all properties in the taxing district. Because of its
statistical properties, the aggregate ratio generally is accepted as the most
appropriate measure to be used in the equalization of aids.
Section 124.2131 of the Minnesota Statutes authorizes the equalization
aid review committee8 (BARe) to review the assessed values of each school
district. If there is evidence that the estimated market values do not
accurately reflect actual market values, the EARCmust direct the
department of revenue to .adjust the estimated market values to offset
inequities in· the assessment leVels across the state. 9 The law, however, does
not specify the partiCUlar measure of central tendency that should be used to
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make the adjustment. In practice, the department of revenue computes all
three measures of central tendency and uses the mean to make. the actual
adjustments to estimated market values.
Performance of MinneSota assessors in valuing residential properties·
(both homestead and nonhomestead, and including apartments with fewer
than four units) is summarized in Table 1. Only residential properties are
represented because they account for most real property sales and,
therefore, the ratios are most reliable for this type of property. Because of
the greater amount of sales for residential properties, it is often argued that
assessors can be eXpected to perform better in valuing such properties;
focusing on residential assessment performance, therefore, should place
assessors in a relatively favorable light.
While the standard is 100010 assessment (Le., Minnesota law requires that
the assessor's estimate of market value be equal to full market value),
Minnesotacollnties' average residential assessment level for 1982 (taxes
payable in 1983) ranged from 62010 to 88%; the mean level for the eightyseven counties was 75010 (Table 1, column 1). Attainment of any specific
standard is not likely, given the general rise in property value over time and
the fact that assessed value figures are for a particular date (in this case
January 2, 1982) while the sales data rehect prices paid in a later period.
Falling as far below the assessment standard as Minnesota counties have is
not unusual; still, the state reasonably could hope for somewhat better
performance.
DISPERSION OF ASSESSEMENT RATIOS

The second dimension of the quality of assessment that needs monitoring
is the degree to which actual assessment ratios are dispersed around the
measure of central tendency. For example, for any particular taxing
jurisdiction, the median assessment ratio may equal 1.0, indicating that the
estimated value of the median property exactly equaled its actual selling
price. However, this provides no information about the variation in the
other ratios in the jurisdiction: how closely clustered around the median are
the other ratios? The concern here is with the variability of assessment
ratios. While any of several measures is conceptually appropriate to measure
the uniformity of assessments, the coefficient of dispersion is perhaps the
most commonly used measure of assessment uniformity. It measures the
deviation of individual parcel ratios from the average ratio, as a percentage
of that average ratio. The higher the coefficient, the less uniform are the
assessments.
An example may help to clarify the nature of the coefficient of dispersion.
Presented below are data (also used in illustrating the sales ratio) for five
hypothetical homes that have recently sold-sales prices, estimated· market
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values, assessment-sales price ratios (calculated), and absolute deviations of
the individual parcel ratios from the median ratio:
Property

Sales Price

Assessed Value

A/S Ratio

1
2
3
4
5

$20,900
28,500
22,950
33,200
31,200

$19,000 .
30,000
25,500
41,500
52,000

110.0070
95.0
90.0
80.0
60.0

Absolute
Deviation
20
5
0
10
' 30

The assessment/sales ratio for each home is subtracted from the median
ratio, and the difference is recorded without regard to its sigh (absolute
deviation from the median). These absolute deviations are summed and
divided by the number of homes in the sample (65/5 = 13). Finally, this
average absolute deviation is expressed as a percentage of the median ratio:
(13/90) x 100 = 14.40)'0. Thus, the value of the coefficient of dispersion in
this case is 14.40)'0.
The coefficients of dispersion-like the assessment sales ratios-also
overstate the error in assessments because there is essentially no trending of
values. For example, assessments are established as of January 2, while the
actual sale could take place up to twelve months later. To the. extent values
increased over that period, the actual sale will be more than the assessment
because the assessment is not inflated for time differences.
Just as Minnesota's assessment performance is not out of line with
national experience with regard to average level of assessment, neither is it
out of line in terms of uniformity. The coefficient of dispersion for 1982
ranged acrosscounties from under 110)'0 to over 410)'0, and averaged over 190)'0
(Table 1, column 2). Nationally, the state average in 1981 was over 210)'0. 10
While this figure compared with the Minnesota Department of Revenue
figure shows Mi~nesota assessment performance to be somewhat better than
the nationaf'average, the national report shows Minnesota's average CD to
have been above the national average, at 26.8C1Jo.1I A difference between the
state and the national exercises may help to explain their different results for
Minnesota: the department of r,evenue study pertains to the broad category
of residential proPerty in 1982 while the census bureau study pertains only to
single-family residences in 1981. 12

ENDNOTES

\

1. There is no' formal requirement that the three-quarters of a jurisdiction's
property not subject to onsight review in any one year have their values increased
each year. There is wide disparity across assessing jurisdictions regarding the manner
and extent of trending up values of properties not actually visible.
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2. At an early date, railroads were subject to a tax on gross earnings in lieu of
property taxes. Other kinds of transportation and communication cOPlpanies are
also subject to gross earnings taxes. Similarly, the mining industry is subject to a
production and occupation tax, based on the quantity and value of ore produced.
3. A review of the Commerce Clearing House State Tax Reporter and the
Minnesota Statutes dealing with property taxation turned up no explicit language
exempting household personal. property from taxation. Section 272.02, subsection
1(8) does provide a maximum $100 exemption for household property. The
Commerce ClearingHouse State Tax Reporter states that
'~ording to a December 19, 1980, communication from the Department of Revenue,
Property Equalization Division, the only property accessible as personal property are the
following categories:
(I) Mobile homes (Section 273.13, Oass 2a property);
(2) Structures on leased public (federal and state) lands, such as cabins constructed by
lessees of the public land (Section 273.13, Class 3 property);
(3) Structures on railroad operating rights of way (Section 273.32);
(4) Owneroccupied,residences on.leasedland or railroad lands;
(5) Real estate leased under Minnesota Statutes Section 272.01, Subdivision 2;
(6) Tools, implements lind machinery of an electric generating, transmission ordistribution System or. a pipeline system transporting or distributing water, gas or petroleum products or mains and pipes used in the distribution of steam or hot or
chilled water for heating or cooling buildings, which are fIXtures (Section 273.13,
Class 3· property.); and
(7) Systems of electric. gas and water utilities."

And that
"Notwithstanding this broadening of the exemption of personal property from tax, the
provisions of the law defming personal propertY,subjecting personal property to tax, and
specifically exempting only certain types of personal property from tax were not repealed
but remain a part of the property tax law. Therefore, where personal property is
concerned, caution must be exercised in reading and applying the provisions of the law."

Representatives from the department of reVenue said that household personal
property has been exempt by local option at the county level and that the 1984
legislature brought the language of the law into conformity with actual practices. No
specific legislative references were available at the time this draft was printed.
4. Commerce Clearing House State Tax Reporter, p. 2071.
5. Minnesota Assessors' manual, 1977.
6. This is an estimate used for illustrative purposes only. In the absence of actual
expense data, the assessor must make a determination of the average costs associated
with each type of property so that a net income figure can be calculated.
7. Minnesota Assessors' Manual, op. cit.
8. The committee is composed of the commissioners of education,
administration, agriculture and revenue.
9. Because school districts are not coterminous with local government
boundaries (e.g., townships, cities, counties), different jurisdictions are responsible
for assessing portions of each school district's property base. The resulting
differences in assessm~nt practices between school districts make it necessary to
conduct assessments/sales ratio studies in order to describe the variations in

I
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assessment levels to (1) ascertain prescribed statutory levies, and (2) permit
. compensating adjustments in state equalization aid.
to. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Governments 1982, Vol. 2, Taxable
Property Values and-Assessment/Sales Price Ratios (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, February 1984), Thble 18.
11. Ibid.
12. Statistical analysis of the coefficients of dispersion in Minnesota counties was
undertaken using a model similar to one employed with Virginia data. [John H.
Bowman and John"L, Mikesell, "Uniform Assessmentof Property: Returns from
Institutional Remedies," National Tax Journal, 31 (June 1978). pp. 153-63.] The
model did not perform as well with the Minnesota data. While it accounted for more
than two-thirds of·the differences in Minnesota .county CDs. only six of twelVe
independent variable were statistically significant; the most important of these was
the assessment ratio. Other variables representing features of the Minnesota property
tax administration structure-e.g.• county-level assessment rather than city. town, or
township assessment-generally were not significant. An exception was CAMA. a
dummy variable for computer-assisted mass appraisal, which was marginally
significant and, on average. helped to improve assessment quality. Simply using a
computeri~ed records system, however. bad no significant impact on assessment
quality.
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Direct Property Tax Relief

INTRODUCTION
Direct property tax relief directly reduces the tax bills for individual parcels.
Examples of direct relief include homestead exemptions, circuit breakers,
deferrals, and classification. Direct property tax relief reduces the tax bills
for individual property parcels but may not affect total property tax levies of
governments. In contrast, indirect propetty tax relief provides local
governments with alternative revenue sources, thereby permitting property
tax levies to be lower-and/or services to be higher-than they otherwise
would be. This chapter analyzes direct property tax relief programs in
Minnesota.
Minnesota provides direct property tax_ relief through three basic
approaches:
1. Classification alters the tax base by assessing different types of property

at different percentages of market value;
2. Credits make the net property tax bills that certain property owners must
pay less than their gross property tax bills; and
3. Tax refunds, of which the circuit breaker is by far the most important,
return (refund) a portion of the local tax payments to certain taxpayers.
The' classification system is. the first layer in the three-tiered Minnesota
direct property tax relief system; under it, the tax base is determined. The
assessed value adjustments under classification are, in effect, like partial
exemptions, and-as is generally the case with adjustments to the base-any
revenue loss is borne locally. The state, however, bears the costs of the credits
(paid to the local taxing units) and of the circuit breaker (paid to the
taxpayers). Theli,e programs are discussed below in the order listed here.

CLASSIFICATION
Within the category of real property, uniformity across the board was the
almost universal legal requirement for many decades; it continues to be the
standard in the majority of states, although twenty-one states plus the
District of Columbia have adopted real property classification. Among
291
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Minnesota's neighboring states, only Wisconsin does not classify real
property for taxation; the other states, however, all have considerably
simpler systems than Minnesota's.
Minnesota's is the oldest real property classification system in the nation,
dating from 1913. It also is one of the most complex, if not the most
complex. In terms of the number of classes, Minnesota has no close rivalthough it is not clear ex;lctly how many classes exist in Minnesota.
Persons familiar with the Minnesota property tax have estimated the
number of classes anywhere between twenty and seventy, in part because
some persons consider "classification" to include only the assessment level
differences, while others also include the differentiation introduced by the
various credits. But even under the traditional, narrower definition, it is not
clear how many classes exist. The Minnesota Department of Revenue lists
fourteen numbered classes but they appear as twenty-two entries. A second
approach, listing classification percentages, reveals fifteen specific
percentages plus a range of percentages (30 to 48.5) for" 'low recovery' iron
ore" for taxes payable in 1984, but these fifteen percentages account for
thirty-four listings.
Adding to the complexity inherent in the many classes in combination
with the system of credits is the frequency of change in classification·
provisions..For example, from 1972 through 1984, the residential homestead
classification percentages were changed five times, including a change from
two to three percentage brackets beginning with taxes payable in 1981.
Classification percentages were changed four times for both agricultural
homesteads and agricultural nonhomesteads.
Most of the classification changes have reduced the tax base, and they
generally have favored residential and agricultural properties relative to
other classes. Effective rate differentials tend to create both equity and
efficiency problems; and as the differentials become larger, the cause for
concern tends to increase. To.summarize:
Equity. Large effective tax rate differences between classes of property
are inequitable because people who own properties of equal~value do not
pay equal property taxes. l Classification also reduces the base of the
property tax so that a higher tax rate must be applied to the remaining base
in order to raise a given amount of property tax revenue, causing properties
not receiving preferential treatment to subsidize the properties taxed at lower
percentages of market value.
Efficiency. When some property types or uses bear higher tax rates than
others, private economic decisions (investment choices) tend to be distorted
by the tax system.
PROPERTY TAX CREDITS
Property tax credits currently account for nearly three-fourths of the
state-funded direct relief-almost $622 million of $841 million for taxes

~)
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payable in 1984. There are nine property tax credits. The credits and the
persons eligible to receive them are:
Eligibility

Credit
state school agricultural credit

owners of farmland, timberland,
private vacation cabins

wetlands credit
native prairie credit

owners of wetland
owners of native prairie
blind homeowners, permanently
and totally disabled homeowners,
owners of rental property
providing rental housing to senior
citizens and low- and moderateincome families

reduced assessment credit

disaster credit

owners of homesteads damaged by
disaster

agricultural preserve credit

owners of certified long-term use
agricultural land in the sevencounty metropolitan area

taconite tax relief credit and
supplementary taconite tax relief
.
credit

Iron Range homeowners, including
farm homeowners

homestead credit

homeowners, including farm
homeowners

power line credit

owners of homesteads and
agricultural land

Based on preliminary data for taxes payable in 1984, nearly 85070 of total
credits go to homeowners (homestead properties), and most of the
remaining credits go to agricultural properties. Among the credit programs,
the homestead credit is by far the largest ($505 million out of $622 million).
The credit programs are described briefly below and are taken up in the
order in which they are subtracted from the property tax bill, as listed above.
STATE SCHOOL AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

Under the state school agriculture credit, a portion of the property tax
imposed by local school districts on agricultural properties, timberlands,
and certain seasonal-use cabins is paid by the state. The fraction of the tax
paid via the credit varies by the type of property and, within the agricultural
category, the size of the tract and its homestead or nonhomestead character.
The credit percentages for taxes payable in 1984 are shown below (changes,
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if any, adopted in 1984 for future years are shown in parentheses):
agricultural homestead:

agricultural nonhomestead:
timberland:
cabins:

first 320 acres, 29% (33070 after
1984); next 320 acres, 13% (IS%
after 1984); and acreage over 640,
10%.
first 320 acres, 13070 (IS% after
. 1984); acreage over 320, 10%.
10070
13% (IS% after 1984).

It is said that the properties favored by the state school agriculture credit
otherwise bear taxes that are high, relative to the costs that these properties
impose on the local schools. Thus, the program seeks to make local school
taxation better accord with the benefits received (or costs imposed) notion
of tax equity. The relative relief percentages within the state school
agricultural credit program are not consistent with this: agricultural
homesteads receive much more favorable treatment than nonhomesteads
even though the number of children per acre probably does not differ
systematically between these farm types; eligible cabins and timberlands
legally cannot add to local school enrollments, yet they receive relatively
small tax reductions and, all other types of property that do not contribute
directly to school enrollments-e.g., commercial and industrial-receive
absolutely no school tax reduction.
More basic, however, is the question of whether such emphasis on the
benefits principle is desired; various considerations often rule out reliance
on user financing.
WETLANDS AND NATIVE PRAIRIE CREDITS

The wetlands and native prairie credits, two separate programs adopted in
1980, are so similar that they are considered together here. Ownership of
either wetlands or native prairie lands that meet certain size and locational
criteria gives rise to these credits. Because both these types of land are
exempt from property taxation under other legal provisions, the credit
offsets taxes on other, taxable land. The stated intent is to give incentive for
the preservation of such lands beyond that provided by tax exemption of
those lands.
Thus, one criterion for wetland and native prairie credits is ownership of
other, taxable land in the same or adjacent parcels in the case of wetlands;
native prairie land can be removed from the other land by as much as two
cities or townships. There must be at least one acre of tax exempt wetlands
to be eligible for the credit, and the minimal tract of native prairie land
eligible for the credit program is ten acres.
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Public subsidy for the preservation ofwetlands and of native prairie lands
may be warranted by public values and preferences, but the current subsidy
varies directly with the market value of tillable farmland and tends to be
higher in areas closer to population or where farmland is more productive, a
pattern that may not reflectdifferences in public benefits from preservation.
Moreover, the requirement that owners of wetlands and of native prairie
lands also own other taxable lands (either adjacent or relatively close by)
suggests-rather implausibly-that there is less publichenefit from
preserving wetlands or native prairie lands that are owned by persons who
own no other land in the same vicinity.
REDUCED ASSESSMENT CREDIT

The reduced assessment credit, also adopted in 1980, simply provides a
different approach for an earlier policy. Prior to 1981, similar property tax
relief was provided solely through assessed value reductions, with costs
borne locally. Now, local taxing units receive the gross property tax amounts
based on the higher standard assessment percentages, while the net taxes
paid by the favored properties' owners still are. based on the lower
percentages; the difference is the credit amount which is paid by the state.
This credit is to provide lower property taxes for selected disabled
homeowners and for owners ·of certain apartments that are rented to the
elderly and/or low- and moderate-income families; in the case of the
apartments, the intent clearly is to reduce the rent paid by the tenants, and
not simply the landlords' property tax bills.
Homestead provisions. The homestead provisions are applicable to
homeowners who are legally blind and those who are permanently and
totally disabled. For the blind and for permanently and totally disabled
veterans, there are no income constraints on credit participation; for the
permanently and totally disabled who are not veterans, however, credit
eligibility is restricted to those who are unable, because of their disabil~ty, to
earn enough to support themselves and who receive at least 90% of their
income from certain state or federal payment programs.
Apartment provisions. The apartment provisions are complex because
of different treatments for buildings that differ by financing, location, and/
or age; some of these differences have been introduced by recent legislation.
To qualify for the reduced classification ratio, the apartment building must
(1) be either a limited- or a nonprofit operation, (2) be financed by certain
state or federal loan programs, and (3) provide rental housing to the elderly
or to certain low- and moderate-income families.
The reduced assessment credit provisions pose several policy questions.
For example, is it appropriate that t~e tax relief be needs-tested for one
group of disabled homeowners while it is not for another subset of the
disabled population? This tends to create horizontal inequities; persons with
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the same disabilities (though perhaps with different causes of those
disabilities) and the same incomes will receive different property tax credits
based on the sources, rather than the amounts, of their incomes.
More fundamentally, is this credit program needed? The department of
revenue states that the targeted groups". . . have less ability to earn income
and pay the costs of [housing] ...." Why rely upon imperfect proxies fOf
diminished income potential, when income itself not only can be observed,
but is observed and is the basis for property tax relief under the circuit
breaker program? The circuit breaker program, which includes renters as
well as owners, would seem to make the reduced assessment credit
redundant.
DISASTER CREDIT

The disaster credit provides tax relief for homeowners whose homes have
been damaged by a disaster-fire, flood, tornado, etc.-that results in a
local declaration of emergency and/or the local area being declared a
disaster area by certain· federal officials. The program was adopted in 1982;
1984 legislation sets requirements as to (1) the average amount of home
damage and either (2a) the number of homes damaged or (2b) the fraction
of aggregate market value destroyed by the disaster.
For the credit determination, the market value of the damaged home is
estimated both after disaster struck and before. Each is weighted by the
appropriate fraction Df the year to arrive at the adjusted estimate of market
value. The excess of the local property tax based on the initial value estimate
and the tax based on the weighted average of the before- and after-disaster
values is the amount of the credit.
The problem addressed by this credit, unlike the credit itself, is not
restricted to homestead. property. Owners (and/or tenants) of damaged
nonhomestead properties are left to bear property tax on the full, predisaster
values of their properties for the fraction of the year after the disaster, even
though their property income probably will have fallen.
AGRICULTURAL PRESERVE CREDIT

The agricultural preserve credit is a tax reduction program intended to
encourage farming within the seven-county Twin Cities metropolitan area.
Participation in this program requires a total of at least forty acres in parcels
of at least ten acres each, although a single parcel of at least twenty acres can
participate if it is bordered by eligible land on at least t,wo sides. Unlike most
of the other credit programs, however, relief under this one is not automatic.
Local government has to certify that the land in question is long~term-use
agricultura~ land, and the· owner has to establish a restrictive covenant to
keep the land in agricultural use for at least eight years.
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There is reason to question the effect on the decision to convert land from
agricultural use of the several types of agricultural tax relief. Those
requiring restrictive land use agreements, however, are the most likely to
succeed in the preservation objective.
..
TACONITE TAX RELIEF CREDIT

The taconite tax relief credit, adopted in 1970, is the second oldest of the
credits. This credit is to benefit Iron Range homeowners, including farm
homeowners, in designated ."taconite tax relief areas." A "supplementary
taconite tax relief credit" adopted in 1980 provides identical benefits to two
specific Iron Range school districts that do not meet the exact criteria for the
basic credit but that are said to warrant the same relief.
-.
The taconite tax telief creditis funded by proceeds from the state taconite
production tax. This tax is in lieu of property taxation. The rationale for the
taconite tax relief ~redit; is sUnlmarized as follows:
.
Thconiteproduction companies do not pay property tax on land which they are
actively mining and on land and buildings where their production facilities are'
located. As a result, Iron Range communities must make up for the absence of the
substantial property tax revenue they would receive from the taconite companiesif the companies were notexempf from the property tax-by imposing a property
tax on homeowners which _is substantially higher than the property tax of
homeowners-ormost other communities in the state. The taconite tax relief credit
is in~erided to reduce the yearly property tax bills of Iron Range homeowners to
roughly whatthe bills would have been if the taconite companies did pay property
taxes. 2

The relief provided by this credit is equal to 66010 of the property tax for
homes located in a city or a town, and 57% of the property tax for homes
not in a city or a town. In each case, there is a statutory maximum credit,
with a maximum outside cities and towns set $55 below that for cities and
towns. Both maximum rates rise automatically by $15 per year; they are
$475 and $420 for taxes payable in 1984.
There is logic to the notion that the state should make up local revenue
losses that result from state policies-in this case, the property tax .
exemption of taconite production and mine properties. The state-provided
relief, however, is too narrow; the above rationale logically extends beyond
homesteads to every other type of taxable property. Also, the taxes on
homeowners and agricultural properties in the hon Range enjoy larger
reductions than those in other parts of the' state, with the level of net taxes in
the region being relatively low.
HOMESTEAD CREDIT

The homestead credit, the oldest and the largest of the credits, is deducted
after -all other credits (although 1984 legislation places the taconite credit
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aft~r

the homestead credit in future years). It is equal to 54070 of the
(remaining) gross tax, up to a relief maximum of $650.
The homestead credit is available to all homesteads, including farm
homesteads of unlmuted acreage. The tax on only the first 240 acres of a
farm homestead was considered in calculating homestead relief prior to 1983
legislation. But at the same time that the coverage of agricultural homestead
taxes was extended, nonagricultural homestead coverage was made narrower
by limiting relief to the taxes on the first $67,000 worth of market value.
These changes tend to increase the net tax differentials that exist between
agricultural and nonagricultural properties and between relatively highvalued homes and less-expensive homes.
The objective is to reguce by a large amount the property tax bill of every
homeowner by providing a property tax credit which is subtracted from the
homeowner's ,property tax bill. ~o,the homestead credit reduces low and
moderate.property tax bills by a greater proportion than high property tax
bills.
In addition to the obvious effects of this credit on the interclass
distribution of the property tax impact, it may stimulate growth of the
p~blic sector in the various areas of the state. Due to the high relief
percentage within the $650 homestea,d credit maximum, an additional $1 of
local tax on a home not yet at the maximum will cost the homeowner only
46 cents; thestate as a whOle will pick up the other 54 cents. This provides a
substantial incentive for local residents to tend to support local budget
expansion. For homeowners already at the $650 maximum, another $1 of
local tax will cost the homeowner the full $1, and approval of further local
budget increases is less likely.
Applying the credit to the first "X" dollars of the property bill makes
inefficient use of state aid dollars. Aid goes to relieve property tax bills in
areas. that have relatively low effective taxes while less relief goes to areas
with higher effective tax rates. In general, millage rates are highest in cities
and the percentage of homeowners affected by the $650 maximum is larger
in cities than in ruraI areas. Some city supporters argue that the result of this
state policy is to make it more difficult for cities to get tax increases
approved.
POWER LINE CREDIT

The .power line credit reduces the property tax bills of owners of
homestead and agricultural properties over which a high voltage power
transmission line passes, provided the line was constn,cted after June 1974.
Funding is equal to 100/0 of the property tax on the power line. The fraction
of the credit for any given property is equal to the percentage of the total
. length of the line in the county that passes over that property. Prior to 1982,

--_._---
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when the credit became effective, the utility companies made direct
payments to the property owners.
The logic of this credit is not clear. A newly constructed line, as opposed
to an eXisting line, could reduce the value of the property over which it
passes; but if such construction does not occur over an eXisting easement,
the rights to run the line presumably would have to be bought. Thus, the
owners of the properties crossed by the power line should already have been
compensated. Moreover, the extent to which the power line diminishes the
value of the properties should be reflected in the appraised and assessed
values and result in lower property tax liabilities.

REFUND PROGRAMS
In addition to classification and property tax credits, the State of
Minnesota also provides some property tax refunds.
CIRCUIT BREAKER

The circuit breaker is the largest and oldest of the refund programs and its
benefits accrue to homeowners and renters alike. Of the $178 million of
benefits paid in 1984, $100 million went to renters. The renters' share is
larger in part because renters tend to be more concentrated than owners in
the lower income levels and because other property tax relief programs
benefit homeowners.
The objective of the circuit breaker is to provide relief from property taxes
in relation to income-the percentage of relief falls as income rises to an
income ceiling. Minnesota, like virtually all circuit breaker states, relates
property taxes to a broad inc9me3 measure, rather than just taxable income,
to determine benefit amounts.
How it works. Renters with household income below $40,000 may be
eligible for a circuit breaker refund; because homeowners receive a
homestead credit, they may be eligible for a refund if income is $32,500 or
less. (If there were no homestead credit, the $40,000 incom~ limit also would
apply to homeowners.)
Eligibility depends on the amount of property tax paid as a share of
income. For anyincome the amount of relief increases as the amount of tax
increases, although a maximum amount of relief is ,available at each income
level.
For homeowners, the program works in stages that proceed as follows:
• First, the homeowner pays a share of the tax (e.g., the first $70 for
households with incomes of $7,500).
• Next, the·state pays a share up to a limit (e.g., the state pays the next $70
for the $7,500 household).
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• Any remaining tax is shared by the state at a rate ranging from 95% to
50%, depending on income. There is a maximum amount available at
each income level (e.g., at $7,500 income, the state pays 88% of the tax
over $140 or 95070 for senior and disabled households up toa maximum
credit of$I,125).
• The homestead credit previously granted by the state is subtracted from
the total relief allowed. The remainder is refunded to the taxpayer.
• For seniors and disabled persons, the refund works the same way except
that for taxpayers under the maximum, the state pays a larger share of the
.
tax at income levels between $5,000 and $27,500.
For renters, the refund works in the same way except that the property tax
attributable to the housing unit is treated as their share of th~ property tax
paid. No credits are subtracted in determining the circuit breaker refund to
renters.
For taxes paid in 1983, circuit breaker forms had to be filed by August 31,
1984. Claims for relief filed before that date were paid in August, Circuit
breaker relief for 1983 taxes is charged to the state budget for FY 1985. '
Evaluation. The present circuit breaker fails to serve the goals of
simplicity, equity, and neutrality. The circuit breaker, operating with or
without the homestead credit, can continue to provide substantial amounts
of property tax relief. However, there are problems as it applies to both
renters and homeowners.
Under the renter provisions of the circuit breaker, many renters receive
more relief than owners with comparable income for the same personal
outlays 'for property taxes. This happens because all property taxes assessed
against a rental unit are attributed to the ren,ter in providing circuit breaker
relief. In fact, part of the tax is passed on to the renter but the rest is borne
by the owner. Ideally, tax' relief should be provided only for the part of the
tax actually passed to renters.
There are fourJunciamental problems with the present circuit breaker as it
applies to homeowners:
. • Tax relief is positively related to property wealth-at a given income level,
ownership of more property often means more tax relief. Thus, the
program subsidizes people who elect to spend larger shares of their
income on taxable property.
• Taxpayers have different net "tax prices," i.e., they pay different
percentages of new tax assessment. This result is due to the caps on the
circuit breaker at each income level and to some internal bumps in the
circuit breaker design. Thxpayers experience abrupt increases in tax
burden as their liabilities pass beyond the caps.
• Thxpayers have different incentives to vote for property tax increases since
the taxes 'paid for new public services are different.
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• The circuit breaker system is complex, with part of the complexity
contributed by its interrelationsh,ip with the homestead credit. Without
the homestead credit, the system continues to be unnecessarily complex
and none of the three problems above are relieved; some problems are
exacerbated.
To illustrate these issues, consider a 100/0 increase in mill rates; this
increase will lead to a 10% rise in gross property tax bills. If the property
taxes originally were 1.5% of market value, they should now be 1.65% of
market value for all homes or 0.15% more across the board. Thus, the gross
tax increase is:
.
$ 30 fora
$ 60 for a
$ 90 for a
$120 for a
$150 for a
$180 for a
$210 for a

$ 20,000 home
$ 40,000 home
$ 60,000 home
$ 80,000 home
$100,000 home
$120,000 home
$140,000 home

We might expect the circuit breaker to soften this increase for lower-income
owners of lower-valued properties so that, for example, for a low-income
household the net extra tax could be distributed as:
$ 10 for
$ 30 for
$ 60 for
$100 for
$140 for
$180 for
$210 for

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

$ 20,000 home
$ 40,000 home
$ 60,000 home
$ 80;000 home
$100,000 home
$120;000 home
$140,000 home

(.05 %
(.075%
(.10 %
(.125%
(.14 %
(.15%
(.15 %

of home value)
of home value)
of home value)
of home value)
of home value)
of home value)
of home value)

In practice, however, at a constant income level,' the circuit breaker and
homestead credit can produce results very different from these. Choose
$25,000 income for an example. The following distribution of net marginal
taxes can result:
16 for
32 for
41 for
55 for
$ 52 for
$140 for
$210 for

$
$
$
$

a $ 20,000 home (.08%
a $ 40,000 home (.08%
a, $ 60,000 home (.07%
a $ 80,000 home (.070/0
a $100,000 home (.05%
a $120,000 home (.12%
a $140,000 home (.14%

of home
of home
of home
of home
of home
of home
of home

value)
value)
value)
value)
value)
value)
value)

This problem of varying net marginal tax rates is not relieved by eliminating
the homestead credit. Figure 1 illustrates how marginal taxes are distributed
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after the circuit breaker adjusts to removal of the homestead credit.
Taxpayers with income/home-value combinations in Regions I, II, and V of
the figure will pay a fraction of tax increases with the fraction varying for
different income/home-value' combinations.
To interpret the figure, choose any household income level-again,
$25,000 is a good illustrative value. Draw a vertical line beginning at
$25,000 on the income axis. Households will pay 100010 of tax iilcreases if
they own homes valued at less than $22,500 or more than about $100,000.
Households in homes valued between $22,500 and $45,000 will pay 0010 of
any tax increases. Owners of homes worth $45,000 to about $100,000 will
pay 35010 of gross mill r~te increases; the circuit breaker picks up the rest of
the local tax increase.
The· different net tax rates create nonneutral incentives to vote for or
against local property tax nlcreases. Taxpayers in Regions I, II, and V will
pay 100010 of gross tax increases and have rela:tively great pocketbook
incentives to vote against additional funding for local public services.
Taxpayers in Region IV will pay some of the gross tax. As you move to the
left on this chart in Region IV, the taxpayers' tax price gets smaller and
these households have more incentive than others to vote for higher taxes.
In Region III, the state pays 100010 of property tax. ;increases and these
taxpayers have every incentive to vote for new public services that will be
free to them. At an effective tax rate oC20J0, as depicted in the figure,
Region III includes many households with mid-range incomes ($25,000 to
$38,000) and slight1y~bel()w-average-valuehomes ($40,000 to $60,000). For

FIGURE I
Distribution of Marginal Tax Rates Under the
Circuit Breaker with No Other Credits
(assumes effective tax rate of 2010 credit before circuit breaker)

o
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SOI/Tce: Glenn Nelson, University of i\·linnesota (51. Paul) and Resources for the Future

(Washington, D.C.), November 1984.

50000
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some jurisdictions, the number and shar of households in this free-rider
region will be quite large.
Two options have been proposed for improving the circuit breakereliminating the caps on credit at each income level and raising the maximum
income that qualifies for relief. Neither obtion is a desirable choice. In the
figure, eliminating the caps correspond~ to eliminating Region V, and
raising the income eligibility corresponds 0 moving Region I to the right.
Neither proposal addresses the fundament flaw of the circuit breaker, i.e.,
the existence of regions with net tax rat s ranging from 0070 to 100010 of
gross tax increases. The ftee-rider Regio III remains intact as does taxpenalty Region II which levies especiall heavy marginal taxes on lowvalued property. Further, by removing th caps, the circuit breaker would
become an unlimited subsidy for owners f high-valued property.
An alternative to the circuit breaker.
new program for property tax
relief can be designed and implemented aS substitute for th.e current circuit
breaker. It is an improvement over the xistingcircuit breaker in three
respects. First, it is based on theptemise t at Minnesota will move to fewer
classes and fewer. or no credits. In contr st, the present circuit breaker is
designed to mesh with the existing, multicrbdit system. Second, the proposal
is explicit regarding. the underlying val~es that are the foundation for
property tax· relief policy. And, final y, the proposal enhances the
coinsurance feature of tax relief policy w ich requires that no taxpayer is
able to vote· for ~r~.perty tax increases kntwing. that the state will PiCk. up
lOO%-of the addItional tax cost.
Under the proposed property tax credi (PTC) format, taxpayers~ share
their tax bill with the state according to simple fractional division-the
state pays two-thirds, one-half, one-fifth or some other fraction and the
taxpayer is liable for the test. The fractiq paid by the state depends on the
combination ofthe taxpayer's income and property wealth. Taxpayers with
a larger bundle of income/wealth get a s Her fraction of relief than those
with lesser bundles. Decisionmakers for testate can decide how much to
spend on circuit breaker relief and et the fractions accordingly.
Decisionmakers also can shape the system of fraction~ to provide relatively
more relief to targeted groups, toachie e greater progressivity, and to
create a smooth array of marginal tax r tes across income and property
values.
Figure 2 illustrates one example of a desi n for the PTC system. There are
five fractional tax-sharing lines in the Fig re-in practice, decisionmakers
could choose as many or few of these lines as they want. Each of these lines
intersects the income axis and the hom value axis, and makes an arc
between the two intersections; again clecisibnmakers can choose any pair of
intersections and many shapes for the arc at each fractional level.
Each arc in Figure 2 defines the edge of he group of income/home value
combinations that receive the same fractio of PTC relief. For example, in

f
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the figure the state pays 80070 of the t bill for households with about
$15,000 or less income and very little ealth, for households with home
values up to $30,000 and no income, and or households on or below the arc
joining these two points. The next arc def nes the region of 60% PTe; these
are households with incoQ'le/wealth too I ge to qualify for 80% relief but
on or beneath the next fr~ctional bound ry.
-,
1n the figure, households with up to ·$50,000 income and low-valued
hO!lles could get some relief; househol S with $120,000 homes and no
income could also qualify for some relie . In general, the fraction of relief
falls as wealth increases and as income itcreases.
Decisionmakers may want a separ te relief program for renters.
Alternatively, renters can be viewed as h,~ ving income but no wealth; they
can receive relief according to the intersections on the income axis. Thus,
renters with household incomes of $15,000 or less would receive 80% relief
from the prope~ty tax component in their rent and so forth. .

FlOUR 2
Example of One Design for the roperty Tax Credit System
Percentage of Property Tax Bill Paid by the State
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The same PTC can be used to determine tax relief for agricultural and
nonagricultural homesteads were the agricultural hom,estead is considered
to be the residence and oub acre. If the decisionmakers feel that
homesteaded owners of agricul~ural land should be given additional relief,
that fraction of relief could be determined separately through this program.
For example, suppose a farmhbusehold has income of $15,000, a home on
one acre valued at $30,000, arid $100,000 of additional agricultural land.
The farmer qualifies for a fra:t~o~ ofrel~ef for taxes on the residence, based
on the $15,000/$30,000 combmatlon of lUcome and home value. The owner
also qualifies for a second frahion of relief from tax on the other acres
based on the $15,000/$100,000 combination of income and agricultural
I
land value.
The cost of this tax relief piogram can be set at any amount and is a
policy decision. Similarly the d~stribution of tax relief is· a policy decision.
Many distributions of the., relief fractions are possible for the same total
cost. Thus, policymakers can Jhoose to allocate the fractional tax relief
among income/wealth classes i:n many different ways. Because both the
total amount of relief and the distribution are policy choices, in most cases
the system can be designed to ~e progressive: in general, net marginal tax
rates could increase with income. Progressivity might not be possible if the
policy choice is to have total cost quite low, coupled with a highly regressive
gross tax distribution.

l

TARGETED REFUND

At present, temporary relief i addition to the circuit breaker is targeted
have increased relatively rapidly since
to homeowners whose property taxes
I
1982 (payable 1983). Initially, this temporary relief was provided by 1983
legislation, but it was modified knd expanded by 1984 legislation. '
Specifically, there are two tar~eted relief measures. The first, the special
property tax refund, provided relief when (1) household income was under
$50,000 and (2) the tax-net 6f all other relief, including the circuit
breaker-payable in 1984 was niore than 20070 above that payable in 1983
on the same property, provideh the tax difference did not result from
.
I
improvements to the property tietween the two years. In such cases,the
state paid the amount of payabr-1984 tax in excess of 120070 of the 1983
bill. Similarly, for 1984 taxes pa~able in 1985, the state will pay half of the
increase in excess of 112.5070 of tllat for the previous year, to a maximum of
$400 of relief. In this latter year, there is no incom'e restriction. This relief is
extended through the same procrldure as the circuit breaker, via additional
lines on Form M-IPR.
I
The second temporary relief program was ,adopted in 1983, the extra
special property tax refund, was iargeted to homestead net taxes payable in
1984 that have increased at least 10070 from the previous year and result in

...., ..-.....
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an effective tax rate of at least 2.25070. In these circumstances, the state pays
half the amount in excess of 110% of ~he previous year's net tax. A $200
limit on the amount of this additional l tax refund was removed by 1984
legislation.
CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HON(j)R PAYMENTS

fi~al

progra~

c~~ted

w~o

The
refund
was also
by 1983 law. A veteran
has received the congreSSIOnal medal bfhonor and who meets certam
Minnesota residency requirements ca~ be refunded up to $2,000 of
homestead property tax annually. ApJlication must be made with the
commissioner of revenue. Any refund ~mder this provision is before the
circuit breaker refund.
\
This refund clearly represents an expression of gratitude for or pride in
the military service of the recipient. Wfuether such a feeling ofgratitude
should be built into the tax system is q~estionable; benefit is contingent
upon ownership of eligible property, and is directly related to the value of
that property. The total cost of the cred~~ will depend upon the age of the
recipient when the refund is first received, how long that person (or the
surviving spouse) continues to live in qualifying property in Minnesota, and
how high the gross taxes on that propetty are. Lifetime costs, however,
could well run into the tens of thousandJ of dollars.
'

EFFECTIVE TA
FROM MARKET VALUE TO ASSESSE
j

RATES
VALUE: CLASSIFICATION

Some notion of the effects of the MJnesota direct property tax relief'
programs can be seen by comparing eac~ class's various tax base and tax
amount.
Uniformity would result if three conditipns were met: (1) if all properties
were valued for tax purposes at the same percentage of their respective
market values; (2) if a uniform tax rate werb then applied to all such assessed
values in calculating tax ~mounts;· and (3)t'f the gross taxes thU.,s calculated
were not reduced by credits or refunds.
'
The tax determination process starts wit the estimation of market values
by assessors. Such estimates of market val~e for 1983 are shown in the first
column of Table 1. (These values are not adjusted for differences in
assessment accuracy across property classet) The assessed values in column
2, the actual tax base, result from mu tiplying the legal classification
percentages and the assessors' estimates f market value. The gross tax
amounts in column 4 are the products of th statutory (or nominal) tax rates

.J

,)

/

w

TABLE I
i
Relationship Between Market Value and Assessed Value
and Between Gross Tax and Tax Net or Credits
Taxes Payable in 1983
(Dollars in Millions)

'-.

0

00

'T1

Markel
Value

Assessed
Value

Assessed Value/
Markel Value

Gross
Tax

Nel

Nel TaxI

T..

Gross Tax

Residential
3 Res. homestead
4 Res. non homestead
9 3ec: Ag. & nonag.

$54.649.3
50.028.1
4.442.1
179.1

SII.498.9
10.223.9
1.243.8
31.2

21.0"7.
20.4
28.0
17.4

$1150.9
1021.8
126.0
3.1

S688.0
561.6
126.0
.4

59.8"7.
55.0
100.0
12.9

Agricultural
I Ag. homestead
2 Ag. nonhom.stead
12 Timberlands

34.280.6
23.702.2
10.458.2
120.2

6,216.1
4.206.2
1.987.1
22.8

Z
0Z

aCIl
>
Z
0
l<l
lJl
("J

18.1
17.7

415.8
284.3

19.0
19.0

129..3
2.2

261.5
62.9
150.5
52.9
L09..L _ _ 84..3
2.0
90.0

Apartments
5 Apartments
6 Subsidized Apts.

4.721,5
3,899.5
822.0

1,588.3
1.308.9
279.4

33.6
33.6
34.0

164.3
135.0
29.3

151.5
135.0
J6.5

92.2
100.0
56.3

Seasonal
10 Seasonal-rec-res

2.593.0
2,593.0

544.5
544.5

21.0
21.0

45.2
45.2

39.3
39.3

86.9
86.9

18.698.5
9.391.5
3.767.2
173.0
1.193.8
67.8

7,730.1
3.988.1
1,608.9
28.6
477.5
33.9

4\.3
42.5
42.7
16.5
40.0
50.0

763.1
402.9
163.7
2.4
47.0
3.8

762.7
402.9
163.7
2.0
47.0
3.8

99.9
100.0
100.Q.
83.0
100.0
100.0

3.814.5
290.8

1,468.0
125.1

38.5

130.7

130.7

100.0

43.0

12.6

12.6

100.0

Commercial
7 Commercial
8 Industrial
II Commercial-seasonal
13 Vacant land
14 Mineral

IS' Personal & PU
16 Railroad

Source: Minnesota House Research Department properly tax simulation model.
·Or055 lOX minus credits. The circuit brroker is not subtracted out.

0

a:
a:

l'I'I

Z
0

>
oooj

-

0

Z

CIl

.,~

\

\
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of the local jurisdictions and the assessed values. 4 Subtraction of credits
from gross taxes results in the net tax imounts shown in column 5.
.The first three columns present, fbr five major classes and sixteen
subclasses, market and assessed value\ amounts, and the percentages of
market value represented by assessed v~ue. To summarize:

valu~

• For all taxable property, assessed
is only 24070 of market value-i.e.,
market value is reduced by 76% in atoving at the actual tax base.
• The largest reduction among the five broad classes is ~hjoYed by
agriculture (820/0), followed.by reside,tial and seasonal residential (79%
each); for the apartment and commercIal classes, the reductions were 66%
and 59%, respectively.
\:
• While all of these reductions are quite large, their relative maghitudes are
quite different. The remaining tax basb (assessed value) is about twice as
large a fraction oftnarket value for thelcommercial class (41070) as for the
agricultural, residential, and seasonal classes (18%, 21%, and 21%,
respectively).
\ .
• These differences in the tax treatJent produce effective tax rate
differentials of better than two to one before taking into account the tax
\
credits a.nd refund programs.
• An important difference exists wit~n the residential class,where
homesteads are treated much more favorably than nonhomesteads (Le.,
owner~occupants are favored over rented and landlords). For homesteads,
the assessed value equals 20% of Farket value v~rsus 28% f~r
nonhomesteads,· Because the overall assessment level IS so low,this
differential of anly 8% becomes a 400Jd differential. Moreover, assessed
value is a much higher fraction of tnar~et value for apartments than for
other residential properties; at nearly 34~0 j the assessment level is almo.st
70% higher than that for homesteads. If Fne believe~ that tenants bear the
taxes on their dwellings, so large a differential is questionable. However,
the more competitive the rental market, the more likely the property tax is
borne by the landlord.

I

FROM GROSS TO NET TAX: CREDITS

State tax credit policies increase the inte class differentials,already large
due to classification·on the assessed value si~e. Credits create the differences
between gross taxes and net taxes shown in the last three columns of Table 1.
Across the five major classes, net taxes ranke from 60070 of gross taxes for
residential to 100% for commercial; the figure for agricultural property is
nearly as low as that for residential (63 0), while those for seasonal
residential and for apartments are closer to that for commercial (87% and
92%, respectively).

\

\

I
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Greater differentiation appears when considering sixteen classes. Net tax
represents as little as 13010 of gross taxes for homesteads of certain blind and
disabled persons eligible for requced assessment credit (class 3cc). For.
subsidized apartments participatirtg in the same program, however, net taxes
drop to 56% of gross taxe~-a sJemingly low figure, but more than four
times as high as for the homestead~in the progfam. Credits reduce taxes to a
lower percentage of gross taxes \ for agricultural homesteads than for
subsidized apartments, and within the residential class, nonhomesteads
receive no credits while homestead taxes are reduced to 55% of. the gross
amount. These figures are consihent with the strong bias in favor of
homesteads previously noted~
COMBINED CLASSIFICATION tND CREDIT EFFECTS BY TYPE
OF PROPERTY
\

Both classification and credits affect the relationship between net taxes
and market values. Substantial effclctive tax rate differences across classes
are the result:
\
• the effective tax rate relative to market value is only 0.6% for agricultural
homesteads compared to 4.3% fdr commercial property;
• residential homestead properties ehjoy a relatively low 1.1 % effective rate;
and
\
• residential nonhomestead properti\eS have a relatively high 2.8% effective
tax rate.
The relatively favorable treatment of residential property, and of
residential homesteads in partic~lar, is apparent. The three-tiered
application of progressively larger I classification percentages, however,
provides unequal preferences for horries of different values, and the limit on
total homestead credit benefits li~ewise produces unequal percentage
~~ductions in gross property taxes. T~~'ese differences are illustrated in Table
The first two columns apply the lassification percentages of class 3c
(residential homestead) and class 3dd I residential nonhomestead, three units
or less) to arrive at assessed values. The next two columns show gross tax
amounts for both the homestead add the nonhomestead homes using a
nominal rate of 100 mills, an illustrailive rate chosen because it is near the
statewide average. The fifth colum~I shows nonhomestead amounts as
percentages of homestead amounts. This column shows that the assessment
preference accorded homesteads decli~es as market value rises. At $40,000,
the nonhomestead assessed value nd tax: are 60% higher than the
comparable figures for homesteads, b the differential declines steadily and
is only 6% for $200,000 homes.

TABLE 2
Comparison of Homestead and Nonhomestead Residential Taxation of Homes,of Selected Market Values
Tax Net of Homestead Credit
Market
Value
$ 40,000
60,000
80,000
100,000

rzo,ooo
140,000
160,000
180,000
200,000

Assessed Value
Non-HS
HS
$ 7,000
10,800
16,800
22,800
28,800
34,800
40,800
46,800
52,800

$11,200
16,800
22,400
28,000
33,600
39,200
44,800
50,400
56,000

Tax at 100 mills
Non-HS
HS
$ 700
1,080
1,680
2,280
2,880
3,480
4,080
4,680
5,280

Non-HS
as 1170
of HS

$1,120
160%
1,680
156
2,240
133
2,800--1-23
117
3,360
3,920
113
4,480
110
5,040
108
5,600
106

HS
Credit

HS

$378
$ 322
583
497
650
1,030
650--r;03O
650
.>
650
650
650
650

2,23'0
2,830
3,430
4,030
4,630

Non-HS

$1,120
1,680
2,240
2,800
3,360
3,920
4,480
5,040
5,600

Effective Rates
Non-HS
HS
.81%
.83
1.29
1.63
1.86
2.02
2.14
2.24
2.32

2.8%
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8

Source: Minnesota Tax Study Commission staff computations based upon current (1983, payable in 1984) property tax provisions.

Non-HS
as %
ofHS
340%
337
2.L7.
172
151
140
128
125
121

o~

q~

~

~
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~
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TABLE 3
Percentage DistributiOrl Tax Base and Effective Rates,
_
_
Taxes\Payable 1983
State¥de
070 of
Market
Value

\E~feelive

Metro

Nonmetro

Rate

070 of
Market
Value

Effective
Rate

070 of
Market
Value

Effective
Rate

29.6070
27.2
2.3
.1

.8
2.8
..2

Residential
3 Res. Homestead
4 Res. Nonhomestead
9 3 cc Ag. & Nonag.

" 47.6070
43.5
3.9
.2

1.1
2.8
.2

68.1070
62.2
5.7
.2

1.3
2.9
.3

Agricultural
1 Ag. homestead
2 Ag. Nonhomestead
12 Timberland

29.8070
20.6
9.1
.1

.6
1.0
1.7

11.0070
2.0
.9
.0

.9
1.7
1.5

.2

.6
1.0
1.7

3.4
2.2

1.6070
1.0
.6

3.6
1.7

.2070
.2

1.8

4.1070
4.1

I.S

21.8070
12.5
5.2
.0
1.7
-02.2
.2

4.3
4.4
1.9
4.0
.04.0
4.4

11.5070
4.4
1.6
.3
.5
.1
4.3
.3

4.3
4.3
1.2
3.8
5.5
3.1
4.3

Apartments
5 Apartments
6 Subsidized Apts.

4.1070
3.4
.7

3.5
2.0

7.1070
6.2
.9

Seasonal
20 Seasonal-ree-res

2.3070
2.3

1.5

Commercial
7 Commercial
8 Industrial
11 Com. Seasonal
13 Vacant Land
14 Mineral
15 Personal & PU
16 Railroad

16.4070
8.2
3.3
.2
1.0
.1
3.3
.3

Over-all Effective Rate

4.3
4.3-

1.2
3.9
5.5
3.4
4.7
1.7

54.4070
36.9
16.3

2.2

1.2

The homestead credit (54% of t up to a $650 maximum credit) figures
.in column 6 are subtracted from th~ gross homestead taxes in column 3 to
arrive at the net homestead tax amo~nts in column 7; the nonhomestead net
taxes in column 8 are the same as the gross taxes in column 4. These net tax
by the approphate
market value .figures to calculate
amounts
are divided
.. .
.
. ..
I·
effective tax rates, shown in colwnns 9 and 10. Column 11 expresses
I nonhomestead taxes as percentages lof homestead taxes on homes of the
same value. Compared to column 5, the column 11 figures are higher at
every home valueshown. Thus, the hbmestead credit increases the -degree of
.homestead preference in relation to that
established by classification. For a
I
$40,000 home,. the net tax (and the erective rate) is near. IYtwo and one.-half
times higher than it would be the same value homestead home; at the
$200,000 home level, the nonhomest ad net tax is only about 20% higher
vis-a,-vis a homestead.
Thus, the homestead preference w~thin the residential class is quite large
at relatively low value levels and remains large even above the averagt;: home
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value; most of the differential is due t I the homestead credit, at least at a
loo-mill tax rate. But the homestead crFdit is of comparatively little value
for very high home values. In our examples, the effective taX rate for a
$2O(),000 bomestead is nearly tbree time ashigb as tbat for a $40,000 bOrne.

l

ISOLATING THE GEOGRAPHICAL EFFECTS

Local taxing decisions, as well as staJe direct tax relief policy; lie behind
the shares and effective-rates. Table 3 rep6rts taX shares and effective rates by
property class statewide, and for the me~ro and nonmetro areas. The overall
effective rates differ SUb.stantially (1.7OJojstatewide, 2.2% in the. metro area.'
and 1;2% in the nonmetro area), as do the effective rates for many of the
sixteen classes. Application of the same tate policies in different areas often
result in different effective rates for the sbe type of property because of (1)
diff~re~t~o~inal rates, (2) the distribu~on of different pro~erty classes. in
any JunsdlctlOn, and (3) the percentage cif homestead properties that receive
the maximum homestead credit.

TABLE
Percentage Distribution of Minnesota Net ProperlY Taxes Under Alternative Property Tax
Taxes Payable i~ J984
41
2
3
Currml Uniform Uniro~m

Two
Actual assess· ,_ assess· assess· classes
. I
'84
menl no ment no ment all
no
credits credits . crediJs
credtls
,

5)'5ICI11

6
Two
dasses
aU
credits

TIJrec

Three

Five

9
classes
no
credits

dasses
all
credits

classes
no
credits

10
Five
c1asSC's
all
credits

RESIDENTIAL
3 Residential homeslead
4 Residential nonhomestead
9 3cc: A8. & nona8.

36.0
28.9
7.1
0.0

44.5
39.0
5.5
0.0

55.0
49.8
5.1
0.1

48.
41.3
6.8
0.1

51.0
46.2
4.7
0.1

43.5
37.1
6.]
0.1

46.7
39.6
7.0
0.1

38.5
29.3
9.1
0.1

44.1
40.0
4.0
0.1

35.2
29.8
5.3
0.1

Agricultural
I Agricultural homeslead
2 Agricultural nonhomesll:ad
12 Timberlands

14.2
8.4
5.6
0.2

16.6
11.4
5.0
0.2

18.2
12.8
5.2
0.2

16.3
10.0
6.1
0.2

18.7
13.0
5.5
0.2

16.6
9.9
6.4
0.3

17.5
12.2
5.1
0.2

15.3
9.2
5.9
0.2

17.5
12.2
5.1
0.2

15.2
9.1
5.9
0.2

Apartment
5 Apartments
6 Subsidized Apartments

7.8
6.9
0.9

6.0
5.3
0.7

5.1
4.2
0.9

-··6·;9
5.7
1.2

4.9
4.0
0.9

6.4
5.1
1.1

7.0
5.7
1.3

9.1
7.5
1.6

6.1
5.0
1.1

7.9
6.5
1.4

Seasonal
J0 Seasonal-ree-res

2.1
2.1

1.8
1.8

1.8
1.8

2.1
2.1

2.0
2.0

2.4
2.4

2.4
2.4

2.7
2.7

2.4
2.4

2.7
2.7

39.9
21.2
8.7
0.1
2.4
0.2
6.7
0.6

30.8
16.4
6.7
0.1
1.8
0.1
'5.2
0.5

19.8
10.4
4.2
0.1
1.2
0.1
3.5
0.3

26.4
11.9
5.7
0.1
1.6
0.1
4.7
0.3

23.4
12.5
5.0
0.1
1.4
0.1
4.0
0.3

31.2
16.6
6.7
0.2
1.9
0.1
5.1
0.4

26.4
14.2
5.5
0.2
1.6
0.1
4.5
0.3

34.4
18.5
7.2
0.2
2.1
0.1
5.9
0.4

29.9
15.9
6.4
0.2
1.9
0.1
5.0
0.4

39.0
20.8
8.4
0.2
2.5
0.1
6.5
0.5

Commercial/indusirial
7 Commercial
8Indumial
11 Commercial Seasonal
13 Vacant Land
14 Mineral
IS Personal & PU
16 R.ilroad

Soun:t: C3h:utaled Crom the Minnesota House .Rnc::lrc:h PTopeny Tax Simula iOft Model

~or

the Minncsol:1 Ta..' Siudy Commiuion, 1984.
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ILLUSTRATING THE EFFECTS OF CLASSIFICATION AND CREDITS

If all property were assessed at lull market value, and if no tax credits were
granted, but local tax differences Iremained, residential· property would pay
55070 of Minnesota's property t.a1es. Agriculture's share would be 18.2%
with commercial/industrial at 19.8%, apartments 5.1%, and seasonal!
recreational residences at 1.8% 6f total tax collections. These shares are
reported under column 3 of Table 4; this coluI]m' is labeled "Uniform
assessme,nt no 'credits." Column! 3 of Table 5 shows the corresponding
effective tax rates for the same property classes with uniform assessment and
no credits.
I
As Table 5 shows under column [, the actual share of total tax attributable
to residential property is only aborlt 36% and for commercial!industrial it is
39.9%. The combined effects of classification and credits reduce residential
shares by about one-third (columnk 3 and 1 of Table 6 also show a large fall
in effective rates). Similarly Ithe share of commercial/industrial
approximately doubles, and effective tax rates bounce from about 2.8% to
4.4% of property value. After cl~sification and credits, agriculture pays

~1inncsota

TABLE 5
·'Errc....:livC'.. ProJ'lC'rl)' Tax R tes Under Ahcrnath'C' Propc:n)' Tax System, 1984
i

2
3J
4
Currenl Unir rm Uniform Two
Actual assess- Ll;seJs- assess· classes
'84
mem no mem tID mem all
no
Residenti:ll
3 Residential homestead

4 Residential nonhOml:SICOid
9 3cc: Ag. &. non.g.

1.2'10

c~~::,

:e:J'

Two

7
Three:

Three

classes

classes

dassc:s

all

no

all

~::' c~e:~:, c:c: ;: c~~:;: c:<: ,:'

9

10

Five
classes

Five
da!)!)cs

no

all

(rcdilS credils_

2.20;'0
2.2

1.2°;,
2.2

2.1

1.0

0.8

1.4

0.8

1.2

1.3

1.2

1.8

2.0

1.8

4.0

4.0

3.9

3.9

3.4
3.4

3"

1.8

2.4

2.1

2.4

2.1

3.3
3.4
2.1

3.3
3.4
1.7

3.9
3.8

3.9

4.3
4.3

4.3
4.3

3.3
4.0
2.7
3.1

3.8

2.7
4.3

2.3
4.3

4,4

3.8
2.1
3.8
4.4
3.2

4.9
3;5

4.9

3.2
3.5

3.5

4.0

3.5
4.0

1.7

2.3

1.8

2.3

1.8

3.0
0.3

3.0

2.7

2.7

2.5

0.5

2.6

1,4

2.4

0.7
1.1

1.3
1.3

1.4

0.8

1.7

1.9

1.3
2.2

1.2
1.9

3.7
2.2

3.7
2.2

2.9
2.8

J.6

1.9

4.4
4.6
1.3
4.2
6.2

4.4

2.5
1.3

3.8
2.1

3.8
1.0

1.4
1.4

0.8

1.4

1.2

1.3

2.4

2.2

2.0

2.9
2.8

2.7

2.7

2.6

2.6

1.9

1.6

2.1

2.8
2.8
1.9
2.6

2.8
2.8

Agricultural
I Agricultural homestead
2 Agricultural nonhomcstC'3d
J2 Timberlands
Apartment
5 Apartm~nts

6 Subsidized Apartrnents

3.4

Seasonal

to Seasonal·rcc~rcs
Commercial/Industrial
7 Commercial

8
II
13
14

Induslrial
Commercial Seasonal

4.6

I.S
·4.2

1.6

6.2

3.4

3.4

3.7

3.7

2.4

2.4

16 Railroad

4.7

4.7

2.4

2.4

3.3
4.0
2.7
3.1

Pro~rty

1.8

2.3

2.3

1.7

2.3

Vacan' L.nd

Mineral
15 Pmnnal &. PU

All

SoorC't: -Ci1k"Ul'll~d rrom the Millllesol:lo House Research Properly

2.6

2.4

x Simulalion Model far the' Minnesot:l Tax Siudy Commission, 1984.

TABLE 6
Net Cost of Credits To State For Alternative Property Tax Policies
Minbesota Taxes Payable 1984
($000)

Policy Alternative
1. Status Quo (Actual '84)
2. Classification, No Credits
l~iformity;Ni)credi1s

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Uniformity, All Credits
Two Classes, No Credits
Two Classes, All Credits
Three Classes, No Credits
Three Classes, All Credits
Five Classes, No Credits
10; Five Classes, All Credits

School
Taconite Agricultural
Homestead Homestead
Credit

-

$
-505,746
-505,746
57,193
-505,746
42,132
-505,746
15,815
-505,746
18,671

$ - 19,607
- 19,607
1,920
- 19,607
1,278
- 19,607
212
- 19,607
178

Source: Research Staff, Minnesota House of Representatives.

$ - 97,926
- 97,926
4,577
- 97,926
10,775
- 97,926
7,431
- 97,926
7,114

Native
Prairie
$

-

-

-

Wetland

151
151
j
0
151
0
151
0
151'
0

$

-

537
537
0
537
0
537
0
537
0

All
Credits
$

-

-623~67

. -623,967
63,690
-623,967
54,156
-623,967
23,458
-623,967
25,964

Average
Statewide
Mill Rate
Gross
Tax
98.2
-98.
56.7
56.7
65.8
65.8
91.3
91.3
90.8
90.8

.g~
.,
~

q:

~
~

~
w

0-

VI

I
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less and apartments pay more
the total tax bill. Variations within the
subclasses are even greater than tor the five major classes.
Comparing column 3 to coluhm 2 (current assessment, no credits) in
either table will iSdlate the effebt of classification. Without credits, the
classitication system alone redUfes residential collections by about onefourth, to 44.50/0 of all property~axes. The share of commercial/industrial
is increased through classification by about one-half to 30.80/0.
Some or all of Minnesota's twdnty to seventy property tax classes can be
consolidated~ The most complet~ simplification is to have one class and
assess all property at the samel percentage of market value. Thus, all
property, regardless of its use, ,0Uld pay gross t~es based on the same
percentage of market value. The shares and effective rates for uniform
assessment with no credits are r~ported in column 3 of Tables 4 and 5;
column 4 reports uniform asses~ment with all cudent credits. Goirig to
uniform assessment, with or with~ut credits, would re.duce effective rates on
commerciallindustrialand apart~ent property while increasing effective
rates on agricultural and residential property.
.
.
Within both the agriculturalhofuestead and resideritialhomestead classes
there would be a shift in relative pfoperty taxes on different properties under
uniformity. If assessed ata flat rkte, low-value homes would have relative
increases in assessIfient (as cJmpared to the current variable rate
assessments) while high-value homes would have relative assessment
decreases. For example, at a 20% Iflat. rate, a $40,000 homestead is assessed
at $8,000 and a $200,000 homest~ad 1S assessed at $40,000 as compared to
$7,000 and $52,000, tespectively, Juder current procedures. A similar result
happens for small and large agricultural homesteads: assessed values of
small homesteaded acreages would rise relative to large farms due to loss of
the current preferential assessmedts on smaller farms.
Table 6, rows 3 and 4, indicate how much expenditures on credits would
change under uniform assessmentl With no credits, the state saves all of the
$624 million that currently goes t6 credits. Or, if credits are continued, the
total credit cost to the state would rise by $64 million dollars with uniform
assessment. Frbm Table 7, row 3, lit is clear that the current circuit breaker
would automatically offset mucn of the cost to taxpayers if credits are
removed; circuit bre.aker claims cohld increase by $439 million, leaving a net
savings to the state of $185 niillidn after eliminating credits.. If credits are
retained, uniform assessment world increase eligibility claims for circuit
breaker relief by $83 million; the I~otal increased cost in credits and circuit
breaker is $146 million with uniformity. These circuit breaker claims,
however, can be reduced if the drcuit breaker program is more carefully
targeted to those specific groups EleqUiring relief.
There are many configurations for improving classification that are less
complete than uniformity and . ore straightforward than the current
system. Tables 4 through 7 preseht estimates of tax effects for several of

\"
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Net Cost To State Of credits
Circuit Breaker Refund
Under Alternative Property Tax Policies
Minnesota Taxes Payable 1984
.
($000).
I

Policy Alternative

'T~tal

Credits
I

I

Circuit
Breaker

Net Total
Relief

Status Quo (Actual '84)
Classification, No Credits
Uniformity, No Credits
Uniformity, All Credits
Two Classes. No Credits
Two Classes, All Credits
Three Classes, No Credits
Three Classes, All Credits
Five Classes, No Credits
Five Classes, All Credits

0

o

'62~3967
-62 ,967
6 ,690
-623,967
54 186
-623 967
23458
.623[967
25\964

o

246,500
438,700
82,500
360,000
33,700
302,853
34.320
257,600
- 8,800

-377,467
-185,267
146,190
-263,967
87,866
-321,114
57,778
-366,367
17,164

Source: Table and staff estimates.

\

1.
" 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

these configurations, including a two-cllss, a three-class, and a five-class
assessment system both with and Without! credits. The five-class system with
all credits holds the distribution of tax shares and effective rates reasonably
close to the current distributions, thu~ achieving simplicity with little
adjustment in taxes. Homeowners and ~gricultural homesteads, however,
would experience the relative internal sHifts because each class would be
assessed at a single internal rate.
Three-classes-with-no-credits achieves the goal of reducing relative taxes
on commercial/industricil property-recaN that these burdens are somewhat
higher than in most other states-while s~fting this burden to other classes,
especially residences and agriculture. Twolclasses-with-no-credits makes the
" same adjustment but to a greater extent· Again, in either case, there are
internal adjustments for property in agri ulture or residential homesteads.
Some of the increased burden for hom~steads is offset by allowing the
credits, but they are not well-targeted to provide relief where it is most
needed. High-valued homes would have ~ower .assessments and get credit
assistance if cum~.nt'credits a.re retained. ~he total cost of pr.oviding credits
and circuit breakers through the current rogram would rise.
The tangled classification-credit system can be substantially remedied by
going to two or three classes; at the .arne time, relative burdens on
commercial/industrial property can be r~lieved. Three classes provides a
moderate policy· fOT improving claSSificltion. An associated, moderate
policy is available for assisting taxpayers ho are unduly burdened by the
shifts among and within classes. Such a olicy involves eliminating credits
and the present circuit breaker and s bstituting the earlier-discllssed
income/wealth property tax relief prograb specifically targeted to needy

I
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taxpayers. This program can bd designed to help some homeowners and
farmers at a cost, perhaps, of ~180milliOn dollar~. Thus; tIle state could·
choose a system of three classes, levy the current gross amounto(property
tax revenues, save $624 million n ill-targeted credits, and substitute about
$180 million in targeted relief for-~he current circuit breaker relief. The result
is greater simplicity, equity, and J "surplus" of $624 million which couldbe
used to reduce property taxes by teducing mill rates for all property owners.

COMPARISON OF TWO JELIEFPROGRAMS-LUMP SUM
GRANTS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT VERSUS CREDITS TO
TftJXPAYERS
A major issue underlying a pJperty tax relief program is a concern with
political accountability. One par~icularlY
relevant. concern
is with the .effect
I
•
of intergovernmental aids (intended for mill rate reductidn) on own-source
local spending. The concern is that the aid system driveS a wedge between
those making spending and reverlueraising decisions which may encourage
higher local own-source spend~ng-i:e., intergovernmental aid may be
stimulative. The evidence suggests that credits are substantially more likely
than grants to stimulate local spbnding.
Intergovernmental aids potentially can stimulate additional own-source
local spending in different ways First, a credit subtracted from the gross
property tax and paid by the st4e reduces the effective price the property
owner pays for a given level of loeal services. If the property owner is not at
the $650 credit ceiling, each additional dollar increase in local own-source
expenditures will cost only 46 c1ts ($1.00-.54 state-paid credit). Since the
property owner pays a tax priF less than the value of the increased
expenditure, there will be an incentive to purchase goods/services through
the public sector-e.g., tennis cburts, swimming pools and perhaps even
trash collection...-rather than thrdugh the private sector where taxpayers pay
the full cost of goods/services. 1
In addition, the taxpaye.r realiFes an increase in :Usposabl~ income as a
result of the lower taxpncepatd for locally proVIded serVIces. In other
words, the taxpayer has more~fter-tax income to spend on additional
public, as well as private, goods and services. Thus, a property tax credit
reduces the effective cost of loc services to property owners and is said to .
stimulate local own-source eXP!ditures through both price and income
effects.
Alternatively, a lump-s~m gr~9 from the state to ~ocal gov~rnments(e.g.,
LOA) does not alter relatIve pnc~s, but rather only Increases the amount of
resources available to local jurisdictions. In fact, the government could use
the. additional resources for lodl property tax relief and actually reduce
own-source revenues. Therefore, for an equal level of expenditures by the
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state, the potential stimulative impact of this type of iIltergovernmental aid
is less than one with both a price and~'ncome effect.
, The commission has empirica ly tested the hypothesis that
intergovernmental aids stimulate addi 'onallocal own-source expenditures
using data for 174 Minnesota cities kith population above 2,500. 5 The
model employed used an ordinary, ldast-squares'regression technique to
explain differences in net property tax ~evies per capita (gross property tax
levies minus all the credits). The impact of the different forms of
intergovernmental aids (LOA lump-smb grants and credits) on local ownI
'
:~~~~:~~ties in tax capacity, base compo\,sition, and "need" ,or preference for
Both property tax credits paid to cities (homestead, wetlands, and
tac~tt!te credits) and local govern~en~ ,aidS' on·average, te,,~d t,o, stimulate

addIllonallocal own-source spendmg, 1. ., own-source spendmg net tax levy
is higher than would have been expecte if there were no intergdvernmental
aid programs. Credits, on average, are ~earlY three times Itlorestimulative
than local government aid payments. yarious alternative specifications of
the model produced result$ consistent with this finding of a relatively greater
stimulative effect of credits vis-a~vis luxhp-sum local government aids.
Several warnings are in order. First, [the results reflect the situation, for
cities on average rather than an~ p~rtic~ar city. Second, the ~odel explai.ns
about three-quarters of the varIatIon 10 net property tax leVIes per capIta
across the 174 cities ~tudies. Third, thb empirical results can be used to
estimate the impact of small incremental changes in the values of the credits
and grants, but cannot be used to estirhate accurately the impact of large
shifts in funding for these programs.
I

POLICY IMPIJICATIONS

setl
J

The information presented above
the stage for a series of decisions
that must be made in order to ratiortalize the Minnesota property tax
structure. These decisions include
• the number of classes to be applied;
• the classification ratio relationships among the classes (of course, if
uniformity is agreed to, the ratios ar I always units); and
• the design of the property tax relief system.
In its deliberations, the commission ekmined a wide range of alternative
property tax structures, which combinedlvarious classification schemes with
property tax relief devices. Based on idrormation summarized above, the
commission unanimously agreed to repl~ce the existing property tax with a
greatly simplified approach that explicitly limited the number of classes to
the following three: residential homestJad and agriculture (most favored
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.

nonhomestea~

classes),residential
and apartments (next favored), and all
other property. 6
I
Having agreed to these three classes, the next step was to examine the
policy tradeoffs among altemati~e three-class systems. As noted, several
alternatives were examined (see the appendix to this chapter), with the fmal
recommendation that Minnesota Jdopt a three-class property tax combined
with a single tax relief credit (in piace of the present eleven devices) that is
targeted to low-income homeownets and owners of small farms (520 acres or
less) and a state-to-local block g~t, which amounts to approximately onethird of total property tax collections, to be distributed in a manner that
equalizes fiscal disparities among ~ocal units of government.
This system is designed so tha~ in the first year the change would be
revenue neutral~i.e., in the aggregate there would beUo net change in state
or local revenues. In subsequent years, however, the cOlllIll1ssion's property
tax would exert a downward pres~ure on local mill rates-an indirect but
genuine form of property tax relidf.
These recommendations are pre~ented in summary form in chapter 1 and
in full at the end of this chaptet. The major policy implications of the
.
commission's recommendations atf to:
• simplify and make explicit the s~stem of property tax classification;
• nearly eliminate the stimulati~e effect of the existing state-financed
. property tax relief structure, which over time encourages higher, not
lower, local mill rates;
I
• reduce the tax burdens on high-valued residential residences and large
high-valued farIns and slightly irlcrease the tax on large, low-valued farms
(as the result of the combinedjfect of the classifi.lcation-tax relief~block
grant reforms);? and
• reduce the tax on small farms, d reduce or hold harmless the tax burden
on low- and mid-income homeo~ners (due to the combined effect of the
classification change targeted credit that is inversely related to homeowner
income and real estate wealth).

FINAL COMMENT
During the tlme the commissio had been deliberating the property tax,
the U.S. Treasury Department relbased details on a tax reform 'plan that
included the elimination of the dbductibility of state and local property,
income, and sales taxes in comp~ing the federal individual income tax.
There is little reason to doubt that his feature of the ederal. .tax reform Will.
be included in the president's prop sal to be sent to Congress in May 1985.
(Ed. note: The president's progra ,released on May 28, 1985, did include
this provision.)
Ii.

)
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If this provision or even a compro 'se (e.g., deductibility limited to the
tax paid on excess of some percentage 9f one's AGI) is passed, it will further
emphasize the importance to Minneso~a of reforming its property tax laws
so that the system' is not designed.J.as it now is-to stimulate higher
property taxes over time.

1

RECOMMENDATIONS
AN EQUITABLE AND EFFICIENT P OPERTY TAX STRUCTURE

The commission concludes that the present complex system of
classification and multiple tax credit ' d refund devices, while' ostensibly
designed to promote equity among tFpayers, in fact results in a tax
structure with many capricious and unintended results. Specifically the
existing system
,
"\
• builds incentives for higher local spending, and thereby higher tax
burdens, for all classes of Minnesotaltaxpayers over the long run;
• provides tax relief in a poorly targete~ manner;
• discourages efficient tax administration as well as taxpayer understanding
and participation in the fiscal systeb, thereby placing control of the
system in the hands of technicians rather than taXpayers.
'
Accordingly, the commission recombends elimination of the present
Minnesota classified property tax and, i~ its place, the adoption of a system
that employs three classes to be valued ~t full market value: • Class I:
• Class II:
• Class III:

Residential homestead kd all agricultural property will be
assessed at the lowest classification ratio. '
Residential nonhomest~ad and apartments will be assessed
at the next highest clas~ification ratio; and
All other property will ~e assessed at the highest ratio.

The commission specifically notes thaJin its deliberations it has adopted a
classification rate of 33070 fO,r Class I p!opert y, 66% for Class II property,
and 100070 for all other property.
Because this reform will create a fisc windfall to the state general fund
of an amount equal to approximately 3@070 of the statewide gross property
tax collections, the commission recommJnds that this windfall be fully used
for relief of the local property tax burderl, and that this relief be provided as
a combination of grants designed to eq~aliZe fiscal disparities among local
jurisdictions and provide lower mill r tes; and income/wealth adjusted
property tax credit, (circuit breaker) tar eted to homeowners, renters, and
farmers with low income and low wealth.
In making this recommendation, the cJmmission explicitly recognizes and
stresses that because the present system f tax credits has been eliminated,

----------------------------'~--
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the longer-term effect of this rbform will be to reduce the incentive for
increased local spending. This, ~n turn, will result in a fiscal system that
places a downward pressure on fhe property tax burdens of all taxpayers,
thereby effectively, enhancing die Minnesota tradition of minimizing the
reliance on the property tax. The commission also notes that a failure to
reform the property tax systemtalong the lines specified above will, over
time, OnlY" result in increased pr perty tax, burdens on homes, farms, and
commercial properties alike.
'
'
,
The commission further cone udes that as this property tax structure is
adopted, its operation will gradually permit the state to reduce reliance upon
the use M the. ci,rCult breaker in Ifavor of a pro~erty ~ ;syst~m that more
closely approXlmates a tax on prbperty value, WIth explICIt adjustments for
income to be made primarily through the vehicle of the progressive
individual income tax.
PROPERTY TAX RELIEF: THE INCOME/WEALtH ADJUSTED
PROPERTY TAX CREDIT

~

,

The property tax is designed to be a tax on that part of wealth that is held
in the form of real estate. Thus, t e ability to pay the property tax is related
to the property wealth as well as[ to the income of the taxpayer. Taxpayers
with relatively little property and little income have less ability to pay
property taxes than those who h~ve more property, more income, or both.
The current circuit breaker pro~ram for property tax relief is very complex
and designed to be integrated wi~h the existing system of tax credits. The
commission has recommended dliminating these credits; with the credits
removed, the result is tqat as proberty taxes rise, some taxpayers with very
low-valued homes, get no, relief {;om the state and pay all of the new tax
themselves. Other taxpayers, wi~h both incomes and homes of moderate
value, get 1000/0 relief from adllitional taxes, thereby creating, a strong
incentive for these persons to vdte for all property tax increases knowing
that the state will pay their shafe of the cost of new public services. In
addition, the circuit breaker provIdes a greater percentage of relief (up to a
maximum) for a low-income/lligh-property-value taxpayer than for a
taxpayer with both low incomeland low property value. And at every
included income level, there is n abrupt cap on the amount of circuit
breaker relief available. As taxes ise and taxpayers reach this cap, the share
of extra tax borne by the lowest-i come taxpayer rise abruptly from 5% to
'1000/0 of new taX levies~ For mdderate-income taxpayers, the extra share
jumps from 50% to 100%.
With these problems in mind, e commission recommends replacing the
cu~rent cir~uit breaker progra~ "Ii.th an alternative s!stem for prop~rty t~
relIef that IS based on a combmaf1on of household mcome and resldentlal
value. The system would have the following characteristics:

i'

f

Property Tax Relief
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•

•
•
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The amount of tax relief for any taxp er would be a simple percentage of
the totlll tax bill. For some taxpayers he percentage would be zero; they
would get no assistance. No taxpaye would receive 100% property tax
relief.
For households with the same propert wealth, the size of the fraction of
state-paid relief would fall smoothly as income rises-higher-income
households would get a smaller perc~ntage of property tax relief. The
percentage would become zero above ~ome income level.
For households with the same incomJ, the size of the fraction of statepaid relief will fall smoothly as the hothe value (real estate wealth) riseswealthier households will get a smaller ~ercentage of relief. The size of the
percentage would become zero above some property value.
Renters and homeowners will be treated the same in determining their
privileges for property tax relier.! Therefore, when renters and
homeowners have the same income, rJnters-who have no wealth in the
form of an owner-occupied home-will get a larger amount of tax relief
than homeowners.
The above described program can be d signed to spend no more than the
current circuit breaker.
Small farms (520 acres or less) of hom i steaded agricultural land also will
be eligible for property tax relief. Relie~ fractions for agricuIturalland will
be determined separately from the fradions for residential property taxes.
The agricultural fractions will decreasle with greater value of this land.
(The value of the homestead and one adre are not included for agricultural
relief. These are eligible for relief u~der the homeowner part of the
program.) The fractions also will decreJse with greater household income.
The relief fractions for agricultural lahd can be chosen in a manner to
target expenditures for agriculturallan~, relief to any designated amount.

l'
1

.
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As noted in the text, the commissio?· examined numerous alternative
property tax structures. Once the decisio, was made to adopt three classes,
the next step was to analyze the alternatives under different assumptions
pertaining to the classification ratios ac~oss classes. Next studied was the
effect on local mill rates of alternative amounts
of a state-to-Iocal block
I
grant distributed in a way that equalizes ~scal disparities among competing
jurisdictions (no specific formula was sl!lecified). Tables A-I through A-3
illustrate nine sets of these altemative~1 that were examined. Table A-2
presents effective rates by major tax clas~ifications, assuming the ratios of
assessed value to market value are resident"al homestead and all agricultural,
33070; residential homestead, 66070; and 11 other, 100070. Table A-3 gives
ratios in a 15070-20%-40070 set. The co mission finally voted to use thf'
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A-~,

variant described in Table
column 4 ($624 million grant) as its
illustration for the "balanced p1ckage" described in chapter 1. This $624
million used up all but $179 ~illion of the state general fund windfall
resulting from the elimination 011 the nine existing property tax credits and
three refund programs. Accordin~ly, the remaining $179 million was used on
the illustration to fund the targeted property tax credit to low-income
homeowners and small farms (SJe text discussion).
I

IABLE A-I
,
Minnesota "Effective Propert~ Tax Rates" Based on the Three Classes
Adopted by the Commission under Alternative Ratios
I

I Actual '84
. Residential
3 Residential Homestead
4 Residential Nonhomestead
9 3C: Ag. & Nonag.
.!

Variant
Variant
13070/26070/39070 15070120010/40070
1.8
3.6
1.7

2.0
2.7
1.9
1.3

1.7

1.2
1.2
I.3

Apartments
5 Apartments
6 Subsidized Apartments

3.7
2.2

3.7
3.6

2.8
2.7

Seasonal
10 Seasonal-rec.lResidential

1.6

3.4

3.2

Commercialll ndustrial
7 Commercial
8 Industrial
·11 Commercial Seasonal
13 Vacant Land
14 Mineral
15 Personal &PU
16 Railroad

4.4
4.6
1.3
4.2
6.2
3.7
4.7

5.1
5.1
3.3
5.4
5.5
4.2
5.0

5.1
5.1
3.1
5.2
5.4
4.1
4.9

1.8

2.3

2.3

1.2

3.0
0.3

Agricultural
1 Agricultural Homestead
2 Agricultural Nonhome~tead
12 Timberlands

0.7
1.1

All Property
I

1.2

1.4

Source: Calculated from the Minnesota House Research Property Tax Simulation Model for
the Minnesota Tax Study Commission, 1~84.
INet of existing tax credits.
2Effective rates do not take into account any proposed tax relief.

I

"J,

Property Tax Relief

Ila'io

(Index)

13'1.

(100)

39'10

(300)

...J--

Res. HOnlelAg

Residential
Residential Homestcad
Residential Nonhomestead
3cc; AC and Nonag.

Res. Nonhome &. AplS.

260;.

Other
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(200)

I

ACIUiJl

Vari"nt #3!
With No Mil

With $803
MiDion for Mill

Wi,h S624
Million for Mill

~

Rate RC'dudidn

R:ue Rctluction

R:llC Reduction

1.2

1.8
3.6
1.7

I.J

.1.4

2.6
1.2

2.8

1.6
3.2

1.3

1.5

0.9

1.0
1.0

3.0
0.3

With S300
'~..1i11ion

for Mill
Rate: ReLlul.'lion

Agricultural

Agrkuhural Homc:stfad

0.7

Agricultural Nonhomc!:ltc:ad

1.I

1.2
1.2

0.9
0.9

Timberlands

1.7

1.3

0.9

3.7
2.2

3.7
3.6

2.6

Subsidized Apartments
Seasonal
Senonal . R«/Res.

1.6

Commercial

4.4

Industrial
Commercial Seasonal
Vacant Land
Mineral
Personal and PU
Railroad

4.6

All Properly

1.8

0.9
1.0

1.2

2.6

2.9
2.8

3.3
3.2

3.4

2.4

~.6

3.0

5.1
5.1

3.6
3.6

4.0
4.0

4.5
4.5

3.3
,5.4
'5.5
4.2'

~.6

2.9
4.8
4.9

5.0

2.3
3.8
3.9
3.0
3.6

2.3

1.6

Apartments
AparlmenlS

Commercial/industrial

I.J
4.2
6.2
3.7
4.7

TABLE A 3
R tic

AClUal
84
Residential
Residential Homestead
Residenlial Nonhomeslead
3ec: Ag and Nonag.

.

Lll'Jo

Res. HomelAg
Res. Nonhom~ &. Apts.
Other

2

4.~

4.3
3.3
3.9

4.5

1.8'

2.0

With S62..a

3.7

(Index)
(100)
(133)
(267)

Variant #3
With No Mill

With S803
Million for Mill

Million for Mill

R.ue Reductio

Rate Reduction

R.ue Reduction

With S300
l\·h1lion for Mill
Ratc- Reduction

1.6
2.1

1.8
2,4

I.S

1.7

1.2
3.0
0.3

2.0
2.7
1.9

1.4

0.7

I.J
1.2

1.0
0,9

1.7

1.4

0.9
0.9
1.0

1.6

1.1

1.1

1.2

3.7
2.2

2.8
2.7

2.0
1.9

2.2
2.1

2.5

Scaon.1 - Rec/Re>.

1.6

3.2

2.3

2.5

2.9

Commercial/Industrial
Commercial
Industrial
Commercial Seasonal

4.4
4.6

S.I
5.1
3.1
5.2
5,4

3.6
3.6
2.2
3.7
3.8

4.0
4.0
2.4
4.0
4.2

4.5
4.S

4.1
4.9

2.9
3.5

3.2
3.8

2.8
4.6
4.8
3.7
4.4

2.3

1.6

1.8

2.0

Agricultural
A&ricullural Homestci1d
Agricultural Nonhomeslead
Timberl.nds

1.9
1.4

1.1

Apann~nts

Apartments
Subsidized Apartments

2.4

Seasonal

Mineral
Pcrsonal and PU
Railroad

1.3
.4.2
6.2
3.7
4.7

All ProperlY

1.8

Vacant Land
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ENDNOTES
1. The property tax is based-on he value of real property. In this context, equal
treatment of equals suggests that property owners with eqUal-v.alued· properties
should be ~ub~ect to equ~ propert~ t~ liabilities. This. is in cont~ast to other taxes
where eqUlty IS 'defined In terms of Income-those With equal Income pay equal
taxes.
2. For a detailed discussion see Lisa A. Roden,Minerals Taxation in Minnesota, a
technical paper presented to the Mjnnesota Tax Study Commission.
3. Household income extends th~ definition of income used for tax purposes by
including otherwise exempt sources bf money income, e.g., social security, pensions,
I'
_
and other transfer payments.
4. In moving from tax base value~ in column 2 to gross-tax amounts in column 3,
the taxing decisions of local govclrnments come into play. These decisions are
affected indirectly by state policies many areas (e.g.,' local government structure
and sta(eaid) undertaken for reasorls other than affecting interclass tax uniformity.
S. Michael E. Bell and John HJ Bowman, "Property Tax ,Differences Among
Cities: The Effect of Property Tax Relief Programs," in Staff Papers, vol. 2 of the
Final Report of the Minnesota Tal Study Commission, ed. Robert D. Ebel and
Therese~. Mc.Guire(St. Pau~: Butttwor~h Legal Publishers, 1985).'
.
.
p. ReSIdentIal homestead mcludes agncultural homes plus one acre. ResIdentIal
nonhomesteadrefets to thfee or feker rental units; apartments are four or more
units. Agricultural includes tiinberlJnd.
'
7. Based on staff computations fbr various representative residential homesteads
and agricultunil property by value 1and size. Data presented to the commission,
December 8, 1984. Before the targetFd credit was applied, the effective tax rate fell
from 1.31070 to 1.01070 on large (620, 71IS0, and 800 acres) and high-valued ($1,200/acre
to $1,SOO./aCre) farms; . rose from 0. 88% to 0.99% on. relatively large, low-valued
1 and rose from 0.83% to 1.0% on small highfarms (e.g. ,800 acres and $SOO/acr~;
and low-valued farms (320 acres to 250 acreS at $1,SOO/acre to $SOO/acre).

I

'I,
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Levy LimItations

INTRODUCTION

p~operty

J

Minnesota has a system of programs limit the amount ,of
tax
collected by local jurisdictions. Every'liocal levy in Minnesota must be
authorized by some state statute. In maby cases, the levy is limited by the
same statute thatauthorizes it. Cities an~ counties may levy for general and
special purposes under four limitation drograms:
Overall levy limitation
Mill rate limitation
Per capita levy limitation
Charter city limitation
As of 1984, towns are subject to relatIvely few levy limitations. School
districts are subject to both general durpose and special purpose levy
limitations. The levies of special taxing ~istricts like hospital districts, the
metropolitan council, park districts, an<il others, are each limited by their
specific'authorizing legislation. These lifits are not discussed here.
This chapter is organized in two sections. The first section briefly analyzes

~~~~Y~::~i:::~:g~:::::e::b:~Jstt:~~:f::72:0::i:~::::

distribution of tax effort and on simplici y in the tax system. There are two
basic findings of the analysis. First, the c rrent limitations are not simple to
understand or administer. Second, hether or not the overall levy
limitations reduce property tax collectiorls, they do not achieve goals ,in the
equalization of tax effort. ImprovementJ in distribution of tax effort must
be achieved through a system of equalizirig state to local government grants.

RAM~
COU~TIES
1

LEVY LIMITATION PR0 AND

ON CITIES

Four forms of limitations on property tax levies are used in Minnesota.
One, the overall levy limitation, applies to counties and larger cities. The
others-the per capita limit, mill rate limIt, and charter city limit-apply to
327
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various cities and each city is
to more than one limitation. All
applicable limits· must be met in! each city.
Per capita limit. Nearly all c~~ies, no matter how small their population,
are subject· to the so-called $541Per capita levy limitation. The actual per
capita limitation for payable-1985 is $252.18 and reflects cost"-of-living
adjustments to the $54 base esth.blished in 1971. This per capita amount
limits the sum of special and geheral purpose levies; the total of all levies
cannot exceed $252.18 multiplied by the population, as measured by recent
population data.
' I
" "
Mill rate limitation. All citieJ are subject to the mill rate limitation. For
statutory cities, tp,e applicable rhill rate is ten mills, if ,adjusted assessed
value is $1,500,000 or more, and eleven and two-thirds mills, if less than
$1,500,000. The statutory city mdy levy for general fund purposes up to the
adjustment'whi~h
is $198.16 per capita
mill rate limit, plus a cost of livihg
I
"
for payable-1985. Charter cities, including iron ore chatter cities, have mill
rate limitations of i3 1/3 mills pius the cost-of-living adjustment.
Charter city limitations. Chaher cities face an additlonal liniitation as
charter cities are limited by the cost-ofimposed by their charter. Iron
living adjustme~~ plus the charte~, authorization for. ge~eral fund purposes.
Other charter cItles are bound bY,lthe charter authonzatlOn for general fund
p~~poses. Charter limi.tations ap ly in most smaller (third and fourth class)
cItles.
'
Overall levy limitation. For payable year-1985, overall levy limitations
will apply in the 105 cities with 5,000 or more population and in ali eightyseven of Mip.nesota's counties. It is the most binding limitation measure for
these cities ~nd the counties. The ~mount of the overall levy limitation is the
difference between the jurisdictiOlh adjusted levy limit base for 1985 and its
grant of local government aids fpr 1985. Where applicable, taconite aid,
natural resources aid, and reimbiusementfor wetlands and native prairie
also are subtracted from the bast If the jurisdiction has adopted special
levies that are exempt from the ovbralllimitation,1 the total levy certified to
the jurisdiction is the sum of the exempted special levies and the levy
limitation. When a jurisdiction adtually levies in excess of its certified levy,
the penalty can be a $1 loss in 10Eal governm'ent aid for each $3 of excess
levy. This penalty is llvolded if tIte jurisdiction agrees to go under its levy
limit for the next yearby the amdunt of the current year's excess.

0+

MECHANICS OF THE LIMIT

The overall levy limitation was· introduced as part of the package of
policies referred to as the MinnLota Miracle. In order to reduce local
property tax, the state legislature began making substantial grants to local
governments. Then, in 1971, loca levy limitations were imposed to insure

-----~----------_.~-._-_._-'-
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that property tax'burdens would fall, a d that communities would not use
..
.
state aid to increase the level of local s~ending.
In the years since 1971, there have ~een many complex and confusing
changes in the base for calculating the lety limit in each locality. Initially, the
levy limit base in each j~risdiction was s~t ~qual to the total of state aid plus
the property tax levy for 1971; this baselwas automatically extended by 6070
each year through 1981, and by 8% fO~ 1982 and 1983. In addition to the
automatic extensions, other changes include adjustments for population
growth, urban deyelopment, inflation,!the folding of new items into the
base, and subtracting certain special aids from the base. A locality may also
vote for a temporary or a permanent extbnsion of the levy limit base. Thus,
the levy limit base is not tied to the prdperty tax base; the consequence is
that levy limits are not necessarily linketl to local tax capacity.
With so many changes and adjustmedts over time, it is unlikely that the
1984 levy limit base ~for each locality is cbmparably related to its capacity to
r~ise .prop~rty tax revenue, Le., its ~roperty. tax' ~ase. An important
slmphficatlon to the program may be to establish a lmk between the levy
.
limit base and the value of taxa,ble proJ1erty.
Cities and counties are eligible to 1e\jY a tax which is exempt from the
limitation under twenty-two special exempt levy programs. The revenue
from these levies is earmarked for t~e specific program. But, if the
jurisdiction previously had covered thisbrogram from the limited levy, use
of the exernpt levy can free potenti:il r~enue allowed in the limitation.
It is hard to judge if localities are co . trained to collect less property tax
than they otherwise might choose; Loca ities .have a strong incentive not to
exceed their limits when each $3 of oyer taxation can cost $1 in local
government aid. When a localityconec~s less than its allowable limit, the
cause could be lack of demand for revehue, implying that the limit is not
binding, But the cause also can be aVOidahce of the penalty in which case the
.
I
limit is binding.
While the $3 penalty encourages a corhmunity not to levy over the limit,
another penalty encouraged communiti~s not to levy. under the lirriit for
payable years 1982 and 1983. Before p~yable-1982, a beginning point for
determining the: levy limit was the levy limit of the prior year. For 1982 and
1983, a beginning point was the lesser of ~he actual levy and the limitation in
the prior years. Localities under the limit tion in 1981 were penalized with a
more narrow limitation in 1982 and 198· . Even though this procedure has
been changed, some communities conti ue to levy to their limitation as
insurance against future rule changes.
DEALING WITH THE CONSTRAINT

Localities facing a levy limit have five options available for adjusting to
the constraint:
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Collect revenue through special levies exempt from the limitation;
.
Collect . revenue through nonptoperty
tax local sources;
I
Collect more property tax and pay the penalty;
Vote to extend the levy limitat~on;
Reduce the level of local public services.

The evidence below suggests thaJthe overall limitation may be constraining
in many jurisdictions and these ~uriSdictions may have used opti()ns (1) or
(2) to adjust to the constraint. 0l?tions (3) and (4) also are used. There is no
empirical evidence to establish the extent to which option (5) is used to
circumvent the limit.
..
Table 1 presents data for JUnsdIctiOns subject to the overall levy lImItatIon
for payable years 1980 to 19841 Column (1) shows that the number of
jurisdictions covered by the limit ~as fluctuated in recent years. In 1980 and
1981, cities ofless than 2,500 wenIe exempt from the levy limitation; in 1982
and 1983, all cities. were limited; an.d in 1984 cities with populations be..lo~
5,000 were dropped. Columns (2 and (3) report the number over the limIt
and those voting to extend the I~vy limit. For thes~ jurisdictions the limit

l..

.. .

'['ABLE 1
Jurisdictions SUbjeito Overall Levy Limitation;
Data for T es Payable, 1980-84

t

·k

.

(3)
umber
koting
to
xtend
\Limit

.(4)

(5)

Levy
Limitation
($000)

Total
Under
Limit
($000)

14/9
7/6
36/23 .
14/8
13/4

$196,334
229,068
268,082
260,955
271,421

$27,060
32,468
4,898
2,737
7,374

$ 94,469

2
4
6
2

7/6
6/6
8/5
4/2
3/3

6
19
4
3

308,164
334,447
337,638
357,342
3%,343

43,721
30,557
11,409
8,190
29,734

230,344
257,458
308,956
332,581
369,409

(1)

(2)

Number
of
Localities

Number
Exceeding
Levy
Limit*

(6)
Total
Exempt
Special
Levies
($000)

Cities
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984p

175
175
885/185**
885/185**
105***

113,106
93,957
131,109
123,752

Counties
1980
1981
1982
1983
I984p

87
87
87
87
87

j
l

Source: Staff Computations.
*The first number is all jurisdictions xceeding the levy limit, the second is the number
exceeding the limit by $1,000 or mpre.
**All 855 cities were subject to the over II levy limitation. These data are for only the 185
cities with population of 2,500 or more. I
***All cities with population of 5,000 or bore.
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constrained the amount of revenue the 'urisdiction could collect fromthe
property tax.
~
,
Columns (4) and (5) indicate the total of the levy limits for all
jurisdictions and the, amount by which th actual limited lev,ies are under the,
limitation. Especially in 1982 and 198 , the unused portion of the levy
'
privilege was very small.
Column (6) indicates the dollar valu I of special levies that are exempt
has two, easily confused usages in
from the levy limitation. The term
the levy limita,tiono Column (6) refers to the twentY-,two special levies that
are exempt from the overall levy limit a identified by Minnesota Statutes
275.50, subdivisions 5 and 7. The colum does not report the other special
levies which are subject to the overall liI~itation. Both levies, however, are
counted as part of the totalliInited levy fuowed to the local jurisdiction.
, Comparing columns (4) and (6) and counties to cities, it is clear that
exempt levies are larger in relation to the l~vy limitation for counties. This is
due primarily to the counties' obligationJ for the costs of social servicesMinnesota. supplemental assistance, aid td families with dependent children
(AFOC), medical assistance, and geneJ1I assistance-which are" exempt
from the levy, limita,tion. This special levy is limited to a maximum increase
of 18070 per year.
Data for all cities and counties subjec' to the overall levy limitation in
payable-1984 'show that sixty-two of eight~-seven counties (71 %) are either
within 5070 or exceed their allowable limit.! For cities, eighty-four (80%) are
within 5070 of,or over, their general purp6se levy limitation.

J

special

SPECIAL EXEMPT LEVIES

\

Individual cities and counties appear t1I use exempt special levies more
intensively if they are near their levy limit. he average ratio of special levies
to limited levies for 1984 is'93.2% for co nties and 45.6% for cities. Only
fourteen of the eighty-seven counties and thirty-two of the 105 cities are
above this average. These numbers are far ewer than half the jurisdictions,
implying that at least some are outliers ith much greater than average
ratios. If the levy limitation is extremely tight, a jurisdiction will have a
strong incentive to use exempt levies, if pos ible, for revenues to support the
specifically allowed services. The, share of he allowable special levy that is
unused is, on average, 7.5% for counties a d 2.7% for cities. Sixty-eight of
ejghty-seven counties and seventy-eight of 105 cities have less than average
slack.
LOCAL NONTAX REVENUES

Another substitute for local property t revenue is local revenue raised
from nontax sources. A jurisdiction conf onted with the penalty for an

,----,-,-,---~--'
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excess property tax levy may usJ nontax revenue sources even if this revenue
is more costly to collect and adJuinister. Table 2 contains aggregate data for
local tax and local nontax reven~es in Minnesota for various years beginniI;lg
in 1972. The table also reports fees and charges and special assessments, a
subcategory of nontax revenueJ Columns (4) and (5) show that both total
nontax receipts and the subcategory have increased asa percentage of locally
generated tax since 1972, with ~ramatic increases from 1978 on.
The conclusion to be drawn from Table 2 is that localnontax revenue has
become increasingly important,1 and local tax revenue decreasingly so, since
the late 1970s. This alone does Jot prove the hypothesis that levy limitations
encourage jurisdictions toexplbit nontax revenue sources. For example, a
greater commitment to the benefits received principle in raising local revenue
could account for the.same resJlt.lndeed, the trend toward greater reliance
on fees rather than taxes isn~tionwide with fees and charges generating
about one-third oiall municipal own-source revenue in 1982 as compared to
less than one-fourth in theearl~ 1970s. Although Minnesota has tended to
rely more heavily than the u.s. ktate on nontax revenue with a total of more
than one-half of own-source fuhds in 1982 and about one-third of funds in
1972, it may nevertheless be pah of this trend.
In view of Minnesota's heah use of nontax local revenues, it seems
unlikely that these reVenues cduld substitute for additional cuts in local
government aids. In 1981, local government aid was reduced in mid-year.
Many jUrisdictions could not at-range. for. immediate offsetting increases in
local levies and these iocalities ~ere pressed for revenue. Local tax revenue
fell in 1981 while the nominal and real values of nontax revenue rose. If

TABLE 2
Local Tax and lfontax Revenues in Minnesota

1972
1975
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Total
Local
Tax
Revenue

Total
Local
Nontax
Revenue

Total Fees
and Charges
and Special
Assessments

Nontax
Revenue
Percent of
Revenue

Fees, Charges
Assessment as
Percent of
Tax Revenue

$ 905,467
921,720
1,261,155
1,304,847
1,382,323
1,371,584
1,407,313

$ 508,905
691,048
934,914
1,123,037
1,337,214
1,616,432
1,750,517

$327,718
448,008
627,740
698,150
800,877
935,306
974,663

.60
.75
.74
.86
.97
1.18
1.24

.36
.49
.50
.54
.58
.68
.69

Source: Compiled from tables in Offide of the Legislative Auditor, State of Minnesota, State
and Local Government Finances in Minnesota, A Review of Trends in Revenues and
Expenditures 1957-1982, November 1 '83.
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Minnesota broadened the local fee system in 1981, there is likely to be little
slack in that system in 1984. Thus, lany shift in the revenue raising
responsibility to localities should be abeomplished by an easing of the
limitations on 'property tax or opening Jew· tax sources.

!HE EFFECTS OF

:IM[~ATION,S

ON LOCAL

PROPERTY TAX

\ h
. I"IClty
" . . 0 f property tax revenues can
L ImItatIOn
ave an'Impact, on the SImp
and fairness of the tax itself. This sectio~1examines the OVerallliml,'tation by
,
these criteria.
Minnesota's system of limitations is no simple and few Minnesotans can
recall the rationale for our current limita ions. The original purpose of the
overall levy limitation. was to guarantee Ithat the property tax'reductions
made possible ,by local government aids ~~uld occur. However, the limit for
each jurisdiction is determined by proce!dures that change virtually every
year. Jurisdictions may be unsure What~he limit will be next year, what
formula will be used to derive the limit, if programs will be shifted from
exempt to limited levy coverage (or the r erse), and even ifthe jurisdiction
,
will be subject to the program.
Accordingly, a case can be made for rev1sing the limits or even eliminating
them altogether. The options for revifion include simplification and
adjusting the limits in order to enhance fiscal equalization among localities.
SIMPLIFICATION

j

Adopt a long-termformula. ,One clear path for simplification is to make
a long-term {;ommitment to a specific for ula for determining the limit; this
would avoid the annual and confUSing! changes in determining which
programs and jurisdictions are limited and to what extent. A vehicle for
simplification is to untie the levy limit ba~e from its tangled relationship to
the 1971 tax-and-aids and to establish a dtrect link of the levy limit base to
the property ta~ ba~e in each 10.cality. ~his would enable a~y limitation
measure to denve dIrectly from the bas9 for the tax collectIOns that are
intended to -be limited. Some adjustmelts could be made for inflation,
'
population change, or other items.
Consolidate programs and increase ~e limit. _ Simplification could
involve a permanent increase in the levy l~mitation to fold in some exempt
levies that represent ordinary or maintenahce programs of the jurisdiction.
However, the state may always wish to rltaintain some exempt levies for
extra-ordinary programs like those that ar~ imposed on the locality or that
guarantee its financial interests. For e1ample, any legally authorized
program where the locality is required to provide matching funds might be

!
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kept outside the levy limit or Ie ies protecting the principal and interest on
indebtedness may need to be outside of levy limitations. The goal should be
to develop a rationale for those ~evies which are to be exempt, and to allow
exemptions only in keeping with the rationale. Other levies could then be
covered by a predictable, well-d fined, levy limitation.
FISCAL DISPARITIES

Property tax capacity is not evenly distributed among jurisdictions. A
property-rich jurisdiction can s pport any given amount of public services
at a lower mill rate than a prop~rty-poor jurisdiction. Due to a lower fiscal
capacity, the poorer jurisdietioh must make a greater effort (in terms of
millage) to support local servicJs.
.
The rationale for local goverrlment aid to Minnesota's localities includes
. equalizing for disparities in fisc~ capacity and effort. The evidence shows
that LOA does tend to soften these disparities. 2
Levy limitations do not hate equalization of disparities as a direct
purpose. However, the limitatiohs are set as the difference between the levy
limit base and local government aid. Thus, to the extent that aid equalizes·
disparities, the levy limits could reflect this equalization through a narrower
range of allowable mill rates. This result, however, depends in part on the
levy limit base being closely tied to the taxable property base.
. The limitations m.ay also belexamined as mill rate equivalents on the
equalized property vallie, I.e., as the mill rate which will generate the
allowed and limited am()unt of eneral purpose revenue. If levy limitations
and lo~al aids actually amelior~e disparities in property tax capacity, then
these ~ll rat.e equivalents will bf clustered. In actuality, t?e~e e~uivalencies
are WIdely dIspersed and suggest
that after
LOA, levy lImItatIOns do not
I
'
substantially perform t1}e job of reducing disparities in fiscal effort.
For counties, mill rate equivalents range from 4.92 in Renville County to
20.51 in Lake County. This ran Ie moves more than 50010 in either direction
from the average value of 11.27. The evidence for cities is more dramatic.
The range of mill rate equivalen sis 1.10 to 55.73 while the average is 12.24.
ELIMINATE THE LIMITS?

Elimination of the overall lev limitations. From the perspective of tax
effon, the mill rate equivalents 6how that limitation varies widely and may
be capriciously felt. It is clear tHat the degree of limitation on the tax effort
is n~t uniformly. distributedacrbss.iu~is~ictions. Jurisdictions alread.y have
optIOns for gettmg around theJe lImItatIons. If local government aIds are
reduced, th~ original need for I ~y limitation is correspondingly reduced. If
the homestead credit and circuit breaker programs are altered or eliminated,
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the state will have much less financi interest in restraining property
taxation.
\
The negative consequences of eliminating limitations are such that, to the
extent state grants and property tax relief programs persist, the state bears
part of the burden of local tax decisioJ. Also, the state no longer has a
check on the taxing behavior of local jurisdictions. To improve local
accountability if levy limits are eliminat~d, localities could be required to
make full disclosure statements b~fore nFw mill rates are .establi~hed. F~r
example, property owners can be Issued a statement showmg theIr tax b111
for next year at current mill rates and the borresponding bill under proposed
new rates. Through this process of drior disclosure, local taxpayers
poten.tially can influence their tax Obligatllns and the accountability of local
officials.
RECOMMEN I ATION
\

"

RESTRUCTURING THE PROPERTY TAX LEVY LIMITATION LAW

Minnesota has been a leader among lhe' fifty states for its long-term
commitrp.ent to providing state grants tollocal jurisdictions. These grants
enable localities to provide public services at much lower property tax rates
than is true for many other states. To p otect the mill rate reductions, a
system of overall levy limitations for larg~ cities and counties was adopted
in 1971. In view of the state's substantial programs of property tax credits
and relief, levy limits also help to guard against an unbudgeted drain on
stat~ fU~ds. Without lim.itation, loc~l prop~ rty.ta~j~cre.ases could occur and
be sIgmficantly funded by state asslstanc to mdlVldual taxpayers.
However, the overall levy limitations ne d revision. They were established
based on actual tax, collections and state ai~s granted in 1971. Since then, the
limits have been patched and altered, jurisdictions have been added to and
dropped from the program, and some ju¥sdictions have voted permanent
extensions of their limitations. The program needs to be thought through.
again, simpli~ie~, and clarified for the sec~nd h~lf of t.he1980s. Some or all
of the comrrusslOn's property tax recomm ndatlOns WIll affect property tax
structure at the local level, and they, in turn, may add to the need for
revision of the overall levy limits.
ENDNOT S
1. As allowed by Minnesota Statutes, sectio \ 275.50, subdivisions 5 and 7.
2. Michael E. Bell, "Minnesota's Local
Aids Program," in Staff
Papers, vol. 2 of the Final Report of the Mi1nesota Tax Study Commission, ed.
Robert D. Ebeland Therese J. McGuire (St. ' ul: Butterworth Legal Publishers,
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1985).
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Property Taxatio of Agriculture

As an important part of Mionesota's eloomy, agriculture is distinguished
from most other state industries by the l~nd- and capital-intensive processes
it uses to transform raw materials intd finished products. Of particular
significance to this commission, howevJ~r, is the tole played by land. Both
crop production and livestock grazing are land-based activities that are
necessarily dispersed over wide geognlp 'c exparises. Farmland, of which
there is a relatively fixed supply in the neL-- to mid-term, is priced according
to the expected future returns from its uJe. As land appreciates, it increases
the wealth of its owners, and thus (relative to most other types of realty)
~:;;:~~ a larger and often significant ~roportion of the total return from
Real property wealth, however, is held in the form of urtrealized capital
gains. It is therefore not readily availabl~ to meet farm operating expenses,
inc1~ding the property t~x. I~stead, the ~ax is pai~ out of cu~re~t in~ome,
and m many years, farmmg YIelds arela~ivelY low mcome. ThIS sltuatlOnreal property wealth that is disproportidnately large in relation to current
income-is the cause of the hardship felt by many farmers when it comes
time to pay their semiannual property tk. bills. It is also the crux of most
agricultural property tax issues.
This chapter examines the property tafition of agriculture from both an
economic and tax standpoint. It focuses its analysis on issues related to the
valuation offarmland, and to the goals Jnd methods of providing property
tax relief to farmers.

I·

THE STATUS OF THE FARM ECONOMY
The farm economy is about twice as i I ortant to Minnesota as it is to the
sector comprised 70/0 of total
United States as a whole. In 1982, the
state employment (with an additional 15~Wo of state jobs estimated to. be in
agricultural-related industries) and 4% of state-earned income.
Comparatives figures for the U.S. were % and 2%, respectively.
In 1982, Minnesota 94,382 farms ge~erated about $6.7 billion in cash
receipts from the marketing of crop, dair¥, livestock, and poultry products.
The diversity of Minnesota's agricultural base, however, has not shielded it

~m
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from the volatility in America agriculture. During the 1970s, farmers'
became increasingly dependent on international markets to take growing
levels of production. Because 0 the wide swings in supply and demand in
export markets, Minnesota net farm income has become very unstable. It
peaked in 1973, as export demarld surged to record levels, supplies fell, and
farm prices rose significantly. One result of this export-driven increase in
farth income was higher land vWues. Between 1972 and. 1979, the average
valut per acre of Minnesota Ifarrt:lland rose by 3190/0 (unadjusted for
inflation). Land values continuetl to rise for two more years even though the
farm boom generally ended ih 1980 when export demand weakened,
harvests were record-large, and ~arm prices and net income fell accordingly,
Since 1981, the low prospects fOf a rebound in farm prices and income has
prompted a sharp drop in Minnbsota farmland values (down 19070 between
1981 and 1983).·
I
. . ..
These powerful ~conomic forces have buffeted the faniily farm, which has
long been the recipient of prefer~ntial property tax treatment in Minnesota.
In the past six years, the numb9r of very large farms (1,000 acres or more)
has increased by 16%, while the number of mid-size family farms (50-500
acres) has decreased by 10%. In~982' farms of 500 acres or more accounted
for 470/0 of the state's farmland eVen though they represented only 15% of
total Minnesota farms. The a ount of land in mid-size operations has
declined from 77% in 1964 to 521% in 1982. This trend toward consolidation
. is also reflected in farm produCJ~ sales, Farms with 198~ sales of less than
$40,000 comprised 56% of fan,s but only 12% of total sales. Those with
1982 sales of $40,000-$100,000 <i:omprised 25% of farms and only 26% of
total sales. Farms with sales of $tOO,OOO or .more comprised 18070 of farms
and 62070 of sales. Thus, slightly Iover one-sixth of Minnesota farms account
for nearly two-thirds of farm sJles.
Instability in the farm sector is likely to continue in the years ahead. The
greater reliance on export mark~ts has increased the industry's sensitivity to
interest rates, the value of the p.S. dollar, foreign competition, and high
debt levels and economic recessi?n ahead. Predicting trends in agriculture is
fraught with uncertainty, but it appears that the odds for a quick return to
the. prosperity of the 1970s arenJt good. One thing that emerges, hOwever, is
th~t state/local tax policy is not kmajor factor in determining the long-term
health of the farm.

1

OVERVIEW OF THE PR I PERTY TAX ON AGRICULTURE
The property tax is the largest tax paid by Minnesota's agricultural sector.
It is levied solely on farm rea estate. Personal property, such as farm

machinery and livestock, has bel n exempt since 1967. In 1982, farmers paid
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$252 million in property taxes
$33 million in individual income
taxes. This indicates why the property t~ is at the center of agricultural tax
policy issues. Before considering such isshes, it is necessary to place the farm
taX bill into perspective with real prdLperty taxation in Minnesota an.d
nationally, as follows:
Tax trends. Between 1973 and 1984, es on farm property increased by
171 010 (unadjusted for inflation). Concu~rently, the equalized market value
of farm property rose by 549070, or nJarly three times faster than farm
tax rate (taxes as a percent of
property taxes. Consequently,
the effective
, .
I
equalized market value) decreased sharply from 1.55070 in 1973 to 0.65070 in
1984. Effective tax rates on farm propertt are considerably lower than those
on other types of property.
Geographic variation in tax burdens The effective tax rate on farm
property varies substantially across Minnesota, ranging from 0.15010 to
0.26070 in Lake and Cook Counties to Oj8% and 0.90010 in Washington and
Ramsey Counties. Overall, seventy-six of Minnesota's eighty-seven counties
have effective farm property tax rates o~ 0.40010 to 0.69010.
Variation in 'tax burdens: size and type of farm. Small and/or lowerv~ued homestead farms have significa~hy lower tax rates than larger and
hlgher-valuedh,omestead farms. Mdreover, homestead farms have
substantially lower effective rates thJn nonhomestead farms. Unlike
homestead farms, the effective tax rate oh nonhomestead farms varies little
.
due to farm size and not at all due to p~r-acre value.
Minnesota and US. comparative farm Itax burdens. Prior to 1970, farm
taxes per $100 of full market value in Minhesota were substantially above the
national average. For example, in 1960, ~he effective rate in Minnesota was
1.35070 compared to the national averag~ of 0.97070. In 1970, Minnesota's
effective rate was 1.69070 compared to 1.08010 nationally. By 1981, however,
y
y
Minnesota w,as Slig.h.tl . below.. average (0}43 070 vs. 0.48010 na.tionau. ). ThU.s,
the effective tax rate on farm property ecreased substantially across the
nation in the 1970s, but it fell further than average in Minnesota. And
compared to its neighbors, Minnesota h slightly lower effective rates than
Iowa and Northbakota, and significa tly lower rates than Wisconsin,
I
South Dakota, and Nebraska.
Property taxes as percentage of net farm income. Throughout the late
1970s, Minnesota farm property taxes we~e slightly below average in relation
to net farm income. For example, in 1979! they were 7lTJo of net farm income
compared to 8010 nationally. These rates J.~ereco. nsiderablY lower than those
in surrounding states. In 1979, property axes as a percentage of net farm
income were 13.6070 in Iowa, 9.6010 in North Dakota, 12.4070 in South
Dakota, and 11.6070 in Wisconsin (post-l~79 data not available).
These trends indicate that, major steps have been taken during the last
decade to lower farm property taxes in Mihnesota. As will be discussed next,

I
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Minnesota has followed a diffJrent path from most states in providing
property tax relief to farmers.

FARM PROPERTY TAX RELIEF PROGRAMS
TAX RELIEF GOALS

Today, virtually all states hav . enacted some type of property tax relief
program for agricultural propertt. Although diverse in their structure, most
states' programs are designed to lddress two goals: (1) to ease the cash flow
problems of farmers whose real broperty wealth is disproportionately large
in relation to current income; aJd/or (2) to encourage the preservation of

~~~.

f··

Acceptance of these goals by state policymakers is far from universal.
First, some suggest that the cash flow p.inch imPose.d by the property tax is
not a tax problem, but rather a problem of imperfect credit markets.
Therefore, the provision of b oad-based permanent tax relief is an
inappropriate solution; instead! a newly designed ptivate or publicly
supported lending instrument is required. Second, the need to publicly
influen.ce land use patterns varid~s co.nsiderablY between and W.ithin state..s:
since 1970, Minnesota's total dec ease in farm acreage was 1.6070 compared
to 210J0 in Anoka County. This S ggests that the provision of tax relief for
.
preservation should be done on • limited basis, not statewide.
TAX RELIEF METHODS

1

There are three primary metho s used to grant tax relief to farm property:
• Use-Value Assessment allows Arm property to be assessed at its value in
agricultural use rather than at lits market value;
• Classification explicitly aSSign a lower assessment ratio to farm property
than to certain other types 0 property (use-value assessment does this
implicitly);
• Tax Credits and Refunds low r the gross property tax bills of farmers
through the subtraction of a nonrefundable credit or the subsequent
receipt of a property tax refu

J

1

MINNESOTA'S USE OF PROPERTY CLASSIFICATION AND CREDITS

Unlike most states, Minneso a has relied on its system of property
classification and credits as a Jeans of providing property tax relief to
farmer.s: Ever since the early It70S' the state has steadily reduced the
percentage of a farm's value tha is subject to tax, with farm homesteads
receiving more favorable tax tre ment than nonhomestead farms. Next, it

.
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has provided the state school agricultJal credit, which is distributed to
school districts for the .reducti~n in f~r~ property taxes (this credit use~ to
be· calculated by applymg specIfic mIll rates to the assessed value of gIVen
farm acreages; now it is a graduated pe~centage of the total property tax
bill). Its structure strongly reinforces the rhore favorable tax treatment that is
given to· homestead farms by Minnesota's classification system. This is
continued by the homestead credit, whic~pays 54070 ofthe.remaining tax bill
up to a maximum $650. For purpose1 of receiving the credit, a farm
homestead is broadly defined-owner-occupied, unlimited acreage,
noncontiguous property within two to~nships, and farmed by owneroccupant or rented for farm use. Finailly, Minnesota provides a circuit
breaker refund to certain farmerS depending on their household income and
I property tax bills.
~
In addition, Minnesota has implement. d three less well known programs,
all of which are variations of the use-~alue assessment method of farm
property tax relief., It has two programs-green acres, enacted 1967, and
metropolitan agricilltural preserves, enaded 1980-that assess qu~lified and
l
enrolled farinland at its value in agricul ural use. And, third, since 1977,
Minnesota has valued farinland at the· a erage of its market and use-value
for purposes of determining adjusted a sessed values (BARe) for school
aids.
Most states ~ave relied more on use- alue assessment for purposes of
providing property tax relief to farmers. heir programs vary considerably
in terms of scope, administration, and e forcement. However, most reject
the conventionally used comparable sales (market) approach to property
value. Instead, they rely on the income ~pproach to value, This approach
stresses the productivity and net earnin~s capacity of agricultural land. It
uses soil quality, production, price and ~xpense data to arrive at net farm
income, which is then capitalized (dividetl by a rate of interest) to yield the
use-value of farmland. Thus, use-value if a computed figure that depends
on two factors: estimated net farm income and a capitalization rate.

1

HOW SHOULD AGRICULTUJAL LAND BE VALUED1 .
In reality, the question of how farmlajd should be valued is actually one
of whethe; farm assessments should be lorered. In addressing this issue, it is
necessary to evaluate the strengths and ~eaknesses of the two methods of
valuation-comp..-able sales and incom capitalization.

I

COMPARABLE SALES APPROACH

T~

VALUE

There are several problems with th~ comparable sales approach to
.property valuation. For instance, there mJy be a scarcity of sales from which
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to establish reliable estimates
market value; crop equivalency ratings,
which are a measure of soil productivity, provide for greater assessment
accuracy between properties but Jay not be used if county-wide soil surveys
are not available; if financing terTs of farm sales are not adjusted, they can
result in an overstatement (under~tatement) of value;' and, it is possible to
introduce a systematic bias intd market valuation (e.g., if a market is
dominated by one type of buyer ~killing to pay more or less for land).
In addition to these market pr~lems, a common criticism is that market
value taxation of agricultural land is inappropriate since it recognizes
development potential and specrllative value, as well as expected income
from agricultural use. By recogtuzing these nonfarm-related anticipated
increases in value, the property th system assigns values to farml~nd that
are generally higher than if valuations were based on ihco~e capitalization.
While the use of market value ~as its drawbacks,it does not necessarily
imply that it should be abandoned as the standard for valuation. Its greatest
handicap~the paucity of compa~l~ble sales and thes.• ubSeqUe~t inadequacy
of sales data-can be substanally overcome by expandmg both the
geographic area and the market d taused to value siibjec~ properties. Such
expansion minimizes any bias in~he selection and dollar adjustment of the
comparable sales, and therefore. lows assessors to better.substantiate (and
landowners to better evaluate) th ir analysis of the market.
No matter how impro~ed the vtuuation process, however, it still does not
relieve the cash flow pinch that .trises from disparities in income and real
property wealth. Although' CO~OnlY depicted as a tax problem, this
situation is more accurately a cre it market problem. When viewed in this
light, the solution is not broad-b sed permanent tax relief but rather some
type of intervention in the cadital or loanable funds market. A state
financed tax deferral mechanism'tbat allows farmers to defer (with interest)
payment of part or aU of their ptoperty tax liability is one example.
INCOME CAPITALIZATION Alp ROACH TO VALUE (USE-VALUE
ASSESSMENT)

Proponents of this alternative ethod of valuation suggest that its main
advantage is that it is based on in90me and not wealth; therefore, it strikes at
the heart of the farmer's cash flOJW problem-large increases in land values
and taxes that outpace income.
However, in terms of its de ign and administration, distribution of
,benefits and costs, and effectivedess, the method has several drawbacks.
I.

It uses a volatile measure-net larm income-as the basis for determining
property value. This results in ltnd values that can fluctuate substantially
over short periods of time. It a 0 tends to politicize the determinati,on of
net farm income by creating incentives to distort and dispute' state
estimates.
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" • It usually produces values that are fa1below market value, even in areas
where the only foreseeable use of the land is for agricultural purposes.
This is because most farm income CaPt·~alization formulas are inconsistent
in their treatment of prospective fa m income and inflation, Le., in
estimating net farm income they do ot recognize the present value of
anticipated farm income, but in selecbng a capitalization rate, they use
market mortgage interest rates which do reflect the expected future rate of
inflation.
~
'"
• If net income estimates are compute over large areas and not adjusted
for differences in the level and variabHity of farm income associated with
different types of farming, the met~1d's av~raging effect will tend to
overvalue marginal land and underval e the more productive lands.
• It is an administratively complex syst m of property valuation in that it
.. requires the annual or periodic collectibn of detailed information on local
soil quality, farm income and experlses, and economic trends in the
l
commodity markets. This type of i formation is best gathered and
analyzed at the state level.
DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of use-value assessment is that it
redistributes property tax burdens amon property owners within a taxing
jurisd.iction. Because t?eaggregate val~elof a~riculturallandis lower~d, the
resultmg revenue loss IS made up by mcreasmg the tax rate (assummg tax
revenues are held'constant). This increa~es the property tax liability of all .
nonfarm.property and offsets to some !degree the reduced assessment of
farm property. In addition, the now lower value of rural school districts is
likely to make them eligible to receive g1~ ater state school foundation aid. (
Other things being equal, use-value· assessment tends to confer the
greatest benefits to areas where farmla d values are appreciating rapidly,
and where only a moderate amount of ~armland is left within the taxing
jurisdiction. This mayor may not includb the areas where farmers are most
burdened by the property tax. This illusttates why use-value assessment has
been called a "blunt policy instrument,l' Le., it provides tax relief to all
parcels of agricultural property regardless of an individual's owner's
income/wealth situation.
DISTRIBUTION OF COSTS
I

In most states, use-value assessmen programs are locally financed
through the tax shifts described above. However, if the major goal of a
state's farm property assessment laws is to relieve farmers' property tax
b~rdens (as. is the case in Minnesota), Ithen presuma?ly such legislation
Yields benefits to a state as a whole antl should be fmanced by all state
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.

. bursmg
.
IocaI taxmg
.
·
taxpayers. Because state f mancnng
mvo Ives relm
jurisdictions for revenue lost due ~o lowered valuations, it provides greater
·benefits to agricultural landowners than locally financed programs. Despite
their legislative goals, most states have balked at picking up this cost.
·EFFECTIVENESS

Despite the long-standing eXistence· of many use-value assessment
programs in other states, there is sbant empirical evidence as to whether this
valuation method produces a "fai~er" tax distribution. What evidence exists
suggests that use-value assessmerlt is generally successful in reducing the
property taxes of farmers. Howevk it does so by providing tax relief to all
agricultural landowners regardles~ of their ability to pay. Moreover, unless
carefully structured, it provides r+ef to both those who own farmland for
farming purposes and those who hold farmland for purposes of value
appreciation. With respect tol the second goal--agricultural land
preservation-it is generally agreJd that use-value assessment alone is an
~neffective tool for influencing lan~ ~se. While i~ may f~restall development
m the short term, the opporturtitles for capItal gams through sale or
development remainunaffectedl therefore, it is unlikely to have an
appreciable influence on long,ter 'and usc patterns.

I

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF] IN THE CONTEXT OF STATE
AGRICULTURAL POLICY
This study finds that it is PossiJle to provide any amount of property tax
relief to farms without embroilinglthe state in the policy-laden mathematics
of determining agricultural use-value and the complexities of its
administration. Through its pres~nt system of classification arid credits,
Minnesota has already done a grrt deal to provide property tax relief to
owners of farmland. The question remains, however, does Minnesota need
to do more? The projections of suite farm income through 1987 are adverse.
Minnesota agriculture is beset b~ the same problems affecting farmers
nationally, Le., high interest ratJs, unfavorable exchange rates, and the
depressed economic condition of~any importing foreign nations.
This tax policy discussion raises the greater question of how the state
should meet its long-standing conimitment to maintaining the family farm.
A serious and extensive state comJitment to this goal will require more than
just the local redistribution of prdperty tax burdens and state expenditures
for property tax relief. SpecificallY, it may require direct state assistance to
economically vulnerable farmers, or conversely, a recasting of the state's
overall policy toward agriculture.

•.
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RETAINING THE COMPARABLE S LES APPROACH TO VALUING
FARMLAND

-

l'

.

From its study of the property taxa ion of agriculture, the commission
concludes that the method of determining farmland value is a separate and
distinct issue from that of providinl~ property tax relief to farmers.
Minnesota can provide any amount o~ relief to farmers without involving
the state in the policy-laden mathema~ics of determining agricultural usevalue and the complexities of its administration. Therefore, the commission
recommends that the state retain the co~parable sales approach to farmland
valuation, and where it is not already d ne,such values should be adjusted
to reflect soil productivity and the fin cing terms of farm sales.
With regard. to the provision of. ptoperty tax relief, the commission
recommends that the farm homestdad and acreage (homestead and
nonhomestead) should be subject to thb most preferential asses,sment ratio
within the three-class property tax systeb. In addition, the farm homestead
should be eligible to receive the income Iwealth-adjusted property tax credit,
and the first 520 acres of homesteaded agricultural land should also be
eligible for such property tax relief.

l

CLASSIFICATION OF TI'MBERLAN . AS AGRICULTURAL
PROPERTY"

1

Under current law, the tax status of timberland is unclear and requires
county officials to exercise a great de I of discretion. The relative fiscal
capacities of forested counties depends in part on how timberland is
designated by these officials. Some timberland parcels are taxed under the
tree growth tax law, a favored tax stat~s that is in lieu of property taxes.
Because these p~rcels are favored, oth+ land bears a greater property tax
burden. Other tImberland parcels are tEed under class 3e of the property
tax; these parcels are overvalued for tax purposes, as current practice
incorporates both the land and the tim er growing on it as part of "land"
value. The practice is contradictory 0 valuation procedures for other
cropland, which exclude the value I of the crop while taking into
consideration the use for which the land can be used. The result is double
taxation of timberland and some incenti~e for owners to cut-out-from-under
the tax.

.. The background discussion on the taxation ,f timber is provided by Julia Friedman in
Volume II of this report.
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With these issues in mind, thel commission recommends that all forested
land be classified under one rural/agricultural classification for
nonhomestead land:
• devising statutory language to assure uniform interpretation and
implementation;
• providing technical assistance rom state foresters; and
• improving assessment practiceJ and assessing all agricultural and timber
parcels on bare land value.

20
Gross Earnings Taxation
INTRO D ulTION

1

HISTORY OF THE TAXi

Gross earnings (receipts) taxation in Min esota began as early as 1857 when
the legislature of the Territory of Minnesbta granted a charter to Minnesota
and Pacific Railroad Company. The charler provided that the company pay
3% of its gross earnings in lieu of all oth~r taxes and property assessments.
All other railroad companies came unde~ gross earnings taxation by 1887.
The tax rate rose to 4070 in 1905 and to SOlo eight years later.
Telephone and telegraph companieslwere added as gross earnings
taxpayers in 1887, with a rate of 20'/0. Aft: r a five-year hiatusduring which
time they were subject to property taxatiJn in 1897, Minnesota returned to
taxing gross earnings in lieu of the propJrty tax. The rate in that year was
~%, although it rose to 4070 in 1922..Othef ~endm~n.ts fol!owed in 193~ to
- mcrease the rate to 7% for compames s~mg 10C.alitIes. WIth. a. populatIon
exceeding 10,000, and in 1945 to pr ide per-phone rates for small
.
companies.
Further additions to the set of gross e 'ngs taxable industries included
express companies and sleeping car co panies in 1897 (the tax base no.
longer exists), boxing exhibitiolls in 1937 (repealed 1984), rural electric
companies in 1939 and taconite railroads in 1955 (repealed after 1980). The
current rate structure appears in Thble 1.1
TABLE
Gross Earnings ~ax Rates
Industry*
Express companies
Rural electric cooperatives

50J0
10 dollars per 100 members (in lieu of all personal
property tax s)

Telegraph
Telephone

6070
4070 from rural s rvice
4070 for localities with less than 10,000 population
7 070 from all oth r service

30 cents per phlme if companies earnings are $1,000 or
less

I

*Gross earnings taxes are levied in lieu of all ad valorem property taxes.
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The gross receipts tax on teleJhone and telegraph companies provided
nearly $75.7 mIllion in 1982, conhstently about 2010 of state tax collections
since 1980 (see Table 2). In contrak in the latter 1970s, when railroads were
still subject to the tax, telePhonetd telegraph companies provided about
2.70/0 of state taxes.
.
For 1982, 95% of the gross ea 'ngs tax revenue came from taxation of
telephone companies, afraction ~hich has steadilyrisen, since 1976. In fact,
one fIrm, Northwestern Bell Te19phone, has paid 75%-80% of the gross
earning taxes in recent years. Finally, over the period 1980-82, about 79% of
telephone company gross earningr taxes were generated at the 7% rate.
A TAX ON TELEPHONE COMJANIES

earning~

The picture of the gross
tax that emerges from an examination of
the data in Thble 2 is of a tax jon telephone companies. Although 113
telephone companies paid. the tax In 1982, all but fifteen were subject only to
the 4% rate. In fact, just a ~andful of companies (again, especially
Northwestern Bell Telephone) halve paid almost all of the tax. For these
reasons, this discussion and evalbation of the tax will concentrate almost
exclusively on the taxation of tel~phone companies, with emphasis on the
tax situation of Northwestern B~ll. Long distance (interstate) companies
erican Telephone & T~e.graph, Sprint, and M..CI) .Will also be
(e.g.,
discussed.
I
.
Three administrative features are crucial to understanding how the gross
earnings tax has operated. The firh concerns the allocation of revenue from
Am.

I

TABLE 2
Gross Eadlings Tax Revenue

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1_<$_000_)
1982

Gross earnings taxes *
taxes

070 of gross earnings

taxes
Northwestern Bell
gross earnings taxes

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

$75,668 $75 d06 $69,425 $79,551 $73,390 $66,584 $59,255

0,70 of Minnesota state

Telephone taxes
at 40,70
at 70,70
Total

19811

_

2.00,70

2.~t·

0

2.1 0,70

2.50,70

2.70,70

2.7rIfo

2.70,70

$15,546 $14, 9 $12,824 $12,638 $10,720 $ 9,584 $ 8,162.3
56,486 52,274 46,858 40,928 37,484 33,038 29,150
72 032 66 498 59,683 53,566 48,205 42,622 37,312

,

,I

95.20,70

88.4Wo

86.0070

$59,809

$56,~8

$50,512 $45,236 $41,047 $36,329 $31,745

T

67.30,70

Source: Data provided by Minnesota DeplrrtmentJof Revenue.
*Excluding insurance company premiums tax

65.70,70

64.0rIfo

63.00,70
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interstate service to Minnesota for tax urposes. The second concerns the
implementation of the specified rate . ferences between small and larger
localities. A third issue pertains to liow telephone property would be
structured if it were subject to the prO~1rty tax.
The allocation problem. ' Before div titure (1984), the taxation of gross
earnings represented an administratively imple alternative to a property tax.
Companies reported revenues and paid the appropriate tax rate. The one
administrative difficulty concerned the' location of long distance revenues
of AT&T to Northwestern Bell and the~'he further allocation to Minnesota.
With the recent introduc,tion O,f compe ;t,ion in long distance s~rvice, the
same problem has been faced by MCI; However,other competitors (e.g.,
Sprint) have nqt paid gross earnings, s.
While the Minnesota tax law ment~ons airline miles as the required
allocation, forniula, AT&T has used its more complicated corporate division
of revenues, a method ofdividingre~enJesamongits twenty-two associated
companies. Ba~icaIly, each associated ct)):npany receives compensation for
the value of its plant, reserves, .paytne~ts to connecting companies,and
taxes it incurs in provilling longdist<\nce service; the remaining money is
divided, among the, compan,ieson 'the bLis of the 'number of, shares held,
where a share represented $1 of net phint furnished. Since ,shares are
allocated according to book value, there~y providing more revenue per call
to, the capital intensive companies, thelallo~ation method~oincident~ly
reInforces the property tax aspect for which gross earnIngs taxatIon
substituted.
"~
"
The only other long distance comp ny that has paid gross earnings
taxation to Minnesota is MCI, which' locates revenues according to the
fraction of airline miles that cross over ~innesota. This method bears no
relatI,'on to any eC,onomic activity suc~ investment or use, although it is
feasible to administer.
Tax rates, The 'gross
earnings 'tax stI tute provides for three basic tax
,
rates. The rates are "four percent ... from service to rural subscribers,"
"four percent .. , from exchange buJiness of all cities . . . having a
population of 10,000 or less," and "sfven percent ... from all other
business." The Minnesota Supreme Court has ruled (Mankato Citizens
Telephone Co. v. Commissioner, 1966) th¥t the second 4% rate class requires
that both the firm's central facilities and office be in a jurisdiction of less
than 10,000 to qualify for the 4070 rate. regardless of the location of
customers. Finally, firms with less than $~,ooo of gross receipts pay 30 cents
per telephone.
The revenue department implements tqese rate classes as follows. Service
to customers in unincorporated areas is afways taxed at a 4% rate regardless
of the firm's office location. Service to cUftomers in jurisdictions larger than
10,000 population is always taxed at 7% regardless of central office location.
But the tax rate on service to customers i jurisdictions of less than 10,000 is '
taxed at the rate appropriate to the locafon of the firm's central office.

I

I
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State Assessment of Utility foperty. Historically, utilities have been
treated different from most other firms for state and local tax purposes,
particularly concerning propetty taxes (Appendix 1). The different
treat.ment primarilY. ~ose fro.m ~I(, factors. First, utility p~o~erti~s present
specIal, though certaInly not msu mountable, assessment dIffIcultIes. There
is little sales data showing mar et transactions. The income approach to
valuation is contaminated by the tegulation process, which is often designed
to guarantee the utility a given, ~fter-tax rate of return. And the cost-plus
adjustment approach to valuatiJn requires a measure of depreciation of
utility property, which in manY9ases is nearly unique property.
Second, the geographic distribution of utility property is somewhat
unusual. The production and distribution facilities are very unevenly
distributed between local jurisdiC ions (in the limiting case, only a couple of
electric generating plants may sdrvean entire state). Thus, local property
taxation provides large revenue g~ins to a few local governments. A related,
but opposite problem occurs bebause of the utility transmission property
(e.g., electric and t~lephone linesl pipc:lines,raiIroadtracks). T~s property
presum~bly has a smg!e,value, tiut With a local property tax, It would be
separately assessed by each jurisdiction.
These traditional problems led ~any states either to levy state (rather than
local) property taxes on these htilitiesand railroads or to substitute a
different state tax (usually a gro1s receipts tax) for property taxes on these
businesses.
'
Minnesota took the second r ,ute. Telephone and telegraph companies
and railroads .were exempt from the local property tax and subjected instead
to a state tax on gross eamin~s.~tartingin 1979,the gross earnings tax on
railroads was phased out and replaced with a property tax on the operating
property, with annual assessmen by the state government. The value was
then apportioned back to each local government, where the property is
located and property taxes are levied by each of the localities. For tax
purposes, the railroad operatin, property is treated as commercial and
industrial property (see Appen ix 2). Railroad property not used for
operating purposes (land) contin es to be subject to local taxation, as before
the change. The gross earnin:gsl tax revenue from telephone companies,
telegraph companies,and other Jources accrues to the state's general fund,
some .part of which is then distnbuted back to local governments through
the revenue sharing program.

l

A BRIEF HISTORY 0
TELEPH
A NATIONAL MONOPOLY,

THE EVOLUTION OF THE
NE INDUSTRY

I,f,-"

Until relatively recently, the telephone industry seemed the classic example

-----~-----------------------------
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of a natural monopoly. Fixed costs 0 constructing and maintaining the
nationwide network comprised the vast majority of expenditures with little
additional cost for the incremental telephone call. The consequent
decreasing cost structure. argued fo both entry restriction and rate
regulation: the former, to permit attainment of minimum cost, and the latter
to preclude monopolistic pricing.
~
The Fe~eral Communications Act of 1934 placed comrtlunication
common carriers, such as the teleph Ine industry; under the regulatory
authority of the FedenU Communications Commission (FCC). The public
interest, convenience, and necessity s~dard required the FCC to consider,
in .addition to economic efficiency, sdch other factors as the technical
integrity oJ the system, costs, consumet choice, and universal service. For
example, AT&T maIntained a virtual mohopoly on the manufacture and sale
of the. telephones themselves until the Irriid-.1960s because .Of the ban on
"foreign attachments." Competing e~uipment was forbidden on the
argument
that interference or even damage
to the system might result from
.
I
low-quality or incompatIble devices. Further, above-normal returns to
equipm.e?t s.ales. alIo.wed SU.bSid.. Y .Of~'eSide.ntial s.ubscribers. Similarly,
competItIOn mlong dIstance servIces w sforsworn, It was argued, because
the technical integrity of the system re ired that a single firm provide all
parts of the service. As a result, the .onopoly on long distance allowed
excess returns for cross-subsidization.
EROSION OF MONOPOLY STATUS, 1959.82

Beginning in 1959, the telephone ind stry entered a second phase which
witnessed the gradual erosion of monJpoly status, the narrowing of the
scope of regulation, and the introduc~ion of widespread competition in
nearly all facets of. informal transmission. The first in a series of court
judgments and regulatory rulings was the 1959 "above 890" of the FCC
which allocated a portion of the radio I frequency spectrum to ,large users
desiring to construct their own private rrlicrowave communications systems,
and, hence, compete with AT&T's 10nJ distance monopoly. Between 1969
and 1973, the commission open-Jd long distance private line
communications to new competition, such as MCI Communications
Corporation, and eliminated tariff restnctions on resale and shared use of
leased lines, thereby creating a new cl~ss of value-added carriers. These
companies, such as MCI and Sprint, purthase the basic long distance service
from AT&T and then resell it, oftenl with enhanced services such as
conference calling and facsimile transrJission. These services also limited
AT&T pricing flexibility by providing a dIeans for arbitrage among markets.
The 1969 Carterfone decision ina gurated competition in terminal
equipment manufacture and sales. La er, in 1980, the FCC ruled that
nondominant carriers similarly be free f rate and entry regulation.

--~----_.
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JXHIBIT 1
Local Accesk and Transport Areas
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Beginning in 1984, Northwestern Bell
COIllPany now, distributes information only
within what are known as Local Access and Transport Areas, or LATAs. A map is shown
above of Minnesota LATAs (one of whic also includes half of North Dakota). A call within a
user's exchange remains a local cal1.1A call between exchanges within a LATA is a
Northwestern Bell long distance call unless it is purchased from another supplier.
Northwestern Bell Telephone does not s ,rve users across LATA Boundaries.

Source: N'Grthwesrern Bell, The Changi Ig World of Telecommunications, 1984.

The FCC declared in 1971 t at most combinations of computer and
communications services were not subject to regulation. The final important
FCC decision was its second corrlputer inquiry in 1980, which attempted to
divide AT&T's competitive adivities, such as enhanced services and
customer premises equipment, dom its regulated local and long distance
service.
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DIVESTITURE: THE 1983 CONSEN~ DECREE

All of these decisions can be seen as forming a sequence of phased but
relentless narrowing of the scope. of t e AT&T monopoly. A much more
discrete event, however, was the 1982 83 settlement of the U.S. Justice
Department antitrust suit against AT&T. Under those terms AT&T was to
divest itself of all of its local exchang~ services, effectively removing the
company frornthe local telephone servitemarket. In its place remain eight
holding companies (such as· U.S. West,l· which services Minnesota). These
companies will provide local service oter AT&T's former exchanges· and
intraLATA or short haul interexchan~e (see Exhibit 1). AT&T retains
ownership of Long Lines (its long !distance arIil), Western Electric
(telephone manufacture and sales), and/Bell Labs (research). The former
Bell opera.tin.g compatt.ymay sell but no*,.m.an.·ufacture telephone equipment,
and it may continue to market Yellow ges.
As the industry now stands, basic. ocal services will continue to be
regulated. Most of Minnesota will be serrled by Northwestern Bell, although
other local companies /~ill retain a market share.· Some peripheral
competition for .local service will be p ovided by mobile telephones and
PBX-type equipment. AT&T will sell pri~ate long distance service according
to regulated rat~s, budt will be subject ~o vigorous competition from those
who resell its "':'ATS service and also fro~ microwave ~ateHit,e transmissions.
Telephone equIpment manufacture, sales, and leasmg will operate as a
competitive industry.
.
I
This competition in equipment sales eptd long distance will preclude the
historic subsidization oflocal (and residential) rates. The means by which
the subsidy has been ~arried out waJ through the allocation formula
described above, Whereby a portion of the fIxed costs of local service were
allocated to long distance; some frac~on of the surplus long distance
revenues were also returned to the local9ompanies. With competition there
will be, of course, no surplus revenues in the long distance business. The
questions remain concerning allocation 1of fIxed costs between local and
long distance, and the recovery of these costs,
In its access charge decision, the FC~ ruled. that local companies may
continue to allocate a share of fixed c~st~ to interstate service. This share is
currently 26070 nationally (26.6% in Minnesota), but it is scheduled t~
decline to a 25070 standard, by 1990. The ~osts are to be recovered through a
system of customer fees, called "access !charges." These are scheduled to
begin June 1985for residential customers and single line businesses and will
not exceed $4.00 per line until 1990. Multiline business customers pay access
charges of $6.00 per line as of May, 198
After 1990, access charges will rise un il they cover the allocated portion
of fixed costs (about $9 per line). Until t en, the allocated portion of fixed
1

'
t

.
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costs not covered by access charge. will be paid to the local companies by the
long distance companies.
TELEP'HONE TA ATION: PROBLEMS OF
DEREGULATION AND lTECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
Deregulation of the telephone mdustry over the last decade, recent and
continuing technological change~ in telecommunications, and the courtordered divestiture of the Bell ISystem have generated three issues of
operation for the gross receipts tak as applied to telephone companies. The
first issue is one of the definition}f the tax base, i.e., which firms, and/or
activities will be subject to the griss receipts tax. For those firms that must
pay the gross receipts tax, the second and third is.sues are, respectively, how
gross receipts should be apportioded to Minnesota for firms doing business
in several states and at what rate the tax should be imposed. Depending on
the resolution of these Questions a key fourth is.sue is whether it might be
preferable to levy a tax not base on gross receipts, a property tax, on all
telecommunication firms.

1

DEFINITION OF THE TAX BASE

In considering the first issue of l"hich firms are to be subject to the gross
receipts taX, the starting point mu~; be the intent of the law to tax telephone
companies and the definition of ~hose firms. For the purpose of the gross
receipts tax, a telephone comp~ny is defined as "any person, firm,
association or corporation, excfuding municipal telephone companies,
owning or operating any telephdne line or telephone exchange for hire
wholly or partly within this state, ihcluding radio and other advancements in
the art of telephony."
It is worth noting that the ab ve definitions became effective in 1974.
Prior to that, it was only requirM that the organization " ... whenever
organized or incorporated, own dr operate any ... telephone line within
this state ...." It seems that this Ichange was made in 1973 in anticipation
of the coming technological and ebonomic changes in the industry. Yet, the
new definition has not settled th~lquestion, as at least one firm (Sprint) is
challenging in court its status as Jtelephone company.
The question of which activities are to be taxed also arises because
existing local telephone co~panietand AT&T have..r~o.rganized to sep~rate
the regulated phone serVIce fro the other actlYltles of those fIrms.
Northwestern Bell left the Bell Sys em as part of AT&T at the start of 1984,
leadin'g to the current organization~l structure shown on the following chart.
Northwestern Bell Telephone dompany is the major firm providing
traditional local phone service id Minnesota as well as Iowa, Nebraska,

j
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North Dakota, and South Dakota. But as can be seen, Northwestern Bell
Telephone is a subsidiary of the holding company called Northwestern Bell
~~~.oration, which itselfis a SUbSidiar 0f a holding company called U.S.
For gross receipts tax purposes, it is the revenue of Northwestern Bell
Telephone Company th,at seems to be SU ject to the tax. It is also necessary
that the revenue of Northwestern Bell Te ephone operations in Minnesota be
separated from revenue derived from opbrations in the other four states. In
essence, the continuing state-regulated Jctivities specified in the divestiture
settlement remain part of N'Orthweste~n Bell Telephone while the other
subsidiaries of Northwestern Bell Corporation compete in an unregulated
market against other firms, in many I cases providing new services or
produc~.
.
This reorganization has implications for gross receipts tax revenues in at
least three ways. All three portend a de~line in gross receipts tax revenues:

1

bt

• Decline in Leasing of Equipment
Users. First, as user telephone
purchase and ownership have beco~e more common and leasing of
telephone equipment from Bell has declined, the revenue of the phone
company has declined. In addition, sJIes of telephones are now made by
subsidiaries of Northwestern Bell Corporation and AT&T as well as many
other private retail firms. These activities, which are not part of the
"Telephone Company," are notsJbject to the gross receipts tax.
Moreover, in Minnesota, phone eqUitment owned by individuals is not
sUbj.e~t to a~y personal property tax. However, the sale of telephones at
retaIl IS subJect to the ~tate sales tax.
• Directory and Advertising. Direct01es and advertising service (Yellow
Pages) are now providee by a SUbSidia~rY of U.S. West rather than the Bell
Company. As a result, the full revenu s from directory provision are not
subject to the gross receipts tax, altho gh Northwestern Bell does receive
a fee for selling its customer list to U.S. West Direct. These fees received
are included as revenue for the gross receipts tax; and
• Shift of Receipt Generating .,Activitids to Nonregu[ated Firms. Future
would move additional activities
organization changes are possible; th~y
I
out of Northwestern Bell Tel~phoile <Company and into subsidiaries not
subjtfct to the gross receipts tax. jFor example, Northwestern ~.ell
Telephone argues that the gross recelpts tax puts Bell at a competItIve'
disadvantage compared to other firrbs in the provision of centralized,
multiline business phone systems. As ~hown in Chart 1, Centrex/Centron
services are part of Northwestern Bell Telephone and subject to the gross
receipts tax, while a system purchased at retail and installed by a firm for
its own use generates no gro~s receip s tax liability (although equipment
purchase is subject to retail sales t ). This personal property may be
subject to ad valorem property tax 0 . the firm. Although Northwestern
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CHART I
fSl (Holding Company)

I
Northwestern Bell
Corporation
(ho·lding company)

NORTHWESTERN BELL
_Policy
_Planning

Btla West

Firstel (PBX Equipmentr
Interline
New Yeclor
U.S. West Direct
(Dirc~ories. Yellow Pates)

CORPORA~ION

_ _Personal
_ _Legal

_Finance

NORTHWESTERN BELL
TELEPHONE COMPANY
(Regulaled)

I

I

I

NUBETA

_Basic: Transmission Service
_local Distribution NC1:\\'ork
_"Dial Tone"

I

I

Advanced Paging

NORTHWESTERN BELL
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

I

-Enhanced Services
_Northwestern Bell Phones. Inc.
_WATCH NET-CPT. Techno\;'gies

_lntra·LATA Toll
-.-Access to Inler-LATA and

>

interstate Network
_ WATCHNET rransmission service
_Public telephone-service

_Directory Assistance
_Handicapped CPA
_Centrex. Centron

SQllrre: Norlhwe~lcrn

Dell Corporal ion 8ullf'lin. July 198.$.

Bell Corporation is prevented a present by the divestiture agreement from
moving Centrex operations in 0 a subsidiary, that option and actions
similar to it may be possible in the future.
to the
The im p lications of some corn munication activities being sub'ect
J
gross receipts tax and some not Je four:
• a potential decrease in tax re nue of a previously taxed activity now
exempt;
• a potential shift in tax revenue if one activity is now exempt;
• a potential shift in tax revenueJ if one activity is now exempt from gross
receipts tax but subject to the l~cal property tax (implying in many cases
that these telephone or commutcation firms will be subject to different
taxes on different aspects of th ir business); and
• potentially different tax treatm nt of different firms providing the same
~
goods and services.
Related to the question of th definition at the. tax base is the tax
treatment of access charges. Rec II that there will be two types of access

'1
i
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charge payments until 1990: by residenti I customers and businesses to local
companies and by long distance proVidel~ to the local companies. As far as
gross earnings taxation is concerned, tw decisions must be made. First, are
the payments by long distance companie taxable receipts? Second, can long
distance companies deduct the access charges from their taxable total
revenues?
It would seem that if the charges are receipts to the local companies, then
they are deductions for the long distanc~ companies. Otherwise, the saIl1e
service would be taxed twice. 1 The durrent position of the State of
~nn.esota is that the access charge< areltaxabI' but not dedOC. tible.
APPORTIONMENT OF INTERSTATE REVENUES

Once it has been generally decided . hich firms or activities are to be
subject to the tax, it is then necessary tolapportion the revenue of interstate
firms to determine the amount applicJble to and taxable by Minnesota.
With deregulation this is an especially ~mportant issue in respect" to long
distance carriers. As noted earlier, befd{e divestiture AT&T revenue from
interstate service was allocated to AT&T and each of the Bell System
companies based on expenses and net Jant investment; At this time, the
revenue department and AT&T have not come to a decision as to the
apportionment formula to be used nowj Therefore, for our pUl'poses, it is
necessary to focus on the past dis~ussions. and decisions regarding
apportioning revenues of MCI and Sprint.
MCl Telecommunications Corporatibn. The revenue department and
MCI Telesommunications Corporation dgreed in 1979 to apportion revenue
to Minnesota for gross receipts tax purJoses "by dividing the sum of citypair circuit airlines miles that cross Miimesota by the sum of all city-pair
circuit airlines m.iles nationwide." A city~p~.ir circuit airline mile is the.airline
distance between two cities served by MCI multiplied by the number of
circuits available between those two citi~s.
By this method, revenue is apportione~ based on the potential for city-tocity calls to "cross" Minnesota, althou~h no measurement of actual calls
made is necessary. As an example, the ai~line distance from Bismarck, North
Dakota to Chiqago is 732 miles, 309 or which cross Minnesota. The 309
miles, then, generate a proportion used to allocate total MCI revenue to
Minnesota. Similarly, MCI service be~ween locations in Minnesota alld
those outside of the state would gene~ate apportionment of revenue to
Minnesota. To implement this system, IMCI calculates the circuit airline
miles between all city-pairs served by Maland the portion ofaggregate citypair circuit airline miles which c oss Minnesota, providing its
apportionment factor.
'
.
Sprint Communications. In c ntrast to MCI, GTE Sprint
Communications Corporation has conte ded that they are not subject to the

...
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gross receipts tax, ail issue niDW
before . the tax court. But Sprint has
I
propos~d an. allocati~~ system fe use if they a.re rUI~d to b.e. subj.ect .to ~he
tax. It IS Spnnt's posItIon that brcause the gross receIpts tax IS levIed III heJl
of local ad valorem property taxes, revenue should be apportioned based on
the fraction of the firm's taxabt property value which is in Minnesota. In
essence, Sprint· argues for a pi petty tax, even though it is called a gross
receipts tax.
As it now stands, it appears th t the three major interstate carriers, AT&T,
Mel, and Sprint are each trekted differently under the same tax. All
precepts .of good taxation would argue for similar administrative treatment
~f similar activities. What the rl.pproPriate .single treatment is remains of·
Issue."
.
To repeat, the allocation pro l~m arises because ftrms that operate in
Minnesota also do business outbide the state. Because it is not feasible to
pin-point the particular reveiues which accrue from operations in
Minnesota per se, total revenues for the firm are calculated and apportioned
among the states in which it op~rates. The tax that the firm owes depends
not only upon its revenues, as itl would in the case, of a pure gross receipts
. tax, but also on its apportionment formula. If a particular activity of the
firm enters the apportionment ~rmula, the firm's tax payments will vary
with the level of that activity. Thus, the apportionment question contains at
l:ast three. i~sues:. consis.te~~pf treatment amo~g t~lecommunications
fums, admmIstrative feaSIbIlIty and cost, and opportumty for and ~ase of
auditing.
TAX RATE

The third major issue concerns the rate at which apportioned revenue is to
be taxed. As previously noted, telephone gross receipts are taxed at either
4% or 70/0 depending on the Ideations of the firm's central 'offices and
location of customer. In practict given the allocation systems used, it is
difficult to see a reasonable wavl to divide the apportioned revenue of the
major interstate firms into a 4070 -Jnd 7070 base. In fact, in 1983 MCI paid the
7070 rate on all its apportioned (thileage) revenues.
Divestiture and deregulation ;Jay affect the amount of revenue from the
gross receipts tax in other ways.1eviOusly, AT&T long distance revenue was
allocated to Northwestern Bell Telephone, some of which was taxed at 4070
and some at 7070 depending on thF. user's situation. After divestiture, AT&T
will pay gross receipts tax on all this revenue presumably at the 7 f1Jo rate, if
they are treated similarly to MCI This would increase shifts from AT&T to
MCI for interstate service, revenfe previously taxed at 40/0 could become
taxed at 7%. However, if custo· ers shift from AT&T to Sprint for long
distance service, gross receiptsre enues could decrease, given Sprint's claim
of not being subject to the tax.
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While the differential rates for the gross receipts tax on telephone
companies have always posed administ I tive and equity problems for the
tax, those problems are magnified by the growth of telephone competition
and divestiture.

EFFECTS OF DIVESTITURE ON GROSS RECEIPTS
REVENUJES
How will divestiture affect total gross e I nings tax revenues in Minnesota?
This section provides some estimate10f tax revenues under several
assumptions concerning allocation focl1Ulas for long distance revenues,
change in tax rates, and the tax treatment of access charges. Given the rapid
change in the telephone ind).lstry, these Jstimates must be taken with some
caution.
I
The first issue concerns the allocation formulas allowed for apportioning,
for tax purposes, long distance revenues .bong communities eligible for 4070
tax rates and those required to pay rates bf 70/0. As discussed above, before
divestiture AT&T and Northwestern IBell allocated revenues among
communities within Minnesota based upon net plant investment. Most of
the plant. investment upon which the p~edivestiture allocation was based,
however, has now been transferred to NoJfhwestern Bell. The postdivestiture
distribution by plant investment is likely concentrated in 70/0 communities.
The other major competitors in the I, ng distance service market, MCI
and Sprint, must also face this issue. I Oral communication with MCI
revealed that they have not considered the interstate allocation question.
Consistency with their intrastate allocatibn would indicate a similar matrix
of airline miles and
rates charged based 6n the fraction of the route within
.
.
40/0 and ·7% tax areas. The 4% rate can be interpreted as a special
circumstance for long distance carriers as well, requiring that the main
)ffices lie within a municipality with a opulation less than 10,000. Sprint
has taken the position that, should they be required to pay gross earnings
taxes, the allocation should be based up n property.
The entire intrastate allocation issue depends on the rate differential;
therefore, elimination of the rate differe tial would obviate the allocation
problem. Estimates for the revenue conse uences of eliminating the 4% rate
are presented below.
There remains the question of the t treatment of access charges. The
current position of the revenue depardnent is that these are taxable as
revenues accruing to the local companies, but not deductible from the
revenue base of the long distance compa~ies. The matter is currently under
litigation, and the revenue consequehces of this decision are quite
significant. Access charge will accoun for 35%-40% of long distance
revenues for the near future. The positio of the revenue department would

J
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tax these revenues twice; should lhe position of the taxpayers be upheld, no
I
tax receipts would accrue.
Table 4 pr:sents ni~e estimater of gross earnings ~ax revenu~s for 1984.
The assumptIOns consIdered are three for access charges and tmee for rates
and allocation formulas. Onthelac~ess charge questi~n, possible decisions
are that the charges be both dedpctlble and taxable (m other words, taxed
once as receipts of the local con1panies), taxable but not deductible (taxed
twice), or neither taxable nor deductible (not taxed). The rate assumptions
are to maintain current rate diffebntials and allow AT&T to continue with
its predivestiture formula. Altern~tively, all long distance revenues could pay
7070 for all communities.
I
..
The calculations in Table 4 assJme no rate increase for 1984; althoughaIi
.increase has been approved, no ~ate is set. Advertising revenue has been
deducted, based on the postdives~ture corporate organization of U.S. West.
We also used an internal Northwb~tern Bell forecast of access charges.
The most likely outcome seems ~o be that access charges will be taxed once
and that long distance carriers will pay 7%. Table 4 shows that in this case,
revenues may decline ofiIy i%.. dtherassumptions lead to revenues falling
by nearlyhalfot rising by mbre than a third. Eliminating the rate
differential generates approxim~tely $5 million in gross earnings tax
revenue.
I
The major factor for revenue durposes is the access charge decision.
The above estimates probably overstate revenues. First, revenues from
equipment leasing and the sale 0 enhanced services are included in the tax

ABLE 4
Postdivestiture 1984 Gross eceipts Revenue Forecasts (millions)
and Pertentage of 1983
- I

Access Charge
Assumptions

Rate Assumptions
Current Rates

Deductible
and
Taxable
(%

198~)

Not
Neither
Deductible
Deductible
but
Nor
Taxable ("70 1983)
Taxable

("70 1983)

$65.9

92"70

$88.3

123"70

$40.1

56%

$68.9

98%

$93.8

130"70

$40.6

56"70

$73.3

102"70

$98.2

136"70

$47.8

66OJo

+
Allocation formulas
Current rates for
local

+
7 0J0 for all long
distance
All revenues at 7"70
!

Source: Staff Calculations.
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base for the calculations in Table 3. These activities will almost certainly pay
little gross receipts tax in the future. No Ithwestern Bell will move much of
this business to its enhanced services division, and, thus, not pay gross
earnings tax. Meanwhile competitors not ~ubjectto this tax will expand their
share. Unfortunately data were not a~ailable to make more realistic
assumptions about revenues from equipxbent and enhanced services.
Further, the structure of access charges IWill change as more of the share is
shifted to end users. The Northwestern Bell forecast is that only 2.9070 of
access charges will be borne by end users lin 1984. After 1990 the residential
fees will begin to rise from $4 per line to the per-line share of allocated fixed
costs, which are scheduled to be 25% ~f total fixed costs by 1990. This
switch to end user payment implies tha~ if the nondeductibility of access
charges is upheld, the revenue gain will ,e temporary.
Finally, rapidly changing technOIOiygiVeS one pause to forecast
confidently in this industry. Microwave tr nsrnissions, cellular phones, twoway cable, and many other developm nts will significantly change the
structure of revenues.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF GROSS EARNINGS COMPARED
TO PROPERTY tAXATION
The gross earnings tax in Minnesota lriginated as an alternative to the
property tax. Accordingly, twoissues are bf particular interest to Minnesota
in the context of the changing economicl and institutional arrangement of
the telecommunications industry. The first pertains to the consequences of
taxing one industry with gross earnings dxation while the remainder of the
economy pays property taxes. The second concern pertains to the problems
of taxing alternative firms within the sarbe industry and of taxing separate
divisions of the same firms with differenlt taxes.
For purposes of this study, there are tJo features of property taxation of
interest. First, in that it is a tax upon capital, property taxes induce firms to
substitute labor for capital. Second, aslit is a tax upon factor use, the
property tax is neutral so far as vertical i tegration is concerned. There are
no tax consequences of acquiring ad "upstream" or "downstream"
I
.
I
producer.
Gross earnings taxation differs from p~f.perty taxation in these two areas.
Gross earnings taxes are neutral with reg rd to the factor mix employed by
the taxed firm, but they do encourage vrtical integration. The acquisition
of a downstream producer eliminates almar.ket transaction and therefore
reduces taxes.
The gross earnings taxation of one in ustry, while the remainder of the
economy pays property taxes, thus leadJ to greater capital intensity in the
gross-earnings-taxed industry, accompa I ied by some tax-induced vertical
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integration. There is little more Jo be said so long as the separation between
the gross-earnings-taxedand ~roperty-taxed industries is clear-cut. If,
however, either closely competidg product lines are taxed differently or the
distinction between gross recei~ts taxable (e.g., regulated) and exempt
(unregulated) is unclear, the pro!'lem is more complicated.
With some portion of the information transmission industry taxed
according to gros~ 'earnings and' he remainder subject to property tax, there
are economic incentives~to reallo~ate resources in such a way as to reduce tax
payments. Two alternative taxd~ will collect smaller revenues than one
universal tax. To see this, r er back to corporate organization of
Northwestern Bell (Chart 1). Th company is involved in serving regulated
markets, subject to gross earnin~staxation, and simultaneously competing
in the unregulated sector. It mustl make at least two types of allocations that
have important tax consequences. First, for a given corporate structure, it
must decide how its taxable p~operty is to be allocated between those
divisions subject to gross earningstaxationand those paying property taxes.
Certainly, corporate incentives include allocating more taxable property
toward the regulated divisions, add the existence of general overhead allows
some fleXibility. and ,~o~m for intbrpre~at. ion. Auditing is required to assure
that property falls Wlthm the ap~ropnate tax base.
Further; the allocation of pr~loerty within a given structure aside, the
corporate structure itself is a m~ter of choice for the firm. Many factors
such as cost and complementarIty of the product lines play roles in the
de!;lgns of the corporate strutture.One factor, however is the tax
~onse~uence. Oth~r things equal!, from. a. corporate point of vi~w, capital
mtenslve product lines are better placed m Its regulated gross-earmngs-taxed
divisions, while less. capital interlsive product lines can remain subject to
property tax; That these incentiv exist raises the issue of the nonneutrality
or the existing tax system.

FORM OF TELEPHONE PROPERTY TAXATION
In structuring a telephone com, any property tax, there are three separat~
issues: (1) who will assess the tax ble value of fhe firms, (2) what basis or
system will be used to determineahessedvalue, and (3) who will levy the tax
on the determined value and receive the revenue?
THE BASIS AND RESPONSIBILTY FOR ASSESSMENT
0 1are elt
°her state government assessment or
t he fO'
lrst Issue, t he 'optIOns
property assessment by each lodlity, which includes telephone company
property. Qf the forty-four contig ous states that impose a property tax on
telephone utilities, thirty-four use he state assessment. And of these thirtyrror
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four, twenty-eight assess using the unit ethod, which attempts to value the
whole property (personalty and real estaie) as a unit, rather than examining
the separate value of the component p~s (see A.ppendix 1).
State assessment of unit value. It i~ obvious that the unit method is
inappropriate for local assessment, requiring each local assessor to value the
property located only in that jurisdictiorl, probably based on historic cost,
adjusted for depreciation. The diffidulties of this are well known,
particularly because the value of some t¥nsmission property cannot really
be separated from other aspects of the fIrm. The value of a telephone line
depends, obviously, on the number ofl calls carried. In addition, local
assessment can result in identical propert~ being assessed at different values
in different localities.
The state aSsessed property section of the Minnesota department of
revenue currently assesses electric utilities, pipelines, gas distribution
companies, and railroads. The departme~t has indicated that they also have
the authority to assess telephone company property.
Local assessment of real property. The presumption in favor of state
assessment of telephone company propetty is not based on the viewpoint
that local officials" would 6:e unable habdle the assessment job (there is
ample evidence that they can),3 bUt rath~r on the view that the telephone
company should continue to betreatedks if it were a natural monopoly
similar to electric and gas utilities. onteimportant policy, implication of
acceptance of this traditional approach is that the tax neutrality goal is not
violat~d if the telephone property tax b e includes personalty as well as
realty.
In a postdivestiture environment, howe er, the traditional view-that the
telephone company is like a utility/monoJoly-is being rapidly undercut as
new technologies are developed and new drms enter the telecommunication
industry. Now, microwave and satellite de~ices allow for the development of
alternatives to the traditional telephone network. The average telephone user
can choose from among several long disdnce carriers, and local customers
have put into place private systems (soine quite large) that bypass the
traditional telephone network. DevelopJent in the computer and cable
television fields will likely expand custom~rs' service options in the future.
The convergence of these economic as ~ell as technological forces (which
were formally acknowledged with the 1982 consent decree) argues for a
rethinking of the state/local tax treatment of the firms in the
telecomIl!-unications industry. specificallyj Minnesota's policymakers must
consider whether in view of the increasingly competitive nature of
telecommunications, the telephone compJny must now be treated like any
other commercial/industrial entity for tax purposes. If the answer is yes, the
tax neutrality goal requires that the gross r ceipts tax be replaced by a locally
assessed ad valorem tax on real property nly.

I
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ASSESSMENT RATIO

The second issue concerns the assessment method and valuation ratios to
use. Current tax law specifies a~ assessment ratio of 430/0 for real property
(land and buildings) of. public Jtilities, and 33.3% for machinery, tools, or
implements used by public Jtilities and electric or gas distribution
companies. Assuming that the t~al property of telephone companies would
become subject to taxation if tHe shift is made, the assessment ratios could
be, as currently specified ·0 appropriate to any new property tax
classification systems, recoxnm nded by this commission.
DISPOSITION OF REVENUE

The final issue is the levying of the tax and disposition of the revenue.
Although the property is to b assessed· by the state, the tax could be
collected by either the state or 10 a1 governments. For instance, as previously
noted, once valued, utility and rkilroad property is allocated to each locality
where the property is located fo~ taxation, the revenue going directly to each
local government. Alternatively, Ithe state could levy and collect the tax at an
average state tax rate and then distribute the revenue to localities according
to a formula. A third option, khich is of particular interest because the
gross receipts tax revenue accru~s to the state's general fund, is to similarly
have the telephone property taJJ be a direct state property tax. Any of the
three structures is a9ministrativ~ly feasible, the choice depending on other
state intergovernmental aid pro~ams and state revenue needs.
REVENUE AND D STRIBUTION EFFECTS OF
PROPERTY TAX
REAL PLUS PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXATION

In some ways, the administration of the gross receipts tax has made it
equivalent to a property tax. A~ has been discussed, before divestiture. the
long distance revenue of AT& was distributed among the Bell System
Companies proporti~nally to the firm's net' plant investment. Thus,
interstate revenue of Northwest rn Bell Telephone was both determined and
taxed on the basis ()f Northwe ern Bell's property relative to total AT~T
and Bell System property. In es ence then, part of Northwestern's revenue
for tax purposes was proportio al to property value. In addition, AT&T's
revenue was allocated across st tes on the basis of'the share of property
value in the state.
Similarly it is noted that GT ' Sprint Communications, Inc., has argued
that if they are to be subject t the gross receipts tax, revenue should be
I
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apportioned to Minnesota on the basis of tihe fraction of the firm's property
value in the state. In that case, the gross redeipts tax is directly a property tax
rates to generate equal yield).
(with allowance for appropriate setting of
To the extent that revenue for the gross r~ceipts tax is apportioned on the
basis qf property values for these inters4te service firms, transition to a
teIep. hone . property- tax.. would not altej·t he distribution of tax burden
between these firms. 4
At. the request of the commission, the 'nnesota Department of Revenue
estimated the property tax liability for fouf telephone companies, given
particular structure assumptions. The assd:mptions are as follows:
Valuation method. Unit value basbd both on historic cbst less
depreciation and net operating income capItalized at 11 %; telephone system
personal property included.
\

tax

Assessment ratio.
Tax rate.

43010

.

97.85 mills (estimated 1984 s ate-average rate).

One estimate for Northwestern Bell TeleJhone, based on 1983 data, is the
predivestiture firm and thus includes some ~alue now attributable to AT&T.
A second estimate for Northwestern Bell is for the regulated entry in 1984,
Le., the postdivestiture Bell. The prope.rty [ I estim.ates are a 1984 estimate
of Bell's gross receipts tax. The results are shown in Table 5.

ax

,

,
TABLE 5
Telephone Company Property I eal Plus Personal)
Tax Estimates Before and fter Divestiture
($000)

I Po;tdivestiture (1984)

Predivestiture
(1983)

Northwestern
Bell

Northwestern
Bell

$4,259,684
1,813,711

Minnesota assessed
value
Property taxb
Gross earnings C tax

Unit valuea
Minnesota taxable value

lVo Gross earnings taxed
at 70/0

Property taxes % of
gross receipts tax

~Ieepy Eye
Telephone
Co.

Benton
Co-op.

Lismore
Co-op.

$3,726,000

$4,542

$3,079

$295

1,588,140

4,528

2,849

290

779,896

670,000

1,947

1,225

125

76,313

65,560

191

120

12

61,534

39,500

52

34

5

79%

79%

OlVo

OlVo

0%

124%

166lVo

367%

353%

240070

aEstimate by Minnesota Department of Revenue
b97.85 mills
cNorthwestern Bell and 1982 AT&T tax
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Telepho~e

If Northwestern Bell
had been subject to a tax on real plus
personal property in 1983, it is 9stimated that its liability would have been
24070 greater than actual gross receipts tax for that year, given the
assumption of the sample proJerty tax· structure. Similarly, Bell's 1983
estimated property tax is about 19% greater than the sum of Northwestern
Bell's and AT&T's actual 1983 ~ross receipts taxes. In contrast. it appears
that the three smallercompanie~ would have faced property tax liabilities
three and one~half or two andorle-half times their own gross receipts taxes.
In part, this difference between Bell .and the smaller firms is the result of
79% of Bell's gross receipts tax lheing taxed at 7070, while none of the three
smaller firms pays any gross recJipts tax at 7%.
In addition t() the change in th~ relative tax burden of the smaller firms, it
also appears that the absolute tlax burden of the smaller firms would be
increased. The breakup of AT&T shOUld have little immediate effect on the
firms. Thus, both the actual 1983 gross
receipts or revenues of these smaller
I
receipt taxes and .the estimated 1983 property taxes are probably relatively
accurate estimates of the.respeetive 1984 taxes. Although the ninety-eight
firms taxed only atthe 4% tate pMd oillyabout $5.1 million in gross receipts
tax in 1982 (70/0 of ~t~tal),
collective property taxes could have
approached$12-S18mIlhon, based on the sample of three smaller firms. In
essence,. these estimates s~ggest !that the smaller firms g~nera~e much less
revenue per dollar of mvestment (measured by hIstonc cost less
depreciation) than Bell, and tHus do better with. a gross receipts than
property tax.
The revenue department also ~EPared an estimate of Bell's 1984 property
tax.(realty plus personalty after divestiture). The estimktes shows about a
13 0J0 decline in the unit value of orthwestern Bell Telephone as a result of
divestiture. Such a decrease c uld result from several factors. Before
divestiture, consumers could leJse telephone equipment from Bell. After
divestiture, that property was lransferred to AT&T, from whom some
consumers contin.ue to lease, White others have purchased the phones from
AT&T. In either case the propert~ ~f Bell decreases, in th~ ~rst insta~ce to be
replaced by property newly acquIred by AT&T. In addItIon, certam other
services (and property) offered by Bell before divestiture may now be
provided by one of the unr gulated entities of Northwestern Bell
Corporation or U.S. West.
~
Bell's estimated 1983 property taxes are only 7% greater than Bell's 1983
gross receipts tax but are fully 6 % greater than Bell's estimated 1984 gross
receipts tax, after divestiture (Talhe 5). It should be noted, however, that the
gross receipts tax estimate assun\es no access charge 'revenue for Bell, and
thus underestimates the likely lorlg-run revenues (and thus the property tax:
gross receipts ratio) of Bell. In bther words, after divestiture and without
access charges, Be~l looks much Fore like t~e smaller phone ~ompanies in
terms of comparatIve property tax/gross receIpts tax effects. WIthout access

thfir
I
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charges, Bell simply is expected to gen rate less revenue per investment
dollar, at least initially, than the old Bell~SYstem did.
Thus, it appears that substitution of a statewide telephone company tax
on real plus personal property for the gro_1s receipts tax would likely increase
the relative tax burden on local phone cd1mpanies, including Northwestern
Bell Telephone Company. However, this conclusion is sensitive to the access
charge question; which would increase th~ revenue and gross receipts tax of
the local companies. And further, it would decrease the long distance firms'
taxes only if the receipts are not apportiohed by property value in any way,
or to the extent the firmpays any gross r~ceipts tax.
REAL PROPERTY TAXATION

\

The discussion and numbers in the. pr ceding section are based on the
assumption that the property tax base would include personal as well as real
property. Thus,' the tax would be appNed to such items as switching
equipment, computers, tools, showroom [equipment, motor vehicles, and
cables in addition to buildings and strucdires.
If one. views Provid.e.rs o~ telephone serVl~'bes as still operating esse~tially as
a monopoly, then thIS dIvergence from the structure of the Mmnesota
property tax as it is applied to other com erciallindustrial activity (Le., on
real estate onlY)-ls p.robablY. warranted. I!deed, there is even a theoretical
case for the gross receipts tax.
However, in a postdivestiture world, th arguments behind the inclusion
of personalty in the property tax base neeh to be reconsidered. This is true
~ecau~e "the tel~~ho~ec~mpany" as. a res~llt of t.ech~ological changes now
fmds Itself participatmg In a broad telec~mmumcatlOnsmarket no longer
easily characterized as having monopoly~arriers to entry.
The increasingly competitive nature of the industry appears to be
particularly clear on the long distance mJrket, which now has at least ten
firms competing for customer service in Minnesota.
Although things are proceeding at a sombwhat slower pace with respect to
providers of loc~ telephone service, ther~ is increasing evidence that the
"copper wire logic"-i.e., the only feasibl~ way to provide local telephone
services between two points was to string wire or lay a cable-is rapidly
becoming obsolete. Now one can not on y communicate locally through
wires and cables, but also through .SUCh b~pass technologies as microwave,
I
.
FM radio, cable TV, and satellite.
These new technologies and innovations are further evidenced by the
emergence of "smart buildings" (e.g., th~ Minnesota world trade center
now under construction) and mircosystemlnetworks (e.g., Northern States
Power, and certain Minnesota state agenciek) that permit people to establish
their own telephone companies, bypassin~ the local regulated telephone
. .
company except to connect with local nunfbers.
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Although these technologies ahd innovations have not yet greatly cut into
the traditional local telephone mkket (Northwestern Bell still handles 850/0900/0 of local business services),lthey promise to .accoUllt for an increasing
share of the voice communicatidn market in the years ahead.
These developments raise impbrtant questions for Minnesota tax policy:
should the ninety-four regulatedllocal telephone companies continue to be
treated as if they have their traditional monopoly power? If so, how long can
this treatment be justified? If bot, what is .the justification for treating
telephone activities~long distadce as well as local-different from other
commercial/industrial activities ~or the.purpose of taxation?
If the decision is that the era
the telephone monopoly has ended (or is
coming to an end), and the evidence suggests that it is, the neutrality
criterion requires that the teleph~ne companies be treated similarly to other
commercial and industrial businJsses. Not only should the gross receipts tax
be replaceg with an ad valorejtax, but also, the property tax should be
levied on real estate only.
Substitution of an ad valore real property tax· on telephone businesses
wouldentailsubstantial revenue Iloss for the Minne.sota treasury, at least in
tpe early years. Indeed, estimatb derived from public documents for the
commission· by Gerald Garski df the Minnesota Department of Revenue
indicate that if the gross earning~ tax were replaced by an ad valorem tax on
the real property of telephone cpmpanies, FY 1985 revenues would fall to
somewhere between $6 million ~if cables were considered personalty) and
$10 million (cables treated as realty). Of course, the loss would be complete
to the state if it were determined that assessment and collection should be
turned over to local governmentL
The gross earnings-ad valotem real property tax choice provides a
dram.at~c ill~stration of. both th~b imp0r:tance of .relationship be.tw,een the
state's changmg economic struct re and Its tax policy, and the magmtude of
the tradeoffs that may occur wi respect to achievement of the goals of a
good tax policy.
Finally, it is important to notJ that substitution of a property. tax would
not resolve all the tax difficulties deregulation. If a statewide property tax
were levied on telephone companies, the question of what constitutes a
telephone company wou,ld still bb at issue. However, the incentive to avoid
the state property tax for collec~ion of local property taxes seems less than
the incentive to avoid the gross t,eceiPts tax for the local property tax. In
a state telephone comp ny property tax would have to
deal With what type of property e.g., personalty as well as real?) IS taxable
and how the value is to be deternp.ined. One can imagine the state's decision
to tax an interstate carrier's satellite as property (real or personal?)
assessable to the state. These ad inistrative issues exist already in the thirtyfour states levying a state prop rty tax on telecommunication firms. The
advantage of an ad valorem real roperty tax, then, is not that it will prevent
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technological changes from altering the tax, but rather that these firms are
-.
treated much more like other types of bJsinesses.

TIONS

RECOMMEN

REPLACEMENT OF THE GROSS RECEIPTS TAX ON TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANIES Wln~ LOCAL AD 'VALOREM
TAXATION
I

I

The commission finds that the te~ecommunications industry is
experiencing and will continue to experienbe fundamental and rapid changes
in its economic and institutional arrange+ents. In particular, three factors
are co'nverging so as to change the structuije of the sector. First, the industry
is no longer highly regulated and mondpolistic, a reality that has been
validated and then reinforced by the 1983 aivestiture of AT&T. Second, new
technologies (satellite, microwave, and, inlthe future, cable and computers)
have allowed the development of alternatives to the traditional telephone
network. And, third, there has been a Ch~ge in federal regulatory policies
designed to increase competition in the industry and eventually lead to
complete deregulation of long distance rates and equal access to local
telephone networks of competing long distance carriers.
Accordingly, the commission conclude~ that the traditional method of
applyiI;lg gross receipts (earnings) taxes in Neu of property taxes to telephone
. 'and telegraph companies is breaking downl The result is that the dual system
of taxing according to gross receipts (on tegulated activities) and property
tax (on the deregulated divisions) is and kill continue to create unusually
diffieult problems of tax administration (the line between property used for
regulated and deregulated activities is ~lurred) and' violations of the
commission's goal of tax uniformity or eutrality requiring taxpayers in
similar circumstances to .be treated simil ly). Therefore, the commission
- recommends the short-term maintenance fthe gross receipts tax (one or
(two years) in order for the state to plan fo the replacement of this tax with
a property tax that for tax base purJoses treats telecommunication
businesses like other commercial/industri~l activities. Thus, under existing
Minnesota statutes, the tax would be let'ed on real property only. The
responsibi.lit y for assessment and collectio . Shall. be at the local rather than
state level.
In making this recommendation, the omrriission recognizes that this
replacement will result in a revenue loss to ~he state general fund much larger
than the additional property tax funds thatl will acc.rue to local governments.
However, given the nature of the rapid ch~nges of the telecommunications
industry, this change is justified on neutr lity (uniformity) grounds.
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NEED TO EXAMINE THE M THOD OF VALUING RAILROAD
OPERATING PROPERTY

Under the present system of v uing railroad operating property, the state
. assesses property by the unit value (companywide) method and then
apportions the tax collected b ck to local jurisdictions on the basis of
several property-related criteri . There are administrative and efficiency
benefits to this method, parti'1~larlY when the value of the components
(parcels) of a particular type of business property (e.g., utility) is difficult to
separate from its role in the intekrated whole. However, one cost of the unit
value approach is that by not ~aluing according to the "highest and best
usehcriterion applied to other bhsiness property, total statewide assessments
are often well ?elow that Wh.ichlwoUld occur if railroad operating p~operty
were treated lIke other busmeJses, regulated and nonregulated alIke. In
Minnesota, the use of the unit Ivalue approach resulted in a statewide tax
base that is 49070 ofwhat it wObld be under ad valorem taxation (1Q84).
Although the commission rec~mmends that the present unit value method
be retained for valuing railroad Fperating property; it is.concerned that this
approach may result in undue preferential treatment of railroad operating
property relative to othercomniercial and industrialprbperty. Accordingly,
the commission further recomrrlends that the state examine whether greater
use·of an ad valorem approach dr features associated with that approach can
be utilized in the taxing railroad operating property. .

AjPENDIX 1
ELECTRIC AND GAS (R GULATED) UTILITY TAXATION:
THE UNIt VALUE METHOD
<

Properties of electric and gas tilities and pipelines in Minnesota are taxed
on the same basis as all other pt6perty, an ad valorem property tax method.
The coll\ected taxes are paid to the counties, municipalities, school districts,
and special districts in which utility properties are located for the support of
those local units of governmen .
Utility property includes real state and personal property. Real property
roperty valued at 43070), and attached
consists of land, -structures
33.3070). Personal property consists of
machinery (property valued
transmission lines, distributio systems, meters, services, etc. (property
valued at 43070).
Since 1975, as a result of a Minnesota Supreme Court ruling in
Independent School District]V, . 99 vs. State of Minnesota, investor owned
utilities have been valued under he unit value concept. The previous system,
known as the Hatfield formula,lused only cost to d~termine utility property.
Generally, property values are determined by using a combination of cost,
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income, and market value. The court held that by using only one indicator
of value, the state failed to arrive at an \appropriate market value for the
property. It ther~fore instructed t~edefart~entoL!~v~nue to devise a
system that consIdered more than Just cpst III the valUatIon process. The
system arrived at was the unit value method.
.
Under the unit value method, utility-t~e property (that crosses various
jurisdictions) is valued in its entiretyi:ithout regard to the individual
components. All parts contribute equallyito the total operation, regardless
of their location. This state-administer· d approach has two important
merits. First, it reflects the current econO~I'C and market conditions andean
be easily adjusted when changes in tho e conditions occur. Second, the
v.al.uation. is predictable because it is.ba.sed o.n known factors· used in the unit
value formula, i.e., the tate of depreciati n used in determining the value
based on cost and the rate for capitalizi g net operating income used in
determining the value based on income. I
.
All electric and gas utilities, except f~r municipal-owned utilities, are
taxed on the ad valorem property tax sy~tem. Investor.,.owned utilities, as
previously mentioned, are valued under the unit value method, while the
rural cooperative utilities are valued. undfr the Hatfield \formula because
they do not have an income stream that Can be capitalized and translated
into a market value.

APPENDIiX
2
I
TAXATION OF RAILROAD PROPERTY IN MINNESOTA

~f

This appendix discusses the taxation
railroad companies from 1979
until the present. The structure of the present tax is described, followed by a
discussion of the rec.ent Soo Line case anti its impacts. Finally, alternative
approaches to railroad t:ation are discusred.
FROM GROSS EARNINGS TO AD VALJREM TAXATION

In 1979 the gross earnings tax on railrokds in lieu of a property tax was
repealed and replaced by a .property tax on~railroad operating. property. This
action was in response to the 1976 ederal "4 R's" act (Railroad
Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Ac), which required that state tax
treatment of railroad property not discriminate relative to other
commercial-industrial pro.perty, Ie.st it tnreasOnablY burden interstate
commerce. The department of revenue felt that the gross earnings tax would
not pass this test. The action by the legis ature was empowered by a 1974
amendment to the state constitution all wing(the legislature to alter its
method of taxing railroads.
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UNIT VALUATION

The legislature required that railroad property be valued using the unit
basis of establishing value.
ther than valuing railroad real property
separately, this approach calculJtes the total value of railroad property, then
subtracts nontaxable property tbarrive at total taxable property.
The unit basis uses three fact~rs to calculate railroad property values: the
cost approach, the income ap~rach and the stock and debt approach. The
road and equipment, general expenditures,
cost factor equals the cost of
property leased. to and from ot ers, and the cost of construction work in
progress. Beginning in 1984,a deduction for depreciation and obsolescence
)Vas allowed. The income frabUon is calculated by averaging the net
operating income of a railway f~r the most recent five years and applying a
capitalization rate (14.6070 in 1984). The stock and debt factor uses the total
of ··liabilities and stock equity to calculate asset value using the identity:
Assets = Liabilities + Equity.·
If all three of these calculatio s can be made, the unit value is computed
by weighting the income factor 60%, the cost·factor at ·15 %, and the stock
and debt factor at 25%. If all three calculations cannot be made for a
company, those that can be are Iweighted more heavily.
Once the unit value of a railroad's property is established, the value
attributable toMiimesota is calchlated. This is done by allocating total value
in proportion to the ratio of ttle Minnesota total to the system's total of
these four factors: miles of railroad tracks, ton-miles of revenue freight,
gross revenue from transportation operations, and original cost of road
property. Th.eaverage of these fdur factors iscalculated, giving an allocation
percentage for Minnesota whictl is then applied to total unit value to give
Minnesota unit value.

at

±

APPORTIONMENT TO LOCA . GOVERNMENT

.

From this value,deductions e allowed for pollution control equipment,
railroad nonoperating prop~rty, and personal property. Railroad
nonoperating property is property not used by the railroad in performance
of rail transportation services.~his property is subject to local valuation
and assessment. A formula is used to calculate the personal property
exclusion. The amount remai ng after making these subtractions from
Minnesota unit value is the statewide market value of railroad property for
tax purposes. This propertyv~e is apportioned to the taxing districts in
which a railroad operates in pr portion to a three-factor formula based on
the share of total railroad opera ing land value in each jurisdiction, average
cost per mile of certain track cdst accounts, and the share of structures of
over $10,000 in original cost.
I
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After the property values have been pportioned to the taxing districts,
they are equalized. This ensures that rJuroad property is not assessed at
100070 of its value while other commercia! and industrial property is assessed
at less than 1000/0 of value. The estimated current year assessment sales ratio
for· commercial-industrial property i~ each county is calculated and
rn.ultiplied by the estimated market value of operating railroad property
apportioned to the jurisdiction. Thus, i~ a jurisdiction with a commercialindustrial sales/assessment ratio of 83~~, the market value of all railroad
property apportioned to taxing distric~l: in the county. will be reduced by
17070. The assessed value calculatedfor th!is property is 43 % of the equalized
market value, which is then taxed at t b millage rates applicable in each
taxing district. No credits or refunds are available for railroad property; so
gross tax equals net tax.

sao

LINE CASE

In November of 1983, the state tax court decided the case of the Soo Line
Railroad vs. Commissioner of Revenue. I The court made three important
rulings affecting the taxation of railroad ~roperty. First, it was ruled that the
cost factor as origina.lly. designed was notl a valid method of calculating unit
value because deprecIatIOn and obsolescehce had not been allowed. Second,
railroad signals and certain other equipment were ruled to be personal
property, not real property, and thus wer~ not taxable under the Minnesota
property tax. Third, it was required that the market value of railroad
.properties be equalized relative to corrbercial-industrial values in each
county.
The cost factor of the unit value calculation had been based on the
original cost of railroad property. The dJpartment of revenue formerly did
not allow a depreciation deduction fr 1m original cost. Deductions for
depreciation and obsolescence were per 'tted only when replacement cost
was used in the calculation of unit v ue. The ruling disallowed this
approach, arguing that any cost fig res must allow a depreciation
deduction. The present method now b es calculations on restated cost,
which uses a depreciation accounting basis rather than a retirementreplacement-betterment accounting basis.
The second ruling determined that railJoad signals and similar equipment
are personal property not subject to the[ property tax. This was based on
Minnesota Statutes section 272.03, subdhlision 1 (c), which states that" ...
real property shall not include tools, impMments, machinery, and equipment
attached to or installed in real property fot use in the business or production
activ~ty conducted thereon.. : ." Rails, I~ies, and track equipment were
classIfied as real property subject to t3Ion.
The third major ruling required tat railroad property values be
equalized. FQrmerly this calculation was ot done. The court ruled that this

I . ·
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resulted in over-taxation of railr ad property relative to commercial and
industrial property. This c.hang~J account.ed for roughly half of the tax
reduction for railroad companies
Another part of this ruling ad ,·sed the revenue department to use 14.5070
::~~ capitalization rate in the inlcome factor instead of the 11 070 previousl~
The effect of the Soo Line case was to reduce property tax revenues from
the Soo Line by about 40070. For property taxes levied in 1984, payable in
1985, the revenue department e Itimates local revenues to be roughly. $8
million. It was expected that other railroad companies would apply for
refunds on the same grounds, cau~ing similar tax reductions. This reduction
in property tax revenues is a partlicularly serious problem for areas with a
disproportionat.ely larg.e share
rail.. road prop.erty. For in.stance, Fridley
had about $9 million in railroad property value, and Dilworth, a city of
2,600, had roughly $1 million in tail property. Northeastern Minnesota is
more dep<rndent on railroad prop rty tax revenueS thari most other regions,
Wit.h 2.60700. f it.S total.assessed v.alhj.. e. in rail
.... road property compared to 0.5070
statewide. For assessment years 1981 and 1982, the state is providing a
partial reimbursement to certain severely affected .localities.

01

TAX POLICY OPTIONS

1

The unit value approach to v uing railroad property is fundamentally
different from that used to valud most other property. Unit value can be
described as an appraisal of an Iintegrated property as a whole without
reference to the value of its compdnent parts. One aspect of this approach is
that property is taxed only to the ~tent that the companyis productive, Le.,
has a positive unit value.. This can lJ~eimportan
.. t .for an industry like railroads
that may be required to maintain ertain unprofitable lines. Note, however,
that a portion ofthe total unit val e may still be allocated to such property,
yielding taxes for the jurisdiction in which 'the unproductive property is
located.
I
The alternative to the unit value approach to taxation of railroad property
is the traditional approach to real property appraisal, which attempts to
value property at its "highest and ~est use." This concept requires that each
parcel of property be appraised as though it were being put to its most
profitable use, given probable leg~l, physical, and financial constraints. For
railroads this determination can be difficult. The value of railroad property
in most cases could potentially be ~ual to the value of adjacent land, absent
certain legal restrictions. Howeve~ .~his potential is not reached because of
two particular circumstances of railroads. First, the value of an entire rail
line is dependent on the fact th~t the line is continuous. Second, since
railroad abandonments are restric d, property will not always be used at its
highest and best use. It is not that this approach to appraisal is not helpful,
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simply that the reduction in property
ues is very difficult to measure
because of these restrictions.
Gordon Moe, Minneapolis city asses or, has advanced a proposal that
attempts to apply a highest and best use~oncePt to the taxation of railroad
operating property. Railroad lands would be valued at either the value per
acre of a,djacent land or t,heaverage valuelper acre Of property ineach taxing
jurisdiction. Buildings would be valued by assessors at their fair market
value. There is an important legal qUrtion about the validity of, this
approach. In 1981, the Texas Supreme ,ourt ruled that valuing railroad
operating property by comparing marke values of adjacent land did not
clearly meet the standard that assessmJnts not be arbitrary and grossly
excessive. Instead it approved of the Jnit value approach in this case.
Whether or not this caSe is relevant to Minnesota is unclear.
Such a proposal,even if it raised the satne taxes from railroad companies, '
would be likely to result in a different eUstribution of tax revenues among
l~cal. t~ng districts than it does ,~~ ~r~se~t.. ~he ~urrent fo~ula for
dlstnbutingproperty values among taxing Junsdlctlons IS a comphcated one
using 'three factors: the value of railroad perating land, the share of track
mileage, and the distribution of railroad operating structures. Distributing
taxes" in proportion to local property val es would generally shift revenues
towards t3.xing jurisdictions with higher property values and higher mill
rates.
Another possible change is to continue 0 make a statewide calculation of
"the taxable property base, butto include ome measure of local land values
in the calculation. This would have the kdvantage of keeping the revenue
department principally responsible for ~dministration of this tax while
basing the calculation more on property tnarket values, consistent with the
taxation of other property. There, are ~imilar alternatives, compromises
between a strict ,highest and best use apl1lroach and the current unit value
~
method.
Neither the highest and best use nor th unit value approach are without
flaws. They both can be evaluated accor ing to the tax structure goals the
commission has established:
Certainty/Predictability. Under the ' nit value approach, taxes will
fluctuate with income, costs, and asset val~e. Under the highest and best use
approach, taxes vary with other land valJ~s. Railroad companies are better
able to estimate taxes under the former iProaCh.
Simplicity. The unit value approac is a much more complicated
calculation, but once in place it is. unde standable to both the, c~mpa~es
and the revenue department. A highest nd best use approach IS readlly
understandable, although it does requi e assessors to value parcels of
property which at present they do not. II short, administration is feasible
under either approach.

l
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I

The unit value approach bases a company's taxes on the
taxable Minnesota portion of truJee values: net asset value, the asset value
implied by five-year net income, Jnd the sum of liabilities and equity values.
It is quite possible that two compbes could have similar Minnesota taxable
unit values, but different "value~ of property holdings. The unit" value
approach would yield similar takes for these two companies (subject to
variations in local mill rates) while a highest and best use approach would
.
result i~ different tax ~ills. " I
If raIlroad compames were free to abandon lmes and sell property, a
property tax using the highest" bnd best use approach would be more
efficient and satisfy the commi~sion's neutrality goal. However, because
railroad properties are not able freely to abandon unproductive (nonincomeproducing) properties, taxing contpanies at a property value higher than the
value bf the property to them, Jhile restricting abandonment, creates an
inefficiency. Because federal ana Minnesota laws require gover'omental
approvaibefore allowing,abandodment, this is a key consideration. 'Fhe unit
value approach may create incendves to.adjust a company's income stream,
total asset value or stated systekn costs. It is unclear how much these
pot~ntial incentives would affect k railroad company's benavior.
'
Competitiveness. No informlation is currently available comparing
Minnesota's level of taxes onrailr~adcompaniesto other states. At present,
every state with railroads now u~es the unit value method, which makes
compliartce with Minnesota's method" of taxation much" easier under a -unit
value approach than under any other.
"Neutrality.

b~o tb~i~:T~:dF~b"

M~,

I. Till, '"'_;,
on
and Uw=ce
"Taxes and Telecommunications in adEra of Change," in StaffPapers, vol. 2 of the
Final Report of the Minnesota Tax Study Commission, ed. Robert D. Ebel and
Therese J. McGuire (St. Paul: Butter~orth Legal Publishers, 1985).
2. Under a pure (uriregulated) systJm, gross receipts taxation would provide an
incentive to integrate vertically. In this case,however, the local companies (those
which were part of the Bell system) ar~ proscribedfrom selling long distance service;
therefore, no merger to avoid the tax\iS possible.
3. For a discussion of local versus central assessments of special purpose property,
see Robert D."Ebel and Joan E. Towl1s, Payments In Lieu of Taxes on Federal Real
Property (Washington, D.C.: U.S. dvisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, 1981), vol. I, pp. 68-70.
4. Fisher and Martin, "Thxes and elecommunications in an Era of Change."

21
Local Nonpro erty Taxes

leatmg

The ,tate has pri.,.ry responsibility for
aod mamtaining a suitable
system for financing both state and local governments. Thus, the state must
plan for the overall revenue structure. ntis chapter helps to inform the state
in overall planning by· identifying nohproperty tax sources of revenue
available for local finance and evaluating these sources in terms of statewide
tax poli~ goals-s~'plicity; neutrality,1 accou?tability, revenue potential,
and eqwty. The speCIfic revenue sources ~o be discussed are nontax revenues
from user fees and charges, local sales tiax, and local income tax.
Many motivations contribute to tHe desire for local revenue from
nonproperty tax sources. These include
• Property tax relief. The property ax is capriciously related to the
income-flows and real estate wealth hIdings of homeowners. Also, those
jurisdictions with little property valu per capita bear greater burdens in
raising property tax revenue.
• Tax base equalization. Although th re are tax base disparities among
jurisdictions for all local revenue so ces, the disparities for local sales
and income taxes may not be distri~uted identically· with property tax
disparities. Allowing two or more rf~nue sources may result in some
equalization of tax base among 10caliJties.
• Revenuef!exibility. Nonproperty tcud revenues enable local governments
to be less dependent on state aids, artd they allow the localities to raise
revenue from communities and otherJ who pay no property taxes.

As has been noted above (chapters 3 ·Ed 6), Minnesota has a centralized
system of raising revenue, but a decen ralized spending. system. In 1982,
localities collected 26070 of total state nd local taxes, but accounted for
about 70% of total expenditures. A largd share of state revenue was returned
to local governments to fin'ance specifi~ programs and to. provide property
I
tax relief.
.
The sources of state and local revenues in Minnesota in 1982 were
presented in chapter~. Of all local revenhes in Minnesota, 41 % comes from
intergovernmental grants. The localities ~lso collect property tax revenue but
receive little or no revenue from intome, corporation, sales, excise,
inheritance, or other taxes. Localities su plement their incomes from grants
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and property taxes with nontax revenues like fees, service charges, and
special assessments.
Localities in Minnesota use nonpropertytaxes less often than other
localities in the U.S. Local genedu sales and/or income taxes are levied by
one ?r more local governments ~nlthirtY-~~ree states. An.d both gen~~al sales
and mcome taxes are common m large CItIes; Of the seventy-two CItIes over
200,000 population, only eighteen-including Minneapolis and St. Paulhave ne~ther a sales tax nor an intome tax. Minnesota has no local inco~e
taxes and only Duluth and Roch~ster have local general sales taxes. While
Minnesota is low in use of nonproberty tax, this is compensated by relatively
large shares of state aid and non~ revenue.
The remainder of this chapter iill describe and analyze the local options
for increased revenues fro~ thre revenue sources-~ocal nontax revenues,
local sales taxes, and local mcom taxes. A final sectIon compares the local
sales and income taxes to the property tax in tenus of the efficiency,
simplicity, and equity goals of 'ite tax policy.
NONTAX LOCAL REVENUES
Minnesota's localities make sUr
I tantial use of nontax sources of revenue.
The category of nontax gene
revenues normally includes special
assessments; licenses and permit; charges for services; sewer, water, and
garbage operating revenues; in~brest; and other miscellaneous general
revenue. According to the U.S. census bureau, Minnesota local government
nontax general revenue was 55.3to of local revenue in 1981, compared to
36.5010 nationally. For all local junsdictions in Minnesota, per capita nontax
revenue averaged $443, nearly ont.-third more' than per capita property tax
revenue of $341. Nationally, nantax was smaller, $263, and less than
property tax, $348.
For Minnesota cities (in 1981), the ratio of nontax to local tax revenue was
74.1 010. compared to 38.0% in all U.S. cities. The average per capita amount
of nontax revenue was $330 ($16[ nationally) compared to $95 ($138) of
property tax. In counties, townships, special districts, and school districts,
Minnesota had slightly larger Pro~ortions ofnontax to tax revenues than the
national average.
About three-fourths of nontax eneral revenue is generated as payments
for locally provided public servides. Payments are suitable for financing
many local public functions~u~ban renewal, water, garbage disposal,
hospitals, and many other servi.lces-and Minnesota's localities already
know the effectiveness of these chkges. Minnesota's relative dependence on
nontax revenue may be due to thd long history of local levy lirititations on
property taxes, or to adirect "pa for what you use" philosophy, or both.

r
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An efficient local payments system ass1esses a price for the cost of a 'service
against the immediate user of the servic~ whether the user is a household or
a business. These charges promote effici.ency only when each user pays the
full cost of the public service being provided. In many cases,where users do
.pay fully for the services, it could be prdvided privately. Thus, for example, '
.some cities have private garbage servic~and some have public service on a
fee-for-service basis.
Charges will not be efficient if the se ice has additional benefits received
by secondary users who do not pay for t ese benefits or if use of the service
imposes costs on others or indirectly,invplves demand for additional public
services~Public education is an example of a public service with second
party benefits; if public educationwere!provided only on a user fee basis,
revenue would not support the appropriate level of education. Conversely,
use or'some public services, like dtysJ.eets, imposes additional costs on
second parties (for example, the time'cQkts of traffic jams and health costs
of exposure to automobile exhaust) aid creates demand for additional
public services (traffic control and'healthl services). User charges Will not pay
the full costs of those public services th!at are acconipaniedby congestion
and other detrirnental, indirect effects..Either these extra costs must be
subsidized by other revenues or the u· er fees must be high enough to
discourage demand for the service.
Local jUfisdictions may be able to develop some additional nontax
sources of local revenue. However, the ehapter on levy limitations argued
that local charges are unlikely to substitJte for significant cutbacks in local
government aid. 1n the same vein, n04tax revenues may not be able to
accommodate a 'subst;mtiaUy greater shatie of the local revenue requirement.
On a per capita basis, Minnesota'saverag~ local nontax bill already is greater
than the national local proper:y tax bil\. User charges, conside.red alone,
may not be abkto bear a growmg share of local revenue.needs, given recent
increases in dependence on these revenhes. Between 1978 and 1982, the
categories of fees,:charges, andspecial aksessmentsincreased from 50ltfo to
69070 of total local revenue in Minnesota

.

LOCAL SALbES TAX

.

Counties are permitted to levy a genera sales tax in nineteen states; the tax
rate ranges from O.25ltfo to 3.00ltfo. Cities 1 sales taxes in twenty-one states,

including M,.innesota (,in the cities of D~.uth and ROC, hester), and, cu,rrent
rates range from 0.25070 to 5.0ltfo. Table presents the data for local use of
the general sales tax in other states. In some states all similar local
jurisdictions have a sales tax; in other tates only a few jurisdictions tax
sales. In addition, Alaska borroughs an most Louisiana school districts
levy sales taxes. In three states local s es taxes were authorized but not
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TABLE 1
Local S~~s Taxes By State
Rate
Limits

Voter
Approval

l.gt.O
I.
.25

.875
1.0
1.0
1.25
1.25
3.0
2.25

No
No
No
- No
No
Yes
Yes

29
39
95
102
58
63
94

1.0
1.0- .03
1.0
.5·1.0
1.0
.375-.5

1.5
3.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

99
51
128
59
15
70

.5-1.0
.25 .0
.25
.5-3.0
1.0
.25

1.0
4.0
.25
None
2.0
.25

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

51
27
10
41
11
I

1.0
.25 .75
1.0
1.0
.5-1.0
.5-1.0
.75 .875

.85-1.0
.75
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
.875

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

434
98
1,1l7
41
273
1,253
219

1.0 .0
1.0 .0
.5-3.0
1.0 .0
1.0 .0
.3-3.5

None
None
None
6.0

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

70
427
310
92
170
161

Counties

!Rates

No. of
Units

States where all
counties tax:
Utah I
Washington
Virginia
Illinois
California
Louisiana2
Tennessee3

.75 .875
.5-1.0
1.0
1.0

1.2

States where at least
50070 of the counties tax:
North Carolina
New York4
Georgia
Ohio
Wyomin~

- Missouri

States where less than
50070 of the counties tax:
Kansas
Colorado 6
New Mexico
Alabama
Arkansas
Nevada7
Cities

~

-:

.~

States where at least
98070 of cities tax:
California
New Mexico 8
Texas
Virginia
Washington9
Illinois
Utah lO
Other states where at least
half the cities levy tax:
Arizona
Oklahoma
Alabama
Alaska
Colorado
Louisiana

..•

Continued on next page
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Table· I-Continued

Counties

Rate
Limits

Rates

Voter
Approval

No. of
Units

States where less' than
half the cities tax:
Missouri
South Dakota
Kansas
New York
Tennessee
Nebraska
Minnesota11
Arkansas

.5-1.0
1.0-2.0
.5-1.0

1.0
2.0
1.0

***

1~O-3.0

.25-2.25
1.0-1.5
1.0
1.0

2.25
1.5
1.0
2.0

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

360
74
83
29
16
12
2
32

Limits will increase to 1.0% in 1987.
I
The combined local rate (parish, municipality, and school district) may not exceed 3.0OJo. '.
Maximum local rate with county precedence.
The combined city and county rate may not e ceed 3.0%. Cities may preempt 1.50/0, but
cities and counties generally negotiate the diJision of taxing authority.
5 St.Louis County rate is 3.0OJo.·
6 Combined local rates may not exceed 4.0OJo; combined local state rate may not exceed
7%. A temporary state-local limit of 7.5OJo e ires July, 1984, when the state sales tax is
reduced from 3.5OJo to 3.0OJo.
7 The state made the 3.75OJocounty sales tax m datory in.1981, effectively raising the state
rate and returning the 3.75OJo to the county origin. In 1981 countie.s were authorized to
levy an additional 0.25OJo for transit.
.
8 Increases to 1.0OJo in July, 1984.
9 If the county in which a city is located levies tax, the city rate is lowered to 0.425OJo. An
additional O.5OJo may be levied with voter ap roval.
10 Rate limits will increase to 1.0OJo in 1987; resort communities with qualifying transient
populations may levy an additional 1.0OJo.
11 Rochester's 1.0OJo tax is authorized by speci legislation and is dedicated for a flood
control and recreation improvement project. I
* 4OJo maximum rates, not precluding county ta!x of IOJo; total state,county, and city rates
may not exceed 7.0070.
I
** Total parish, municipal and school district dtes may not exceed 3.0% unless otherwise
.
I
authorized. .
*** Total city and county ratemay not exceed 3.~%; city may preempt 1.5%. The combined
limit for New York City and Yonkers is 4.5"10. In counties covered by the Metropolitan
Communities Transportation District, the colnbined limit is 3.5%.
Source: Compiled by J. Fonkert. Some data taken from ACIR, Significant Features of Fiscal
Federalism, 1982-83, table 55, pp. 83"85.
1
2
3
4

f

.

oJ

L

levied as of 1983-Wisconsin and Florida with taxes authorized in counties,
and North Dakota, with city taxes. In Minnesota the tax is prohibited unless
it is specifically authorized by the state. his authorization has been granted
to two cities. Duluth may levy and admi ister a 10J0 sales tax. Rochester has
temporary authority for a 1% local sales ax, the proceeds of which must be
allocated to flood control. The Rocheste, tax-like recently instituted sales
taxes in other states-is administered by the state.

;
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~nd

City sales taxes are most widesbread in illinois, California,
Texas. In
these states, cities with populatibns from 50,000 to 200,000 typically raise
25070 to 50% of local tax revenuJ from the general sales tax.
. County sales taxes are universW in California, Illinois, and Washington '
and, in each case, the county taxlis collected only outside city liinits. These
counties typically raise 7% to ·15 0 of their tax revenues through the general
sales tax.
IMPLEMENTATION

Of those states that levy local sales taxes, only Alaska has no statewide
sales tax. In most states, the state dministers the sales tax for administrative
ease. Coordination of the local Iand state tax often is achieved through
"piggybacking," or adding the s~ate and local tax rates together. The state
collects the revenue and returns the local share to the jurisdiction of origin.
State administration is feasible irl part because, since the 19508, most state
laws authorizing local sales uJes have shared the following common
features: the local tax bases coinJide closely with state tax bases, the range
of local tax 'rates is limited, anti the county rather than the city is the
preferred taxing unit.
If Minnesota chooses to instItute a local sales tax, the tax may be
mandat~r:-. i.e., a Sing.Ie tax rate~UthOriZ~dand required of all counti.es (or
for all CItIes and nonurban areas of countles)-or the tax can be optIOnal.
Under the optional approach, t e tax could apply to all jurisdictions or
some. The rate of tax could be se by the state or the rate can vary, at local
option, across an allowable rangd.

l

MANDATORY TAX

1

Minnesota could choose to re uire local governments to use a general
sales tax. If this authorization natrowly adopts the three features identified
above as common in other stateS~'t would:
I

1. select a uniform rate, or at mos , a narrow range of t.ax rates, for all local
taxing jurisdictions-perhaps 1 0;
'"

2. authorize only counties (or cit~',s and nonurban areas, of counties,) to tax
sales; internal distribution of evenues to other jurisdictions would be
each county's responsibility; a d
3. define the local sales tax base t conform to the state sales tax base.
Such a local tax should be apprJamatelY neutral within the state, i.e., it
should have little or no impact oi the pretax prices of products or on the
location and level of economic I activity. There may be some loss of
competitiveness for sales in counties bordering on other states.
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This tax functions as if the state wer to raise the general sales tax by 1070
and redistribute the revenues to the co~nty of origin; Those counties with

~::::~e : : ' ~d ~ce, ~ cajPita would receive more revenue per
A local sales tax that is optional acr ss jurisdictions has both efficiency
benefits and losses. It is beneficial f6r
various· jurisdictions to provide
I
different levels of public service and charge correspondingly variable tax
prices for those services. Taxpayers, thbn, can live in the jurisdiction that
pr?duces the bundle of public services l~heY most want to buy at the lOWes.t
prIce.
An additional benefit of the option sales tax is that it imports tax to
high-sales jurisdictions. Shoppers who db not live in the jurisdiction (and do
not pay property tax there), nonethelesstill pay sales tax. This tax payment
is efficient because shoppers inevitably se local public services as part of
the shopping activity.
In terms of efficiency losses, taxpaye_, may be able to travel to a low-tax
jurisdiction to shop for taxable godds, then return to the high-tax
jurisdiction to consume public services.1 These shoppers will not pay their
share for locally~provided public services. This is the "border" problem that
produces two undesirable outcomes. First, it decreases the ability of an
optional local sales tax to raise revenue. Second, it works to discourage sales
in the high-tax jurisdiction and to endourage sales in bordering low-tax
jurisdictions.
I
Recent research indicates that the oveWI effect of the border problem is
slight at low-tax rates, although the sho~t-run impact on particular retailers
may be significant. The stores most likely to be affected are those carrying
"big ticket" durable goods-e.g., vehiclbs, appliances, and furniture-and,
to a lesser extent, food stores. In the lonk-run, the tax disparities will affect
relative land values and, to some extent! neutralize the short-run impacts.
A sales tax levied only in cities or urbdn counties may result in the border
problem: many cities and urban cOlJn~es share borders with nonurban,
presumably tax-free areas. The tax couH::l encourage sales and shopping in
the nonurban fringe. If a border result bccurs, less revenue is collected as
some sales move to the nonurban frin~e. If cities/urban counties share
borders, as in the seven-county Twin Cities metropolitan area, border
problems occur only at the perimeter of he metro area. The problem is not
likely to be severe because there are few convenient shopping locations on
the fringe of the metro area.
In chapter 10 it was shown that the tatewide sales tax is shown to be
somewhat regressive on income. Thus, t e local sales tax also is likely to be
generally regressive across Minnesota in~ome classes.
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LOCALjINCOME TAXES
Local income taxes are Ie ied in eleven states and are especially
widespread in Maryland (Wherd all counties must levy a surcharge to the
l
state income tax) and Pennsylvania (where 86010 of both municipalities and
school districts levy an income tkx). Minnesota does not have local income
taxation.
Table 2 lists the eleven state and the jurisdictions that use the local
income tax. In most cases, voter approval is not required for the local
income tax and, again in most bases, the tax is either a flat rate tax or a
surtax-a fIxed percentage of th~ state income tax obligation. For Indiana,
Pennsylvania, and Michigan, boh state and local income taxes are flat rate
taxes. The Iowa surtax is allowJd to school districts and must be"used in
conjunction with an increase in property taxes.

1

IMPLEMENTATION

I

State administration of the lod1al tax is possible if, as ,in Minnesota, there
also is a state income tax. When ~he local tax is based on the same definition
of taxable income and piggybadked on the state tax, state collection and
administration should be cost effective: A taxpayer can file one form to
declare liability for both taxes; the state can collect and return revenues to
the taxing locality. This apPfloach eliminates duplicated efforts in
compliance as well as duplicated costs of enforcement. When structured in
this way, the local income tax is progressive or regressive to the same degree
as the state tax.
DEFINITION OF TAXABLE I

COME

Table 2 shows that some local1ties tax according to state taxable income
and others base the tax-especia*y for ncmr~sidents-on wages. A tax only
on wages draws an arbitrary distinction between wages and other sources of
income and favors taxpayers wit~ income from capital gains and returns to
property. The generation of inFomes from capital gains and property
depends upon public services. A more equitable approach would be to
broaden the defInition of taxablk income, e.g., to conform to the federal
code or, in the case of Minnesod, the state definition.
SELECTION OF TAX RATE

States can choose between having a local rate structure, with either flat or
variable rates, and adoption of the state's structure of rates. Ideally, the
choice of rate structur~ shou.ld belguide~ by a ben.efit~ principle. That is. ~f
demand for local serVIces rIses droportlOnally WIth Income, ·a flat rate IS

,----~~-----_

...
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TABLE 2
Local Income Taxes, as ! f October 1983
# of
Units

Type
of Tax

Tax
Base

Indiana

38
(420;0)

nat
rate

Kentucky

9
(8 0/0)

nat
rate

I\laryland

24
(100'1.)

20~50o;o

Rat~

Rates

limits

Voter
Treatmem of
Approval Nonresidents

state
.axable
income

0.S·1.0

1.0

N

Nonresident rate

wages

0.1·2.7

none l

N

.Larger c11ie-s lax Donres~dents
at lower rates; Jefferson
County gives credit for Louisville lax

N2

By. residence only

N

Both residents and nonresi·
denlS ,axed at place of earning

N

Both residcnls and nonresidems taxed at place of earning

Coumies:

I

surcharge

20-S0"io

t

0.2S'I.

on state income lax

Cities:

AI.bama

8
.. (2'10)

nat
rate

"'ages

1.0-2.0

Delaware

1

nat
rate

wages

1.2S

Ken.ucky

60
(1401.)

nat
rate

wages

.2S-2.7

16

1.0-3.0"l0.urcharge on sta'e tax

Michigan·

(3Oio)

Missouri

2

New Ynrk

::j
non

N

1.0-30

N

Nonresidem. taxed at half the
resident rate
Nonresident. taxed on ponion
of income earned within cit)'

nat
rate

wages

1.0

1.0

Y

gradualed 3

state

.4-2_04

none4

N

taxable

income

J

4S9

nat
falC

state
lauble
income

.25-2.S

(48'10)

Pennsy!\·a.1!!3 2.220
(86"1.)

nat

wages

.2S-4.96 1.06

falC

Ohio

FIat 0.4S'Io rate on nonresident
wages

NS

Nonresidents taxed on wages
earned in the cities

N

Tax is eenerally imposed on
nonresidents bUI jurisdiction
of residents has priority

Y

By residence only

School
Districts:
Iowa

44
(10'1.)

Ohio

4
(IOJ.)

Pennsylvania 444

(860J0)

Surtax on state tax allowed whe
costs exceed state aid and prope
"ta\: limit; state comptroller sets Ii its; rates range from 3.5-16.0"1.
nat
rate

state
taxable
income

nat

wages

0_S-1.0 _2S- _0

0.S-1.0

rate

1.0

Y

N

Jurisdiction of residence
has priori.),

Source: ACIR. Significant Features oj Fiscal Federalism, 1982-83,t able 57, pp. 88-89.
I
2
3
4

5
6

Counties may levy up to 0.5 'I. for school purpclses.
County tax is mandatory ,yithin rate limits.
I
New York CilY uses nine brackets; top bracket tlegins at $30,000 adjusted gross income.
Sunaxes musl be approved by state legislature. or $15.000-20.000 adjusted gross income
bracket there are surtaxes of 5.007. and 2.507. in 1983 and 1984. respectively. for higher
brackets there is a 1983 sun2X of 10.0010 and a 1984 sunaxof 5.007.. •
Tax rates grealer lhan 1.0% require voter appro al.
Seventeen cilies. including Philadelphia (4.% ), Piitsburgh (2.625%), and Scranlon
(2.5 0"0) have taxes above the general 1.0070 limil.Home rule cilies may add an additional
1.007•.

---------------
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appropriate; if demand rises faste, than income, a progressive rate structure
is preferred. For simplicity and co~t effectiveness, a percentage charge on tax
obligation to the state is desirabie, so long as the state's rate structure is
compatible 'with the benefits priJciple. If the locality administers its own
tax, the rate structure should be ~iri1pleand easy to administer.
TREATMENT OF NONRESIDElTS

The ability to tax incomes of nJnresidents is a feature unique to the local
income tax. This feature promotestfficienCy and may help relieve disparities
in the distribution of tax base.
To illustrate, suppose town A h . a user fee system to pay for local public
services and town B has an incomb tax. Some services will accrue to people
as residents in the two towns, othdrs accrue both to commuters and to those
residents who earn income in eacH town. For clarity, suppose the per capita
cost of residential services· is greter than the cost. of those that are work
related.
Town B must tax both residents d workers in order for the income tax to
be neutral. Consider Allen, Barbata, and Chris; Allen lives and works in B,
Barbara lives in B and works in Al Chris works in B and lives in A. To have
tax neutrality,. each person should pay some income tax to Town B, with
Allen paying relatively the most \(for two sets of services), followed by
Barbara (for residential), and wit Chris paying the least (for work-related
services). If B taxes only resid ts to cover both categories of public
ris never pays for work-related services
services, the tax is not neutral.
and Barbara pays for them twice. learly there is an incentive for people to
work in B, but live in A.
Most states using local income taxes have recognized the resident-taxation
- problem. As Table 2 shows, the majority tax both residents and
nonresidents, with nonresidents p~ying a lower tax rate. Thus there should
be few income tax-based incentivek for population or employment to move
I
around within the state.
High-income workers often cdmmute to low-income communities to
work; this especially is true in largb urban areas. A local option income tax
in the employing jurisdiction could tax residents, whose lower incomes are
taxed at lower marginal rates as w~l as nonresidents, whose higher incomes
are taxed at higher marginal rates. Thus, for some jurisdictions, the local tax
is a way to import tax base witl1 proportionately greater yield than the
r~sidential tax base offers.
'
COMPARING THE LOCAL TAX OPTIONS
The policy question rises as to
ich local tax or combination of taxessales, income, and property-best serves the goals of state tax policy. The
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local taxes may be mandatory or optio al, with different implications for
accountability and revenue. Each tax has inefficient nonneutral features that
can be partly but not fully alleviated. Ambng localities, there is a, wide range
in fiscal capacity for each tax. Finally! because of tax base disparities,
be used in some jurisdictions to provide property tax
options taxes
relief. In terms of distribution of tax basF' neutrality, and progressivity, the
local income tax is somewhat superior t([) the local general sales· tax.

can.

REVENUE PRODUCTION UNDER A I ANDATORY TAX

The state can allow and require thaf.the local tax option be applied
uniformly on all taxpayers. For examPleteve.ry. taxpayer, reg.ardless of place
of residence, would pay a 1070 local
es tax or a 10% surcharge on
Minnesota net income taxI or 10% more- r-Ies~ property tax. In Minnesota,
1982, local property tax receipts in 1982 ~ere approximately $1,372 million
and net income tax receipts totaled $1,699 million. For 1983, the 6070 sales
tax yielded $961 million (stated in 1982 dollars). Thus, if residents in each
county paid a uniform local tax asindichted, a rough estimate of the yield
is: 2
1.) $961,331 -;- 6 = $160,222-local sals tax revenue
2.) $1,699,195 x 10% = $169,920--,}ocal income tax revenue
3.) $1,372,187 x 10% = $137,219-chan e in local property tax revenue

These yields are close enough in value toonsider the three programs as near
substitutes in generating revenue, at least for these marginal changes in tax
rates. The state could authorize and cbllect sales or income taxes, then
rebate the revenue to the counties to sdend and/or· to distribute to other
jurisdictions. 3
ACCOUNTABILITY

Accountability of local tax authorities is greater when the local tax is not
mandatory for all taxpayers. If, for example,. the state uniformly
implements a 1% local sales tax, potentiJlly all jurisdictions receive revenue.
Some jurisdictions will not want or need additional revenue to finance local
expenditures. Local authorities could us the revenue to cut property taxes
or they could· find ways to spend thisl money. Nothing in the uniform
procedure automatically holds the local decisionmakers accountable for the
choice between tax relief and expenditu~s.
Tax authorities are held fully accounta, Ie if every taxing jurisdiction votes
to approve the local tax levy. The state till can establish the allowable tax
rate and tax base and can collect and retJrn revenue to the jurisdiction. Yet,
by requiring local approval before the trod is imposed, there is no issue about
.
whether the revenue is for property tax lelief or for expenditures.
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EFFICIENCY OF THE LOCAL\TAX OPTIONS

There are efficiency gains and osse.s to be. realized from each of the thre. e
taxes. The property tax is levied gainst a nearly immobile base-only some
taxable property can actually m ve from one jurisdiction to aI,lother and,
even for mobile properties, the time frame is quite long. Thus the property
tax does not directly affect the reJcation of most taxable property. However,
nonresidents have an incentive to commute into the property tax jurisdiction
and use services free-of-ehargeBecause of the free-rider possibilities,
residents have some incentive In ove (romjurisdictions that rely heavily on
property taxes.
The sales tax and income tax oases are more mobile, and, in some cases,
the tax can drive the tax baselaway. For the local option income tax,
neutrality is significantly enhanc· d when both residents and commuters are
taxed so that there is no p .cular advantage to living in a tax-free
jurisdiction while working in
tax-paying locality. Over the long run,
however, the tax on commute s adds a small marginal incentive for
employment to move to a non 'ng jurisdiction.
With the local sales tax, the potential nonneutral effects occur at the
borders, although the "borderl' can be the entire jurisdiction if the
jurisdiction is' geographically smaIl. In a metropolitan area, a single taxing
ju.risdiction likelYw.ould lose II1aty sales,as shoppers "free-ride" on public
services in a tax-free area. If all adjoining metropolitan jurisdictions
implement the tax, the migration of tax base would be much less significant.

I

FISCAL DISPARITIES

J

There are disparities in tax cap city regardless of which tax is used. High
per capita sales jurisdictions get ore sales tax revenue per capita; the same
is true for per capita property vall e and property tax revenue, and to some
extent for per capita income and income tax revenue. With a dual tax (by
residence and workplace) some isparities are relieved in respect to the
income tax.
By adding the options of sales and income taxes to the local tax base,
local fiscal disparities could be s ewhat reduced. Consider the 172 larger
cities in Minnesota. All but eight f those below the property tax median are
above the median for sales tax lhase per capita, or income 'tax base per
capita, or both. By selecting the c6rrect local option, all but eight cities with
below-average property tax base c~n improve their fiscal capacity relative to
I
other cities.
If local option taxes are imblemented and do reduce local fiscal
disparities, grants of local govermfient aid are likely to be affected. As other
commission analysis shows, local kovernment aids are partly determined by
the goal-of equalizing local fiscalIDsparities. 4 Thus, an increase in local tax
base may be partly offset by relat~ve loss in state grants.

----~----~---'-
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RECOMMEN I ATION

RELATINGr~o

MAINTAIN STATUS QUO
NONPROPERTYTAXATION

GENERAL LOCAL'

Minnesota has an established trad' ion of state support to local
jurisdictions in order to alleviate dispariti~s among localities in the ability to
provide public services. As a result, Min~esota's property tax rates are low
compared to other states, and state. gran~s per capita are correspondingly
high. State aiQ per capita exceed.s the amo}mt of net property tax per capita.
Another component of the Minnesota fradition--'a component intended
to preserve the equalizing fearnre of state grants-is to prohibit the local use
of nonpropeity taxes, including the 10dI general sales tax and the local
income tax. Localities are permitted to cHarge on·aJee-for-service basis for
some public services (for example, sewage FanageItlent,pu~Jjc parking, and
higher education programs) and localities do rely heavily on Jeres and user
charges.
'.
I.
..,'
In keeping with current policy, and in order to protect the equalizing
benefits of state grants, thecomrniss~bn recommends continuing the
prohibition against new local general sales and local income taxes. ,The
cornrnissionrecogrnzes that in the case bf an unusual and specific local
need, a, locality canre.'quest a,spe.ciallaw fJjom the legiSlature. allowing a local
nonproperty tax for a limited time period I This is a continuation of current
policy that, for example, has allowed' ochester a temporary 1070 Ideal
general sales tax.
ENDNOTES
r'·

1. Levied as 10070 by place of residence or, p ssibly, as 6213070 by place of residence
and 3113070 by place of employment.

I

2. City-by-city yields for 175 Minnesota cities are provided by Jay Fonkert in
"Revenue Diversification," a technical paper lresented to the commission.
'
3. There are other options for distribution, e.g., the state can rebate city receipts
to the cities and noncounty receipts to the co nties of origin.
4. Michael E. Bell, "Minnesota's Local dovernment Aids Program," in Staff
Papers, vol. 1 of the Final Report oj the Minnesota Tax Study Commission, ed.
Robert D. Ebel and Therese 1. McGuire (St. Paul: Butterworth Legal Publishers,
1985).
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